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Abstract
As the range of models which tutoring systems can capture is extended, efficient diagnosis
becomes more difficult. This thesis describes a solution to this problem based on the
generation of 'Critical Problems'; their role in student modelling is analogous to that of the
'Crucial Experiment' in science. We argue that great diagnostic power can be obtained by
generating discriminatory problem examples. In general, efficient diagnosis is just not
possible without such an hypothesis-testing capability. We describe a program, PO, which
given a pair of production rule models and a description of the class of problems which the
student must solve, generates an abstract specification of the problems which discriminate
between those two hypotheses. Through a process termed 'Abstract Interpretation', PO tips
the balance in favour of diagnostic measurement. The key to this problem lies in the
realisation that we are only interested in the abstract mapping between a model's inputs and
outputs; from the point of view of generating a Critical Problem, the intermediate processing
of the model is irrelevant.
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1.1

Goals and Motivation

Chapter 1
Student Modelling and
Problem Generation

1.1. Goals and Motivation
In the realm of Intelligent Computer-Aided Instruction (ICAI), the 'student model' is
generally recognised as an essential prerequisite for adaptive tutoring. It embodies the
machine's view of what the student 'knows' - without it, the tutoring system cannot make
pertinent tutorial decisions. The process of modelling a student in the context of Intelligent
Tutoring Systems (ITSs) is sometimes termed 'diagnosis'. Student modelling has much in
common with other domains such as electronic fault diagnosis, and medical diagnosis: the
overall goal of these systems can be described as one of obtaining an abstract account of some
device's behaviour. For electronic fault diagnosis the device is a faulty circuit, for medical
diagnosis it is the patient, and for ITSs, the student. Within this very general diagnostic goal,
there are inter-domain differences in the type of diagnosis performed. Electronic circuit
troubleshooters work from a correct model of the circuit, and try to determine why the faulty
device's behaviour diverges from the ideal. Generally, ITSs try to produce a model of the
student's behaviour which is not necessarily based on a correct model (those that do are said
to be performing 'Perturbation Modelling'). This is analogous, in the circuit troubleshooting
domain, to generating a model of the faulty device, without being given any information about
the actual components and wiring of the circuit.

1
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In these domains, the desired accuracy depends on the requirements of the diagnostician.
With electronic fault diagnosis, the goal is to obtain just enough infonnation to fix the fault; in
medicine, the diagnostician is only concerned with curing the patient. Similarly, it is sufficient
for a tutoring system's model of the student to be just accurate enough to guide its tutorial
actions - further accuracy is superfluous. This view of modelling contrasts with that adopted
in pure science, where one is (in an ideal world) searching for the most accurate model of the
objects of interest. Thus, the problem of student modelling is more limited than that of
cognitive modelling. Nevertheless, the space of models which a tutoring system must consider
is non-trivial. Current student modelling research is concerned with extending this space
through the use of machine learning techniques (cf. ACM (Langley & Ohlsson, 1984».
Whilst the machine learning approach does extend the potential coverage of the modelling
system, the larger search space leads to poor runtime perfonnance - as it stands this method
could not form part of a tutoring system which runs in real-time. Interestingly, research on
electronic fault diagnosis has run into similar problems. Extending the range of models to the
multiple-fault case, leads to a mushrooming of an already large search space (DeKleer, 1986).
Thus for diagnostic domains, a major research goal is to provide the machine with efficient
methods of searching ever larger spaces.
Through the medium of a computer program called PO (Problem Generator l ) the research
described herein investigates an approach to controlling the diagnostic search space, whose
roots lie in the methodology of science - where the experimental method is employed to
distinguish between competing hypotheses. The central tenet is that great diagnostic power can
be obtained by generating discriminating problem examples, to pose to the student. Armed
with the ability to test hypotheses about what the student is doing, the modeller acquires the
same powerful leverage available to the scientist who can generate experiments to test hislher
theories. In general, efficient diagnosis is just not possible without interrogating the device
under study. This is because the diagnostician would be forced to keep all consistent
hypotheses open right up until a final choice is made. Many of these hypotheses could be
discarded (or at least, devalued) early on by appealing to the device for relevant data
(measuring values at judicious points in the circuit, or, in the case of student modelling,
entering into a diagnostic dialogue with the student).

lPO was implemented in InterLisp-D on a Xerox 1109. It has now been ported to Common Lisp.

1
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1.2. Overview
We have then as our main goal the desire to develop an automatic method of discriminating
between the competing diagnostic hypotheses in a tutoring system. This problem reduces to
one of discriminating between two competing hypotheses, for if we can solve this problem,
then we will have cracked the multiple hypothesis case. This is because multiple hypotheses
can be tested by pairwise comparisons amongst them. PO's approach to this problem is to
analyse the computational behaviour of each model and then to derive an abstract description
of how the two models differ. This description is then used to generate a discriminatory
problem.
This chapter contains a review of previous approaches to student modelling, and a
discussion of some of the limitations of such models. We then discuss some of the theoretical
limitations of the notion of a discriminatory problem. The chapter concludes with an in-depth
analysis of two previous approaches to problem generation, and concludes that though they
both have something to offer, neither is sufficiently general.
Chapter 2 begins by describing how our problem relates to the general one of designing
experiments to test scientific theories. It is concluded that experimental design is facilitated by
a theory which makes the relationship between observable phenomena explicit; thus, we
decide to develop a method of extracting the relationship between the observables of models
expressed as production systems. We then describe the production rule language developed
for this study. The latter half of the chapter is concerned with describing our first exploratory
attempt to solve this problem. This approach was marginally successful but had some serious
drawbacks which entailed its rejection.
Chapter 3 develops a new approach to the problem; the computational behaviour of the
models is derived through a process of 'Abstract Interpretation'. The algorithm is presented in
Prolog in an incremental fashion, first without and then with conflict resolution. We also
discuss the theorem proving abilities of the program and how to derive an abstract problem
from the input/output mappings of the model pairs.

3
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The next chapter contains an evaluation of the problem generation abilities of our
implementation. PG is found to cope well with models which wrong-footed the
implementation presented in chapter 2. The main evaluation of PG is based on a set of fraction
subtraction models derived from a separate study. Although PG successfully handles these
models, it would not be able to cope with models which embody loops.
The final chapter presents some ideas on how to augment PG so that it can reason about
loops. We discuss how one might integrate PG with a tutoring system and conclude with a
discussion of other problems to which PO could be applied. Shorter descriptions of this work
can be found in Evertsz (1989a; 1989b; 1990).

1.3. A Problem Generation Scenario
Imagine a situation in which a tutoring system is trying to ascertain how a student deals with
fraction subtraction problems of the form: W - XY/z . The student has just solved the
problem 8 - 43/4, and come up with an answer of 4 3/4. The tutor searches for an account of
the student'S error, and produces two possibilities:

Modcl-I: If the ftrst whole number is loose 1, then subtract the second whole number from the
rust, and write down the fractional part of the second term.
Modcl-2: If the ftrst whole number is loose, then the answer is the whole of the second term (i.e.
discard the ftrst IMD).

The tutoring system tries to obtain more information by setting the student a problem of a
similar type (Le. of the form W - XY/ z ). Instantiating this problem template with a random
set of numbers (subject to the constraint that it form a legal fraction subtraction problem), the
tutor sets the following problem next: 4 - 27 /8. Unfortunately, in the current situation this
problem provides no diagnostic power whatsoever, as shown below:

lA 'loose' whole Dumber is one without an usociated fraction, e.g. 4 rather than 41/4.

4
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Processing for Model-I:

4 - 27/S
4-2=2
copy 7/8
answer is 27/S

Processing for Model-2:

4 - 27/8
copy 27/S
answer is 27/8

A Problem Generation Scenario

In order to discriminate between the above two models, the machine must generate a
problem which will produce a different answer for each (more specifically, each model should
produce different machine-analysable output behaviour; it actually doesn't matter whether the
answers are the same, as long as some intermediate model-distinguishing behaviour is
available to the machine). This entails deriving an abstract description of the transformations
performed by the production rules in each model. For the two models above, the abstract
answer descriptions would look as follows (x, y, and z are variables; expressions in italics
must be computed):

Model-l
For an input of the form:
the output is of the form:
Model-2
For an input of the form:
the output is of the fonn:

WholeNumberl(x),
WholeNumber2(y),
Fraction2(z),
Answer(subtract(x,y),z)

WholeNumber I (x),
WholeNumber2(y),
Fmction2(z},
Answer(y ,z)

A tutoring system, armed with these abstract descriptions, is in a position to generate a
problem which discriminates between them (termed a Critical Problem or 'CP'). In the above
example, the difference between them lies in the first term of the answer. For model-l it is the
result of evaluating the expression subtract(x,y), whilst for model-2 it is just the variable y.
Thus, the problem generator's task is to find an x and y such that subtract(x,y) is not

equal to y. Values of '3' for x and 'I' for y will do nicely (the value of z is irrelevant),
giving the problem: 3· 1'/8.
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The above example illustrates why tutoring systems which model the student, should be able
to test their diagnostic hypotheses. However, real student models are far more complex than
the trivial ones above. If cast as a production system, student models typically consist of many
rules, and may involve such computational behaviours as conflict resolution, iteration, and
complex pattern matching. In order to generate CPs for such models, the program must be
capable of reasoning about what the models compute. Only then can it compare two models to
determine under what conditions their behaviour differs.
In order to set this work within the framework of student modelling, we now review
previous work in this area. This is followed by a critique of earlier attempts at CP generation.

1.4. An Overview of Student Modelling
The student model is central to the notion of adaptive teaching. A system's ability to adapt to
the needs of a student is wholly dependent on its perception of what those needs are. By
keeping an accurate record of the student's knowledge, the tutoring system is better able to
assess the student's needs.
Both the knowledge encoded, and the representation of that knowledge can vary a great
deal. This section presents a brief overview of these various approaches to student modelling,
and thereby outlines the research background from which PG stems.

111.4.1. SCHOLAR
SCHOLAR (Carbonell, 1970) is a tutoring system whose domain of expertise is South
American geography. The domain knowledge is represented as a semantic network of
geographical concepts and facts. This network is also used to model the student. SCHOLAR
maintains the student model by annotating the nodes and links to record their mastery by the
student (i.e. they are 'ticked off when the student answers the associated questions correctly).
This technique is now termed 'overlay modelling'. In the 'overlay' method, the system's
domain expertise is cast as a collection of 'knowledge units', and the student's learning is

,
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characterised as a subset of those units. This approach is also referred to as 'subset
modelling'. Naturally, this method can only model those aspects of the student's behaviour
which are 'correct', as defined by the tutor's conceptualisation of the domain. One can extend
this approach to include 'incorrect' pieces of knowledge, yielding a student model which is an
overlay of the union of the correct and incorrect model components (,perturbation modelling').
Although SCHOLAR's student model is very simple, it was an important early attempt to
incorporate a model of the student, expressed in terms of the domain being tutored.

II

1.4.2. WEST

WEST (Burton and Brown, 1982) is a computer-based game where the goal is to get from
the start to the home town. On each turn, the machine generates three random numbers, which
the player must compose into an arithmetical expression consisting of the three operands only
(no duplicates). The value of this expression determines how far the player can move. The
game allows for shortcuts and 'bumping' the opponent's piece backwards; thus, the student
must consider various strategies - it is not sufficient to find the maximum value for the
expression, smaller values may allow the player to take a shortcut.
Burton and Brown characterise the game in terms of 'issues' and 'examples'. The term
'issues' refers to the concepts and skills which the student is expected to acquire. Each issue
consists of a 'recogniser' and an 'evaluator'. The recogniser is used to spot instances of an
issue's use, whilst the evaluator is used to determine whether the student is weak in that issue.
When the student makes a move, WEST runs the issue recognisers to identify the issues used
by the student, and compares these with the issues which it would have chosen itself. WEST
derives a 'differential model' of the student's behaviour by comparing the two sets of issues to
determine where the student is weak. If the tutor decides to interrupt, it selects an issue which
is better than the one used by the student, and instantiates it to produce an actual move
('example') which the student could have used.
WEST's differential model keeps a tally of how often the various issues were used
appropriately, and how often they were missed (as defined by WEST's preferred choice of
issue in each case). It includes information about the abstract expressions used/missed by the

7
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student, special moves used/missed (e.g. 'bumps'), and strategies used (e.g. how many times
the student chose maximum distance).

111.4.3. WUSOR
WUSOR-I (Stansfield, Carr and Goldstein, 1976) is designed to coach a player in the
adventure game WUMPUS. The player moves from cave to cave in search of the Wumpus,
encountering hazards on the way, and, if successful, wins by fIring an arrow into the
Wumpus' lair. WUSOR-I did not possess a student model and so was quite limited.
WUSOR-II incorporates an overlay model of the student. The student model is represented as
a subset of the tutor's 'expert' set of rules for playing the game. Individual rules within the
subset are annotated by a number representing the proportion of times the rule was
appropriately applied (i.e. applied when the tutor would have made the same choice).
Goldstein (1982) proposed a formalism called a 'genetic graph' as an extension to WUSORII. In this scheme, the procedural rules form the nodes of the graph, interlinked by relations
such

as

generalisation/specialisation,

analogy,

deviation/correction,

and

simplification/refinement. These genetic links specify the evolutionary relationships between
rules. Goldstein argues that the extra information provided in these links, enables more refined
modelling of the student than that provided by plain subset modelling. For example, the
deviation links allow one to represent faulty knowledge explicitly. Furthermore, viewed as a
partial learning theory, the links enable the tutor to reason about what skills the student is
ready to acquire.

111.4.4. The BUGGY Model
The seminal work on diagnosing bugs in procedural skills was that of Brown and Burton
(1978). A common misconception amongst workers in education was that errors in procedural
skills, such as long division and multi-column subtraction, were the result of such factors as
careless setting-out of exercises, lack of concentration, or an inability to follow the correct
procedure (e.g. Downes & Paling, 1958). Disputing the notion that the error-prone student
has difficulty following the 'correct' steps of an algorithm, some workers in education have
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posited that students are actually consistently following an erroneous algorithm (Ashlock,
1976). With this objection in mind, Brown & Burton developed the 'Buggy model' of errors.
They had observed that students are remarkably good procedure followers, but are often
executing an erroneous procedure - one which contains discrete modifications to the correct
skill. The erratic behaviour was only manifestly so, being the result of one or more deep,
systematic bugs.
To model the different algorithms, Brown & Burton chose to use a procedural network
representation. Essentially, their model represents arithmetical skill as a hierarchically
organised collection of subroutines, where each subroutine represents a particular subskill.
Bugged behaviour is simulated by replacing a correct subroutine with a faulty one. From a
psychological point of view, this representation is unsatisfactory. The problem is that one
cannot predict in what way different parts of a skill can become bugged, because these
predictions would be based on manipulations occurring at the implementation level of the
model (Young & O'Shea, 1981). To the extent that their model divides the skill into discrete
subskills, it can be used to predict which portions of the skill are open to corruption, but it
cannot predict the types of bug affecting each subskill. Brown & Burton accept this criticism,
saying that they chose an ad hoc representation because they did not know in advance what
primitives or control structures would be appropriate for modelling simple procedural skills
(Burton, 1982).
The buggy model of subtraction has been incorporated in three programs: BUGGY,
DEBUGGY, and IDEBUGGY. BUGGY was used to train teachers in the art of bug
diagnosis. DEBUGGY and IDEBUGGY are diagnostic systems, the former works on the
results of tests taken by students, whilst the latter diagnoses students interactively. In section
1.5 we will eval.uate the performance of the diagnostic system DEBUGGY, and in section
1.8.1 we will examine IDEBUGGY's problem generation capabilities.

1.4.5. Production Rule Models as a Representation for Student Models

II

Efforts to model the flexible control structure of human problem solving behaviour, led to
the use of Production Systems (PSs), (Newell & Simon, 1972). Since then, PSs have become
the psychologist's favoured representation for modelling problem solving. With PSs, we
have the opportunity to model the very flexible control structure of human behaviour. The
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information which triggers the rules is held in a single database - only this data can have
control over behaviour. This makes PSs highly distractable: if some important event occurs
(represented as an item in Working Memory), then, assuming that Production Memory
contains a rule which deals with such an event, the system reacts immediately. This contrasts
favourably with representations, such as DEBUGGY's procedural network, where the
program 'cranks' through to the end, oblivious to any potentially useful features of the
problem state. For example, if one were to suddenly insen a problem's answer into Working
Memory, then a PS in the middle of solving that problem would take advantage of this
unexpected bonus, and stop (unlike DEBUGGY).
The other advantages of PSs stems from their modularity. Because rules do not explicitly
invoke each other, but instead must communicate via Working Memory, PSs can withstand
small penurbations to their rule-set. Researchers have found this attribute useful in modelling
errors which can be characterised as deletions to the correct model of some procedural skill
(e.g. Young and O'Shea, 1981). To model such errors, one simply deletes the appropriate
production rule from the rule-set. Provided that there is sufficient redundancy in the rule-set,
such a PS will still come-up with an answer, albeit the wrong one. Modularity also eases the
problems of modelling learning, because it is relatively easy to extend the system by adding
discrete components of the skill to the model. From a production rule perspective, learning a
procedural skill entails adding new productions to Production Memory.
With these advantages in mind, PSs have been employed by Young and O'Shea (1981) to
model children's subtraction, by Sleeman (1981) to model students' algebra. and by Evertsz
(1982) to model children's fraction subtraction. Attempting to provide a principled account of
the kinds of errors found by Brown & Burton, Young and O'Shea modelled Bennett's (1976)
subtraction data using PSs. and found that they could account for a large portion of the
observed errors in children's subtraction, by the deletion of one or more rules from the
'correct' model of the skill. For example. deletion of the 'borrowing rule' allows the PS to
carry-on. but produces the wrong answer for problems where a borrow is required.
Unfortunately, the 'missing rule' account is not as principled as one would like; Young and
O'Shea also had to include mal-rules to account for the errors. These mal-rules were
'principled' in the sense that they were derived from rules appropriate to other arithmetic
skills. These rules were all concerned with coping with zeros. For example, some children,
when solving a multi-column subtraction problem, would write down the number 'N' for
columns of the form '0 - N'. This could be the result of generalising the rule: '0 + N = N'
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from addition. This notion of erroneously generalising a rule from a related task is a
compelling one. Matz (1982) presents an interesting model of errors in algebra, founded on a
similar hypothesis, and describes the particular extrapolation techniques which are used to
modify a rule so that it can be applied to the new problem. Young and O'Shea's model
accounts for about two thirds of the non-number-fact errors by the deletion of rules, and the
inclusion of 'zero-pattern' errors, as described above. In addition, their model accounts for
Brown and Burton's 15 'most frequent' subtraction errors.
In a similar study of the domain of fraction subtraction, Evertsz (1982) found that 68% of
the errors were systematic. However, to achieve this coverage, it was necessary to include
mal-rules which were not taken from other arithmetic skills. Furthermore, each child's
production system (generated from half of the problems) predicted, on average, 79% of the
child's (non-number-fact) errors (tested using the other half of the problem-set). Unlike the
earlier subtraction studies, the inclusion of mal-rules was crucial to getting adequate coverage
(71 % of the systematic errors were of the mal-rule variety). Thus, it would seem that the
domain of fraction subtraction requires children to be a little more 'inventive' in trying to get
an answer. It is interesting to note that, in keeping with Matz's view of bug development, half
of the mal-rules could be viewed (informally) as mutations of the operators and operands of
rules from other arithmetic skills.
From the student modelling perspective, the promise of Young and O'Shea's work lay in the
prospect of being able to predict the range of empirically-observed errors, through simple
mutations of a correct model of the skill being taught. However, this promise has not been
fulfIlled; the approach does not extend to other domains such as fraction subtraction (Evertsz,
1982) and algebra (Sleeman, 1981).

II

1.4.6. LMS/PIXIE

LMS (Sleeman and Smith, 1981), later renamed PIXIE, is a student modelling system
developed for the domain of algebra, in which the models are expressed as ordered production
rules. Unlike Young and O'Shea, Sleeman and Smith do not model errors as missing rules,
but rather as modified versions of correct rules. There are no constraints on these deviant rules
(mal-rules) other than that they must have the same lefthand side as their progenitor. Thus,
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like BUGGY the mal-rules (buggy procedures) are syntactic variants of the 'correct
algorithm'. with no underlying theory constraining their form.
In order to contain the combinatorics of the modelling task, LMS models algebra subskills
fIrst and then gradually extends the coverage of the model, as the student answers more
complex problems. This approach was later found to be flawed. because students who have
mastered a given subskill on its own, cannot always apply it when it is part of a more complex
problem. Later, Sleeman began augmenting LMS with a problem generator; this is reviewed in
section 1.8.2.

111.4.7.

Repair Theory

Repair Theory (Brown & VanLehn, 1980) is a generative theory of bugs in procedural
skills. In other words, it is an attempt to predict the range of buggy procedures acquired by
students. Developed using subtraction data, the authors hoped that the principles gleaned
would be generally applicable to all procedural skills, so that one could create buggy models
for completely new domains, without having to collect masses of empirical data first. The
central tenet of Repair Theory is that bugs are the result of the student's attempt to 'repair' a
missing part of their algorithm. The student, with a missing piece of knowledge, will
eventually hit a problem requiring the application of that knowledge. At this point, the student
is stuck; this is termed an 'impasse'. If sufficiently motivated, the student will tty to carry-on.
To this end s/he institutes a patch (termed a 'repair') across the missing piece of knowledge.
This is expressed in the theory by the generation of a buggy-rule. The set of incomplete
procedures is defined by applying a set of 'deletion principles' to the correct procedure. The
repairs are defined by a set of 'repair heuristics', which propose repairs to a given impasse;
this collection of repairs is filtered by a set of 'critics' which reject improbable repairs on the
basis of the form of the solution which would (immediately) result. Thus, the set of possible
bugs is the product of all possible impasses and all valid repairs.
Repair Theory was a laudable attempt to provide a principled account of bug acquisition.
One important criterion, adopted by Brown & VanLehn, is that the theory should not predict
what they term 'star-bugs', i.e. bugs which expert diagnosticians agree will never be observed
in students. Consequently, the theory embodies a number of limiting constraints; for example
the problem solver (which generates and tests repairs) is local in scope. It cannot look ahead to
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see the effects of the proposed repair. Furthennore, the theory is very 'syntactic' in nature,
and totally ignores the semantics of the procedures being executed.
These constraints limit the range of predicted bugs to 18 out of the 77 known at the time of
the report (Brown & VanLehn, 1980). Given this low coverage, it seems likely that there are
some bugs which may well always fall outside the realm of Repair Theory.

II

1.4.8. PROUST

PROUST (Johnson and Soloway, 1985) is a debugger for the programming language
Pascal. In diagnosing the errors in a student's program, PROUST reasons about the intentions
of the programmer. Programming is viewed as a three stage process in which the programmer
fIrst fonnulates his/her goals for the task, then converts them into programming plans, and
finally instantiates the plans to produce actual program code. By reasoning about the student's
programming goals, PROUST is able to diagnose errors which would be meaningless if
viewed from outside the overall context of the student's intentions.
PROUST must be provided with a fonnal description of the programming problem being
solved by the student. This information, coupled with the student's solution, is used to
reconstruct the process by which the student derived the fInal program from the original
problem specifIcation. The reconstruction process begins with the expansion of the goals
associated with the problem specification. Each of the goal's plans are matched with the parse
tree of the student's program, and the one with the best fit is selected. PROUST can
rationalise mismatches between a plan's predictions and the student's code by applying buggy
rules which specify how faulty code can be generated from the plan.
PROUST's 'analysis by synthesis' strategy makes it quite different from the approaches
discussed so far. This reflects the greater complexity of the programming process. Unlike
multi-column subtraction, it cannot be adequately modelled as a hard-wired, procedural skillthe range of possible programming problems is just too huge to be amenable to a simple set of
flXed procedures.
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1.5. Limitations of the Bug Library Approach to Modelling
As we saw in the previous section, student models come in many shapes and sizes. In
principle, they can range from a simple pass/fail pattern for the previous problems attempted
by the student, to a cognitive model based on empirical studies of the nature of the skill being
taught. In this thesis, we shall be concentrating on models of procedural skills only.
Procedural skills are those where the student has to learn some relatively fixed procedure,
such as algebraic manipulation, calculus, or multi-column subtraction. The student must learn
the set of operators, as well as when it is appropriate to apply these operators to a given
problem state.
To date, there are quite a few models of various procedural skills. One of these.
DEBUGGY, was reviewed in section 1.4.4. In this section we examine DEBUGGY's
coverage of observed errors (only a rough evaluation is possible).
It is rather difficult to evaluate the performance of bug-diagnosis programs (for a discussion
of model-evaluation methods, see Priest and Young, 1988). The difficulty lies in deciding
which evaluation metric is the best. There are many ways of evaluating a diagnostic program's
performance, including:
(i) a measure of the overall percentage of problem answers predicted;
(ii) the percentage of subjects falling into each of a number of categories, such as

• correct algorithm,
• correct algorithm with one or two 'random' slips,
• consistently buggy algorithm,
• buggy algorithm with one or two slips,
• buggy algorithm with bug migration across problems,
• undiagnosed;
(iii) a measure of the degree of correspondence between the program's diagnoses and those

of expert human diagnosticians.
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It is not clear that any of these is the 'best' measure of performance. A measure of problem
answers predicted overall is useful, but impoverished. All it really tells us is how consistent
the students are in the program's eyes. It confounds student consistency with the program's
diagnostic power. To illustrate, what does it mean to say that DEBUGGY correctly predicted
62% of the problem answers? It can mean one of at least two things, either: (a) the students
are 100% consistent, and DEBUGGY is 62% successful in spotting their consistent
algorithms, or (b) DEBUGGY is 100% successful at spotting systematic algorithms, but
students are only 62% consistent, as they suffer from 'slips', or indulge in 'algorithm
migration'. Classifying students, as in (ii), provides information on the cases where
DEBUGGY failed to make the right prediction. However, there are worrying problems of
interpretation in allocating subjects to each group. For example, it is not always clear whether
the perceived inconsistency in a subject's answers is the result of a 'slip', 'bug migration', or
some as yet undiscovered systematic algorithm
In trying to evaluate the performance of DEBUGGY, we are fortunate in having VanLehn's
retrospective analysis of DEBUGGY's success with multi-column subtraction (VanLehn,
1982). Comparing the performance of DEBUGGY with that of expert human diagnosticians,
VanLehn concludes that the experts agreed more with DEBUGGY than they did with each
other. The experts agreed with DEBUGGY's diagnoses in 83% of cases. Experts found
buggy diagnoses for 13% of the students that DEBUGGY had classified as undiagnosed. This
was due to the fact that the human experts had access to the students' whole solutions
(including intermediate solution steps). DEBUGGY only had the students' final answers to
work from This extra information also led the experts to dispute 20% of the instances labelled
as systematically buggy by DEBUGGY. DEBUGGY's ability to do so well, despite only
working from the answers, is certainly impressive. Nevertheless, it is clear that it would have
benefited from access to the students' intermediate jottings. Where a modelling system does
not have the advantage of DEBUGGY's large bug-library for analysing buggy answers,
access to student protocols is doubly crucial.
In the original study of some 1300 Nicaraguan school children, DEBUGGY classified the
children's performance as 39% Buggy, 9% Slips, and 52% Undiagnosed. In a subsequent
study of some 900 children the performance had 'improved' to 40% Buggy, 22% Slips, and
37% Undiagnosed. The improvement was partly due to new bugs added to the library in the
interim, and partly due to the use of a highly diagnostic test in the second study, developed
with DEBUGGY's help. This test enabled the program to discriminate more effectively
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amongst the various possible interpretations of the results thereby reducing the number of
anomalous (undiagnosed) answers.
But what of the 37% who foxed DEBUGGY? Is this a sad reflection on DEBUGGY, or is
it the case that a lot of students will always escape diagnosis, because their problem solving

behaviour is just too inconsistent? Let us return to VanLehn's analysis of DEBUGGY's
unaccounted for 37%. VanLehn was able to make use of test-retest data to estimate how many
of the errors were slips (slips are defmed to be errors which do not appear on the same
problem in both tests). Forty-five percent of the 37% were thus classified as having the correct
algorithm, marred by several slips. A further 14% had slips interspersed with a buggy
algorithm. Eighteen percent of the undiagnosed students were said to be 'tinkering'. This
endearing little term refers to students who, during the course of the test, try several different
repairs to one particular impasse. This still leaves 23% of the undiagnosed students
unaccounted for, even by expert diagnosticians with the backing of 'scratch marks', Repair
Theory, and test-retest data.
VanLehn (1982) states that: "The central limitation on DEBUGGY is its inability to invent
new bugs." (pg37). Sifting through the scripts of the remaining 37% of students, for new
bugs, is a non-trivial task. VanLehn estimates that, over the years, the six diagnosticians have
put in some four or five thousand hours on hand diagnosis. The crucial question is, how
many more hours must be spent before discovering all of the possible bugs? If we look at the
approximate rate of acquisition of new bugs, we can see that it is tailing-off a little (figures II, 1-2). It would appear that the bug-library is converging; but we have no way of estimating
how much longer it would take for the discoveries to peter out. In an empirical study of
elementary errors in algebra, Payne and Squibb (1988) conclude that bugs are unstable and
that a large number of mal-rules are needed to encode them; furthermore, the mal-rules have
little generality across schools.
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Approximate time

bugs added

December 1977
October 1979
November 1979
April 1980
June 1980

Figure 1·1 -

45
15
30
15
10

Rate of new bug discovery

(taken from VanLehn, 1982, pg38)

Total Bugs
120
100

80
60
40
20

o

Approx. Time

Dec'77
Figure 1-2 -

Oct'79

Nov'79

Apr'80

Jun'80

Rough estimate of bug discoveries for DEBUGGY

As we shall see in the next section, one promising solution to this problem is to have the
diagnostic program discover the new bugs for itself.

Summary

DEBUGGY does not provide a complete account of the errors made by students. The rate of
discovery of new bugs in the domain of subtraction alone, leads one to suspect that there are
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many more systematic bugs to be found Repair Theory and the work of Matt, provide us
with an idea of what bugs to expect in new domains. However, there are still bugs which fall
outside these analyses. Ideally, we would like our tutoring system to cope with students who
use novel algorithms. The approach adopted by ACM (Langley and Ohlsson, 1984) is a
promising route to attaining this goal.

1.6. Extending the Range of Student Models
Traditional ITSs rely on the implementer to collect data and build the student models for each
new domain. Even after completing this lengthy task, the implementor should realise that s/he
has not found all of the bugs exhibited by students. One possible solution to this problem is to
make use of machine learning techniques, so that the program can 'discover' its own bugs.

111.6.1.

Student Modelling as Search

In the past, AI researchers have found it useful to recast many problems as 'search
problems'. For example, solving the Tower of Hanoi problem can be viewed as 'search'. The
program must search through the possible states in the problem space until it fmds a route to
the goal; this route is the solution path for the problem. Of course, merely saying that a task
can be viewed as 'search' doesn't solve the problem. Many real problems have huge search
spaces, thus the program must find a way of constraining its search through the space searching the whole space is just not feasible. Learning can also be viewed as a search
problem. Adopting this perspective clarifies many of the important issues, and helps one to
characterise some of the differences between various learning programs (Mitchell (1982) has
used this to good effect in analysing earlier learning programs. and in developing his Version
Space algorithm).
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The problem faced by the student modeller (in particular, one which uses data-driven
machine learning techniques) can also be viewed as one of search. At one level, the program's
goal is to find the route from the initial problem (start state) to the student's answer (goal
state), drawing on its annoury of operators to move from state to state. In order to increase the
range of models covered, one must extend this search space. The machine learning approach
to student modelling is an attempt to do just that.

1.6.2. Applications of Machine Learning to Student Modelling

II

An Approach to Inferring New Bugs • Sleeman (1982)
Recognising the need for a program which can create its own student models, Sleeman
(1982) suggested a system which can infer the 'missing' step in a student's solution. Given
the student's answer to a problem, the system backward-chains on its rule-set until it gets
stuck (this part of the system appears to be implemented). The next task is to infer a rule
which can deduce the 'sticking-point' from the problem statement (Sleeman does not say
whether this inductive portion of the program is implemented). To illustrate, imagine that the
program has accounted for the steps between the (assumed) problem states [X + 3 + 5 = 6]
and [X = ·2] (the latter being the student's answer). The expression to be solved by the
student was: [3X + 5 = 6], so the program must build a rule which transforms [3X + 5 =
6] into [X + 3 + 5 = 6]. It is possible (though not necessarily warranted) to infer that the
student's mal-rule is: {MX+N=P => X+M+N=P}; however, as Sleeman points-out, if
we follow Neves (1981), then we should build a rule which embodies the essential differences
between the two problem states: {MX => M+X}; in effect, we are generating as general a
rule as possible.
Sleeman does not address the problem of modifying erroneously inferred rules. The rule,
inferred above, may well be over-general; {3X => 3+X}, and {MX & (CurrentS tate is
startstate) => M+X}, are equally valid (where the latter rule says convert MX to M+X
only if you are working on the initial problem statement). Therefore it seems unlikely that the
proposed generalisation method is up to the task of inferring all of the mal-rules which could
be derived from the initial set of rules.
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ACM
Perceiving the need for a less restricted fonn of student modelling, Langley and Ohlsson
(1984) developed ACM. ACM is designed to circumvent the limitations of more traditional
systems by using machine learning techniques to synthesise the algorithm used by the student.
To tackle this problem, Langley and Ohlsson followed Newell (1980) in viewing human
cognition as a search through some 'problem space', and adopted a production system
formalism to effect that search. From this perspective, one must fIrst define the problem space
(or spaces) searched by the student. This entails defIning a representation for the statt:s in the
search space, a set of operators for moving from state to state, and a set of conditions which
define the states to which an operator can be applied.
Before it can commence modelling a student, ACM needs to be provided with a set of
problems (initial states), and the student's set of answers to those problems (final states).
Using this information, and its defInition of the problem space, ACM tries to fInd the actual
operators used by the student (by exhaustive search), and the conditions which constrain the
application of those operators. A discrimination learning mechanism is used to derive the
conditions governing an operator's use, based on viewing steps which lie off of the shortest
solution path, as negative instances of the use of an operator.
To see the system in action, let's look at an example of ACM learning to perform multicolumn subtraction, taken from Langley, Ohlsson and Sage (1984). Here, ACM learns how to
subtract by working on the problem set: {54. 23
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= 31, 93 • 25 = 68}.
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find-ditference
If you are processing columnl,

and number1 is in columnl and rowI,
and number2 is in columnI and row2,
then fmd the difference between number1 and number2,
and write this difference as the result for columnl.
a:ld-ten
If you are processing columnl,
and numberI is in columnI and row I,
and number2 is in columnI and row2,
and rowl is above row2,
then add ten to number1.
deamtent
If you are processing columnl,
and numberl is in column1 and rowl,

and number2 is in columnI and row2,
and rowl is above row2,
and column2 is left of columnI ,
and number3 is in column2 and rowl,
then decrement numbed by one.
shift-column
If you are processing columnl,
and you have a result for columnI,

and column2 is left of columnI ,
then process column2.
Figure 1·3 -

The initial production system for subtraction

(Langley, Ohlsson and Sage, 1984, pgll)

The initial operators are shown in figure 1·3. The two search trees are shown in figures 1-4
and 1-5. Block-shaped nodes represent those which lie on the solution path; circular nodes are
negative instances. In these runs, ACM was presented with ten abstract condition types, of
which seven are actually used for these two problems. ACM draws on these ten to find a
subset which covers all of the positive instances, but none of the negative ones.
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solution

Figure 1-4 -

Search tree tor the problem 54-23=31

(Langley, Ohlsson and Sage, 1984, pgl3)

solution

13-5

Figure 1-5 -

shift

~. .- - - - - t I K : .

Search tree tor the problem 93-25=68

(Langley, Ohlsson and Sage, 1984, pg16)

The table, in figure 1-6, plots each condition against each operator instance from the two
search trees. Cells containing an X signify that the condition is satisfied for that particular
operator instance. For example, the condition (greater 01 02) is satisfied by the instances:

13 - S, 8 - 2, 4 - 3, S - 2, S - 3, and 5 - 3'. Instances below a '+' are positive, while
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those beneath '.' are negative. Thus, the greater condition made an incorrect prediction in
two situations. Similarly, the above relation was erroneously satisfied by two instances (3 •
5, and 3 • 51). ACM uses an evaluation function to order the tests to be added to the
discrimination network 1.

+
13-5

+
+
8-2 4-3

+
5-2 5-3

GREATERNI N2

X

X

X

X

ABOVERI R2

X

X

X

X

ADD-TENCl

X

3-5

X

3-4

2-5

5-3' 3-5' 5-13 2-8
X

X

1.75
X

1.75
1.25

X

DECR.Cl
ADD-TEN-ANY

X

X

DECR-ANY

X

X

1.25

JUST-DECR. Cl

Figure 1·6 -

E

X

X

X

X

X

X

1.25

X

X

1.0
1.25

Tests and instances for the find·difference operator
(Langley, Ohlsson and Sage, 1984, p17)

The table includes the evaluation score (E) for each condition. The conditions greater and
above tie for the maximum score (in the event of such ties, the user must specify the winner).

If we assume that the greater test takes precedence, then the discrimination net is initialised as
shown in figure 1-7. The right branch contains only negative instances, while the left holds
four positive and two negative.

IThe evaluation function, E. is computed as follows:
E = maximum(S. 2 - S). where S is M..tr++U./f_.
M+ is the number of positive instances matching a given test.
U _ is the number of negative instances failing to match that test
T + and T_ are the total number of positive and negative instances respectively.
Thus. the optimal score is 2 (the test matches all of the positive instances only. or all of the negative instances
only), while the minimal score is 1 (matches half of the positive and half of the negative instances).
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(+,+,+,+,-,-)

Figure 1·7 -

Initial discrimination network

ACM now works out the evaluation function for the six instances remaining in the left
branch. The above relation scores 2 (the maximum possible), giving the network shown in
figure 1-8. The net building is now complete - all of the instances are discriminable on the
basis of just two tests. The two conditions are added to the initial find·difference operator,
ensuring that in future, when presented with these two problems, ACM will fmd the solution
without search.

+
Figure 1·8 -

Correct discrimination network for the find·difference operator
(Langley, Ohlsson and Sage, 1984, p17)

Naturally, ACM can learn buggy procedures using the same method. Implemented on a Vax
750, ACM successfully modelled eleven common subtraction bugs, using idealised answers
for a set of 20 test problems. To obtain this coverage, ACM had to be provided with some
extra operators. Although this increased the search space considerably, ACM was still able to
model the behaviour using exhaustive search, taking on average 2 CPU hours to generate each
cognitive model on the basis of 20 problems. Clearly, much work needs to be done before this
approach can form part of a real tutoring system.
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ACM promises to extend the space of student models, but by how much? To represent a
true advance over the bug library approach to modelling, it will need to show that it can
discover novel (Le. previously undocumented) bugs. It remains to be seen whether its small
set of initial operators is sufficiently fine grained to cover algorithms which were unknown to,
say, DEBUGGY. Whilst ACM is certainly more data-driven than its predecessors, there is
still an important sense in which it is theory-driven. In providing the program with an initial
set of operators, the user is relying on an implicit theory of the range of bugs a student might
have. Without such informal theories, the search space explodes combinatorially, leaving
ACM with a hopeless task. The operators, shown in figure 1-3 are actually quite high level.
For example, they assume that the digits are only subtracted within the same column,
precluding the possibility of subtracting, say, the units digit of the subtrahend from the digit in
the leftmost column of the minuend. In order to capture such behaviour, the operators would
have to be encoded at a much lower level. ACM would have to include a subtraction operator
which can be applied to any two numbers in the problem. Including such finer-grained
operators would lead to an explosion of the already huge search space. The reader may feel
that such a bug is so unlikely that it is not worth breaking-up the operators into finer-grained
ones. Unfortunately, other domains are not so forgiving as multi-column subtraction. In a
study of children's errors in fraction subtraction, Evertsz (1982) found that they do indeed
apply operators to unexpected pairs of operands. For example, the whole number part of a
mixed fraction is sometimes added to the numerator, and the numerators may even be
multiplied by the denominators.
There is also another sense in which the initial information provided to ACM pre-empts the
set of bugs to be modelled. The set of problems is user-generated, and implicitly encodes
expectations about what problem features are likely to reveal bugs in a student's algorithm.

Summary
Viewed from the 'search' perspective, DEBUGGY and ACM are both searching for the path
taken by the student; DEBUGGY's operators are just stated at a higher level. ACM's
operators are very subtraction specific. In order to extend the coverage to bugs which have not
been observed in advance (and may therefore have influenced the choice of initial operators),
we will need to provide ACM with even lower level operators.
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There is a trend in student modelling research to develop methods with greater coverage, but
unfortunately this leads to greater search. Therefore, we need to find methods of reducing this
search space, without sacrificing the greater coverage afforded by machine learning
techniques.

1.7. Student Modelling as Inductive Inference
Student modelling is a process of 'induction', and as such is an uncertain process. Hume,
some two hundred years ago, pointed out that there can be no 'valid' form of inductive
inference. Induction is a process of 'jumping' from propositions to conclusions which imply
more than is contained in the original propositions. For example, having seen many instances
of the sun rising, we may feel justified in predicting that it will rise forever more. However,
we can never prove that this is true; for all we know, the sun may not rise tomorrow. The
problem is that induction is based on an assumption: 'What holds today, will hold tomorrow,
all other things being equal'. This is a working assumption, without which no organism could
adapt, having no basis for learning; but the assumption cannot be verified.
The maxim What holds today will hold tomorrow ... ', is implicit in the process of student
modelling. On the face of it, it is valid to assume that the student will always respond in the
same way to a given situation. The twist in this assumption is that the student is never
confronted with the same situation. Human beings learn and forget, so no matter how careful
the tutor is about holding the environment constant, the student's 'internal environment' will
inevitably have changed in some small, and possibly significant way. This has important
implications for how we model the student. We could iron out the twist in the above
assumption, if it were possible to infallibly model the processes of change within the student we can reject this notion for the forseeable future.
Even in a purely diagnostic context, where the tutor is not trying to teach anything new. the
student'S internal state will be affected by the diagnostic problems. An analogous notion exists
in Quantum Mechanics, where the very act of observing an entity is said to affect its behaviour
(Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle). This makes differential diagnosis in ICAl very different
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from that in other areas, such as electronic fault diagnosis. Diagnostic programs such as GDE
(DeKleer and Williams, 1987) assume that the process of taking a measurement does not
affect the device under scrutiny. When modelling the student, it is useful to make this
assumption, but the diagnostic program should be capable of retracting it when it cannot fmd a
consistent interpretation of the data.

1.7.1. The Fallacy of the Crucial Experiment

II

In preferring to assume that the student's performance is consistent, unless forced to do
otherwise, we are adopting a particular meta-diagnostic stance: slips and bug migrations are
less desirable ways of accounting for the student's behaviour. If we did not adopt this bias,
then we could model any student by assuming that his/her model changes for each problem.
Similarly, a CP (Critical Problem) does not entitle the diagnostic program to unequivocally
reject the losing hypothesis. The losing hypothesis is still valid if it is augmented by, say, a
slip hypothesis (i.e. that the student slipped up). Scientific research is faced with a similar
dilemma; can a crucial experiment really discriminate between two competing theories? The
following example (adapted from Copi, 1953) should convince the reader that, regardless of
domain, there can never be a truly crucial experiment. An experiment is only crucial if the
proponents of the two theories agree not to adopt post-hoc auxiliary theoretical postulates.
Similarly, a CP is only a crucial experiment if the tutoring system cannot explain the results by
adopting a slip hypothesis.
During the Renaissance, it was generally believed that the earth was flat. Two notable
dissenters were Christopher Columbus and Nikolaus Copernicus, who subscribed to the
spherical-earth theory. Columbus presented the following argument (Copernicus' was a slight
variant, but essentially the same):
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As a ship sails away from the shore, its deck is seen, by an observer on land, to disappear long
before its masthead. Were the earth flat, the deck and masthead would disappear at the same time.

Figure 1-9 -

Columbus/Copernicus vs. the Flat-earthists

So, the flat-earthists depart to perfonn the above crucial experiment, and are distressed to
find that the deck vanishes before the masthead. A beautifully elegant, and certainly crucial,
experiment you may feel. However, all is not lost for the flat-earthist; it is entirely possible to
accept the results of this experiment, believe in a flat earth, and remain consistent. The
Columbus/Copernicus thesis rests on an unstated, but important assumption: 'Light travels in
straight lines'. But what if light follows a curved path? As you can see in figure 1-10, the
experiment is no longer crucial.

Figure 1-10 -

The Flat-earthists Rationalise Damning Evidence

Columbus and Copernicus need at

[east

one more crucial experiment, one which 'proves'

that light travels in straight lines, before they can persuade the flat-earthists to relinquish their
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position. Sadly, the next crucial experiment will suffer from the same limitation; all theories,
and therefore experimental hypotheses, are based on assumptions.

1.7.2. Summary

II

Regardless of domain, there is no such thing as a truly crucial experiment. When diagnosing
fairly consistent devices such as electronic circuits, it is expedient to assume that the
measurements provide the desired information, and to ignore the option of adopting auxiliary
hypotheses whose sole purpose is to enable us to hang on to our favoured hypothesis. For
student modelling we cannot adopt this assumption without at least allowing for the possibility
that the student's response is uninformative, because s/he made a slip. Thus, when we talk
about a CP discriminating between two hypotheses, what we really mean is: the CP enables
the tutoring system to favour one hypothesis because of the meta-modelling assumption that
the student'S behaviour is more likely to be consistent than inconsistent. Subsequent data may
dictate that the rejected hypothesis be reinstated, because the student's behaviour (overall) is
better characterised by the rejected model plus an assertion that the unfavourable response to
the CP was just a slip. The CP-generation techniques developed in this thesis only allow one
to increase the information obtained from diagnostic problems; they do not enable us to obtain

perfect model-distinguishing data.

1.8. Previous Approaches to Problem Generation
The problem of generating hypothesis-testing examples has been tackled with a number of
different goals in mind, from student modelling, to refining generalisations in machine
learning (Mitchell, 1978). In this section, we review two methods developed with student
modelling in mind.
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111.8.1. IDEBUGGY: Using Pre-stored Problem Templates
IDEBUGGY (Burton, 1982) adopts an essentially heuristic method of generating CPs. Each
primitive bug has an associated set of problem templates which, when instantiated, are likely
to produce problems which reveal the presence of that bug. Not all of the problems so
generated will have this feature, therefore the system needs to run the student model on the
problem to make sure that it does the required job. The problem templates are instantiated until
a discriminating problem is found. It may happen that the two competing models are so similar
that the program fails to find an appropriate problem. In this case, IDEBUGGY looks to see if
one of the problems, presented to the student earlier on, discriminates between the two
hypotheses. If such a problem is found, the program tries to modify it by incrementing and
decrementing some of its digits, and adding or deleting extra columns.
This heuristic approach is not guaranteed to f'md a CP if one exists. There comes a point
where the system must decide whether to carry on looking, or assume that the two models are
logically equivalent. It does this after 500 attempts, though it can always retract this
assumption if a later problem reveals a difference between the two hypotheses.
Though quite effective, IDEBUGGY's approach has several drawbacks. The system
implementor must specify the problem templates for each of the bugs in the database of
models. This means that any changes to the models must be echoed in their associated
problem templates. This reliance on an outside party to maintain the effectiveness of the
problem generator means that one could not really extend the method to deal with student
models generated using machine learning techniques.
Because the process is heuristic, it can only guess whether two models are equivalent.
However, if two models are quite similar it is probable that they will behave identically most
of the time, leading the system to erroneously deduce that they are equivalent. Ideally,
conclusions about equivalence should be derived by inspection of the models themselves.
Unfortunately, IDEBUGGY's representation of models does not lend itself to such an
analysis. In section 1.4.4 we drew attention to the fact that the opacity of the representation
meant that it could not predict in what way different parts of the skill can become bugged. This
opacity also makes it difficult to reason about what the buggy procedures compute. One can
imagine getting a handle on this problem by annotating the buggy procedures with an abstract
description of the relationship between their inputs and outputs. However, this still requires
that the problem-generation capabilities be manually maintained. It would be far better to
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represent our models in a form which is open to automated inspection. The work described in
the next section is a step in this direction.

1.8.2. A Rule-based Task Generation System

II

Sleeman (1981,1983) describes a problem generator for student models expressed as
ordered production rules. This problem generator has been applied to the domain of algebra,
but it is claimed (Sleeman, 1983) that it:

"... is suitable for domains in which the objective is to transfonn an initial state into either a prespecified (goal) state or at least one with specified characteristics."

In this section, we take issue with this claim, and attempt to show that it can only be applied

to a very limited range of domains. In order to set this work in the context of production rule
models in general, the next paragraph outlines the architecture of typical PSs.

Production System Architectures
The architecture ofPSs varies a great deal (c.f. Newell (1973), Forgy & McDermott (1977),
Anderson (1983», nevertheless, there are four components common to them all: Working
Memory, Production Memory, Recognise-act Cycle, and Conflict Resolution Principles.
Working Memory is used to hold all of the intermediate computations of the system, and tends
to have a short retention span. In contrast, Production Memory holds all of the system's
permanent knowledge. This knowledge is represented as IF-THEN rules (productions), each
consisting of an antecedent (termed the 'lefthand side' or 'LHS') and a consequent ('righthand
side' or 'RHS'). The Recognise-act Cycle is part of the 'control structure' of the PS. On each
cycle, the rules in Production Memory are compared with the contents of Working Memory.
All rules, whose antecedents are 'satisfied' by Working Memory, are 'instantiated' and put in
the Conflict Set. The Conflict Resolution Principles of the system represent the other half of
the control structure. These principles are applied to the Conflict Set, so that the 'best'
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instantiation is chosen. The chosen rule is said to 'fire', in other words, the changes to
Working Memory, specified in the righthand side of the rule, are executed. This process is
repeated ad infinitum, although in reality one's simulation model usually enters a 'halt' state,
for example if no rules are satisfied by Working Memory, then no rules are eligible for firing,
and the cycling stops.

Rule Classifications
For the purposes of problem generation, Sleeman classifies the LHSs of rules into the
following two categories:
Potentially

interactin~:

Two rules, rl and r2, can potentially interact if rl has the

conditions [Cl. .. Cm,Cn ..• ), and r2 has the conditions [ •.• Cm,Cn ... Cz). This is
because, if the problem contained the pattern [Cl ... Cm,Cn ... Cz), then both rules would
be eligible for ruing. This definition of rule interaction seems puzzling, until one realises that
Sleeman's use of the term 'condition' is at variance with that generally used in the production
rule community. The term 'condition' is normally taken to mean an element in the LHS of a
production rule. A typical LHS will have a number of condition elements, each capable of
matching a range of possible working memory elements. Now, it is clear that the fireability of
a rule is wholly dependent on the contents of Working Memory. If we imagine a situation in
which Working Memory is initialised with all of the elements required to instantiate every rule
in the ruleset, then all of the rules will be eligible for ruingl. Therefore. all rules (apart from
mutually exclusive ones) are potentially interacting - it all depends on what is in Working
Memory.
Sleeman uses the term 'condition' to denote what is normally termed a 'condition subelement'. This is because the rule LHSs of his models only ever contain one condition, and
likewise Working Memory only ever contains one element The problem generation algorithm
applies to models containing single-element LHSs only; there is no provision for multielement LHSs, or for negated condition elements (Le. those which require that no matching
element be present in Working Memory).
1With the following caveat: rules with muma1ly exclusive conditions can never be instantiated at the same time. This
occurs where one rule specifies that some element be present in Working Memory, whilst the other rule requires that it
be absenL This is the only case where rules are definitely non-interacting.
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These rules form the complement of the potentially interacting ones. For

example, a rule with the condition [Cl,C2,C3] cannot be instantiated at the same time as one
with the condition [Cl,C2,C4] (but as we have noted, only as long as there is only one
working memory element).

Generating Problem Templates
The program uses templates to generate a problem which discriminates between two models.
To do this it must ftrst be provided with an initial string (Le. problem answer), a generative
version of each rule, and a set of terminating conditions (number of iterations, the order in
which rules must be fIred, and so on). The rule MULT, and its generative version are shown
below (items in bold are variables; those in italics are segment variables, i.e. they can match a
(possibly empty) sequence of items}.

MULT
Comment This rule matches a pattern with an embedded multiplication problem. For example, it
would match (2 + 3 * 4). It alters the expression by replacing the embedded multiplication by its
value (3-4 becomes 12).
Rule defmition:
if (lhs M * N rhs)
then (lhs [M*N evaluated] rhs)
Generative version: (str1 NUM str2) ~ (str1 NUM * NUM str2)

Note how similar the generative version is to the original rule deftnition; Sleeman does not
say how the generative versions are derived. From this example, one would expect them to be
machine-derivable, but the other rules do not seem to have the same simple relationship with
their generative version. Sleeman does not actually provide further examples of generative
rules. However, we can derive two more generative rules from the (MULT SOLVE FIN2)
example (ftgure 1-11).
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SOLVE
Comment: Solves for X by moving the numeric multiplicand over to the righthand side. For
example, (5 • X =25) becomes (X =25/5). If M is zero, then the result is infmity.
Rule definition:
if (M*X=N)
then (X=N/M) or infinity
Generative version: (NUM) => (1 • X =NUM)

lFiNJI

lllUU'J

lllUU'J

(NUM • NtlM • NtlM • NUM)

(1· X .. NUM· NUM· NUM)

(NUM •

Figure 1-11 -

x =NUM • !ruM)

(N1lM. NUM •

x. HUM)

Generation or a problem template for (MULT SOLVE FIN2)
Adapted rrom Sleeman (1981)

Figure 1-11 shows the system generating two problem templates for the model (MULT
SOLVE FIN2). The user has supplied the initial state, and the tennination condition that the
rules be flred in the order: MULT, SOLVE, FIN2. The routes to the two templates have
been labelled with heavy black lines.

FIN2
Comment:
Rule definition:

If the expression is of the fonn: (X = MIN) then either leave
the answer as MIN 1 or replace MIN by its value.
if (X = MIN)
then (MIN) or [MIN evaluated]

To the extent that the system is capable of generating problem templates from a set of
'generative rules', it is an improvement over the solution employed in IDEBUGGY - that of

IThe fU'St action of the rule FIN2 is actually (M N). However, this appears to be a typographic error beeause
Sleeman's examples of FIN2's execution imply that the action should be (MIN).
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associating a set of pre-calculated problem templates with each bug. However, the algorithm
has its problems. The system performs a breadth-flrst search on the rules in the model. For
cases where there are more than a few rules in the models, the branching factor will lead to a
combinatorial explosion of the search space. The example above relied on the user providing it
with infonnation about when to stop its search. The system on its own is incapable of
deciding when to stop building the templates. The approach is a step in the right direction, but
it does not overcome the drawback of having to incorporate hard-wired problem templates; its
ability to derive a template is completely dependent on the user.

Instantiating Problem Templates
In order to set an actual problem, the system needs to instantiate its chosen problem
template. Sleeman has not tackled this problem, and argues that (Sleeman, 1982):

"This is not a very demanding task. but neither is it a very rewarding one... "

This is certainly true for the algebra models handled by his system. The problem templates
only contain literals and unnamed variables, the latter always standing for numbers. It is
indeed trivial to instantiate these unnamed variables with arbitrary numbers. However, this
property of having completely unconstrained variables does not extend to other domains.
Production rule models in domains such as multi-column subtraction (a domain which one
tends to regard as 'simpler' than algebra), contain LHS conditions which constrain the
relationships between variables in the problem statement. The following rule (taken from
Young and O'Shea, 1981) illustrates this point. It specifles that a borrow must be performed
when the current digit of the subtrahend is greater than that of the minuend. Thus, in setting a
problem which requires borrowing, it is not sufficient to instantiate variables with random
numbers; the numbers must satisfy the constraints specifled within the production rule
models.
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Rule B2A: S > M => Borrow

This example highlights a limitation of the template-generation procedure, one which
severely restricts its applicability to other domains: there is no provision for the encoding of
constraints on variable values.

Discriminating Between Two Models
The problem of discriminating between two models is tackled by fIrst classifying them into
one of two cases:
(i) Both models contain the same rules, but a pair of 'potentially interacting' rules are
differently ordered;
(ii) The models contain different rules.

In the former case, the system applies 'algorithm-A', whilst the 'different rules' case is
handled by 'algorithm-B'.
Algorithm-A: Given two models, the system produces a problem template for each model,
after removing one 'potentially-interacting' rule from the IIrst model, and the other
'potentially-interacting' rule from the second. It then extends each problem template by using
the deleted rule in generative mode. The extended template is accepted if the overlap pattern for
the two interacting rules is contained in the template, and the template satisfIes the two deleted
rules. This algorithm must be applied to each conflicting pair in the two models.
Algorithm-B: Where the two models contain differing rules, the system classifies the two
differing rules according to whether the conditions or actions are different. It can only handle
models where there is only one pair of differing rules; furthermore, where both the condition
and action parts differ, it treats the rules as if only the condition parts differ. Now, if the
problem template for one rule does not satisfy the other, then that problem template
discriminates. If this is not the case, then the algorithm fails. It cannot alter the problem
templates so that they discriminate between the two rules. For cases where the action part of
the two rules differs, the algorithm just assumes that problem templates will discriminate.
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The Algorithm's Limitations
Sleeman's work is of importance because it represents the ftrst attempt to generate problems
on the basis of the form of the rules in the models, rather than on the basis of 'canned'
procedures attached to each rule. However, it can only be applied to a very limited range of
production rule models, and even then it only works when in partnership with the user (who
must supply the termination condition).
It can only be applied to models where Working Memory only ever contains one element,
and all of the rules have one condition element only. There is no provision for multiple LHS
conditions, or negated condition elements. The algorithm also ignores the relationships
between variables in the LHS. For example, it could not generate a discriminatory problem for
the following two one-rule models.

Model-l
Rule defmition:
Model-2
Rule defmition:

if (X X)
then (They are equal)

if (X Y)
then (They are equal)

As far as it is concerned, the working memory element (3 3) is a perfectly valid
discriminatory problem. Clearly. only problems where X;tY will discriminate; but the
program misses this because it ignores the implicit inter-variable constraint in model-I: the
ftrst variable must be equal to the second.
In the simple algebra examples, tackled by the program, inter-variable constraints can be
ignored. Under such conditions, the program can generate a discriminatory template, where
the two models contain the same rules, but ordered differently. In the more general case,
where the two models contain different rules (limited to one pair only), the algorithm is
incapable of generating a discriminating template.
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In summary, Sleeman's approach is a step in the right direction, but has very limited
applicability. It can only be applied to single-element Working Memories, where the two
competing models contain the same rules (ordered differently), have a single LHS clement,
have no inter-variable constraints, and the user has supplied a tennination condition.

1.9. Conclusions
We have argued that CP generation goes hand in hand with efficient diagnosis; this becomes
even more true as tutoring systems search ever larger hypothesis spaces. The bug-library
approach to student modelling has limited coverage, and this has led researchers to turn to
machine learning techniques. However, increased coverage entails more search; therefore it
seems likely that, in the future, there will be an even greater need for domain-independent CPgeneration capabilities.
To date, there have been two attempts at tackling this problem. The first, IDEBUGGY,
relied on the user to supply canned, bug-specific problem-generation procedures. Sleeman
presents a problem-generation algorithm, and argues that it is domain-independent. However,
our analysis reveals that its presuppositions are too restrictive for it to be generally applicable.
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2.1. Introduction
Our goal is to develop a domain-independent method for generating Critical Problems. The
question of how the production rule models are derived in the frrst place is quite separate, and
is not addressed in this thesis; we will assume that our program has access to a modelproposing system which uses its own expertise to offer up a pair of candidate models. We
know from earlier work that this is a realistic assumption (e.g. Sleeman and Smith, 1981).
In this chapter, we argue that the key to CP generation lies in developing an abstract
specification of the mapping between the inputs and outputs of the competing models. From
the hypothesis-testing perspective, the intermediate processing performed by a model is only
relevant in so far as it defines (procedurally) the mapping between inputs and outputs. The
hypothesis-tester can only manipulate inputs and observe the student's outputs.
To represent our student models, we will develop a forward-chaining production rule
language. We then develop a compiler (RPC) which, given a production rule model, attempts
to produce an abstract specification of the mapping between its inputs and outputs. This it
does by analysing the dependencies between the rules in the model. Though able to cope with
some models, the compiler is not without its problems. In subsequent chapters, we will
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develop an algorithm which overcomes these deficiencies and can handle more general
forward-chaining production systems.
The algorithm outlined here shares with that of Sleeman (1982) the idea of generating a
problem template by searching backwards from an output description. However, that is where
the similarity ends; it overcomes all but one of the limitations of Sleeman's scheme, (it is
unable to handle PSs containing loops). Unlike Sleeman's task generator, the Reverse Path
Collector (RPC) can handle rules with multiple condition elements, named variables and match
predicates, and does not rely on constraints such as the assumption that only one rule pair
discriminates.

2.2. Diagnosis and the Methodology of Science
The problem of student modelling has a lot in common with that faced by science in general.
Given that we accept that the scientific approach is of some practical value, it follows that a
diagnostic program would benefit from adopting the methodology of science, where
appropriate.
As with many questions, one's conception of the major goal of science is fairly personal. It
may range from one of promoting the welfare of humankind, to solving particular applied
problems such as developing more powerful nuclear weapons, which some would say is the
antithesis of the former goal. Scientific pursuits can be divided into two schools: pure and
applied. Pure science is concerned with developing our understanding of the world, while the
ends of applied science are purely practical. However, a common thread runs through all of
these views of science: the primary aim of science is the advancement of knowledge. The goal
of the diagnostic component of a tutoring system has more in common with that of applied
than pure science. Unlike the more general pursuit of cognitive modelling, where the
knowledge acquired is reward enough, student modelling is concerned with obtaining just

enough information to guide its teaching - anymore is a hindrance (if the system tries to model
at a finer level of detail than is necessary, then it will be expending wasted energy trying to
characterise irrelevant minutiae).
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The accretion of scientific knowledge is not merely a process of data accumulation, science
seeks to provide more than just a description of phenomena which have been observed in the
past; it produces a conceptual reconstruction of the observed phenomena which goes further
than such data, and maps out the conditions which determine how similar objects will behave
in the future. Such scientific generalisations take many forms, from collections of
mathematically-stated laws to complex causal models, but we shall informally group them all
under the umbrella-term 'theory'. Theories are evaluated by formulating experimental
hypotheses, with which the scientist makes specific predictions about the behaviour of objects
in the theory's domain of application. To be of any use, the experimental hypothesis has to be
stated in a way that can be tested. For example, whereas a causal model such as the kinetic
theory of gases provides us with a conceptually satisfying reason why increasing the
temperature of a gas, with volume held constant, increases the pressure (theory-l), the level of
description is not well suited to the task of devising a crucial experiment which will decide
between this model and one based on mutually repelling molecules (theory-2).

Theory-I: What we measure as an increase in temperature of a body of gas is actually an increase
in the mean kinetic energy per molecule; the mean velocity of a molecule of gas is determined from
the mean kinetic energy per molecule; thus, the increase in kinetic energy produces an increase in
the velocity of motion of the molecules. Since the molecules of gas are prevented from travelling
further by the vessel of constant volume, they strike the inside surface of the vessel more
frequently, and so increase the pressure on the walls.

Theory-2: Gases are made up of mutually-repelling molecules. where the force is inversely
proportional to the inter-molecular distance. Increasing the temperature produces a proportional
increase in the repelling force (proportional to the cube of the molecule's radius). Gas molecules
exert a repelling force on other objects as well (e.g. the enclosing vessel).

We can ease the problem of comparison by re-encoding the theories into a law-like

=

formulation. Theory-l becomes the General Gas Law PV nRT, while theory-2 can be
summarised by the following formula: PV nm3T, where P is its pressure, V the volume,

=

D

the number of moles, R its gas constant, m the average molecular radius, and Tits

temperature. By converting a deeper causal model into a simple universally quantified law, we
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derive a description which contains either measurable variables or constants (compare this
with the variables in the causal model, e.g. the velocity of motion of the molecules). The
variables and constants summarise the unobservable processes of the causal model (sometimes
termed 'intervening variables').
The above principles apply equally well to the problem of testing the accuracy of a student
model. The production rule model can be viewed as playing the role which the molecular
model served in the above example. Although it is executable, and can generate predictions
about specific situations, when two such models are compared, it is not clear under what
conditions they would produce different behaviour. In other words, the representation, as it
stands, is of little use in formulating an informative experiment. Thus, our goal is to find a
representation which is both equivalent (in terms of its input/output behaviour) to the original,
well suited to inter-model comparison, and instantiable, i.e. models expressed in this new
representation language can make predictions about behaviour in specific situations. Like the
General Gas Law, the new representation will only contain terms which represent the
variables which can be manipulated or measured (conventionally termed the 'independent' and
'dependent' variables, respectively). In the context of student modelling, the independent
variable is the problem statement, and the dependent variable any machine-observable
behaviour produced by the student. The new language should compile out the intervening
processes of a production system (such as pattern matching, and the recognise-act cycle),
yielding a description of the mapping between inputs and outputs only.
We will now describe the production system architecture to be used in this study.

2.3. The Production Rule Language
In designing a production rule language for representing student models, we are faced with a

large space of architectural options. Conflict resolution strategies include rule order (c.f. PSG:
Newell, 1973), recency and specificity (c.f. OPS2: Forgy and McDermott, 1977), and goaloriented restrictions (c.f POPS I, Evertsz (1984». Rules can fire serially, or even concurrently
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(c.f. Thibadeau, Just and Carpenter, 1982). Working Memory can be represented as a set of
elements, or as activations in a declarative network (c.f. ACT*, Anderson, 1983), and it may
or may not be possible to delete items from it. The logical infrastructure of rules can also vary
greatly from mere conjunctions of terms consisting of constants and variables, to arbitrarily
nested combinations of NOT, AND, OR, and match predicates (c.f. COPS: Motta et al
(1986)).
The jury is still out on the question of what constitutes the 'best' architecture for student
modelling, and, in the author's opinion, will remain so indefinitely; it is very likely that
domains with unusual features will be best suited to a production rule language especially
created for the job. Thus, the choice of language for generating CPs is somewhat arbitrary. A
simple ordered PS is a universal computer (Anderson, 1976), and so can compute (Le. be
used to model) anything which any other interpreter can. However, ordered rules have very
little status as independent entities; what does it mean to say that the student has all of the
correct rules for a task, but two of them are incorrectly ordered? With unordered PSs we can
remove rules, and plug new ones in, without worrying about where they should be inserted.
In the author's opinion, this makes them preferable for student modelling. By adopting this
position, we do not lose anything; the problem generation techniques, developed in this thesis,
apply equally well to ordered PSs (ordering rules is a relatively crude method of incorporating
the notion of rule specificity, as used in OPS-like interpreters).
In this study, we shall defme a language ('PGPS'; Problem Generator Production System)

which is a slightly modified version of the OPS family of interpreters (Forgy and McDermott,
1977). The pattern matching facilities are similar to those of OPS interpreters, but have been
extended to allow user-defined match predicates. These predicates are defined in Lisp, and
evaluate to either 'true' or 'false' (more specifically, 'T' or 'NIL'). A description of POPS's
syntax can be found in Appendix I.
BNF-like definitions, such as those found in Appendix I, are designed to disambiguate the
syntax of rules. However, they are not well suited to imparting a feel for what typical rules
look like. The following section paraphrases the formal definition of syntax, and presents a
simple POPS rule. This is followed by a definition of POPS's conflict resolution strategy,
and a scenario in which a simple ruleset sums the even numbers from 2 to S.
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112.3.1. An example PGPS rule
A POPS rule consists of a rule name. a lefthand side (LHS) and a righthand side (RHS).
The LHS is delimited by the symbols IF and THEN. The symbol THEN denotes the
beginning of the RHS. An LHS is made up of one or more LHS tenns, conjoined by
ampersands (&). Each LHS tenn can be either a Working Memory pattern (possibly negated).
or a function call (tenned a 'match predicate') returning T or NIL. Function calls are
identified by the fact that their first element is prefixed with an asterisk. A precondition for
instantiating a rule is that all of its match predicates return T for the current set of arguments.
The following LHS is a conjunction of three tenns. The frrst contains the variables ?x and
?y, and matches any Working Memory element (WME) of that fonn. The second specifies
that there should be no element of the form: (already subtracted) in Working Memory. The
third tenn is a match predicate which requires that 1x be greater than 1y.

LHS: (subtract?y from ?x) & -(already subtracted) & (*greaterp ?x ?y)

RHSs are similar to LHSs, except that they cannot contain a negated pattern, and function
calls can return a value other than T or NIL. There are also two special functions:

*OUTPUT and *HALT. The function *OUTPUT signifies that its argument should be
sent to the outside world (i.e. it is behaviour which can be observed by an external entity),
while *HALT stops the execution of the interpreter. The following RHS outputs the result of
subtracting ?y from ?x, and deposits the element (already subtracted) to stop the rule
from firing again.

RHS: (*output (*subtract ?x ?y» & (already SUbtracted)

Combining the LHS and RHS with the name, SUBTRACT. gives the following rule:
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(define-rule subtract
if (subtract ?y from ?x) & -(already subtracted) & (*greaterp ?x ?y)
then (*output (*subtract ?x ?y» & (already subtracted»

2.3.2. PGPS's Conflict Resolution Strategy

II

PGPS applies the conflict resolution principles 'refractoriness', 'recency', and 'specificity'
(in that order), to filter the conflict set down to a singleton. If, after applying these three
principles, more than one instantiation remains, then the rule set is non-detenninistic, and the
interpreter generates an error.

Refractoriness
On each recognise-act cycle, a conflict-set of relevant instantiations is generated. The
'refractoriness' principle, eliminates all instantiations which have fired on previous cycles.
This ensures that a production rule does not fire more than once to the same subset of
Working Memory. By 'same' one does not mean 'equal' - the production rule, below, could
fire continuously, even though it had already fired when matched to an equal element, on a
previous cycle. This rule adds the element (loop forever) which triggers the rule again on
the next cycle.

(defme-rule loop-forever
if (loop forever)
then (loop forever»

This rule merely reasserts the element with which it matches. For those familiar with Lisp,
the distinction here between 'same' and 'equal' is analogous to the distinction in Lisp between
the functions EQ and EQUAL. Two lists are only EQ if they occupy the same location in
memory (i.e. are one and the same entity); but two lists are EQUAL (as defined recursively)
if their CAR and CDR are either EQ or EQUAL.
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Recency
If, having applied the refractoriness principle to the conflict set, more than one instantiation
remains, then 'recency' is used to reduce the set further. Given two instantiations, one will be
preferred if it matches more recent elements in Working Memory (i.e. those added to Working
Memory more recently). The following algorithm is applied to score the recency of an
instantiation:

(i) compare the most recent WMEs, matched by the competing pair of instantiations;
(ii) if one is more recent than the other, then choose that instantiation;
(iii) if they are both equally recent, then discard that pair of WMEs, and select the next most

recent WMEs matched. Go to step (ii);
(iv) if either (but not both) lists of WMEs is null, then return the non-empty instantiation;
(v) if both lists of matched WMEs are exhausted, then stop - both instantiations are equally
recent.
At this juncture, it is worth explaining how a WME gets a recency value. For any series of
cycles, the elements deposited in a later cycle are more recent than those from an earlier cycle.
Where two or more elements have been deposited during the same recognise-act cycle, by
some RHS, the elements later in the RHS are said to be more recent than those earlier. This is
because RHS actions are carried out serially, earlier actions being executed before later ones.

Specificity
This principle is used to choose the more specific instantiations in the conflict set Perhaps
ideally, some rule, rl, can be said to be more specific than some rule, r2, if the set of rl's
possible satisfying Working Memories is a subset of those of r2. In general, it is not feasible
to compute this relation. For example, which of these is the more specific, rl or r2?
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From our knowledge of the domain of natural numbers, we would say that r2 is more
specific, because there are more even numbers than prime numbers. For some predicates, this
question may be undecidable. With this in mind, we choose the following definition. A rule,
rl, is more specific than another, r2, if they match the same WM subset and either:
(i) the LHS of r2 matches that of rl but not vice versa,
(ii) rl has more constraints (including equality ones) than r2,

(iii) rl has more negated patterns,

(iv) some pairwise matching of the negated patterns succeeds for r2 matched with rl but not
vice versa.

2.3.3. A PGPS ruleset for summing even numbers

II

The following rule set counts from ?x to ?y, and then outputs the sum of those numbers
which are even.
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(defme-rule start-counting
('" If you are summing from 1x to 1y, and you haven't counted-out 1x, then do so.)1
if (sum from ?x to ?y) & -(number ?x)
then (number ?x»
(define-rule count
('" If you are summing up to 7y, and you haven't got there,
then deposit the successor of the current number.)
if (sum from 1x to 1y) & (number 1previous) & -(number 1y)
then (number (*addl 1previous»)
(defme-rule start-summing
('" If you haven't started working out the sum, then initialise it to zero.)
if -(partial-sum 7)
then (partial-sum

0»

(define-rule sum
(* If there is an even number in Working Memory, then add it to the partial sum, output the
new partial sum, and note that you've used the even number just added.)
if (partial-sum 1sum-so-far) & (number 1n) & -(used 1n) & (*evenp 1n)
then (partial-sum ("'plus 1n 1sum-so-far»
& (*output (*plus ?n ?sum-so-far»
& (used ?n»
(define-rule halt
(* Having used the number you started counting from, there is nothing else to do, so halt)
if (sum from ?x to 1y) & (used 1x)
then (*halt»

If we were to run this rule set with an initial Working Memory of «sum from 2 to 5»,
then the rule start-counting would fire first, followed by three firings of count. At this
point, Working Memory would contain five elements (in descending order of recency):

«number 5) (number 4) (number 3) (number 2) (sum from 2 to 5»

The rule start-summing would then take over, and deposit (partial-sum 0). This would
trigger sum, first on (number 4), and then on (number 2); the ordering being due to the
fact that (number 4) is more recent than (number 2). Finally, halt would bring the
computation to a close, with the following outputs and final Working Memory:

I All comments are encompassed in parentheses and preceded by an asterisk, i.e. are of the form: (* ... ). Note that
there is a space between the * and the ensuing atom; if there is no space the asterisk/atom combination is a function
expression. For example, the expression (- atom) is a comment, but (-atom) is a function expression.
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Outputs: 4, 6.
Working Memory: «used 2) (partial-sum 6) (used 4) (partial-sum 4) (partial-sum 0)
(number 5) (number 4) (number 3) (number 2) (sum from 2 to 5»

So, the sum of the even numbers between 2 and 5 is 6. Note that the partial sums were
calculated by invoking the Lisp functions *plus with the instantiated arguments ?o and
?sum-so-far. Similarly, the numbers between 2 and 5 were generated by the function
*add!, which computes the successor of its argument.

2.4. Behavioural Equivalence
At the beginning of this chapter, we looked at the kinetic theory of gases and illustrated how
much easier it is to design an experiment if we have a simple description of the relationship
between the independent and dependent variables. Once we have such a description, the
specific internal workings of the models can be ignored. For the purposes of hypothesis
testing, we are only interested in how the model's behaviour is affected by the manipulation of
the independent variables. If the two models produce the same behaviour, no matter how we
vary the independent variables, then they are 'behaviourally equivalent', and no discriminatory
experiment exists. Of course, we may be able to discriminate between them if we can develop
an experimental technique which renders other, previously invisible behaviours, visible (for
example, if we could directly observe the gas molecules). However, to achieve this we would
have to redefine what is observable. We will assume that the student models rigidly define
what behaviour can be observed; the system needn't consider the possibility of gaining access
to intermediate variables which are not explicitly tagged as accessible. Thus, if two models are
equivalent in terms of their outputs for a given class of inputs, then the system can conclude
that the class of inputs cannot be used to generate an informative experiment.
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112.4.1. Milner's Notion of Equivalence
Milner (1980) has developed a fonnalism for describing concurrent systems: CCS
(Calculus of Communicating Systems). A key concept in his work is that of 'observation
equivalence'. In this definition of weaker equivalence, the internal workings of the system are
ignored; two systems are equivalent "... iff in all contexts they are indistinguishable by
observation" (pg 7, Milner, 1980). Milner also defines other, stronger, levels of equivalence
such as 'direct equivalence', where the internal actions of the systems must be identical.
Our notion of behavioural equivalence has much in common with Milner's observation
equivalence. However, we are not particularly concerned whether two models are
indistinguishable in all contexts. Our focus is on the problem of generating an experiment
(CP) which discriminates between the two systems. Thus, we are concerned with the classes
of input for which two systems are not behaviourally equivalent. CP generation involves an

existence proof, rather than the proof of a universally quantified theorem. The program need
only be satisfied that there exists an input for which the two programs are not behaviourally
equivalent.

112.4.2. The Key Lies in Input/Output Mappings
How can we obtain a description of the mapping between inputs and outputs of a production
rule model, which provides us with the same economy of description which the General Gas
Law provided over the kinetic model? To gain a feel for what is required, consider the
following two models for subtracting two numbers. The first, SUBTRACT, correctly
handles problems where the minuend is less than the subtrahend, by prefixing the answer with
a minus sign. The second model, ABS-SUBTRACT, contains a buggy rule which just
swaps the two numbers, without prefixing the problem with the inverse sign (i.e. it computes
the absolute difference of the two numbers).

so
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Model: SUBTRACT
(derme-rule negative-result
(* If the minuend is less than the subtrahend, then swap them and
prefix the new problem with a minus sign.)
if (?minuend - ?subtrahend) & (*lessp ?minuend ?subtrahend)
then (- ?subtrahend - ?minuend»
(define-rule positive-result
(* If the minuend isn't less than the subtrahend, then the result will be positive.)
if (?minuend - ?subtrahend) & -(*lessp ?minuend ?subtrahend)
then (+ ?minuend - ?subtrahend»
(define-rule subtract
(* If you know what sign the answer will have, then just do the subtraction.)
if (?sign ?minuend - ?subtrahend)
then (?sign (*subtract ?minuend ?subtrahend»)
(derme-rule haiti
(* Having worked out the signed answer, output the sign and the number, and stop.)
if (?sign ?number)
then (*output ?sign) & (*output ?number) & (*halt»

Model: ABS·SUBTRACT
(define-rule positive-result
(* Exactly the same as the rule in the above ruleset (SUBTRACT).)
if (?minuend - ?subtrahend) & -(*lessp ?minuend ?subtrahend)
then (+ ?minuend - ?subtrahend»
(define-rule swap-numbers
(* If the minuend is less than the subtrahend, then just swap them (this is a buggy rule).)
if (?minuend - ?subtrahend) & (*lessp ?minuend ?subtrahend)
then (+ ?subtrahend - ?minuend»
(define-rule halt2
(* If the minuend isn't less than the subtrahend, then output the difference between them, and
halt.)

if (?sign ?minuend - ?subtrahend) & -(*lessp ?minuend ?subtrahend)
then (*output ?sign) & (*output (*subtract ?minuend ?subtrahend» & (*halt»

Both models divide the space of inputs (problems) into two disjoint sets, one where the
minuend is less than the subtrahend: (·Iessp ?minuend ?subtrahend), and the other
where it isn't: .... (·Iessp ?minuend ?subtrahend). If we combine these constraints with
the abstract WME which forms the input to each model, we can derive an abstract (Le. one
containing variables, rather than concrete numbers) description of each class of inputs. We
will call this abstract description an 'Input Specification'. The two input specifications produce
the following abstract outputs:
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Model: SUBTRACT
Input Specification 1: (7minuend -7subtIahend) (*lessp 7minuend 7subtrahend)
Output: - (*subttact 7subtrahend 7minuend)

Input Specification 2: (7minuend - 7subtIahend) -<*lessp ?minuend 7subtrahend)
Output: + (*subtract ?minuend ?subtrahend)

Model: ABS-SUBTRACT
Input Specification 1: (7minuend - ?subtrahend) (*lessp ?minuend ?subtrahend)
Output: + (*subtract ?subtrahend minuend)

Input Specification 2: (?minuend - ?subtrahend) -<*lessp ?minuend ?subtrahend)
Output: + (*subtract ?minuend ?subtrahend)

From the above input/output descriptions, one can infer that the CP must be of the form:
(?minuend • ?subtrahend), where ?minuend < ?subtrahend. The critical difference
between the two models is the sign of the answer. In general, the difference may be more
complex than this. For example, if ABS·SUBTRACT added the minuend to the
subtrahend, instead of subtracting them, then we could discriminate between the two models
on the basis of the numeric part of the answer, regardless of sign. In the latter case, the
important processes within the production system are the alterations perfonned on the input
numbers. To handle such cases, one must analyse the flow of data from the input element(s),
through the variables in the rules, to the output element(s).
Let us recap; the simple SUBTRACT vs. ABS·SUBTRACT example revealed two
kinds of model-distinguishing output. The frrst is where the model outputs a pattern which is
not directly derived from variables within the input elements (the +/_ sign is an example of
such an output; it is an RHS constant rather than a variable derived from variables in the
problem statement). The second type is one which is derived by a series of transformations
performed on the input variables (e.g. the expression (·subtract ?minuend ?subtrahend)
is an abstract description of the transformation *subtract applied to the variables ?minuend
and ?subtrahend). Therefore, our model-analyser should look for both types of output.
Furthermore, the set of outputs is governed by the set of input specifications; in particular,
constraints on the variables in the input elements determine what is output (the predicate
*Iessp, in the SUBTRACT/ABS-SUBTRACT models, is an example of such a
constraint).
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In general, a running model can follow a number of different paths to a halt state, depending
on what the initial input looks like. We can say that the input specification defines the
particular path taken through the space of possible routes from start state to halt state. If we
can characterise the set of potential paths for a particular model, and collect the outputs along
each of these paths, then we will have obtained a description of the mapping between inputs
and outputs. In this thesis, we will move through a series of algorithms for exploring abstract
paths in a production rule model. The remainder of this chapter presents a path-exploration
algorithm which processes the rules in the reverse direction to that in which they normally run.
This algorithm is only suitable for production rule models with very restricted properties, and
represents the author's first attempt at an implementation of a CP generator. It is presented
here in order to show why the approach is not sufficiently general to cover typical PSs, and
thereby to motivate the more complex algorithm developed in Chapter 3.

2.5. The Reverse Path Collector (RPC)
2.5.1. The Role of Pattern Matching in a Production System

II

In production systems, the patterns in the LHS serve to define the conditions under which
the rule is eligible for firing. These conditions are either satisfied by the initial contents of
Working Memory, elements deposited by the RHSs of rules, or a combination of both. Thus,
RHS actions and initial WMEs serve to trigger rules in the PS, and the LHS patterns of a rule
define the set of actions which can trigger that rule. In other words, the instantiation of LHS
patterns is dependent on the RHS actions and WMEs.
The particular form (pattern) of an RHS action determines which LHS patterns it is capable
of satisfying. For example, the RHS action (partial-sum ?n) can be matched by the pattern

(partial-sum ?a) or (partial-sum 0), but can never be matched by (number ?x). By
analysing the RHSs of the rules in a ruleset, we can determine which actions a given LHS
pattern depends on. Once we have determined all of the LHSIRHS dependencies of a rule set,
we can discard the actual LHS and RHS patterns and just keep a record of the dependencies
amongst the variables in the patterns. This is because the process of pattern matching in a
production system serves two purposes:
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(i) to determine whether the conditions are right for a rule to fIre (i.e. pattern matching

defmes the 'frreability' of rules), and
(ii) to bind the variables in the LHS, so that their values can be passed to the RHS actions,

and then on to the LHSs of the rules which depend on those RHS actions, and so on.
Our goal is to obtain a description of the outputs of a ruleset - we don't care about purpose(i) of pattern matching as it only seIVed to defIne the dependencies between LHS and RHS
patterns. However, we are interested in its second function (ii), because the outputs may
contain variables. We need to know where these variables get their values from. The
following simple ruleset illustrates these ideas.

(define-rule likes!
if (7x likes-to-eat candy)
then (7x likes sweet things»
(defme-rule likes2
if (7x likes-to-eat lemons)
then (7x likes sour things»
(define-rule tolerates
if (7x likes sour things) & (?x likes sweet things)
then (?x tolerates (sweet and sour chicken»)
(define-rule halt
if (7x tolerates ?food)
then (*output (?x will eat ?food» & (*halt»

In this example, the LHS of the rule halt depends on the RHS of the rule tolerates, which
in tum depends on the RHS of the rules likes! and Iikes2. Once we have noticed these
dependencies, we need only worry about those parts of the LHSIRHS patterns which affect
the variables within the final output element: (·output (?x will eat ?food». Other
features, such as the fact that the tail of the fIrst LHS pattern of the rule tolerates contains the
constants (likes sour things), are of no interest; the tail of the pattern only served to defIne
what RHS actions the whole pattern could match with. However, the variable ?x is important,
because it appears in the fInal output of the model. Similarly, the binding of ?food, within

halt, is of interest to us.
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In sum, our approach will be to analyse the dependencies amongst the rules in the model,
compile-out the redundant aspects of the pattern matching process, and derive a description of
the output patterns only.

2.5.2. PS Dependency Networks

II

The dependencies amongst LHS and RHS patterns can be defined as a directed (possibly
cyclic) graph, with RHS actions linked to any dependent LHS patterns. We will call such a
graph a 'PS Dependency Network'. A PS Dependency Network consists of a collection of
linked nodes of different types. A network node can be either an LHS pattern, an RHS action,
or a rule name. Each rule can be viewed as a sub-network of nodes. The RHS actions form
the roots of the sub-network and have the rulename node as their only child, which in tum has
the LHS patterns as its children. The following sub-network represents the rule halt,
presented in the previous example!:

(~ALT)

("UUTPUT (?H WILL EAT ?rOOD))

~
!mID
I

~:(?·H··TOL[R-AT[s··?·r·oo-D)-:~
.: .............................................:.

Figure 2-1 -

Sub-network for the rule HALT

By linking the RHS nodes of a sub-network with any unifying LHS nodes, we can build the
whole dependency net as shown in figure 2-2. Note that an RHS node can be linked to an
LHS node of the same sub-network (Le. of the same rule). However, none of our examples
will include such dependency loops, as reverse path collection is flawed even without trying to
handle such features.

ITo improve readability, LHS patterns are surrounded by a dotted-box; rule names are printed in white on black; RHS
patterns have no distinctive markings_
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I

I
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...................................................
. , .. .. "' .. ,"" . . "' .. , . ,'''' . , .. ,', .......... . ..

Figure 2-2 -

Dependency network ror the LIKES-TO-EA T ruleset

Pattern matching in the abstract (Le. with uninstantiated variables) is achieved by employing
a variant of Robinson's (1965) unification algorithm. During a typical run of a production rule
model, the variables in the LHS of rules only ever get bound to constants in working memory.
For example, the rule halt would match elements such as (john tolerates tofu) and (mary
tolerates (sweet and sour chicken». However, it is never called upon to match an
element like (?x tolerates ?y); typical forward-chaining production systems employ a oneway pattern matching process - variables are matched with constants only.
To compute the Dependency Network in figure 2-2, we had to match variables with
variables (e.g. the ?x of halt's LHS with the ?x of tolerates' RHS). Cases will also arise
where a constant has to be matched with a variable, or a function expression has to match with
a variable or constant (and vice versa). This is the reverse of the nonnal mode of matching,
where variables match against constants. A production system never has to match a constant in
the LHS with a variable in working memory. This two-way pattern matching process, termed
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'unification', is due to Robinson (1965). For our purposes, Robinson's unification algorithm
has been generalised to allow the unification of function expressions such as (*subtract
?minuend ?subtrahend). Without this extension, the program would be unable to make
sense of the expressions computed in the RHS of rules (see example below).

(derme-rule r1
if (goal is to add ?x and ?y)
then (answer is (*plus ?x ?y)))
(define-rule r2
if (answer is 5)
then (*output (the answer is five) & (*halt»

The RHS of rl is capable of triggering the rule r2; depending on the runtime value of?x
and ?y, (*plus ?x ?y) may match S. Therefore, in computing the possible dependencies
between rl and r2, the program should treat the expression (*plus ?x ?y) as if it were a

variable, and bind it to S.

2.5.3. A PS Dependency Network for Two Subtraction Models

II

We will now apply the ideas developed above to the problem of generating an abstract
description of the two models, SUBTRACT and ABS·SUBTRACT, introduced in section
2.4.2. The Dependency Networks, generated by RPC, are shown in figures 2-3 and 2-4.
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SUBTRACT
("till-T)

(+ ?t1II1\Ictu) - rsU8TRAI1OID)

(- ?SU8TRAHtND - ?MIHUtND)

I
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I
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~ ~

.....................
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- ?SU8TRAH[ND) :: ::<. ("US$P ?MllUND ?SUI!TJWI[IIl» ::
.................................................................................................................................. ::(?ttHU[ND
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!~?·i1·iNU[·ND .~ . ?$u'iiTR'AiCiDf~ ~tt';it[$·$p·?·M·iiU·ND·;ii.ieTiiAH·[·rIi'f~

Figure 2-3 -

SUBTRACT dependency network

The SUBTRACT Dependency Network shows graphically that the rule bait I is dependent
on subtract which in turn is dependent upon either negative-result or positive-result.
This is a disjunctive dependency because the LHS pattern of subtract unifies with the RHS
patterns of both negative-result and positive-result, and could be triggered by either at
runtime.
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ABS-SUIHAAGT
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I

I
Figure 2-4 -

ABS-SUBTRACT dependency network

The Dependency Network for ABS-SUBTRACT is a little simpler, there being only two
levels to the graph. The rule halt2 can be triggered by either positive-result or swapnumbers. By searching backwards from the halt rule (Le. the one containing (*halt», we
can cover the whole graph and collect the set of possible paths through the production system.
The actual search strategy is unimportant, as long as it systematically searches the whole
graph. If we adopt a depth-first strategy on the ABS-SUBTRACT network, then it would
be searched as shown in figures 2-3 and 2-4. The nodes in the figures are numbered in the
order in which they would be visited (leaving out the rulename nodes, as they only form a
redundant link between a rule's LHS and RHS).
As we noted earlier, the outward links from node 1 in the network form a disjunction, so
there are two possible paths through the network (see figure 2-5). The first consists of the

.

nodes: (1,2,3,4,8) and the second: (1,5,6,7,8). The SUBTRACT network succumbs to
similar analysis (figure 2-3), and yields the two paths: (1,2,3,4,5,6) and (1,2,3,7,8,9).
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Figure 2-5 -

Paths 1 and 2 for ABS-SUBTRACT

112.5.4. Saving the Inter-node Bindings
If, instead of just collecting the node names on a path, we pick up the variable bindings from
node to node, then we will end up with a collection of path nodes together with a
representation of the values of the variables therein. Once the path is collected in this way, the
mapping between input variables and output variables can be derived by chaining along the
variables on the path. The input elements are easily identified as the tenninal nodes of the path.
Actually, in principle any LHS pattern could be an input node. For now we assume that only
patterns which do not depend on any RHS action are input elements. In Chapter 3, we will see
that the program needs to be told which LHS patterns are input elements; in general. it is not
safe to assume that only tenninals are input elements.
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By performing unifications as we search the network, we preserve a record of the

dependencies between the variables. This dependency record can be traced from the output
variables (i.e. those contained within a *output RHS action) all the way back to the input
variables (Le. those in the terminal nodes).
To circumvent the problem of variable name clashes, the variables are renamed with a
numeric suffix representing their level in the graph (a 'level' is defmed to be a whole rule (Le.
RHS, rule name, and LHS). Note that the numbers in figure 2-6 are not level numbers; they
denote the order in which the nodes are visited during path collection). For example, the
variables ?sign and ?number in the rule haitI are renamed to ?sign.l and ?number.l as
they are at level 1. At the next level, in the rule subtract, the three variables become ?sign.2,
?minuend.2 and ?subtrahend.2.

SUBTRAGT
("OJTPUT ?HUM8[R)

("tIALT)

("'OUTPUT ?SIGN)

7)
(+ ?MINUtND - ?SU8TRAHtND)

(- ?SUIHRAHtND - 1MINUUfJ)

I

I

1'(tf!'h9'$liij.,

~.~..~.......................
....•.......•...................................•.................................................................................
......................

:

::(1MI1UtHO - ?SUIITRAHl:II) ::

::("I.[SSP ?ItNutll) ?SUBTRAHtHO);:

Figure 2-6 -

'#'}illliJIUfiijU

f3~~~

j~'(?HiNui=rt, -?sui;'TRRHol0)'jj :~'~"(':":[S$p"?'MliiiX'ND ?su'sTii'RH
'o;O'»)':=:
.......•.....•...............•...................•.........•
.......•.....•..................•..........•..........................•.......

First path through the SUBTRACT ruleset
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For the frrst path through SUBTRACT (figure 2-6), augmenting the process of path
collection in this way produces the following behaviour (where bindings between variables are
held as variablelvalue pairs l in a structure called the 'environment'):

Unifying Node-I:
with Node-2:
gives the environment:

(?sign.I ?number.I)
(?sign.2 (·subtract ?minuend.2 ?subtrahend.2»
(?sign.l/?sign.2 ?number.l/(*subtract ?minuend.2 ?subtrahend.2»

Unifying Node-3:
with:Node4
gives the environment:

(?sign.2 ?minuend.2 - ?subtrahend.2)
(- ?subtrahend.3 - ?minuend.3)
(?sign.2/?minuend.2I1subtrahend.3
?subtrahend.2/?minuend.3
7sign.l/?sign.2
7number.1/(·subtract ?minuend.2 ?subtrahend.2»

The output elements and tenninal nodes, encountered on the way, are as follows:
Terminals:

«(?minuend.3 - ?subtrahend.3)
(·lessp ?minuend.3 ?subtrabeDd.3)

Output elements:

«·output 7sign.l) (·output ?number.l»

The final environment, terminal nodes and output elements contain all of the infonnation
required to build a description of the input/output mapping for this path. The terminals and
output elements can be 'instantiated' in tenns of either constants, function expressions. or
input variables by looking up the values of variables in the fmal environment. The variable
?sign.l's value is '.'; this is found by chaining along the bindings until one can go no
further. The chains for ?sign.l and ?number.l are shown below:

IThroughoul this thesis, bindings are represented as the variable name. followed by the stuh character. and then the
variable's value. For example. the binding of ?x to John is represented as: ?xlJohn.
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?sign.l is bound to ?sign.2
?sign.2 is bound to ,_,
?number.l is bound to (·subtract ?minuend.2 ?subtrahend.2)
?minuend.2 is bound to ?subtrahend.3
?subtrahend.2 is bound to ?minuend.3
?minuend.3 is unbound
?subtrahend.3 is unbound
thus, ?number.l
becomes instantiated to (·subtract ?subtrahend.3 ?minuend.3)

The first tenninal node, (?minuend.3 - ?subtrahend.3), is the Working Memory
element required to set the rule set on its way. The (*Iessp ?minuend.3 ?subtrahend.3)
is a constraint on the values which ?minuend.3 and ?subtrahend.3 can take, and requires
that ?minuend.3 be less than ?subtrahend.3. If we use the final environment to instantiate
the output elements, we get the following:

(.output -), (·output (·subtract ?subtrahend.3 ?minuend.3»
where:
(·Iessp ?minuend.3 ?subtrahend.3)

Combining the input element with the output elements and abstract constraints gives the I/O
mapping which we were aiming for in section 2.4.2:

For an input of the fonn:
(?minuend.3 - ?subtrahend.3)
-, (·subtract ?subtrahend.3 ?minuend.3)
The outputs are:
where:
(·Iessp ?minuend.3 ?subtrahend.3)

Repeating this process for the other path through SUBTRACT and the two paths through
ABS-SUBTRACT produces the following I/O mappings:
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SUBTRACT pathl:
For an input of the form: (?minuend.3 - ?subtrahend.3)

The outputs are: -, (·subtrac:t ?subtrahend.3 ?minuend.3)
where:
(·Iessp ?minuend.3 ?subtrahend.3)

SUBTRACT path2:
For an input of the form: (?minuend.3 • ?subtrahend.3)
The outputs are: +, (·subtract ?minuend.3 ?subtrabend.3)
where:
(... (·Iessp ?minuend.3 ?subtrahend.3»
ABS-SUBTRACT pathl:
For an input of the form: (?minuend.2 • ?subtrahend.2)
The outputs are: +, (·subtract ?minuend.2 ?subtrabend.2)
where:
(... (·Iessp ?minuend.2 ?subtrahend.2»
ABS-SUBTRACT path2:
For an input of the form: (?minuend.2 • ?subtrahend.2)
The outputs are: +, (·subtrad ?subtrabend.2 ?minuend.2)
where:
(·Iessp ?minuend.l ?subtrabend.l)
(... (·Iessp ?subtrabend.2 ?minuend.2»

112.5.5. The Need for a Semantics of Match Predicates
For ABS·SUBTRACT path2, the input constraints on the values of ?minuend.2 and
?subtrahend.2 are quite interesting. From our knowledge of arithmetic, it is clear to us that
the second constraint is redundant; if the minuend is less than the subtrahend (constraint 1)
then it follows that the subtrahend is not less than the minuend (constraint 2). The fIrst
constraint logically implies the second, so why does the system bother to include constraint-2?
It does so because the path collection process is purely syntactic, and totally ignores the
semantics of the match predicates and RHS functions. It has no knowledge of the semantics of
the function *Iessp, and so cannot see that (*Iessp ?a ?b) ::::> ('" (*Iessp ?b ?a». The
inclusion of redundant constraints causes few problems, but there are times when the path
collector must reason about the match predicates it encounters on the way. For example, if
during path collection, RPC derived a state containing the constraints: (*Iessp ?a ?b) and
(*Iessp ?b ?a), then it should stop searching down that route, as the constraints are

unsatisfiable; it can never be the case that ?a is less than ?b, and ?b is less than ?a. In
practice, such unsatisfiable paths could never be followed by a production system, because an
assignment to the variables, satisfying the set of constraints, can never exist.
One reaction to this might be to counter that a production system should never define
un satisfiable paths - what is the point of defming a solution which can never be followed? In
fact, production rule models are full of unsatisfiable paths. In general, constraints are added to
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the LHS of a rule, to make sure that under certain conditions (i.e. those excluded by the
constraints), the model will never go down that path. This is not easy to see in the abstract, so
let us consider the following simple ruleset. For a given input of the fonn: (first-feature
?x), it is meant to output two features of ?x. If ?x is an even number then, it will output (?x
is even), (and its successor is odd). However, if ?x is odd, then we want it to fire rule
r2, and then r4. The constraint *oddp, of rule r4, ensures that the ruleset never outputs: (?x
is even), (and its successor is even). In other words, the constraints "'evenp and
*oddp ensure that the path rl

~

r4 is never followed.

(defme-rule r1
if (fU'St-feature ?x) & (*evenp ?x)
then (next-feature ?x) & (*output (?x is even)))
(define-rule r2
if (fU'St-feature ?x) & (*oddp ?x)
then (next-feature ?x) & (*output (?x is odd)))
(defme-rule r3
if (next-feature ?x) & (·evenp ?x)
then (·output (and its successor is odd» & (*halt»
(define-rule r4
if (next-feature ?x) & (·oddp ?x)
then (·output (and its successor is even» & (·halt»

If we run RPC on the above rule set, it will find the following I/O mappings (the network is
shown in figure 2-7):
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Path1:
For an input of the fonn: (FIRST -FEATURE ?X.2)
The outputs is: (AND ITS SUCCESSOR IS ODD)
where:
(*EVENP ?X.2)
Path2:
For an input of the fonn: (FIRST -FEATURE ?X.2)
The outputs is: (AND ITS SUCCESSOR IS ODD)
where:
(*ODDP ?X.2)
(*EVENP ?X.2)
Path3:
For an input of the fonn: (FIRST-FEATURE ?X.2)
The outputs is: (AND ITS SUCCESSOR IS EVEN)
where:
(*EVENP ?X.2)
(*ODDP ?X.2)
Path4:
For an input of the fonn: (FIRST -FEA TURE ?X.2)
The outputs is: (AND ITS SUCCESSOR IS EVEN)
where:
(*ODDP ?X.2)

EVEN-ODD

------------

("HAL T)

("'OUTPUT (AND ITS SUCClSSOR IS [UrN))

("'OUTPUT (AND ITS SUCC[ SSOR IS DOD))

Ii1l

:;("'ii;~;r~:~p·?·,)·:;

.•..............

~.

(tiEHT ·rEATURE ?H)

("OOTPUT (?H IS EUEN))

(NlHT -'lATURl ?H)

~/

("'OUTPUT (?H IS 000))

~
IS

riD

/~

::·{r·i~~·T~r~~·T·uR·E··~·H)·:: ::(~·VE~·~··7H·)·::

.........................................................................
Figure 2-7 -

Dependency network for rules r1, r2, r3, r4

The second and third paths are clearly unsatisfiable. There is no number which is both even
and odd. Therefore, the ability to reason about the semantics of the match predicates within
rules, is a prerequisite for deriving sensible I/O mappings. This is true for any program
analyser, not just RPC; one can only see that path3 is contradictory if one knows (or can
prove) that the predicates *oddp and *evenp are mutually exclusive. Any CP generator
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EVEN(x)

1\

ODD(x)I, is doomed to an

endless search for a number which is both even and odd.

2.5.6. Summary

II

The success of the RPC algorithm on the ABS·SUBTRACT and SUBTRACT models
suggests that the approach has considerable promise. To deal with models containing
contradictory paths, it needs to be augmented with a theorem prover, and an axiomatisation of
the domain of interest. This is true of any program intended to reason about the I/O behaviour
of production rule models. However, even with this augmentation, the algorithm is only
suited to very restricted classes of models. RPC's limitations are the subject of the next
section.

1A glossary of the symbols used in this thesis can be found in Appendix lla; Appendix Db contains a glossary of new
tenns introduced in this thesis.
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2.6. Limitations of the RPC Algorithm
There are three major limitations of the RPC algorithm. For one, it cannot handle rulesets
containing loops. In program analysis, interpreting the abstract behaviour of loops is a nontrivial problem. Another major limitation is RPC's inability to handle rules which contain more
than one RHS pattern (not including function expressions). RPC can only handle rules which
are Horn Clauses. Hom Clauses are rules where the righthand side of the implication contains
only one tenn; there are no conjuncts. Ignoring function expressions such as (*output •••)
because they do not deposit anything in working memory, the rules which we have
encountered so far have all been Horn Clauses. However, in general we cannot bank on being
so lucky.
It may be possible to extend the algorithm to handle looping rulesets containing non-Horn
Clauses, but the final limitation is more damning and means that we will have to abandon
reverse path collection altogether. Conflict resolution is a crucial component of production
systems, yet RPC ignores it totally. Normally, this is fine as long as the rules do not interact
(Le. the conflict set only ever contains one element). This is why RPC was successful with
the rulesets SUBTRACT and ABS-SUBTRACT. In these rulesets, the conditions of the
rule sets are mutually exclusive - they are never instantiated at the same time. Furthermore,
RPC relies on there being a neat flow of data from rule to rule. We will now deal with this
criticism in more detail, before going on to propose a new method of deriving I/O mappings.

In the following ruleset, there is no simple flow of data from rule to rule. When the ruleset is
run with the initial WME (go), the rule start fires, depositing (counter is I) in Working
Memory. At this point, the rules side-branch and halt can both fire, but side-branch is
chosen from the conflict set because it is more specific than halt. It outputs the number I, at
which point halt fires because it is the only rule left in the conflict set. Halt outputs the
number 2 and execution comes to a close.
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(define-rule start
if (go)
then (counter is 1))
(define-rule side-branch
if (counter is 1)
then (*output 1))
(define-rule halt
if (counter is ?x)
then (*output (*addl ?x)) & (*halt))

The PS Dependency Network, in figure 2-8, shows that, when analysed in term s of
LHS/RHS dependencies, the rule side-branch is not on a direct line between halt and start.
Searching backwards from the halt rule, RPC would miss the fact that the ruleset outputs the
number 1. Clearly, the analysis in terms of LHS/RHS dependencies is missing something.
The problem is that the execution paths through a production system are not just defined by
LHS/RHS dependencies. The possible execution paths are defined by the initial WMEs, the
LHS/RHS dependencies, and implicitly by the process of conflict resolution. Any analysis of
production rule models, which ignores conflict resolution, is doomed to failure.

SIDE -BRANCH
(~Al T)

(*"UTPUT (~OD1 ?x))

~/
E

(*"UTPUT 1)

I

~ii')I;hf;U(a:t

1. .........
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................

.... ... ..

::(COUNTrR IS 1)::

::~~.~~~!~~. !~ .~~~}

~~

................

(COUNTER IS 1)

I

mmD
......1......
::(GO)
....
. .........::

Figure 2-8 -

Network demonstrating the need for conflict resolution
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After inspecting the above network, the reader may feel that all is not lost - one could,
perhaps, salvage the situation by searchingforwards from the rule start. Upon reaching the
choice point between the side-branch path and the halt path, the path collector could apply
conflict resolution and decide that (counter is 1) is more specific than (counter is ?x),
and so search that path first, before returning to continue up the path towards halt. This may
work for this simple, single LHS-pattem case, but it is not sufficiently general to cover cases
where there are several LHS patterns, and the recency strategy plays a part in resolving the
conflict.
The next example represents the final nail in the path collector's coffm. This trivial (but
injurious) ruleset fires rule rl when a pattern of the form (start) is in Working Memory,
depositing the patterns (first action) and (second action). The rule r2 outputs 1 if
(second action) is present in Working Memory; r3 is triggered by (first action), outputs
2 and halts execution

(derme-rule rl
if (start)

then (fIrst action) & (second action»
(define-rule r2
if (second action)
then (*output 1»
(define-rule r3
if (first action)
then (*output 2) & (*halt»

The network in figure 2-9, seems to contain all of this information. Unfortunately, it does
not tell us in which order the two numbers are output, and so does not reveal whether the
model's behaviour is equivalent to one which outputs 2 followed by 1. The rule r2 only wins
over r3 because of the conflict resolution principle recency, (second action) being more
recent than (first action). Failure to reason about this principle, in the abstract (Le. with
WMEs containing variables), leads to error-prone CP generation.
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Network where RECENCY is crucial

If we swap the righthand side actions of the rule rl, as shown below, then the network
(figure 2-10) is identical (apart from the different name for rl).
(defme-rule ri-swapped
if (start)
then (second action) & (frrst action))

It follows that RPC cannot discriminate between the two cases.
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Network where RECENCY is crucial

2.7. Conclusions
Despite its initial promise, reverse path collection based on LHSIRHS dependencies is not
sufficiently powerful to capture all of the computational behaviour of production systems.
Because conflict resolution defines the control structure of the production system, it
determines the production system's search strategy. The depth-first approach of RPC totally
ignores this control information. Even searching in a forwards direction does not overcome
the basic need to reason about conflict resolution. In the next chapter, we develop an algorithm
which can reason about how conflict resolution affects a given ruleset, in the abstract.
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3.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter, we noted that scientists fonnulate experimental hypotheses in tenns
of variables which are either manipulable or measurable. These variables summarise the
internal, unobservable workings of the system being tested. It is the descriptive economy of a
theory, expressed solely in tenns of observables, which simplifies the problem of proposing
an informative experiment. This observation led us to propose a similar approach to the
problem of automated CP generation, that of compiling the student model into an abstract
description of the mapping between inputs and outputs. The Reverse Path Collection
algorithm, designed to yield the I/O mappings of production rule models, was found to be
seriously flawed because it could not take conflict resolution into account.
In this chapter we develop a different approach to the derivation of I/O mappings - an
approach which overcomes the failings of RPC. This new approach is to run the student
models abstractly (a process termed 'Abstract Interpretation'). The two competing models are
run in tandem, and in the abstract (Le. with uninstantiated variables). Given a pair of
production rule models and a description of the class of problems which the student must
solve, PO generates an abstract specification of the I/O behaviour of the two models.
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In the interests of clarity, the algorithm for paired abstract interpretation of production rule
models will be unveilled incrementally. After outlining what is required of the program, we
will present an algorithm for abstractly interpreting simple production rule models, which do
not rely on conflict resolution for flow of control. Abstract Interpretation requires the use of a
theorem prover; theorem proving is reviewed in section 3.6. In sections 3.7 and 3.8, PO is
enhanced so that it can reason about conflict resolution, and abstractly interpret pairs of
rule sets in tandem, rather than one at a time.

3.2. Desiderata for a Critical Problem Generator
Our goal is to specify a procedure which takes a pair of production rule models, and
generates a concrete input which discriminates between the two models, i.e. one for which
each model produces a different string of outputs. On the way to generating a concrete input, it
computes the input/output mappings of each ruleset. However, it is not necessary that PG flOd

all I/O mappings for the two rulesets. It is sufficient to find just one from which a CP can be
generated.
Although we do not require that PO find all I/O mappings, we do desire that its search
strategy be complete. That is, in the limit, it should be able to find all I/O mappings, stopping
when either a discriminating output description is found, or there are no more I/O mappings
for the two rulesets. Furthermore, we require that the I/O mappings be sound. In other words,
PO should never derive abstract I/O mappings encompassing concrete I/O mappings which the
rulesets would never actually compute. For example, if a ruleset only computes the I/O
mapping: (x + y) for the two input variables x, and y, then we would not expect PG to
analyse the ruleset and derive the I/O mapping; (x - y). PG's derived I/O mapping would be

unsound because it would embrace concrete I/O mappings which are never computed by the
rule set (e.g if x were 5 and y were 2, then PG would erroneously predict an output of 3).
More formally, for any ruleset, if A is the set of possible I/O mappings in the concrete
domain, and B is the set of possible instantiations (in the same concrete domain) of PO's
derived I/O mappings, then it should never be the case that: ...,B~A.
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In this thesis, we shall provide evidence that these principles of 'soundness' and
'completeness' are satisfied by the algorithm upon which PO is based, but we have not had
time to develop a rigourous proof of this assertion.

3.3. Properties Required of Abstract Interpretation
Computer programs are designed to take concrete values as inputs, and produce other
concrete values as outputs. For example, a program which computes the factorial of a number,
would be given a concrete number, N, as input, and would output another number, NL
Now, imagine that our goal is to characterise the general behaviour of that program. We do
not want to know what its output would be for some specific, concrete input; rather, we want
some general description of the program's output for some abstract, non-specific N. The need
to derive an abstract description of a program's behaviour, arises in a number of contexts. One
such field is the automated debugging of computer programs. For example, one solution to
the problem of debugging a novice programmer's code, is to first analyse the abstract
computational behaviour of the program, and then compare that description with a library of
pre-stored programming plans (Laubsch and Eisenstadt, 1981).
The process of abstractly executing a programming language has been variously termed
'Symbolic Evaluation' (Boyer/Moore), 'Meta-evaluation' (Wertz, 1982), 'Partial Evaluation'
(Venken, 1984) and 'Abstract Interpretation' (Cousot and Cousot, 1977). In this thesis, we
shall adopt the term 'Abstract Interpretation', as it seems better suited to production systems,
where one talks of a Production System Interpreter rather than Evaluator (as in 'Lisp
evaluator').
Abstract Interpretation is a commonly employed solution to the problems of automatic
program analysis. The general idea is to glean information about a program by running it on

abstract specifications of data objects, rather than the data objects themselves. Cousot and
Cousot (1977) first introduced the notion of the Abstract Interpretation of imperative
languages, proposing a 'static' semantics which associates each program statement with the
set of possible machine states which might exist at that point. Mycroft (1981) has since
developed this idea in the domain of functional programming languages. There is considerable
interest in Abstract Interpretation amongst members of the Logic Programming community;
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one reason for this interest is its usefulness in the design of optimising Prolog compilers (cf.
Mellish (1986».

3.4. The Concrete Operations of PGPS
In this section, we describe the various functional components of the POPS interpreter. This
analysis will form the basis for the design of PO. Our goal is to design PO so that it can

mimic, in the abstract domain, the behaviour of PGPS in the concrete domain. By this we
mean that PO's computational behaviour in the abstract domain should allow one to predict
POPS's behaviour in the concrete domain. In particular, we are interested in the I/O behaviour
of production rule models.
The description of POPS in the following section is an implementation-independent, but
nevertheless fairly detailed specification of the interpreter. It has been included to provide a
foundation upon which the specification of PO can be built. This should help clarify the
difference between normal interpretation and Abstract Interpretation. Some aspects of the
interpreter are described in both English and a mathematical notation. The mathematical
definitions will not be used as part of any proofs, but have been included for the benefit of
readers who prefer this level of precision.
Breaking down a production system interpreter into functional components is a somewhat
arbitrary process. With this proviso in mind, we choose to conceive of the PGPS interpreter
as consisting of four major functional sub-systems: Rule Instantiation, Conflict Resolution,
Rule Firing, and the Recognise-act Cycle.
Rule Instantiation is the process of finding all of the rules whose lefthand sides are satisfied
by the contents of Working Memory, and collecting those rules into the Conflict Set. Conflict
Resolution involves selecting a unique instantiation from the members of the Conflict Set.
Rule Firing entails carrying out the actions in the righthand side of the chosen instantiation,
and the Recognise-act Cycle is responsible for passing control from one process to the next
(Rule Instantiation ~ Conflict Resolution -+ Rule Firing -+ and back to the beginning again).
We shall now describe these four processes in more detail.
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II

3.4. 1. Concrete Rule Instantiation

To compute the Conflict Set, the interpreter iterates over all of the rules in the ruleset, and
collects instantiations of all of the rules which match Working Memory. Note that, if a rule
matches more than one subset of the items in Working Memory, then the Conflict Set can
contain more than one instantiation of that rule. Thus, for each rule, the

i~terpreter

obtains a

(possibly empty) set of instantiations. The Conflict Set is merely the union of these sets (the
instantiations of a given rule can be viewed as a 'set' rather than a 'bag' because Working
Memory is not allowed to contain duplicate elements. It follows that there can never be two

equal instantiations of a rule).

Definition of a Conflict Set:
Let {rl,... ,rn} be the set of rules in the ruleset,
and 1m denote the set of instantiations of rule rm. where
The Conflict Set is defined to be: {II u ...uIn}.

l~m~n.

The instantiations of a rule are loosely defined to be the set of all possible ways of matching
a rule's LHS with Working Memory. We will now refine this notion.
A PGPS LHS consists of a set of LHS-patterns (call it: P), a set of negated patterns, N, and
a set of constraints, C, which define the relationships which must hold between variables in
the LHS patterns. Each pattern in P can be paired with the members ofWM which it matches,
together with the bindings produced by the pattern matching process. We will call these triples
'Pattern Instantiations'. Matching an element of P with the elements of WM yields a set of
Pattern Instantiations, PI. By a similar process, we can obtain the set of 'Negated Pattern
Instantiations' for the members of N matched with the members of WM. A preliminary set of
'Rule Instantiations' can be formed from PI by computing the Cartesian Product of the sets
therein. Some of these Rule Instantiations will be invalid, because they contain inconsistent
variable bindings, violate one or more constraints in C, or violate one of the negated patterns
of the rule. These invalid instantiations must be fIltered out; the result of this flltration is the set
of valid Rule Instantiations.
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We now present a more formal definition of Pattern Instantiation Set and Preliminary Rule
Instantiation Set.

Definition of a Pattern Instantiation Set:
If LHS is the set of conditions of some rule. r.
P (xlxeLHS 1\ Pattern(x)}.
and WM is the set of elements in Working Memory.
Then
V'(patteme P)
Pattern-Instantiation-Set(r. (pattern.wrne.bindings)lwrnee WM 1\ Matches(pattern.wme.O.bindings)}) 1

=

Definition of a Preliminary Rule Instantiation Set:

=

For a rule. r. let PI (xIPattern-Instantiation-Set(r.x)}.
If sl .... Sn are the elements of PI.
Then the Preliminary Rule Instantiation Set is defined to be: {r} x sl x ... x Sn.

The above definitions specify how a preliminary set of Rule Instantiations is derived. We
will illustrate this with a fairly abstract example, which ignores the inner details of the patterns
and WMEs. Each pattern and WME is represented by a subscripted alphabetic character. A
pattern is said to match a WME if, ignoring the subscript, they are the same letter.

Let Working Memory. WM, be the set of six elements: {Al.Bl,B2,Cl.C2.C3}.
and let the rule. R. have the following LHS patterns: {B3.A2.C4}.
The Pattern-Instantiation-Set of B3 is:
{(B3.B l.bl).{B3. B2.bV}. where bn represents the bindings.
The Pattern-Instantiation-Set of A2 is: {(A2.Alob))}.
and that of C4 is: {(C4.C},b4).(C4.C2.b5).(C4.C3.b6)}.
Thus, the Preliminary Rule Instantiation Set is:
{R} x {(B3.Bl.bl).(B3.B2.bV) x {(A2.Alob3)} x {(C4.Clob4).(C4.C2.bS)'(C4.C3.b6»).
which is: ( (R.(B3.B},bl).{A2.A},b3).(C4.Cl,b4».
(R.(B3.Bl.bl).(A2.Al.b3).(C4,C2.b5».
(R.(B3. B l. b l).(A2,Al.b3),(C4.C3,b6»
(R,(B3,B2.bV.(A2,A 1.b3).(C4,Cl.b4».
(R,(B3.B2.b2),(A2,Al,b3),(C4.C2.bS»,
(R.(B3.B2,bV.(A2,A 1.h3).(C4,C3.b 6» }

IThe defInition of Matches will be left until section 3.S.3, when it will be compared with PO's unification
algorithm.
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In general, some of the preliminary rule instantiations will be invalid, so we now need to set
out the defining characteristics of such invalid instantiations, so that we know when to reject
them. In POPS there are four criteria for rejecting preliminary instantiations. The first
restriction is that each pattern in the LHS must match a unique WME. Thus, in the above
example, if the LHS pattern were {B3,B4,Cd instead of {B3,Az,C4}, then we would not
allow bo t h B 3 and B 4 to match B 1,

i.e.

the

preliminary

instantiation

(R,(B3,Bl,bl),(B4,B},bz),(C4,C},b3» is invalid. We call this criterion 'WMEuniqueness':

WME-uniqueness:
Let the set of preliminary rule instantiations. PRI, be:
(Il,... ,In ) where Ii=(r,(Pil ,dil ,bil), ... ,(pim,dim,bnn),
'v' (liE PRI) dj=dk A j;ek ::> Invalid(Ii).

The second instantiation-rejection rule states that an instantiation is invalid if the bindings of
the pattern/wme/binding triples are inconsistent with one another. A pattern/wme/binding triple
is inconsistent with another if they both contain the same variable, and the variable's binding
in the former triple is not equal to that in the latter. More formally:

Inter-pattern Consistency:
Let the set of preliminary rule instantiations. PRI, be:
(Il, ... ,In) where Ii=(r,(Pil.dil ,bil), .. ·,(pim,dim,bim».
'v'(liE PRJ) Inconsistent(bij,bi0 ::> JnvaIid(Ii)·
Let the pair: (v, w) denote the binding of variable, v, to w,
Bi is the set of bindings: {(Vil,Wil),... ,(Vim,wnn)).
Bj is the set of bindings: {(Vjl.Wjl).... ,(Vjn.Wjn».
'v'(biE Bi,bjE Bj} Vi=Vj A Wi;eWj::> Inconsistent(bi,bj).

The third restriction on instantiations is that none of the LHS constraints must be violated
(this restriction is termed 'Constraint Fulfilment'). A constraint specifies the range of values
which a variable can take. The range can be specified in terms of other variables and
constants, for example, x~y and x~ are both constraints. A constraint is violated if it is false
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in the current 'environment' (the 'environment' is the set of bindings). For example, the
constraint x~y is false if x is bound to 3 and y is bound to 4, because 3~4 is false. Thus:

Constraint Fulfilment:
If LHS is the set of conditions of some rule. r.

C = (xlxELHS A Constraint(x)}.
Let the set of preliminary rule instantiations of r be:
PRI = {IIo... ,In } where Ii=(r.(pil.dil.bil) .....(pim.dim.bnn».
'V(IiEPRI) Bi = {bilU ... ubim}·
'V(liE PRI,CE C) False(evaluate(c.Bj}) ::::> Invalid(IJ
where the function 'evaluate' instantiates its fIrst argument. in tenns of the bindings. and
evaluates the resulting expression.

All that remains now is to specify the final criterion for instantiation rejection: an
instantiation is invalid if there are any conflicting Negated Pattern Instantiations for that rule.

Definition Of a Negated Pattern Instantiation Set:
If LHS is the set of conditions of some rule. r.
N = (XlXE LHS A Negated-Pattem(x)}.
WM is the set of elements in Working Memory.
and 'inverse' is a function which removes the negation sign from the negated pattern.
Then
\f(npeN)

Negated-Pattern-Instantiation-Set(r. {(np.wme.bindings)lwmee WM
A Matches(inverse(np).wme.O,bindings)})

As defined above, a Negated Pattern Instantiation Set is the set of all triples consisting of the
negated pattern, the WME it matches, and the bindings produced by the matching process. A
Preliminary Rule Instantiation is invalid if the bindings in any Negated Pattern Instantiation are
a subset of those in the Preliminary Rule Instantiation. That is:
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Negated Pattern Fulfilment:
For a rule. r.let NPI = (xlNegated-Pattem-Instantiation-Set(r.x)}.
Let the set of preliminary rule instantiations of r be:
PRJ = {II •...•In} where li=(r.(Pil.dilobil).···.(pim.dim.biJn).
'v'(IiEPR1) Bi = {bilU...ubim}.
'v'(NPljENPI) Negated-Bj = (bjlU ...ubjn).
'v'(Bi,Negated-Bj) Negated-BJ~Bi ::> Invalid(lU.

So, a Rule Instantiation is the set of Preliminary Rule Instantiations which are not invalid
(i.e. (Ie PRI I -,Invalid(I)}). This completes our specification of the Conflict Set. We will
now describe POPS's conflict resolution strategy.

II

3.4.2. Concrete Conflict Resolution

The conflict resolution principles are used to choose a unique instantiation to fire. In POPS
there are three principles: Refractoriness, Recency, and Specificity. These principles were
described in some detail in section 2.3.2, so in this section we will just present their formal
definitions.

Refractoriness:
Let P be the set of instantiations frred on previous cycles,
and let CS be the set of instantiations in the current Conflict Set.
Refractoriness is a function which removes the previous instantiations
from the current Conflict Set, i.e.
Refractoriness: CS ~ CS - P.
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Recency:
Let CS be the set of instantiations in the current Conflict Set
Recency is a function which removes every instantiation which is
less recent than some other. i.e.
Recency: CS -+ CS - (xeCS I YECS 1\ More-recent(y,x»).
Let (WM.:I) be the strictly-ordered set of WMEs.
Let the Conflict Set be: CS = {It •...•ln} where li=(r.(pil.dil.bil) •...•<Pim.dim.binJ).
'v'(IiECS) Wi ={dil •...•dim}.
'v'(IjE CS) Wj ={dj}, ...•djn}.
'v'\Wi.Wj) 3{XEWj) 'v'{yeWj 1\ yf.Wj) x::Jy:::> More-recent(lioIp.

Specificity:
Let I be the set of instantiations in the current Conflict Set, CSt
Specificity is a function which removes every instantiation which is
less specific than some other. i.e.
Specificity: I -+ I - (XE I I yE I 1\ More-specific(y,x»).

'v'(Ii.Ije CS) Matches-one-way-only(Ihs(Ij).lhs(Ij»:::> More-specific(Ij.Ij).'
'v' (Ii.ljE CS) Has-more-constraints(lhs(Ij).lhs(IP) :::> More-specific(Ji,Ij).
'v'(Ji.ljE CS) Has-more-negated-patterns(lhs(Jj),lhs(Iy) :::> More-specific(Ij,Ij).
V'{li.IjE CS) Negated-patterns-match-one-way-only{lhs(Jj),lhs(Jy) :::> More-specific(Jj,Ij).

Let 'sort' be a function which orders the elements in each LHS
by the WME matched to. Remember. at this point
all instantiations match the same WM subset (otherwise they would not be equally recent).
V'(x,y.b.c) Matches(sort(x).sort(Y).O.b) 1\ -Matches(sort(y),sort(x).O.c):::> Matches-one.way-onJy(x.y).

, In this particular defmition only. each of these five Predicate Calculus fonnulae implicitly includes the negation of
all its predecessors' antecedents. The negation includes the case where the Ii and Ij are swapped. For example. the
second fonnula in this series should have the following pair of extra propositions: -,Matches-one-wayonly(llis(li),llis(lj» 1\ -,Matches-one-way-only(llis(lj).lhs(lj». These extra negated propositions have not been
included. because it malees the fonnulae harder to read (especially the fifth one. which requires six extra conjuncts).
Therefore, in reading a particular fonnula. bear in mind that all its predecessors (in this set of five) must be false for
the current one to be true.
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Let Ci be the set of constraints in instantiation Ii, 1
and Cj the set of constraints in instantiation Ijo
'V (Ii,IjE CS) #Ci>#Cj => Has-more-constraints(Ii.Ij).

Let Ni be the set of negated patterns in instantiation lit
and Nj the set of negated-patterns in instantiation Ij.
'V{Ii.ljE CS) #Np#Nj => Has-more-negated-patterns(Ii.Ij).

Let P-LHSi be the set of permutations of the LHSi of instantiation lit
and P-LHSj the set of permutations of the LHSj of instantiation Ij.
'V{Ii,ljE CS) 3(XiE P-LHSj,XjE P-LHSj) 'V(b,c) Matches(xj,xj,O,b) 1\ -,Matches(xjtXi,O,c)
=> Negated-patterns-match-one-way-only(xj,xj)'

3.4.3. Concrete Rule Firing
When an instantiation of a rule fires, each action in the righthand side is executed in
sequence. Each RHS is instantiated in terms of the instantiation's bindings. The patterns are
added to Working Memory. A *OUTPUT expression causes its argument to be output. The
action *DELETE leads to the removal of the referenced WME, and *HALT brings
execution to a close. When an item, i, is deposited, it is added to Working Memory in such a
way that it is More-recent than any of the other members (Le. V' (ee WM) i::J e).
Furthermore. the actions in the RHS are executed from left to right. thus RHS items to the
right are More-recent than those to the left

1 Note that the set of constraints includes more than just the explicit function expressions in the LHS. For example,
the following LHS contains three and not one constraint as one might have expected.
(rrumberl ?x) & (number2 ?x) & (number3 1x) & « 1x 10)
Apart from the obvious '>' constraint, there are also implicit equality constraints between the three ?x's. In counting
the number of constraints, pops treats such implicit constraints as if they were explicit, by counting them as the
equivalent minimal number of explicit equality constraints. Thus, because equality is a transitive and symmetric
relation. the LHS can be re-expressed by adding just two equality constraints:
(number! ?x) & (number21y) & (number3 1z) & «?x 10) & (=?x 1y) & (= ?y ?z)
Transitivity means that the constraint (= ?x ?z) is redundant Symmetry allows PGPS to leave out superfluous
constraints such as: (= ?y ?x).
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113.4.4. The Recognise-act Cycle and the PGPS Machine
We can view the running program and the PGPS-relevant parts of the computer's store as a
self-contained 'machine', and refer to the 'state' of that virtual machine. From this
perspective, it makes sense to refer to the state of the running PGPS machine at anyone time.
Obvious components of the PGPS machine include Production Memory, Working Memory
and the component which implements the Recognise-act Cycle. Were we able to monitor the
internal workings of this virtual machine, we could make observations such as: The machine
is about to frre a rule', or: 'It is currently binding the variable, 'lx, to the number S'. In this
section, we outline those aspects of the machine's state which are carried from cycle to cycle.
This infonnation is included to provide a baseline for comparison with PG.
For our purposes, there are only two aspects of a machine's state which can change from
cycle to cycle. Working Memory normally changes when a rule fires, and this data structure
must be maintained between firings. The interpreter must also keep a record of the
instantiations frred. This record need only contain the rule name of the instantiation, and a list
of the WMEs matched. The WMEs must be tagged in such a way that they can be
distinguished from later equal elements which may have taken their place (for example, by
giving each one a unique name).
Working Memory and the instantiations frred are the only changing information which must
be maintained between cycles. In this chapter, we will discover that Abstract Interpretation
requires a great deal more book-keeping between cycles.
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3.5. Abstract Interpretation of Simple Production Systems
In the previous section, we outlined the workings of the POPS interpreter. In this section,
we will describe the Abstract Interpretation of POPS rulesets which contain no negated
patterns and do not involve any conflict resolution, other than the application of Refractoriness
(in other words, after applying Refractoriness, the Conflict Set will contain at most one
instantiation). In subsequent sections, new features will be added to the algorithm,
culminating in an actual implementation, described in section 3.8.
Before embarking on the development of PO, it is worth pausing for a moment to review
our goals for the proposed program. PO should be able to take an arbitrary pair of production
rule models, and derive a concrete problem which causes each model to produce a different
output. In Chapter 2, we said that CP generation can be reduced to two sub-problems: (i) the
search for a pair of I/O mappings which are non-equivalent (one I/O mapping from each
model), and (ii) the instantiation of those mappings. We shall discuss solutions to the latter
problem in section 4.8.3.

3.5.1. The Need for an Input Specification

II

The goal of our Abstract Interpreter is to collect the outputs of a model, together with its
inputs. A prerequisite of this goal is the provision of a description of the class of inputs which
the model can consider (termed a set of 'Input Specifications'). It is possible to abstractly
interpret a ruleset without an Input Specification, but the search space becomes unmanageable.
In principle, any ordered subset of the LHS patterns could fonn a 'meaningful' abstract input
to a model (by 'meaningful input' we mean one which is capable of matching a non-empty
subset of the LHS patterns). For example, according to this criterion, a ruleset with five
distinct LHS patterns is capable of spawning 5! Input Specifications, i.e. 120. In fact, there is
nothing to stop us including duplicate abstract input elements. in which case the space of Input
Specifications is infinite. Therefore, we would like to pass our Abstract Interpreter the set of
Input Specifications which the models are intended to work on.
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In the context of a tutoring system, this is a perfectly reasonable request. The tutoring
system will already have such a description. The set of Input Specifications is precisely the
collection of problem templates from which the tutoring system generates problems to pose to
the student. These problem templates describe the set of legal problems for the domain being
tutored. For example, a problem template in the subtraction domain might be: 'One number
minus another, where the first number is greater than or equal to the second'. However, we
would not expect our tutoring system to have the following template: 'One number, M, minus
another, S, where the units digit of M is less than that of S, and M~S'. This is because the
reference to the relationship between the units digits of M and S has nothing to do with the
legality of the problem; it is there to test for a particular subskill, i.e. borrowing. The units test
is an implicit embodiment of the expectation that the borrowing subskill can be faulty, and
implies that it is worth setting problems which require a borrow, as these will reveal any flaws
in the student's algorithm.
PO will only be given Input Specifications which encode information about problem
legality. To do otherwise, would be to bias its search for CPs.

113.5.2.

A Simple Version of PG

The reader will recall that POPS need only maintain a record of Working Memory and the
instantiations fired. To handle Conflict-Resolution-free rulesets, PO must carry four other
pieces of information. The first of these is a 'level' marker. This is a number denoting the
current tree-depth of the problem-solving process. Every time a rule fires, we move one level
deeper into the tree. As with RPC, the level marker is used to rename variables in a production
rule, so that they do not clash with variables of the same name, in other parts of the tree.
PO must also maintain a record of the variable bindings, from cycle to cycle (termed an
'environment'). Working Memory will contain terms with uninstantiated variables, but PO
can partially instantiate them by retrieving their values from the environment In addition to an
environment of variable bindings, PO must also maintain the set of 'constraints' on the
variables in the environment. For example, if a firing rule requires that 1" be less than 1y,
then this constraint must be carried forward to subsequent cycles.
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Finally, PO must record any outputs, as these will be used to build the I/O mappings of the
ruleset. The role played by these various datastructures will become clearer as the algorithm is
developed in subsequent sections.
We will begin by describing the process of 'augmented unification' which enables PO to
perform the abstract counterparts of POPS's concrete operations. POPS's one-way pattern
matching is not sufficiently general to handle abstract data objects. Unification enables PO to
produce abstract instantiations of rules (i.e. instantiations based on abstract data in WM). In
order to ensure that the bindings generated by the process of unification are consistent, PO
will need some kind of theorem proving capability (section 3.6).
We will find that negated patterns are particularly problematic in the abstract domain. PO is
able to instantiate rules which contain negated patterns by deriving the minimal conditions
under which the negated patterns are satisfied. The rule is only instantiated if these minimal
conditions do not contradict the constraints collected so far. Firing such an instantiation is
fairly simple because the hard work was done during the rule instantiation phase. All PO
needs to do is deposit the righthand side actions in WM, uninstantiated.

3.5.3. Augmented Unification

II

As for POPS, we choose to view PO as comprising four major functional components:
Rule Instantiation, Conflict Resolution, Rule Firing, and the Recognise-act Cycle. In fact, PO
has much in common with POPS, which is not surprising given that it is meant to abstractly
mimic PGPS's behaviour.
In keeping with POPS, PO's Conflict Set is defined to be the union of the Rule
Instantiations. However, the definition of 'Pattern Instantiation Set' is a little different. The
difference lies in the fact that it uses unification rather than one-way pattern matching to
compute the pattern instantiations. As promised in section 3.4.1, we will now define these
two pattern matching procedures. Rather than express pattern matching and unification in
terms of Predicate Calculus formulae, we will adopt Prolog as our specification language.
This is because Predicate Calculus can be an unwieldy method of expressing what is
effectively an algorithm. In particular, Prolog's use of negation as failure, and clause ordering
leads to a significant reduction in the number of terms required to express relationships.
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Because Predicate Calculus formulae are purely declarative, it is necessary to explicitly negate
propositions which must be false for the whole formula to be true (cf. the defmition of
Specificity in section 3.4.2). Furthermore, if we define a proposition by material implication
(=», and need to express statements about what is true when the proposition is false, then we

must explicitly define the negation of that proposition. In Prolog, the negation of a proposition
is implicitly entailed by one's failure to prove it.
The following two definitions of 'match' illustrate the greater economy of Prolog for some
specification tasks. In this thesis, we have adopted the Edinburgh syntax for Prolog (Clocksin
and Mellish, 1981) as this is the gene~ally accepted standard. The only difference is that we
use a tilde ('-') to symbolise quasi-negation, rather than the Edinburgh \+'1, we use '<-'
rather than ':-', and we have used '&' rather than a comma to separate conjuncts in a clause
(the latter two changes should serve as a constant reminder to the reader that this is pseudocode rather than executable Prolog). Note that in Prolog, variables begin with an uppercase
letter (and are implicitly universally quantified), whilst constants and clause functors begin
with a lower case character (in contrast to Predicate Calculus).

lOur quasi-negation operator can be defmed as follows:
op(60,fx,-).

-X:- \+oX.
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Predicate Calculus definition of 'match':
'v'(x,y,env) x=Y::l Matches(x,y,env,env).
'v'(x,y,env) Constant(x) 1\ Constant(y) 1\ x*Y ::l....,Matches(x.y.env.env).
'v'(x.y,env) Yariable(x) 1\ Bound(x,env) 1\ lookup(x,env)=Y::l Matches(x,y,env,env).
'v'(x,y,env) Yariable(x) 1\ Bound(x,env) 1\ lookup(x.env)*y ::l-.Matches(x.y.env,env).
'v'(x.y.env.new-env)
Yariable(x) 1\ ....,Bound(x.env) 1\ Bind(x.y.env,new-env)::l Matches(x.y.env.new-env).
'v'(x.y .env ,head-env.new-env)
List(x) 1\ List(y)
1\ Matches(head(x),head(y).env.head-env) 1\ Matches(tail(x),tail(y).head-env.new-env)
::l Matches(x.y,env,new-env).
'v'(x,y,env,head-env,new-env)
List(x) 1\ List(y)
1\ (-.Matches(head(x),head(y ).env ,head-env) v -.Matches(tail(x),tail(y),head-env ,new-env»
::l....,Matches(x,y,env,new-env).

Pseudo-Prolog definition of 'match':
,. The fourth argument is an output variable . • ,
matches(X,X,Env,Env). .
matches(X,Y,Env,Env) <variable(X) & bound(x,Env) & lookup(X,Env.y).
matches(X,Y,Env,NewEnv) <variable(X) & -bound(X,Env) & biod(X,Y,Env,NewEnv).
matches([XIXtail] ,[yIYtail],Env ,NewEnv) <matches(X,Y,Env,HeadEnv) & matches(Xtail,Ytail.HeadEnv,NewEnv).

The following definition of 'unify' is augmented to handle the unification of function
expressions with constants or other function expressions (this augmentation was also used in
the derivation of PS Dependency Networks. as outlined in section 2.5.2). The relation
addEquaIityConstraint performs this function. For example. when asked to unify the
function expression: (*times ?x 5) with: 20, it generates the equality constraint: (=
(*times ?x 5) 20). The subsidiary relation, lookup, computes the 'Ultimate Associate' of
X in Env. It completely instantiates lists. so if X is a list containing variables, then those
variables are fully instantiated also. The relation, bind, contains an 'Occurs check', and fails
if its first parameter occurs in its second. The exception to this rule is where the second
parameter is a function expression; under these conditions it adds an equality constraint (but
not a binding) between the fIrst and second parameters. This refInement allows the unifIcation

algorithm to compute constraints such as: (=?x (*times ?x ?y». This equality constraint
could be used by a suitably-equipped theorem prover to infer that ?y must have the value: 1.
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Pseudo-Prolog definition of augmented 'unify':
,. Thefourth andfifth argwnents are output variables.·'
unify(X ,x,Env,Constraints,Env,Constraints).
unify(X,Y,Env,Constraints,Env,Constraints) <lookup(X,Env,ValX) & lookup(Y,Env,ValX).
unify(x, Y,Env .Constraints,NewEnv,NewConstraints) <lookup(X,Env,ValX) & lookup(Y ,Env,Valy) & varlable(ValX) &
bind(ValX,ValY,Env,Constraints,NewEnv,NewConstraints).
unify(X, Y,Env ,Constraints,NewEnv,NewConstraints) <lookup(X,Env,ValX) & lookup(Y ,Env,Valy) & variable(ValY) &
bind(ValY,ValX,Env,Constraints,NewEnv,NewConstraints).
unify(X,Y,Env,Constraints,Env,NewConstraints) <lookup(x,Env,ValX) & lookup(Y ,Env,ValY) & functionExpression(ValX) &
addEqualityConstraint(ValX, ValY ,Constraints,NewConstraints).
unify(X,Y ,Env ,Constraints,Env ,NewConstraints) <lookup(x,Env,ValX) & lookup(Y ,Env,Valy) & functionExpression(Valy) &
addEqualityConstraint(ValY ,ValX,Constraints,NewConstraints).
unify(x, Y,Env ,Constraints,NewEnv,NewConstraints) <lookup(x,Env,ValX) & lookup(Y,Env,ValY) &
ValX= [HeadValXITailValX]. ValY = [HeadValyrrailValY),
unify(HeadValX,HeadValY ,Env,Constraints,EnvForHead,ConstraintsForHead) &
unify(TailValX,TaiIValY,EnvForHead,ConstraintsForHead,NewEnv,NewConstraints).

113.5.4. Deriving Abstract Rule Instantiations
When PO is run on an Input Specification, the level marker is initialised at zero, and the
patterns in the Input Specification are added to Working Memory, after renaming the variables
therein. Any constraints in the Input Specification are also renamed, and are then added to
PG's constraint-set. For example, if the Input Specification were: (?x· ?y), (> ?x ?y),
then Working Memory would contain the single element: (?x.O· ?y.O), and the constraintset would consist of: (> ?x.O ?y.O). PG is now ready to commence the first Recognise-act
Cycle. The Recognise-act Cycle begins with the incrementing of the level marker to 1.
We can now define the abstract versions of 'Pattern Instantiation Set' and 'Preliminary Rule
Instantiation Set'. The major difference between the abstract and concrete versions lies in the
former's use of unification rather than one-way pattern matching. Furthermore, the variables
in the rules must be renamed using the current level, so that their bindings do not clash with
those of earlier variables of the same name. The patterns of a rule are unified with the
members of Working Memory, to yield a set of Abstract Pattern Instantiations, each consisting
of the pattern, WME matched, the bindings produced, and any constraints generated during
unification.
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Definition 0/ an Abstract Pattern Instantiation Set:
If LHS is the set of conditions of some rule. r.
env is the current environment.
P= (xlxeLHS APattem(x)}.
and WM is the set of elements in Working Memory.
Then
'V(patteme P)
Abstract-Pattem-Instantiation-Set
(r. ((pattem.wme,new-env.new-constraints)
Iwmee WM A Unify(pattem. wme.env .O,new-env.new-constraints) })

The defmition of a Preliminary Abstract Rule Instantiation Set is almost the same as that of a
concrete one. The difference lies in the fact that it is built from abstract rather than concrete
Pattern Instantiation Sets. This means that it will contain the accumulated bindings. rather than
just those produced during the pattern match.

Definition 0/ a Preliminary Abstract Rule Instantiation Set:
For a rule. r. let API = (xIAbsU"act-Pattem-Instantiation-Set(r,x)}.
If Sl •... Sn are the elements of API.
Then the Preliminary Rule Instantiation Set is defmed to be: {r} x

SI x ... x

so.

Of course, some of these preliminary instantiations may be invalid, as would be the case if
the variables in the separate patterns were inconsistently bound with one another. The four
instantiation-validity criteria in POPS are: WME-uniqueness, Inter-pattern Consistency,
Constraint Fulfilment, and Negated Pattern Fulfilment. We will now define their abstract
counterparts.

Abstract WME-uniqueness:
Let the set of preliminary abstract rule instantiations. PARI. be:
{I 1•...•In} where li=(r.(Pil.dil.bil.Cil).·· .• (pim.dim.bim.cnn).
'V(IiePRI) dj=dk Aj~k::> Invalid(IJ.

The second concrete instantiation-rejection rule requires that the inter-pattern variable bindings
be consistent. Two bindings are said to be inconsistent if they are bound to different items. In

the abstract case, two bindings are inconsistent if they cannot be unified with one another. Our
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definition of Abstract Inter-pattern Consistency depends crucially on the notion of a 'merge'.
Two Abstract Pattern Instantiations are said to be consistent if and only if it is possible to

merge their respective environments. Consider the following pair of Abstract Pattern
Instantiations.

API}:

Pattern=(?x.llikes ?y.l)
WME=(7a.O likes ?b.O)
Env=(?y.l/?b.O ?x.l/?aO)

API2:

Pattern=(7y.llikes ?x.l)
WME=(?b.O likes ?c.O)
Env=(?x.l/?c.O ?y.lnb.O)

The above pair is consistent because, although ?x.l is bound to ?a.O in API! and ?c.O in
API2, the variables ?a.O and ?c.O are unbound and so can be unified with one another,
yielding the merged environment: (?a.Ol?c.O ?y.ll?b.O ?x.ll?a.O). However, API3 and
API4 are not consistent, because ?a.O and ?c.O are bound to unequal constants, and so
cannot be unified.

API3:

Pattern=(?x.llikes ?y.l)
WME=(?aO likes ?b.O)
Env=(1y.1/?b.0 ?x.l/?a.O 1a.O/JOHN)

AP4:

Pattern=(7y.llikes 1x.l)
WME=(1b.0 likes 7c.0)
Env=(1x.1/?c.0 1y.1/?b.0 7c.0/MARY)

The environment-merging procedure produces the most general unifier of the compound pair
of patterns unified with the compound pair of WMEs. In other words, it yields an
environment which is identical to that obtained by unifying the pattern-pair with the WMEpair, in one pass. So, merging the environments of API! and API2 is equivalent to
performing the following unification:

Unify:
with:
gives:

«7x.llikes 7y.l) (7y.llikes 1x.l»
«7a.0 likes 7b.O) (7b.0 likes 7c.0»
(7aO/?c.0 7y.l/?b.0 7x.l/?aO)

Merging environments, rather than repeating the whole unification, is worthwhile because it
saves redundant computational effort. We will now define the 'merge' algorithm in pseudo-
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Prolog. This algorithm also merges the constraints of the two patterns; constraints are merged
by conjoining the two sets. Note that the process of unification can generate new equality
constraints; these must be included in the returned constraint-set. Also, Env2 is reversed so
that the bindings are merged in the correct order.

Definition of 'merge':

'*TheArguments
five and six are output variables.
predicate CONJOIN produces the conjunction o/two sets 0/ constraints.
e.g. conjoin([AJ.[BJ) => [A.&.8J. */
merge(Env l,Env2,Constraints l,Constraints2,MergedEnv ,MergedConstraints) <reverse(Env2,ReversedEnv2) & 1* Reverse to preserve order.
conjoin(Constraints l,Constraints2,ConjoinedConstraints) &
mergel(ReversedEnv2,Envl,ConjoinedConsttaints,MergedEnv,MergedConstraints).

*'

merge 1(0 .Env l,Constraints,Env l,Constraints).
merge 1([Binding2IRestEnv2].En v l,ConjoinedConstraints,MergedEnv ,MergedConstraints) <varOf(Binding2,Var) &
valOf(Binding2,ValueInEnv2) &
lookup{Var.Envl,ValuelnEnvl) &
unify(ValueInEnvl,ValuelnEnv2,O,ConjoinedConstraints,[NewBinding],NewConstraintSet) &
mergel(RestEnv2,[NewBindingIEnvl],NewConstraintSet,MergedEnv,MergedConstraints).

We are now in a position to define inter-pattern consistency for abstract patterns. In the
concrete case, we were able to define this criterion in terms of a pair of Pattern Instantiations.
In order to reject a Preliminary Rule Instantiation, it was sufficient to find a pair of patterns
which were inconsistently bound. In the abstract case, this will not do. Unification of the
pattern-set with Working Memory can lead to a chain of dependencies amongst the variables in

all of the patterns. Therefore, finding a pair of patterns which cannot be merged, will not
suffice as a rejection criterion. We cannot compare two patterns in isolation; it is necessary to
ascertain whether the pattern set as a whole can be merged. Furthermore, the merged
environment (and constraints) must be retained for use when checking that the abstract negated
patterns are satisfied. The following pseudo-Prolog definition sets out how to compute the
merged environment and constraints. A Preliminary Abstract Rule Instantiation is invalid if it
is not possible to merge the environments and constraints.
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Pseudo-Prolog Definition of Abstract Inter-pattern Consistency:

'*

The predicate 'constraints' extracts the constraints of a rule.
'globalConstraints' has access to the set of constraints collected so far.
abstractInterPattemConsistent([RuIelPattemSet)) <constraints(Rule,Constraints) &.
globalConstraints(GlobalConstraints) &.
conjoin(Constraints,GlobalConstraints,ConjoinedConstraints) &.
mergePattems(pattemSet,[],ConjoinedConstraints,MergedEnv,MergedConstraints).

*'

'*

The final two arguments of this clause are output arguments.
The predicate 'consistent'is a call to the theorem prover. A set of constraints is consistent
if the theorem prover fails to find a contradiction. The theorem prover also simplifies the
constraint-set by removing duplicate constraints, tautologies and subsumed clauses.
These operations will described in the section on Theorem Proving . • ,
mergePattems(o,EnvMergedSoFar,ConstraintsMergedSoFar,EnvMergedSoFar,
SimplifiedConstraints) <consistent(ConstraintsMergedSoFar,EnvMergedSoFar,SimplifiedConstraints).
mergePattems([plRestOfPattemSet],EnvMergedSoFar,ConstraintsMergedSoFar,FinalEnv,
FinalConstraints) <P=[pattem,WME,Env,Constraints],
merge(EnvMergedSoFar,Env ,ConstraintsMergedSoFar,Constraints,NewEnv,NewConstraints) &.
mergePattems(RestOfPattemSet,NewEnv ,NewConstraints,FinalEnv,FinalConstraints).

In POPS, none of the LHS constraints must be violated (this restriction was termed
'Constraint Fulfilment'). The principle of Constraint Fulfilment is incorporated in the
mergePatterns definition. The patterns can only be merged if the constraints are consistent
in the merged environment. Concrete Constraint Fulfilment was checked by 'evaluating' the
function expression (constraint) in the current environment. In general, we cannot do this in
an abstract domain, so the job must be done by a theorem prover which can assess
consistency, in the abstract. Theorem proving is reviewed in section 3.6. Until then, we will
assume that PO has access to an 'oracle' which can always answer the question: "Is this set
of constraints consistent in the current environment?".
We must now define the abstract version of Negated Pattern Fulfilment. First of all we will
define the term Abstract Negated Pattern Instantiation Set. This definition is similar to the
concrete one, but uses Unify rather than Matches. Note that the set of bindings stored in the
instantiation is the collection of new bindings (i.e. those in bindings which are not in env).
We shall see momentarily that bindings - env is required for the definition of Abstract
Negated Pattern Fulfilment; it is converted into a set of equality constraints which, when
negated, form what we term a Minimal Negation Nullifier.
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Definition of an Abstract Negated Pattern Instantiation Set:
If LHS is the set of conditions of some rule, r,
env is the current environment,
N = (xlxeLHS A Negated-Pattern(x)},
WM is the set of elements in Working Memory,
and 'inverse' is a function which removes the negation sign from the negated pattern,
Then
'v'(npeN)

Negated-Pattern-Instantiation-Set
(r, {(np, wme,bindings - env,constraints)lwmee WM
A Unify(inverse(np),wme.env ,O.bindings,constraints)})

In keeping with the concrete case, we require that none of the negated patterns of an
instantiation be violated. In the concrete case, this reduces to the task of checking that none of
the bindings of any Negated Pattern Instantiations are a subset of those of the Preliminary
Rule Instantiation. For Abstract Interpretation, the decision is not so simple. The problem is
that. because we are dealing with uninstantiated variables, it is not always clear whether a
negated pattern is violated by the contents of Working Memory. The example below serves to
illustrate this assertion. Working Memory contains three elements, the fIrst one, (?a ?b), is
matched by: (?x ?y). Elements 2 and 3 of Working Memory are matched by the negated
pattern. We might be tempted to conclude that this rule cannot fIre because the negated pattern
matches something in Working Memory. Such a conclusion is flawed, because we do not
know what the variables, 1a, ?b, ?c, ?d and ?e, are bound to, and so cannot tell whether ?x
and 1y in the positive pattern are bound to something which is equal to the bindings of ?x and

1y in the negated pattern.

LHS:
WM:

(?x ?y) & -(tried ?x ?y)
«?a ?b) (tried?c ?d) (tried ?e ?b»

Bindings of fIrst pattern: (?ynb ?x(!a)
Bindings of negated instantiation 1: (?ynd ?x(!c)
Bindings of negated instantiation2: (?ynb ?x(!e)

The only way that this rule can fIre is if the positive bindings of ?x and ?y are not equal to
those of the negated pattern. Let us work out the conditions under which this is true. The rule
can fife provided that (tried ?x ?y) matches neither (tried ?c ?d) nor (tried ?e ?b). For
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the second WME, this would be true if ?x could not be bound to ?c, or ?y could not bound to
?d. For the third, (tried ?x ?y) fails to match if either ?x#:?e or ?y;t?b. Let us consider the
latter case where: (?x;t?e v ?y;t?b). From the positive pattern we know that ?x is bound to
?a, and ?y is bound to ?b. Therefore, the disjunction: (?x;t?e v ?y;t?b) is true if (?a#:?e
v ?b;t?b). This reduces to ?a;t?e, because ?b;t?b is unsatisfiable. A similar chain of
reasoning leads us to conclude that the negated pattern will not match the second WME,
(tried ?c ?d), if (?a'#?c v ?b;t?d). So, the rule can fire provided that both of these
conditions are satisfied, i.e. ?a;t?e A (?a;t?c v ?b#:?d). We call this expression a 'Minimal
Negation Nullifier', because it describes the minimal conditions for the negation to be
annulled. The instantiation and removal of un satisfiable expressions, such as ?b;t?b, is
performed by the theorem prover. The theorem prover is actually passed a 'Preliminary
Negation Nullifier' - so named because it is uninstantiated and may contain un satisfiable
expressions.
To build a Preliminary Negation Nullifier, we take the bindings in each Abstract Negated
Pattern Instantiation and turn them into equality constraints. The set of equality constraints
from each Abstract Negated Pattern Instantiation is then negated, signifying that each set
should be false. The conjunction of these negated sets is the Preliminary Negation Nullifier, as
shown below.

«=

Equality constraints from fllSt instantiation:
'Iy 'Id) A (= 'Ix 'Ie»
Negated constraints:
'Iy ?d) A (= ?x ?e»
Equality constraints from second instantiation: «= 'Iy 'Ib) A (= 'Ix 'Ie»
Negated constraints:
'Iy 'Ib) A (= 'Ix 'Ie»

-,«=
-,«=

Preliminary Negation Nullifier: -,(= 'Iy 'Id) A (=?x 'Ie» A -,(= 'Iy 'Ib) A (= 'Ix ?e»

The above Preliminary Negation Nullifier looks slightly different to that which we generated
by informal argument, but is in fact equivalent. By de Morgan's Law, ,(x
,y); therefore, we can rewrite the expression to the following.

(-,(=?y ?d) v-,(=?x ?e» A

(-,(:

'Iy 1b) v-,(=?x ?e»
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If we then instantiate this expression in terms of the current environment, and simplify, we
obtain the same expression as that derived by informal argument.

Instantiating: b(=?y?d) v -,(= ?x ?C» A (-,(= ?y ?b) v -,(=?x ?e»
in the environment: (?yf!b ?x/?a)
gives: (-.(=?b ?d) v..;(= ?a ?c» A (-,(= ?b ?b) v -,(= ?a ?e»
Removing unsatisfiable disjuncts gives: (-.(=?b ?d) v -,(= ?a ?c» A -,(=?a ?e)
which is a syntactic variant of: ?a*?e A (?a*?c v ?b*?d)

The Preliminary Negation Nullifier, together with the current environment and constraints,
is passed to the theorem prover for consistency checking. If the Preliminary Negation Nullifier
is unsatisfiable in the current environment, then the instantiation must be rejected. If it is
satisfiable, then the theorem prover returns the Minimal Negation Nullifier. This constraint-set
is added to the set of global constraints so that it can be used during subsequent Recognise-act
Cycles.
The above notions are specified more formally, below. The following definition works on
instantiations which have made it through the previous filters. It assumes that the Abstract
Inter-pattern Consistency filter has been applied, which means that the bindings have been
merged, as has the constraint-set. In order to keep things simple, the definition does not show
the fact that the instantiation acquires the value of ReturnedConstraints as its new
constrain t-set.
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Pseudo-Prolog Definition of Abstract Negated Pattern Fulfilment:
satisfiesNegations(I,RetumedConstraints) <instantiationEnvironment(I,MergedEnv) & Accesses the environment of the instantiation.
instantiationConstraints(l,MergedConstraints) &
Accesses the constraints of the instantiation.
abstractNegatedPatternInstantiationSet(ANPIS) &
buildPreliminaryNegationNullifier(ANPIS,PreliminaryNegationNullifier) &
conjoin(PreliminaryNegationNullifier,MergedConstraints,ConjoinedConstraints) &
consistent(ConjoinedConstraints,MergedEnv,ReturnedConstraints).

'* '*

*' *'

buildPreliminaryNegationNuUifier(O,O).
buildPreliminaryNegationNuUifier([ANPIfRestofAbstractNegatedPatternInstantiationSet],
NullifyingConstraintSet) <ANPI=[NegPattern,WME,Env,Constraints],
turnBindingsIntoEqualityConstraints(Env,EqualityConstraints) &
conjoin(EqualityConstraints,Constraints,ConjoinedConstraints) &
negateConstraintSet(ConjoinedConstraints,NegatedConstraints) &
buildPreliminaryNegationNuIlifier(RestofAbsu-actNegatedPatternInstantiationSet,
OtherNegatedConstraints) &
conjoin(NegatedConstraints,OtherNegatedConstraints,NullifyingConstraintSet).

So, every Preliminary Abstract Rule Instantiation, which makes it through all of these
filters, is added to the Conflict Set. Such fully-fledged Abstract Rule Instantiations will also
have had the separate Abstract Pattern Instantiation environments merged, as well as the
constraints. Furthermore, any Minimal Negation Nullifiers will also have been merged with
the constraint-set. The above definition does not specify how to negate an empty set of
constraints (an empty set of constraints arises when an Abstract Negated Pattern Instantiation
contains no bindings or unification constraints). The truth value of an empty set of constraints
is 'T', because there are no constraints to satisfy. It follows that its negation is false ('Ft),
which is to say that there is no way that the negated pattern could not match the WME in
question.
The next section describes how PG fires Abstract Rule Instantiations. Conflict Resolution
will be described in section 3.7.

113.5.5. Abstract Rule Firing
Abstract Rule Firing is relatively trivial. Recall that the RHS actions have already been
renamed with the current level marker. Each RHS action is executed in turn: the RHS patterns
are deposited in Working Memory; any ·OUTPUT expressions are added to the list of
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outputs; *DELETE expressions result in the removal of the abstract WME; and *HAL T
arrests cycling.
Provided that a halt was not signalled, the Recognise-act Cycle recommences with the
incrementing of the level marker. If the Conflict Set is empty after computing the Abstract
Rule Instantiations and applying Abstract Refractoriness, then the interpreter halts.
We shall now consolidate the ideas introduced in earlier sections by working through an
example which is designed to illustrate the processes described so far. The Abstract
Interpretation of this ruleset will entail the generation of a unification constraint, and a Minimal
Negation Nullifier. We will assume that Refractoriness works in the abstract, as it is not
described until section 3.7.

3.5.6. A Simple Example of Abstract Interpretation

II

The following tiny ruleset has been created to illustrate how a negation nullifier is built, and
to show the unification of a function expression with a constant. In the concrete domain, it
starts with an input of the form: (add?x ?y), where the variables are both natural numbers,
and deposits the sum of?x and ?y in working memory. The rule finish fires if that sum is
zero, not equal to ?x, and the original ?x and ?y are equal; it outputs ?x and halts. Clearly,
there is no way that this ruleset can ever output anything, because the formula: ?x+ ?y=O "
?x=?Y " ?X;fO

1\

NATNUM(?x) " NATNUM(?y) is un satisfiable. In the following

scenario, we shall see how the attempt to create a negation nullifier leads to the predicted
contradiction.
Input Specification: «add 7x 7y) (*natnum 7x) (*natnum 7y»
(define-rule start
if (add ?x ?y)
then (sum-x-y (*plus ?x ?y»)
(define-rule finish
if (add ?x ?x) & (sum-x-y 0) & -(sum-x-y ?x)
then (*output 7x) &. (*halt»

At the start of the run, Working Memory is initialised with the single element: (add ?x.O

1y.0), and the constraint-set is initialised to: (*natnum ?x.O)

1\

(*natnum ?y.O). The

Recognise-act Cycle begins, and the instantiation of start is added to the Conflict Set (during
the instantiation process, the constraints, (*natnum ?x.O) and (*natnum ?y.O), were
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checked by the application of the principle of Abstract Inter-pattern Consistency). The
instantiation of start contains the following environment: (?y.ll?y.O ?x.l/?x.O). The
instantiation fires and deposits (sum-x-y (*plus ?x.l ?y.l» in Working Memory.
Working Memory: «sum-x-y (·plus ?x.l ?y.l» (add ?x.O ?y.O»
Constraint-Set:
(~natnum ?x.O) 1\ (·natnum ?y.O»
Environment:
(?y.lny.O ?x.lnx.O)

On the next cycle, start is instantiated, but is rejected because it has already fIred. The two
positive patterns in finish are satisfIed by the contents of Working Memory as follows: the
first pattern, (add ?x.2 ?x.2), unifies with (add ?x.O ?y.O) and adds the bindings,
(?x.O/?y.O ?x.2I?x.0), to the current environment. The second pattern, (sum-x-y 0),
unifies with (sum-x-y (*plus ?x.l ?y.l» generating the equality constraint: (= (*plus
?y.O ?y.O) 0). The two Abstract Pattern Instantiations are now paired by merging their
environments and constraints.
Merged Environment:
Merged Constraints:

(?x.ony.o ?x.2nx.O ?y.1ny.o ?x.lnx.O)
(·plus ?y.O ?y.O) 0))

«=

It is now time to apply Abstract Negated Pattern Fulfilment. Recall that this process attempts
to build a set of constraints (the 'Minimal Negation Nullifier') which would prevent the
negated pattern from matching any items in Working Memory. The negated pattern, "'(sumx-y ?x.2), unifies with the WME, (sum-x-y (*plus ?x.l ?y.l», and produces the
Abstract Negated Pattern Instantiation shown below.
Negated Pattern:
WMElement:
Bindings:

-(sum-x-y?x.2)
(sum-x-y (·plus ?x.l ?y.l»
(?x.2/(·plus ?x.O ?y.O»

The single binding is turned into an equality constraint, (= ?x.2 (*plus ?x.O ?y.O», and
then negated, 1(= ?x.2 (*plus ?x.O ?y.O»; this is the Preliminary Negation Nullifier.
The Preliminary Negation Nullifier is then instantiated in terms of the current environment,
and passed to the theorem prover, along with the current set of constraints (instantiated). Note
that the combined set of constraints is instantiated in terms of the current environment, before
passing it to the theorem prover. This explains why the constraint, (*natnum ?x.O),
disappears when the current constraint-set is conjoined with the Preliminary Negation
NullifIer. When it is instantiated it becomes: (*natnum ?y.O), which then gets deleted
because it is a duplicate constraint
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Preliminary Negation Nullifier:
-,(= ?x.2 ("'plus ?x.O ?y.O»
Current Environmenc
(?x.O(!y.O ?x.2/?x.O ?y.l(!y.O ?x.l(!x.O)
Current Constraint-Sec
("'plus ?y.O ?y.O) 0) 1\ ("'natnum ?x.O) 1\ ("'natnum ?y.O»

«=

Instantiated Preliminary Negation Nullifier: -,(= ?y.O ("'plus ?y.O ?y.O»
Combined Constraint-Set: -,(= ?y.O ("'plus ?y.O ?y.O» 1\ (= ("'plus ?y.O ?y.O) 0)
1\ (*natnum '!y.O»

The theorem prover rejects the combined constraint-set, because it is unsatisfiable.
Informally, if ?y.O is a natural number, which results in zero when added to itself, then ?y.O
can only be zero; but this contradicts the fIrst constraint, which states that ?y.O is not equal to

?y.O + ?y.O. So, the interpreter halts because there are no other rules to fire.
This simple example was carefully chosen to circumvent the need for Conflict Resolution.
Before describing how PO handles Conflict Resolution in the abstract domain, we present a
brief account of automated theorem proving (section 3.6). The reader familiar with theorem
proving can safely skip all of this section apart from 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 which describe Pospecific optimisations.

3.5.7. Summary

n

Let us now review the work introduced in this section. We opened this section with the
observation that any Abstract Interpreter needs to be provided with an Input Specification.
Without this constraint, the analysis of even a simple ruleset becomes intractable. This
constraint does not limit the applicability of our approach, because it does not require us to
provide any more information than that normally built into tutoring systems.
We then described how PO's matching differs from that of an ordinary production system
interpreter. In order to handle abstract data objects, PO employs unification, augmented to
handle the unification of function expressions with other function expressions or constants.
Unification enables us to design abstract counterparts to POPS's concrete operations.
We noted that PO needs some kind of theorem-proving capability, in order to filter out
inconsistent combinations of variable bindings and constraints. Negated patterns are more
difficult to handle in the abstract domain. This problem was solved by building an expression
which defmes the minimal conditions under which the negated pattern is satisfied. This
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expression must be checked for consistency with any constraints collected so far. If it violates
the current constraint-set, then there is no way that the rule could fire under those constraints.
Firing an Abstract Rule Instantiation is relatively trivial, as most of the work has been
carried out during the rule instantiation phase. When a rule fires, the righthand side actions are .
obeyed; elements deposited in Working Memory typically consisting of uninstantiated
variables.
Up until now, we have assumed the presence of a theorem prover, capable of spotting
inconsistent constraint-sets. It is now time to detail the features which must be incorporated
into such a theorem prover.

3.6. Automated Deduction
This section presents a necessarily limited discussion of a field which has a history spanning
some 25 years. We shall concentrate on 'refutation' systems because these are relevant to the
task at hand. Such systems prove a theorem by first negating it, and then showing that its
negation leads to a contradiction. PO's requires a theorem prover that can spot 'inconsistent'
constraint-sets, i.e. ones which are contradictory. This role suggests the use of a theorem
prover geared to finding contradictions. Thus, the refutation method seems ideally suited to
the job.
Our only claim with regard to our choice of theorem prover is that a refutation procedure is
particularly pertinent to PO's needs. Compared to the best theorem provers available today,
ours is rather impoverished. Our sole criterion in designing PG's theorem prover was that it
be powerful enough to cope with the models to which PG was to be applied.

1/3.6.1. Resolution Theorem Provers
In the field of Automated Deduction, the term 'resolution' refers to an approach in which the
theorem prover, rather than try to prove a theorem directly, determines its validity by
demonstrating the unsatisflability of its negation. The rationale for this procedure is simple: if
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we can show that the negation of some theorem is false, then it follows that the theorem must
be true. To take a completely trivial example, if we know HUMAN(MARY) to be true, and
wish to prove the theorem HUMAN(MARY), then by negating the theorem,
.,HUMAN(MARY), we hit a contradiction - there is no way that both of the propositions
HUMAN(MARY) and .,HUMAN(MARY) can be true.
Most resolution theorem provers work on formulae expressed in 'clause form'. Notable
exceptions are those of Murray (1982), and Stickel (1982). A 'clause' is a disjunction of
'literals'; for example, EVEN(2) v ....,EVEN(2) is a clause containing two literals, where the
rrrst is termed a 'positive literal' and the second a 'negative literal'. A clause can contain zero
literals, in which case it is referred to as the 'empty clause', 0. The empty clause is taken to
denote 'false'; intuitively, a disjunction of zero literals cannot be true, so it must be false.
A database in clause form consists of a set of clauses. The clauses in this set are implicitly

conjoined, that is the set of clauses: {CI, ... ,Cil is equivalent to: (CIA ... A Cn. The
resolution procedure works by choosing a pair of clauses, which contain 'complementary'
literals, from the current set. The two clauses are resolved with one another to yield a
'resolvent', or 'derived' clause. A pair of literals are 'complementary' if one is positive, the
other is negative, and they unify with one another. To derive the resolvent, the resolving
clauses are disjoined with one another, and the pair of complementary literals are removed.
The substitutions, created during the resolution of the pair of literals, are applied to the other
literals in the derived clause. In fact, in full resolution several literals in a clause can be
collapsed in one step.
The following example conveys some of the flavour of a resolution refutation proof. This
example has been chosen because it is the kind of problem which PO is often required to
solve. Consider a situation in which the Input Specification states that the variable, ?x.O, is
even, and PO is trying to instantiate a rule which contains the constraint: (*odd ?x.l),
where ?x.1 is bound to ?x.O. During the process of checking Abstract Inter-pattern
Consistency it conjoins the two constraints and passes them to the theorem prover, which then
checks their consistency. If the theorem prover derives 0, then the constraint-set must be
incompatible with PO's axiomatisation of the domain. The substitutions in the current
environment are applied to the pair of constraints (*even ?x.O) and (*odd ?x.l) to give
(*even ?x.O) and (*odd ?x.O). This pair corresponds to the assertion that there exists an

?x.O which is both even and odd, rather than the assertion that every ?x.O is even and odd.
This is because the constraints define the conditions which must be satisfied for Abstract
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Interpretation to continue down the current path. The constraints are satisfiable provided that
there is at least one way of validly instantiating the variables therein. For this reason, the
variables in the constraint-set are always existentially quantified, thus the above pair of
constraints corresponds to the Predicate Calculus formula: 3(x) EVEN(x)

1\

ODD (x).

Because clause form does not include quantifiers, it is important not to loose this
information when converting from Predicate Calculus to clause form. During the conversion
process, universally quantified variables are left as they are (in other words, any variables in a
clause are implicitly universally quantified). However, existentially quantified variables are
converted into 'skolem functions' by a process known as 'skolemisation'. Skolemisation
preserves the unsatisfiability of the original formula, so for resolution it is a sound
transformation to make. Skolemising the above formula, 3(x) EVEN(x)

1\

ODD(x), gives

the pair of clauses: EVEN(sk) and ODD(sk). The term sk is a 'skolem constant', i.e. a
skolem function of no arguments.
In fact, if we have our theorem prover adopt the convention that any symbol beginning with
a question mark is a skolem constant, then we can keep the constraints pretty much as they
are. PO need only apply a minor syntactic transformation to the predicates, by removing the
asterisk prefix, and converting the predicate to upper case. Thus, the pair of constraints,
("'even ?x.O)

1\

("'odd ?x.O), becomes EVEN(?x.O)

1\

ODD(?x.O).

We will assume that PO has the following single axiom expressing some of the properties of
the predicates EVEN and OnD:
'v'(x) -,(EVEN(x) 1\ ODD(x»

1\

(EVEN(x) v ODD(x».

The above axiom is intended to express the fact, for all x, x cannot be both even and odd,
but it is one or the other. Converting to clause form yields the following pair of (implicitly
conjoined) clauses:
-,EVEN(x) v ...,ODD(x), EVEN(x) v ODD(x)

We are now ready to find out whether the constraint pair, EVEN(?x.O)

1\

ODD(?x.O), is

inconsistent with this set of clauses. The proof of the unsatisfiability of this set of clauses is
shown in figure 3-1.
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.....,ODD(x)

Second clause of constraint set

ODD(?x.Ol
Derived clause

o
Empty clause
Figure 3-1 -

Proof of the unsatisfiability of a constraint-set

The above description of resolution is only the sketchiest of accounts. The interested reader
is referred to Nilsson (1980) for a very readable introduction to resolution theorem proving.
PO's theorem prover is a Connection Graph Resolution Theorem Prover (Kowalski. 1975).
and employs the Set of Support Strategy. The connection graph is basically an implementation
technique which improves performance by indexing potentially resolvable literals. The set of
support strategy is a restriction of resolution which requires that at least one of each pair. of
the about to be resolved clauses. be a member of the negated theorem or one of its
descendants. This restriction is completeness preserving. and has the effect of producing a
more goal-directed proof. It is particularly suited to the theorem-proving tasks generated by
PO. As we shall see in Chapter 4. the incremental nature of PG's theorem-proving
requirements allows it to take advantage of the set of support strategy. and restrict the negated
theorem to a very small number of clauses.

3.6.2. Completeness Issues

II

Resolution is complete in the sense that if a set of clauses is unsatisfiable, then the empty
clause will eventually be derived. However. it is possible to violate completeness by adopting
an incomplete control strategy. For example. if one restricts resolution so that at least one of
the pair of resolving clauses comes from the base set. then some proofs will be closed to us
(this form of resolution is termed 'Input Resolution'). To preserve completeness. it is
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important that the theorem prover be able to resolve two derived clauses with one another.
For example, the programming language Prolog embodies a resolution theorem prover which
employs an ordered input resolution control strategy (,ordered' because the clauses are
ordered, and 'input' because one of the parent clauses of the resolvent is an input clause, i.e. it
is taken from the base set). Although Input Resolution is complete for Hom clauses, Prolog is
not, because of its unbounded depth-fIrst search strategy (Caferra et al (1984) show how to
add completeness to Prolog).
Incompleteness does not always detract from a theorem prover's utility. For one, restrictive
control strategies lead to much greater efficiency. Although resolution is complete, for some
problems a resolution theorem prover may never fInd a proof, because its obsession with
completeness leads to an unmanageably-large search space. Thus, though one may lose
completeness, restricting the search strategy can sometimes provide the theorem prover with
the added mileage required to fInd a solution. In fact, many of the problems tackled in AI are
too large to axiomatise fully, and so the program must reason from incomplete knowledge. In
such cases, there is little point in choosing a complete theorem prover to tackle an incomplete
set of axioms.

113.6.3. Constraint Simplifications
Because we have chosen to use a resolution theorem prover, the constraints carried from
cycle to cycle are kept in clause form. The constraint-sets sometimes contain redundant
clauses. There are a number of simplification strategies which can be applied to the constraintset, without affecting its unsatisfIability. PO uses the following three: tautology elimination,
elimination of subsumed clauses, and procedural attachment. Clauses which are tautologous
(e.g. P v ....,P v Q) are always true, and so cannot contribute to a refutation; thus, they can be
eliminated without affecting the falsity of the constraint-set. If a clause, A, subsumes some
other, B, then B can be removed, because it requires at least as many (and usually more)
resolutions to eliminate B as it does to eliminate A. A clause, A, subsumes another, B, if
there exists a substitution which makes A's literals a subset of those in B. For example, the
clause: P v ....,Q subsumes the clause: P v ....,Q v R.
The final simplification strategy takes advantage of the fact that most constraints can be
evaluated, if their arguments are ground. This happens remarkably often during Abstract
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Interpretation, as illustrated in the following example. Consider a situation in which the LHS
pattern, (?o), is unified with the WME, «?x ?y», giving the binding, ?o/(?x ?y). The
variable, ?o, has an associated constraint, (*oatnum 1n), which specifies that 10 must be a
natural number. Although 1n's binding is not fully ground, it is still sufficiently ground for us
to see that it is not a natural number (it is a list of two elements). Therefore, it can be
eliminated from the clause. In this particular case, there are no other literals in the clause, so
we end up with the empty clause. Thus, this particular binding of 10 is invalid. In the vast
majority of cases where procedural attachment is used, it is performing the function of a 'type
checker' (as in the above case, where the binding is rejected because it is of the wrong type).
If 10 were bound to S, then evaluating the predicate would return 'true'. In this case, the
whole clause can be eliminated as it cannot contribute to the unsatisfiability of the constraintset (the clause is a tautology).
In performing such simplifications, the following question arises. Should the simplified set
of constraints be carried over to the next cycle, or should we only apply the simplifications
before running the theorem prover, and then reinstate the original un simplified set of
constraints? If it were the case that the constraints are only used to ascertain the validity of
solution paths through the production system, then there would be no point in keeping the
extra redundant literals and clauses. However, in PG the constraint-set is intended to be used
in generating a problem. Therefore, we need to satisfy ourselves that the simplifications will
not lose infonnation which could be used to generate a CPo
We argue that tautological and subsumed clauses can be permanently discarded, because
they provide no CP-generation information. A tautological clause is always true, no matter
what instantiating members we choose from the domain, therefore, as a constraint it is useless
_ it tells us nothing about which members to choose from that domain. Clearly, in the
following example, the second (tautological) clause is redundant, as it evaluates to true for any
possible natural number we might choose.
NA1NUM(x) /\ (PRlME(x) v ~RIME(x) v EVEN(x»

Similarly, a subsumed clause can be shown to be redundant because we must first satisfy
the subsuming clause before the whole clause set can be true. Now, if the subsuming clause is
true, it follows that the subsumed clause must also be true. Any clause instantiations which are
true of the subsumed clause but not the subsuming clause, are of no import, because we are
forced to fmd an instantiation which satisfies the latter. This notion is illustrated by the pair of
clauses below, where the first clause subsumes the second.
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EVEN(x) A (EVEN(x) v PRIME(X»

The literal, PRIME(x), is superfluous because we must find an x which satisfies the
predicate EVEN. Any such x is guaranteed to satisfy the second clause. There is no point in
using the literal, PRIME(x), to generate an x, because it will ultimately have to satisfy the
predicate EVEN. Any x which satisfies the second clause by virtue of the fact that it is
PRIME but not EVEN, will ultimately be discarded because it cannot satisfy the subsuming
clause, EVEN(x).

3.6.4. Improving the Set of Support Strategy
by Saving Satisfiable Constraint-sets
11
Recall that the set of support strategy divides the current set of clauses into those that derive
from the negated theorem (tenned the 'set of support'), and those that do not. It requires that
every resolution involve at least one clause from the set of support, and thereby improves
performance by restricting the set of potentially resolvable clause pairs. Now, if we know that
some subset of the negated theorem is true, then that subset can be added to the set of axioms.
This reduction in the number of clauses in the negated theorem further improves the beneficial
effects of the set of support strategy. ~e incremental nature of PG's theorem-proving tasks,
allows it to take advantage of just such a negated-theorem-dividing strategy. As each Abstract
Instantiation flres, the set of constraints either gets larger, or stays the same size. So, if the set
of constraints is currently, Ci, then on the next cycle, j, it will be Cj, where Cj

=Ci U

C new (Cnew being the new constraints, local to the flred instantiation). On the face of it, Cj
should fonn the negated theorem, to be passed to the theorem prover. However, we already
know that Ci is consistent, as it was checked on the previous cycle. Thus, the clauses in Ci
can be viewed as axioms. The negated theorem need only consist of the clauses in C new ;
those in Cj can legitimately be added to the set of axioms.
This augmentation of the algorithm is only worthwhile if one is using a theorem prover
which incorporates the set of support refmement (or at least a similar division between axioms
and potentially false clause sets). However, in general, there is much potential for
optimisations which take advantage of the incremental nature of PG's theorem proving tasks.
The incremental nature of the algorithm means that it will usually be worth caching results as
the search space unfolds.
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After initial runs of PG, it became clear that it is often repeatedly trying to prove the same (or
a very similar) theorem. There are many reasons for this. For one, if there is some overlap
between the two models (in terms of the constraints generated), then PG will be trying to
prove similar theorems for each model. Also, because PG recomputes the Conflict Set from
scratch on each cycle, it follows that any instantiation which survives from cycle to cycle, will
require exactly the same consistency checking on each cycle. Finally, the 'exclusion clauses'
(see next section for a description of these clauses) generated for a set of instantiations are
typically very similar to one another.
To reduce redundant effort, PG incorporates two simple clause-set-caching mechanisms; the
fIrst pertains to consistent clause-sets. PG caches (Le. stores for future use) any clause-set
which is found to be consistent. Clearly, any subsequent clause-set, which contains exactly
the same clauses, is bound to be consistent. However, more generally, any clause-set which is
a subset of a cached clause-set must also be consistent.
The second clause-set-caching strategy deals with inconsistent clause-sets. If some clauseset is inconsistent, then it follows that all of its supersets are. In fact, any clause-set which is a
superset of the actual clauses (in the base set) which led to a refutation, must also be
inconsistent. T~e clauses which underpin a refutation are easily obtained by following the
refutation back to its roots. Note that the 'base set' consists of the negated theorem and the set
of consistent clauses collected so far (in our earlier example, the base set was Cj). Thus, PG
need only cache those clauses at the roots of the refutation.

3.7. Abstract Conflict Resolution
The abstract versions of the conflict resolution principles are applied in much the same way
as their concrete counterparts. Abstract instantiations fired on previous cycles are easily
identifIed. Abstract Recency is also simple to compute, because PG keeps an abstract version
of Working Memory. Abstract Specificity is defined in terms of the rules themselves, and is
independent of the contents of working memory; thus, its definition is identical to its concrete
counterpart. Thus, it would appear that abstract conflict resolution is trivially equivalent to the
concrete process. However, although the conflict resolution principles are easily applied to
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abstract instantiations, the overall process of conflict resolution is subtly different in the
abstract domain.
The instantiations in the conflict set represent possible solution paths which the model can
follow; conflict resolution chooses one path to follow. This regimen is fine in concrete
domains, but in the abstract domain the program must consider instances where the winning
rule cannot actually be instantiated. In such cases, the runner-up takes its place. Consider a
situation in which there are two abstract instantiations in the conflict set (say 11 and 12), and 11
is the winner after applying Abstract Recency to the conflict set (where Ii is an instantiation of
the rule Ri). In the concrete domain, there may be instances where R2 is satisfied by Working
Memory, whilst RI is not. Under these conditions,

h will fire because there is no 11. If the

Abstract Interpreter ignores this possibility, then it will overlook paths which the model might
follow; in other words, completeness is sacrificed.
To preserve completeness, PO adopts an analogous solution to that employed for dealing
with negated patterns. It builds a set of constraints which define the conditions under which
Rl would fail to be instantiated (we call this set an 'exclusion clause'). The exclusion clause is
added to the path emanating from

h. In effect, the exclusion clause states that this path can

only be followed when the exclusion clause is true. If the exclusion clause is incompatible
with the constraints already accumulated, then 12 can never vanquish II, and so must be
discarded.

113.7.1.

Two Simple Conflict Resolution Examples

In the concrete domain, conflict resolution chooses a unique instantiation to fire, and only
that path is followed subsequently. However, in the abstract domain, the conflict resolution
principles can, in general, only be used to order the instantiations in the Conflict Set. This
ordering process typically enables the program to reject competing instantiations altogether
(i.e. when the ordering process yields un satisfiable exclusion clauses). Nevertheless, the
program must cater for cases where the exclusion clauses are satisfiable. In such cases, each
satisfiable instantiation forms a choice point in the search for an I/O mapping.
Before presenting the conflict resolution algorithm in detail, we present a couple of simple
examples of this procedure, one where the competing instantiation can be rejected altogether,
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and one where it cannot. In the first example, the rules r 1 and r2 are both satisfied by
Working Memory, and yield the instantiations 11 and 12.
Current Working Memory:
Current Global Constraint-Set:

«nwnber ?a.0»
«*even ?a.O»

(derme-rule rl
if (number ?x) & (*even ?x)
then ... )
(define-rule t2
if (nwnber ?x)
then ... )
Abstract Rule Instantiation 11:
New Bindings:
New Constraints:

(?x.l/?a.O)
«*even ?x.l»

Abstract Rule Instantiation 12:
New Bindings:
New Constraints:

(7x.l/?a.0)

o

The rule r 1 is more specific than r2, therefore the Conflict Set is ordered as follows:
<11,12>. Nevertheless, there may be concrete cases where r2 is instantiable when rl is not.
This is precisely when the constraints of 12 are satisfied whilst those of 11 are not, i.e. when
-(*even ?x.l). However, we already know (from the constraints collected so far) that
(*even ?a.O). This is incompatible with the exclusion clause -(*even ?x.l), because

?x.l is bound to ?a.O. Thus, we can conclude that, given the current set of global
constraints, r2 can never fire if rl is instantiated.
The second example differs from the first only in the fact that the current global constraintset is empty, in other words ?a.O is not constrained to be *even.
Current Working Memory:
Current Global Constraint-Set:

«number 7a.0»

o

Abstract Rule Instantiation 11:
New Bindings:
New Constraints:

(7x.l/?a.O)
«*even 7x.l»

Abstract Rule Instantiation I~:
New Bindings:
New Constraints:

(?x.l/?a.O)

o

As in the first example, the exclusion clause for 12 is -(*even ?x.l), but this time it does
not violate any of the constraints collected so far. The two instantiations are equally-valid
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candidates for fIring, and explicitly defIne the conditions under which they are eligible for
fIring, as shown below.
Abstract Rule Instantiation 11:
Bindings:
Constraints:

(7x.l/la.O)
«·even 7x.l»

Abstract Rule Instantiation 12:
Bindings:
Constraints:

(7x.l/la.O)

«- (*even ?x.l)))

In a sense, the ....... even constraint in 12 is implicit in the ruleset as a whole. In order not to
lose such implicit constraints when favouring one path over another, Abstract Interpretation
must unravel them and explicitly incorporate them in the divergent paths.

113.7.2. The Abstract Conflict Resolution Algorithm
Conflict resolution begins by applying Refractoriness to the instantiations in the Conflict
Set, deleting any which have fIred on previous cycles. The remaining instantiations are sifted
through the algorithm, described in this section, and any which make it through are eligible for
firing. The algorithm takes the current state as its primary argument, and returns a list of valid,
abstract successor states. The conflict resolution principles are applied repeatedly to the
instantiations until all conflicts have been resolved. On each pass through conflict resolution,
two sets of instantiations are derived. The fITst consists of the winning instantiations (i.e.
those which make it through conflict resolution and cannot be resolved further); the second
consists of those instantiations which were rejected by conflict resolution. Each winning
instantiation (Wi> is paired off against the other winning instantiations and any other winning
instantiations collected on previous passes (termed 'Previous Victors'). The constraint-sets in
the other winning instantiations and Previous Victors are then individually negated. Each
negated set is then conjoined to form the exclusion clause for the winning instantiation (Wi).
This exclusion-generation procedure is carried out for each of the winning instantiations. The
winning instantiations, complete with exclusion clauses, are then added to the list of Previous
Victors. The program is now ready to commence another pass through the Conflict Set, which
now consists only of the losing instan~ations from the previous pass. The process terminates
once all of the instantiations have been processed and passed on to the list of Previous Victors.
Each instantiation, so processed, can then be converted into a new state and added to the
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search tree. One can save some computational effort by using the exclusion clause of the most
recently computed Previous Victor, in place of the negation of the constraints of all of the
Previous Victors. The two methods are equivalent. We have presented the less efficient of the
two, because in our opinion the semantics are clearer.
The above verbal description is made a little more precise by the following pseudo-Prolog
definition.

'constraints.
* The CurrentState
is a structure which holds the conflict set, current bindings, and accumulated
'SuccessorStates' is an output argument. *'

generateSuccessorStates(CurrentState,SuccessorStates) <stateConflictSet(CurrentState,ConflictSet) & '* Accesses the Conflict Set of the current state. */
fIlterConflictSet(CurrentState,ConflictSet,[],[],SuccessorStates).

'*

Only the final argument is an output variable.
Conflict resolution partitions the current Conflict Set into a set of winners and a set of losers.
The winners are turned into new states by adding an exclusion clause to each one.
The losers now form the new Conflict Set, ready for Ihe next pass. The whole process
ends when the Conflict Set is empty.
filterConflictSetLD ,_,EligibleStates,EligibleS tates).
filterConflictSet(CurrentState,ConflictSet.PreviousVictors,StatesSoFar,EligibleStates) <The predicate, applyConflictResolution, applies the conflict resolution principles to the Conflict
Set, and returns a list of the winning instantiations and a list of the losing ones.
applyConflictResolution(ConflictSet,WinningInstantiations,LosingInstantiations) &
createNewStates(WinningInstantiations,PreviousVictors,CurrentState,NewStates) &
append(NewStates,StatesSoFar,StateCollection) &
append(WinningInstantiations,PreviousVictors,NewVictorsList) &
filterConflictSet(CurrentState,LosingInstantiations,NewVictorsList,StateCollection,EligibleStates).

*'

'*

*'

'*

The final argument is an output variable.
Each instantiation has an exclusion clause attached to it, and is converted into a new state
by copying the contents of the current state, and adding in the bindings, constraints and
exclusion clause o/the modified instantiation. The modified instantiation is also stored in
the new state, ready for firing on the next cycle.
createNewStates(Instantiations,PreviousVictors,CurrentState,NewStates) <addExclusionClauses(Instantiations,Instantiations,PreviousVictors,CurrentState) &
turnlnstantiationsIntoNewStates(Instantiations,CurrentState,NewStates).

*'

'*

*'

For each instantiation add in an exclusion clause based on the constraints in the other
instantiations and previous victors.
addExclusionClauses([]
addExclusionClauses([IIRestOfInsts],Instantiations,PreviousVictors,CurrentS tate) <remove(I,Instantiations,CompetingInstantiations) &
addInExcIusionClause(I,CompetingInstantiations,PreviousVictors,CurrentState) &
addExclusionClauses(RestOfInsts,Instantiations,PreviousVictors,CurrentState).

,_,_-->.

'victorious
* This clause
is passed an instantiation, 'J', a list of the competing instantiations, a list 0/ the previously
instantiations, and the current state. It modifies 'J'so that iI's exclusion clause explicitly excludes
the competing instantiations and previous victors. *'
addInExclusionClause(I,CompetingInstantiations,PreviousVictors,CurrentState)
<-

append(Competinglnstantiations,PreviousVictors,AIICompetitors) &
collectNegatedCompetitorConstraintSets(AIICompetitors,CurrentState,NegatedConstraints) &
setExclusionClause(I,NegatedConstraints).

The above algorithm does not specify how to convert the constraints of competing
instantiations into an exclusion clause. On the face of it, all one need do is collect the
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constraints in each instantiation, negate each set, and conjoin them. For example, consider a
situation in which an instantiation, I, has the following two competitors (Cl and C2):
Constraints of Ct: EVEN(?a) 1\ EVEN(?b)
Constraints of C2: EVEN(?a) 1\ ODD(?c)

If we negate each set and conjoin them, we obtain the following exclusion clause:
--,(EVEN(?a) 1\ EVEN(?b» 1\ -,(EVEN(?a) 1\ ODD(?c»

which simplifies to the following clause-fonn expression:
(-,EVEN(?a) v -,EVEN(?b»

1\

(--,EVEN(?a) v -'oDD(?c»

The instantiation, I, has the constraint-set: (EVEN(?a» already, because it is a global
constraint, inherited by all of the instantiations in the Conflict Set (this explains its presence in
both Cl and C2). Thus, the combined constraint-set of I will be as follows, when the
exclusion clause is added:
EVEN(?a) 1\ (-,EVEN(?a) v -,EVEN(?b»

1\

(-,EVEN(?a) v --DDD(?c»

This is perfectly valid, but somewhat clumsy. Clearly, the presence of .the disjunct,

...,EVEN(?a), in clauses 2 and 3, is redundant. Given the first clause, EVEN(?a), it is clear
that .EVEN(?a) can never hold, and so may as well be discarded. The following exclusion
clause is equivalent to, and subsumes its unwieldy cousin:
EVEN(?a) 1\ -,EVEN(?b) 1\ -'oDD(?c)

It is obtained by first removing the global constraints, before we negate those in the
competitor. If we do this to the constraint-sets of Cl and C2 we obtain:
Constraints of Cl: EVEN(?b)
Constraints of C2: ODD(?c)

which yields the exclusion clause:
-,EVEN(?b) 1\ -,ODD(?c)

The exclusion clause must also include constraints which are implicit in the competitors.
These are the eqUality constraints implicitly defined by the process of pattern matching.
Consider the following two instantiations, 11 and 12, created by matching rl and r2 with the
sameWME.
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«?aO likes ?b.O»

Current Working Memory:
(define-rule rl
if ('Ix likes 1x)

then ...)
(defme-rule ~
if ('Ix likes 'Iy)

then ... )
Abstract Rule Instantiation 11:
New Bindings:

(?a.Onb.O ?x.Ina.O)

Abstract Rule Instantiation 12:
New Bindings:

(?y.lf]b.O ?x.1f]a.O)

The rule, rl, embodies an implicit equality constraint between the first and third subelements of its LHS condition. Were we to build an exclusion clause for r2 based solely upon
the explicit constraints in rl, then we would lose the crucial information that r2 (which is less
specific than rl) can only take precedence if the first and third sub-elements, of the WME
matched to, are not equal. Therefore, the bindings of the competitors must be converted into
equality constraints, and added to the competitor's constraint-set to form the exclusion clause.
Performing this modification to It yields the following steps on the way to building 12's
exclusion clause.
Equality Constraints OfII: (= 1a.0 ?b.O) A (= 1x.1 1a.0)
Negated I I Constraints:

-,(= 1a.0 1b.0) v -.(= 1x.l 1a.0)

On the face of it, the exclusion clause contains a redundant disjunct, ...,(= ?x.l ?a.O); but
this is illusory. In fact, it should not be there at all- it is invalid. The variables named ?x in rl
and r2, should not be confused with one another. The fact that they have the same name is
mere coincidence. To avoid confusion they should be standardised apart (say by prefixing the
LHS variables with the rule name), as shown below.
Equality Constraints of 11: (= ?a.O ?b.O) 1\ (= ?rlx.1 'Ia.O)
Negated 11 Constraints:

-,(= 1a.0 'Ib.O) v -,(= 1rlx.1 1a.0)

Now there is no longer a naming confusion between the two ?x.l's. If we add the
exclusion clause to 12, then we will obtain the following version of 12.
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Abstract Rule Instantiation 12:

New Bindings:

(7r2y.lnb.0 7r2x.lnaO)

Exclusion Clause:

-,(= 7a.0 7b.0) v -,(= 7rlx.l 7a.0)

Unfortunately, this situation is just as problematic. The variable, ?rlx.l, is meaningless in
the context of 12, as it only gets bound when following the II path. Fortunately, one simple
observation allows us to circumvent all of these problems. Let us recall why we were creating
these equality constraints in the fIrst place. Our purpose was to make explicit any implicit
constraints on the elements in Working Memory (for example, the two ?x's in rl constrain
?a.O and ?b.O to be equal to one another), However, not all of the bindings of rl serve this
function - we can take for granted the fact that, in the abstract, ?x.1 will always be able to
match ?a.O. Such bindings are always satisfIable, and so cannot usefully form part of an
exclusion clause. It is easy to spot such bindings amongst the equality constraints - they
always contain one of the LHS variables of the competing instantiation. Thus, of the two
equality constraints from II, (= ?a.O ?b.O) and (= ?x.l ?a.O), only the fIrst is a true
inter-variable equality constraint; therefore, the second constraint should be left out of the
exclusion-clause-building process:
Inter-variable Equality Constraints of 11:

(=?aO?b.O)

Negated II Constraints:

-,(= ?a.O ?b.O)

Abstract Rule Instantiation 12:
New Bindings:

(?y .1nb.O ?x.lna.O)

Exclusion Clause:

-,(= 7a.0 ?b.O)

We can now finish setting out the exclusion-clause-building algorithm in pseudo-Prolog.
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'collectNegatedCompetitorConstraintSets([]O-.ExclusionClause).
* Collects an exclusion setfrom each competitor and returns their conjunction. *'
collectNegatedCompetitorConstraintSets([CompetitorlRest],CurrentState,ExclusionClause) <generateExclusionSet(Competitor,CurrentState.ExclusionSet) &
collectNegatedCompetitorConstraintSets(Rest,CurrentState,ExclusionSetsOfRest) &
conjoin(ExclusionSet,ExclusionSetsOfRest.ExclusionClause).

'*TheComputes
a set of exclusion constraints.
constraints of the competitor are collected together with any equality constraints
implicit in the competitor's bindings. Only those constraints which are not global
(i.e. common to all instantiations in the current state) are negated and returned. *'
generateExclusionSet(Competitor,CurrentState,ExclusionSet) <collectLHSvars(Competitor,LHSvariables) & 1* Accesses UlS variables of instantiation. *1
generateCompetiti veConstraints(Competitor,LHSvariables,Competiti veConstraints) &
stateConstraints(CurrentState,GlobalConstraints) & Accesses the constraints collected so far.
negateLocalConstraintsOnly(CompetitiveConstraints,GlobalConstraints,ExclusionSet).

'*

'*

*'

The bindings are turned into equality constraints. Those containing one of the LHSvars
are discarded. The equality constraints not so discarded are conjoined with instantiation's
constraints, and returned.
generateCompetitiveConstraints(lnstantiation,LHSvars,ReturnedConstraints) <instantiationEnv(Instantiation,Bindings) & 1* Accesses the bindings of an instantiation.
turnBindingsIntoEqualityConstraints(Bindings,EqualityConstraints) &
removeThoseContainingAnLHSvar(EqualityConstraints,LHSvars,FilteredEqualityConstraints) &
instantiationConstraints(Instantiation,Constraints) &
Accesses constraints of an instantiation. *1
conjoin(FiltetedEqualityConstraints,Constraints,ReturnedConstraints).

*'

*'

'*

'*

*'

Only negates those constraints which are not already part a/the current state.
negateLocalConstraintsOnly(CompetitiveConstraints,GlobalConstraints,NegatedConstraints) <intersection(CompetitiveConstraints,GlobalConstraints,CommonConstraints) &
remove(CommonConstraints,CompetitiveConstraints,LocalConstraints) &
negateConstraintSet(LocalConstraints,NegatedConstraints).

Note that our algorithm for applying conflict resolution during Abstract Interpretation is
completely general and does not rely on the particular strategy chosen for POPS. This is
because it accurately models the semantics of the conflict resolution process as a procedure in
which a set of conflict resolution rules is applied to progressively filter the conflict set to a
singleton. In the interests of parsimony, we decreed that it is an error for a ruleset to enter a
state in which the conflict resolution strategy terminates with more than one instantiation in the
conflict set. This in no way limits the applicability of our approach; one can cater for this case
by having PO expand each remaining instantiation in tum.
Our description of the Abstract Interpretation of production systems is now complete. In the
following section, we describe some minor augmentations which enable us to Abstractly
Interpret productions systems in pairs rather than one at a time.
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3.8. Paired Abstract Interpretation
As described so far, Abstract Interpretation is carried out on a single model. In fact, PO
interprets the pair of candidate models in tandem. Recall that its overall goal is to find a single
input for which each model produces a different output. A naive way to achieve this goal is to
find all of the I/O mappings for each model, and to then sift through these until a pair of
mappings, with an overlapping input but non-overlapping output, is found. However, it is
more economical to only associate the paths in one model with those paths in the other which
have overlapping abstract inputs. This strategy enables PG to discard unpromising paths early
on. For example, if the current path in some model specifies that the input is even, whilst
another path in the competing model specifies that it is odd, then there is no point developing
these paths further. They will never yield a Critical Problem, because there is no concrete
input which is both even and odd.
As PG expands each state, it keeps a record of the pairs of states (one from each model)
which are consistent with one another. A pair of states is said to be consistent if the range of
possible instantiations of the input variables overlaps. The range of possible instantiations is
defined by the set of constraints collected so far. If the two concrete domains, covered by the
constraint-sets, do not overlap, then there is no way of instantiating both abstract inputs with
the same concrete input.
The following section outlines the overall control structure of PG. We choose to view PG as
performing a search through a space of Abstract Interpretation 'State Pairs', where each State
Pair consists of a consistent state from each model. In the following account, we assume the
presence of a 'State Chooser', which selects the next state to expand, from those available. In
an actual implementation, the State Chooser could select states in such a way as to produce
any search strategy one can conceive of. The current implementation of PG adopts a depthfirst search strategy, but we claim that a heuristic strategy would lead to much improved
performance (see section 4.8.3).
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3.8.1. PG' s Control Structure

"

As usual, we present the algorithm in pseudo-Prolog. PG is invoked with a request to find a
CP (findCP) using a pair of models, and a list of Input Specifications. PG selects the first
Input Specification, renames the variables therein, and then tries to find a discriminating
output (findDiscriminatingOutput) for that Input Specification. If it fails to find a CP for
that Input Specification~ then it moves on to the next one. The whole process only results in
failure if there are no more Input Specifications to try.

'*

findCP(Modell,Mode12,[InputSpecfRestoflnputSpecs),CP) <renameVariables(InputSpec,O,RenamedInputSpec) & Give variables a suffIX of zero.
findDiscrirninatingOutput(Model1 ,Mode12,InputSpec,CP).
findCP(Modell,Mode12,[InputSpecfRestoflnputSpecs),CP) <renameVariables(InputSpec,O,RenamedInputSpec) &
-findDiscriminatingOutput(Modell,ModeI2,InputSpec...J &
findCP(Modell,Model,RestOflnputSpecs.CP).

*'

To find a CP for a particular Input Specification, PG parcels out the constraints and initial
WMEs therein (collectWMEsAndConstraints). These are passed to initialiseOpenList
which creates an initial state for each of the two models (initialiseState), computes the
successors of each initial state (generateSuccessorStates), and finally returns a list of
consistent State Pairs (pairConsistentStates). The initial Open list is then used as a basis
for the search for a CP (searchForDifference).
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findDiscriminatingOutput(Modell,Mode12,InputSpec,CP) <collectWMEsAndConstraints(InputSpec,WMEs,Constraints) &

'* InputSpec
Separates components of
. •,

initialiseOpenList(Modell,ModeI2.WMEs.Constraints.InitialOpen) &
searchForDifference(Modell,Modell,Mode12,1nitialOpen,Cp).
initialiseOpenList(Modell ,Mode12.WMEs.Constraints,InitialOpen) <initialiseState(Modell.WMEs,Constraints,Statel) &
initialiseState(Mode12.WMEs,Constraints.State2) &
generateSuccessorStates(State 1.Successorsl) &
generateSuccessorStates(State2.Successors2) &
pairConsistentS tates(Successors 1.Successors2.InitialOpen).
/* The initial state/or a model is/ormed by creating a structure which holds the model.

*'

the initial WMEs. constraints. and a level marker set to zero.
These initial data structures are then used to compute the initial Conflict Set.
initialiseState(Model.WMEs.Constraints,State) <makeState(Model.WMEs.Constraints.O.State) &
computeConflictSet(State.ConflictSet) &
Computes conflict set. as described in section 3.5.4.•,
setConflictSet(State.ConflictSet). Sets the Conflict Set slot 0/ a state.

'* '*

*'

'*which
Each state in the first argument position is paired with every state in Successors2 with
it is consistent. Consistency is checked by passing the sets 0/ constraints in each
to a theorem prover capable o/finding a contradiction if one exists. • ,
pairConsistentStates(O .....m.
pairConsistentStates([SlIRestll.Successors2.StatePairs) <pairS tate 1WithAllSuccessorsOf2(S 1.Successors2.S IPairs) &
pairConsistentStates(Restl.Successors2.StatePairsOfRest) &
append(S IPairs.StatePairsOfRest.StatePairs).

pairStatelWithAllSuccessorsOf2LO,ListofStatePairs).
pairS tate 1WithAllSuccessorsOf2(Statel.[State2IRest21.[StatePairIStatePairsOfRest]) <consistentStatePair(Statel.State2) &
makeStatePair(State 1.State2.StatePair) &
pairStatel WithAlIS uccessorsOf2(Statel ,Rest2.StatePairsOfRest).

At any given time, PO is concentrating on one of the pair of models (CurrentModel). On
each cycle of the search, it chooses a State Pair (chooseStatePair) which contains the
current model in an unhalted state. This is because there is no point in trying to expand a state
in which the model has halted, as, by definition, the model has ceased execution. If it cannot
find a State Pair which contains the current model in an unhalted state, then it switches to the
other model (switchRulesets) and selects a State Pair in which the other model has not
halted. If both models are halted in all of the open State Pairs, then no further processing is
possible, and so it returns with failure. Assuming that there is a State Pair containing an
unhalted model, then it is selected for expansion (expandStatePair).
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searchForDifference(CurrentModel,Modell,Mode12,Open,CP) <chooseStatePair(CurrentModel,Open,StatePair) &
expandS tatePair(S tatePair,CurrentModel,Modell ,Mode12,Open,CP).
searchForDifference(CurrentModel,Modell,Mode12,Open,D) <-chooseStatePair(CurrentModel,Open,StatePair) &
switchRulesets(Modell,Mode12,CurrentModel,NewCurrentModel) &
chooseStatePair(NewCurrentModel,Open.StatePair) &
expandStatePair(StatePair,NewCurrentModel,Modell,Mode12,Open,CP).

Next, the sole rule in the Conflict Set for the chosen state is fired, and the successor State
Pairs are added to 'the Open list (fireRuleAndExpandState,

fireRule,

processResuItOfStateExpansion). If the outputs, produced by firing the rule, allow PO
to generate a CP (canGenerateCP), then that CP is returned.
expandStatePair(StatePair,CurrentModel,Modell,ModeI2,Open,CP) <frreRuleAndExpandState(StatePair,CurrentModel.Modell,ModeI2,
NewStatePair,NextModel,NewOpen) &
-canGenerateCP(NewStatePair..J &
searchForDifference(NextModel,Modell,Mode12,NewOpen,CP).
expandS tatePair(StatePair,CurrentModel,Model1 ,Mode12,Open,CP) <fireRuleAndExpandState(StatePair,CurrentModel,Modell,ModeI2,
NewStatePair,NextModel,NewOpen) &
canGenerateCP(NewStatePair,CP).
frreRuleAndExpandState(StatePair,CurrentModel,NewStatePair,NextModel,NewOpen) <frreRule(StatePair,CurrentModel,NewStatePair) & As described in section 3.5.5.
processResultOfStateExpansion(NewStatePair,CurrentModel,Modell,Model2,Open,
NextModel,NewOpen).

'*

*'

With the rule having fired, and Working Memory, the output list, and the halt status,
modified accordingly, PO is now ready to compute the set of successor states. If the current
ruleset

has

halted,

then

PO

switches

control

to

the

other

model

(currentRulesetHasHalted, switchRulesets). If the current rule set has not halted, then
compute the successors (expandStatePair), and process any outputs generated by the fired
rule (deaIWithNewOutputs).
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processResultOfStateExpansion(NewStatePair,CurrentModel,Modell,ModeI2.Open,
NextModel,Open) <currentRulesetHasHalted(CurrentModel,NewStatePair) &.
switchRulesets(Modell,ModeI2.CurrentModel,NextModel).
processResultOfStateExpansion(NewStatePair,CurrentModel,Modell,ModeI2,Open,
NextModel,NewOpen) <--currentRulesetHasHalted(CurrentModel,NewStatePair) &.
generatedNewOutputs(NewStatePair) &.
dealWithNewOutputs(NewStatePair,Modell,ModeI2,CurrentModel,Open,NextModel,NewOpen).
processResultOfStateExpansion(NewStatePair,CurrentModel,Modell,ModeI2,Open,
CurrentModel,NewOpen) <--currentRulesetHasHalted(CurrentModel,NewS tatePair) &.
-generatedNewOutputs(NewStatePair) &.
expandStatePair(NewStatePair,CurrentModel,Open,NewOpen).

New outputs are handled by switching to the ruleset with the fewest outputs. This practice is
based on the observation that PO need only find the first non-equivalent I/O pair. It is not
necessary for PO to compute both output strings, in their entirety, and then compare them to
see if there is a difference. It is sufficient for it to compute the outputs for each model, one at a
time, stopping either when it finds a non-eqivalent output or when one output string is
complete and the other string is longer. Thus, it should be developing the model which,
during the search so far, has produced the fewest outputs - there is no point in processing the
other model until both models have produced an equal number of outputs.
dealWithNewOutputs(NewStatePair,Modell,Mode12,CurrentModel,Open,NextModel,NewOpen) <expandStatePair(NewStatePair,CurrentModel,Open,NewOpen) &.
switchToRulesetWithFewestOutputs(Modell,Mode12,NewStatePair,NextModel).

To expand a state, PO takes the new State Pair (with Working Memory changes recorded
therein) and computes the new Conflict Set for the state currently being worked on
(chosenState, computeConflictSet). The successors of the chosen state are computed,
as described in section 3.7.2 (generateSuccessorStates). Each State Pair on Open,
containing the state just expanded, is collected (collectParentPairs) so that each can be
removed from the Open list and replaced by a set of new State Pairs, consisting of a successor
state and the old companion state. For example, consider a situation where PG has just
expanded the state, SIb, and obtained the successors, SIc, SId, and sle. The Open list
currently contains the State Pairs: <slb,s2a>, <slb,s2c>, and <sla,s2a>. Each State Pair
containing stb is replaced by a set of State Pairs, where one state is a successor of SIb, and
the other is a former companion of SIb. Thus, the Open list becomes: <slc,s2a>,
<slc,s2c>, <sld,s2a>, <sld,s2c>, <Sle,S2a>, <sle,s2c>, and <sla,s2a>. The clauses
named collectParentPairs collect those State Pairs containing the state just expanded. The
job of replacing these with the set of successors, paired with former companions, is carried
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out by replaceEachParentPairWithSuccessorPairs. Note that it will only pair a given
successor with a companion state, if their sets of constraints are consistent with one another.
expandStatePair(NewStatePair,CurrentModel,Open,NewOpen) <chosenState(NewStatePair,CurrentModel,StateToExpand) &
computeConflictSet(StateToExpand,ConflictSet) &
setConflictSet(StateToExpand,ConflictSet) &
generateSuccessorStates(StateToExpand,Successors) &
collectParentPairs(StateToExpand,Open,ParentPairs) &
repIaceEachParentPairWithSuccessorPairs(StateToExpand,ParentPairs,Successors,Open,NewOpen).
collectParentPairs(StateToExpand,O,O).
collectParentPairs(S tateToExpand,[StatePairfRestOfOpen] ,[StatePairiParentPairsOITaiIJ) <containsState(StateToExpand,StatePair) &
collectParentPairs(StateToExpand,RestOfOpen,ParentPairsOITail).
colIectParentPairs(S tateToExpand,[StatePairiRestOfOpen] ,ParentPairsOITail) <-containsState(StateToExpand,S tatePair) &
collectParentPairs(StateToExpand,RestOfOpen'parentPairsOITail).

'*

The predicate, collectCompanionStates. collects the states which were formerly paired
with the state just expanded The predicate. listDifference. merely computes the set of items
which are in its first argument but not its second.

*'

repJaceEachParentPairWithSuccessorPairs(StateToExpand,ParentPairs,Successors,Open,NewOpen) <collectCompanionStates(StateToExpand,ParentPairs,CompanionStates) &
pairConsistentStates(Successors,CompanionStates,NewPairs) &
listDifference(Open'parentPairs,RestOfOpen) &
append(NewPairs,RestOfOpen,NewOpen).

The above algorithm is adequate if one does not want PO to reason about cases where one
model is unable to continue. because no rules match Working Memory. Under such
conditions, it may be possible to discriminate between the two models, by virtue of the fact
that only one model produces an output, because the other model is unable to continue to a
point where it would have produced an output. It is not difficult to modify the above algorithm
so that such cases are covered. PO does not fully implement this functionality; therefore its
derived description of I/O mappings is sometimes not exhaustive. The following two subsections outline the required modifications to the above algorithm, and also describes the less
general solution employed in PO. We also discuss the pros and cons of incorporating an
exhaustive solution to this problem.

3.8.2. Characterising Inconsistent State Pairs

II

When we say that a pair of states are inconsistent, we are saying that no member of the
domain of discourse can satisfy all of the constraints in both states. For example, if one state
of the pair includes the constraint EVEN(?x), whilst the other state includes ODD(?x), then
the pairing is inconsistent, because no number satisfies both predicates. Access to the required
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axioms, together with an adequate inferencing capability, enables PG to spot the contradiction.
Couched in the language of sets, a pair of states is inconsistent if the range of instances
covered by each, does not intersect. The Venn Diagram in figure 3-2 illustrates this.

Figure 3·2 -

Venn Diagram representation of the sets of even and odd numbers

Thus, if we have two models, where one requires that ?x be even and the other requires that
it be odd, then there is no value of ?x which would allow both of these models to run.
Nevertheless, it is still possible to discriminate between two such models, by choosing either
an even or an odd number for ?x. In either case, one model would produce an output, whilst
the other would fail to produce anything at all.
The situation is a little more complex when the two constraint-sets intersect. To illustrate
this, we will again make use of Venn Diagrams. We shall assume that three propositions are
used by the two models (a, ~, and y), and that they all pertain to the same input variable. We
join the process at the point where the Open list contains the single state pair: <slb,s2a>, SIb
having the associated proposition 'a'. The state, s2a, is chosen for expansion, and, after
applying Abstract Conflict Resolution, produces two successors, s2b, and s2c. The state,
s2b, has an associated constraint (proposition), ~, and S2c has the proposition 'Y, and
because it lost to S2b during conflict resolution, has the exclusion clause -,~. The Venn
Diagram for a, ~, and 'Y is shown in figure 3-3.
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The relationship between the sets denoted by

a,~,

and y

If we pair sIb with the two successors of s2a (as proscribed in expandStatePair, in
section 3.8.1), then the Open list would be as follows: <slb,s2b>, <slb,s2c>. The sets of
elements which are consistent with the constraints of each pair, are shown below in figure 34. Consistency is represented as a darkly shaded area.

<s1 b,S2c>

<S1b,S2b>

Constraints:

Figure 3-4 -

a

1\

C01lstraints: a

f3

1\

r 1\

-,{3

The elements satisfying the constraints in each State Pair

The algorithm, described in section 3.8.1, would produce the above two State Pairs.
However, there are other inputs, which do not lie in these intersections, but could be given to
the models. For example, the input represented by: a

1\

-,13 1\ -,y,

could be given to both

models. Such an input would force the model, represented by S2b and S2c, to halt, because
the constraints are violated. Nevertheless, the model represented by SIb, would carryon
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processing the input (the Venn Diagram representing this state of affairs, is shown in figure 35, where 'NIL' represents the fact that the model is unable to continue).

<sl b,NIL>
Constraints:

Figure 3-5 -

a

1\

-.[3

1\

-,r

A set of inputs which only satisfies the state sl b

Similarly, one can generate an input which only allows s2b or s2c to be expanded, but not
SIb. These are shown in figure 3-6, below. An input which satisfies

~,

but not a, would

allow s2b to be expanded, but not SIb. One which satisfies y, but not ~ and a, would enable
s2c to be expanded, but not SIb.

<.NIL,s2c>

<N1L,s2b>
Constraints: [3

Figure 3·6 -

1\ -,

a

Constraints:

r 1\ -,a

1\

-,[3

Inputs which do not satisfy the state sl b
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The abstract space of all inputs is described by the union of all of the Venn Diagrams
presented above (figures 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6), and is shown in figure 3-7. Clearly, the state
pairs generated by the current algorithm (figure 3-4) are losing information about the space of
inputs handled by the models.

Figure 3·7 -

The union of all of the shaded areas from figures 3·4, 3·5, and 3-6

The current algorithm only encodes the set of inputs which enable both models to continue
processing. Any reduction in coverage is undesirable, but is perhaps acceptable if the lost I/O
mappings are somehow less important than the other I/O mappings in the space. We argue that
the most important inputs to a model are those which enable it to produce an output. Our
argument is wholly based on psychological considerations. It has been observed that, when a
student is stuck on some problem, s/he will sometimes try to find some way of extracting an
answer, even if hislher algorithm is unable to continue without modification. Repair Theory
(Brown & VanLehn, 1980) is based on this notion, where being stuck is termed an 'impasse',
and the method of circumventing the impasse a 'repair'. Thus, if we set the student a problem
which, according to our current model, will cause them to halt in mid-solution, then we run
the risk that they will try to augment the algorithm so that some answer can be found.
However, if we set problems which we expect the student to solve, even if erroneously, then
there is less of a risk that slhe will modify hislher procedure. A CP (Critical Problem) which
causes the student model to output an answer, is more likely to lead to the student remaining
faithful to hislher algorithm. Thus, such a CP is preferable to one which leads to a midsolution halt, because it introduces less noise into the data.
To preserve exhaustiveness, we could use such a preference criterion to partially order the
State Pairs on the Open list. The State Pairs, where one model is unable to continue, would
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only be be expanded if there were no State Pairs left of the other kind. Our decision to discard
the former type of State Pair is an implementation detail, added to reduce search. We shall
now describe the exhaustive solution to this problem, together with the more restricted
solution employed in PG.

113.8.3. Dealing With Non-Intersecting State Pairs
In order to cover cases where only one model of a pair is able to proceed, the algorithm
'needs to be augmented so that it produces extra State Pairs representing this situation. Given a
State Pair, <stb,S2a>, we compute the successors, as described in section 3.8.1, but also
compute successors which encode the conditions under which either stb, or S2a are forced to
halt, because none of their rules are eligible for firing. A state is forced to halt if its constraints
are violated. To explicitly violate a state's constraints, we need only negate them. For
example, returning to the a/~/'Y example presented earlier, we can represent the situation in
which stb is forced to halt, but s2b and s2c are able to continue, by negating the constraints
in stb, and pairing this state with s2b and S2c. This gives us the two State Pairs shown in
figure 3-6. Similarly, one represents the situation in which SIb can be expanded, but s2b and
S2c cannot, by negating the constraints in both s2b and s2c (we must negate both, because
this State Pair represents a situation in which neither S2b nor s2c can be expanded, i.e. both
of their constraint-sets are false). This gives us the State Pair shown in figure 3-5. Note that
the state 'NIL' is used illustratively to represent the fact that the state cannot be expanded
further in the context of its companion; but it still contains all of the information collected so
far (information such as the negated constraint-set). It is important to retain this information
for CP generation. The problem generator needs to know that these two states are only paired
when the constraints of the state, denoted here by 'NIL', are violated.
PG's compromise solution is to only create pairings, with each state forced to halt, when no
consistent pairing exists. The even/odd diagram, in figure 3-3, is an example of such a case. A
pair of states are inconsistent with one another, if their sets of constraints are non-intersecting.
If PG did not adopt the compromise solution, then it would fail to handle such cases.

Thus, in the even/odd example, PG would pair each state with its companion in a forced-halt
state. However, in the

a/~/'Y

example, it would not create such pairings, as there exist

consistent pairings (figure 3-4).
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We will now describe how PO converts a pair of I/O mappings into an abstract description
of the set of CPs.

3.9. Generating the Abstract CP Description
Thus far, we have described how to take a pair of production rule models and derive an
abstract description of the I/O mappings of each. However, to efficiently compute an actual
CP, the program must fIrst fInd the essential difference, if any, between the outputs of the two
models. At fIrst sight, the abstract description of a CP for two models whose outputs,
respectively, are 01 and 02, is: Any input, I, such that

01~02.

Whilst adequate, such a

CP description can lose much of the information contained in the fIner-level detail of the two
outputs. It describes the requirements of the CP, but does not make reference to any abstract
difference between 01 and 02 which would enable a CP to be found more quickly. This
section describes how PO computes the essential difference(s) between the outputs of two
models.
Consider a pair of models which take a numeric input, ?o, and each produce a numeric
output. One model, Ml, produces the output: (double?o is (*times ?o 2», and the
other model, M2, produces: (double 10 is (*times 10 10». For this pair of models,
PG's goal is to fInd an 10 such that: (double 10 is (*times 10

2»~(double

10 is

(*times 10 10». To do this, the program could choose some value for ?o, and substitute is
for 10 in the above expression. Evaluating the predicate,

~,

would then reveal whether the

value chosen was suitable. This procedure can be repeated until a suitable value for 10 is
found. However, a lot of redundant effort can be avoided by focussing the predicate.

~,

on

those aspects of the expression which can differ, based on the value of 10. The only part of
the two output expressions which can differ is shown in figure 3-8. Thus, the CP can be more
efficiently computed by merely using the following test: (*times?o
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(double 1n is (*times 1n 1n»

(double 1n is (*times 1n 2»
Figure 3·8 -

The fundamental difference between the two outputs

The reader may be wondering why we do not delve further into the two function
expressions to fmd a more fundamental difference. The two function expressions are the same
apart from the fact that one has the number '2' as its second argument. On the face of it, 1n~2
is an even more precise description of the required CP (see figure 3-9). However, it is not
valid to assume that the overall function expression is different, just because its arguments are.
Substituting '0' for '1n' reveals that this is so. The two outputs are equal, despite the fact that
1n¢2: (*times 0 O)=(*times 0 2). Nevertheless, for some functions this strategy could
form a useful heuristic.

(double 1n is (*times 1n ?n»

!

(double ?n is (*times ?n 2»
Figure 3·9 -

An even more fundamental difference?

To find minimal CP-satisfying tests, such as that in figure 3-8, PO unifies the two output
expressions, using the augmented unification algorithm of section 3.5.3. The set of bindings
so produced denotes the conditions which must hold for the two expressions to be equal..
Thus, the two expressions can only be unequal if one or more of those bindings are violated
(if there are no bindings, then it is not possible to generate a CP). For example, the two
outputs: (?x ?y) and (1y ?x) can be unified, producing the set of bindings: {1xl?y}.
Thus, PO's goal should be to find an ?x and a ?y such that ?X"#?y. Similarly, for the two
outputs:

(?x?y ?z) and (?a ?b ?z), the bindings are: {?yl?b ?xl?a}. So, the two

expressions unify provided that:

?x=?a" ?y=?b. Therefore, they do not unify if:
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-,(?x=?a

1\

?y=?b), i.e.

?x~?a

find an 1x and an 1a, such that

v

?y~?b.

?x~1a,

Generating the Abstract CP Description

In this instance, PO's goal would be either to

or to find a ?y and a ?b such that

1y~?b.

Either

suffices to discriminate between the two models. However, the two abstract outputs: (?x ?y)
and (1x ?y) are equal, and so unification produces no bindings. Thus, no CP exists for these
two outputs.
In summary, PO computes the CP tests by unifying the two output expressions, turning the
bindings into equality constraints, and finally negates the set of equality constraints. This
approach suffices for the models used to evaluate PO in Chapter 4. Note that we can handle
the commutativity and associativity of functions. For example, given the CP test: (*times?"
1y);t(*times ?y ?x), PO would not be doomed to an endless search for an ?" and? y
satisfying this condition, provided that it had the appropriate axioms available. The search an
instance which satisfies this constraint would be futile, because multiplication is commutative,
i.e. V'(x,y) EQUAL(times(x,y),times(y,,,».

3.10.

Summary

In this chapter, we have presented an algorithm for deriving abstract CP descriptions from
production rule models by Abstract Interpretations. This technique involves running a pair of
production rule models on abstract, rather than concrete, data objects. In the following
chapter, we shall evaluate the algorithm using production rule models from the domain of
fraction subtraction. The ensuing chapter will also briefly cover the theoretical limitations of
the algorithm, and methods of improving the efficiency of the implementation.
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4.1. Introduction
In order to obtain a feel for the applicability of PO to the problem of I/O mapping derivation,
we will evaluate the program on production rule models from the domain of fraction
subtraction. We then describe the study from which the fraction subtraction models are taken.
PG is tested by comparing its predictions for the 20 models with those found by exhaustively
running the models on concrete problems. This is followed by a discussion of the results and
some proposals for improving PO's efficiency. First though, we apply PO to the models
which stumped RPC in chapter 2.

4.2. The 'Chapter 2' Models Revisited
In Chapter 2, the strengths and weaknesses of RPC were highlighted with the help of a
number of production rule models, specially created for the job. Before evaluating PO, it
would be prudent to verify that it is able to handle the models which foxed RPC. We shall also
use this opportunity to describe the trace information produced by PO.
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/14.2.1. PG's Runtime Trace Output
With the help of a pair of simple rulesets, we shall now describe how to interpret the trace
output of PO. Both rulesets are taken from the rules of the EVEN·ODD example, presented
in section 2.5.5. The flrst ruleset, 'EVEN', consists of the rules rl and r3, whilst the second,
'ODD', comprises r2 and r4, as shown below.
Model: EVEN
(define-rule rl
if (first-feature ?x) & (*evenp ?x)
then (next-feature ?x) & (*output (?x is even»)
(derme-rule r3
if (next-feature ?x) & (*evenp ?x)
then (*output (and its successor is odd» & (*halt»

Model: ODD
(derme-rule 1'2
if (first-feature ?x) & (*oddp ?x)
.
then (next-feature ?x) & (*output (?x is odd»)
(define-rule r4
if (next-feature ?x) & (*oddp ?x)
then (*output (and its successor is even» & (*ha1t»

The ruleset, EVEN, accepts an ?x which is even, outputs (?x is even), then (and its
successor is odd), and then halts. Ruleset 0 D D outputs (?x is odd), and (and its
successor is even), provided that the initial ?x is odd. The trace begins by naming the two
models to be analysed, listing the Input Specifications, and printing a reminder of how conflict
resolution is displayed:
It then shows which Input Speciflcation it has chosen to work on. This is followed by a
series of numbered 'frames', each showing a particular cycle of the interpreter. Once it has
completed processing one Input Specification, it selects another and begins displaying frames
pertaining to that Input Speciflcation. This continues until no Input Specifications are left. If
there is an opportunity, within the current frame, to try to generate a CP from the current I/O
information, then this is displayed. PO does not actually try to generate a CP. but carries on
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until it has completed an exhaustive search. However, the trace shows the information which
would have been used to generate a CP, had that part of PO been invoked at that point.
Each frame displays the name of the model being processed, the results of any theoremproving attempts, conflict resolution, exclusion clause generation, and the results of any
attempts to pair the current state with those of the other model. In addition, when a rule flres,
the trace shows the new value of Working Memory, the constraint-set, the exclusion clauses,
and any new outputs (in the interests of readability, all variables are fully instantiated to level
0, thus one would never see, for example, ?x.5, but rather its binding which would either be
some constant or a level 0 variable, e.g. ?x.O).
We now present an annotated trace of PO processing the EVEN and ODD rulesets
(annotations

are

in

italics).

'V(x) -,(EVENP(x) A ODDP(x»

A

The

axiom,

used

(EVENP(x) v ODDP(x».

IJS

for

this

proof
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The ruleset is given a single Input Specification,
Memory element:
(fir.t feature ?z).

consisting of a single Working

CP-search for rulesets EVEN and 000,
on Input Specs: «(first-feature ?z»)
In the following trace, 'cs' denotes the Conflict Set, and the numbers 1, 2,
and 3, on the same line, denote the application of Refractoriness, Recency, and
Specificity, respectively.
PG selects the first Input Specification, and then matches it with the rules in the
two models. In the ruleset, EVEN, there is one instantiation of the rule, rl, and it
is named: Irl. PG then checks the constraints of the instantiation. 'Satisfiables'
are constraints known to be consistent as they are saved from previous cycles; this
is initially NIL. The rule, rl, contains a single constraint, ('ltevenp ?x), which is
passed to the theorem prover, and found to be consistent (note that the '?x.l' is
replaced by its binding of '?z.O'. There are no other instantiations in the Conflict
Set, thus the competitors are NIL, no exclusion clauses need be generated, and no
instantiations are contradictory (i.e. have violated exclusion clauses). Similarly,
in frame 2, the instantiation Ir2 has no competitors, and therefore no exclusion
clauses. Frame 2 finishes with an attempt to form a State Pair from instantiations
Irl and Ir2. One of two instantiations is arbitrarily chosen to form the negated
theorem (in this instance #r2). The theorem prover finds a refutation of
EVENP(?z.O) 1\ ODDP(?z.O}, and so the pairing is rejected. However, as no
consistent pairings are possible, it does create two forced-halt pairings. This
completes the initialisation.

Choosing Input Specification: «first-feature ?z.O»
________________________________________
Context: EVEN
Checking pattern-set consistency for trl ..•
Satisfiables: NIL
Negated Theorem: EVENP(?z.O) ... is consistent.
CS: (trl), 1: (frl) , 2: (trl), 3: (irl)
trl has the following competitors: NIL, yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
[l)~~-=~~

(2) ____~~---------------------------------------

Context: 000
Checking pattern-set consistency for ir2 ...
Satisfiables: NIL
Negated Theorem: OOOP(?z.O) ..• is consistent.
CS: (ir2) , 1: (tr2), 2: (ir2), 3: (tr2)
tr2 has the following competitors: NIL, yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
contradictory instantiations: NIL
Checking consistency of State Pair ..•
Satisfiables: EVENP(?z.O)
Negated Theorem: OOOP(?z.O) •.. is not consistent.
The pairing: EVEN/trl with OOO/tr2 is inconsistent.
EVEN is in a forced halt state.
ODD is in a forced halt state.
(Initialisation Complete)
Having completed the initialisation, PG returns to frame I and fires the
instantiation Irl. The elements deposited, Working Memory, the constraints and
exclusions collected so far, and any outputs are displayed in this frame. Note that
the element, (next-feature ?z. O), is actually deposited as: (next-fe.ture
?x.l). However, all of the variables in the trace are fully instantiated before
printing, as this improves readability.

Selecting context: EVEN
(1)Firing: trl
Deposited: «next-feature ?z.O»
WM: «next-feature ?z.O) (first-feature ?z.O»
Constraints: EVENP(?z.O)
Exclusions: NIL
New outputs: «*output (?z.o is even»)
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PG now enters the next Recognise-act Cycle (frame 3). There are now two
instantiations, Ir1 and Ir3, however, Refractoriness rejects Ir1 as it has already
fired on a previous cycle. PG tries to pair the new state with that of the model,
ODD, but fails because the constraints are incompatible. Note that it does not have
to call the theorem prover, because the unsatisfiability of the constraint pair was
cached during the previous cycle. The trace also informs us that 'ODD' is in a
forced-halt state. This is the same actual state as that referred to in frame 2. This
state has now been paired with a new 'EVEN' state, hence the mention in the frame
below.
[31 ________________________________________________

context: EVEN
CS: (frl fr3), 1: (Ir3), 2: ('r3), 3: (fr3)
Ir3 has the following competitors: NIL, yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
Checking consistency of State Pair .•.
Satisfiables: EVENP(?z.O)
Negated Theorem: OOOP(?z.O) (already known) ... is not consistent.
The pairing: EVEN/'r3 with 000/lr2 is inconsistent.
000 is in a forced halt state.
The instantiation, Ir3, now fires signalling a halt on this path. PG prints out the
information which would be used to generate a CPo As described in section 3.8.3, i f
PG is unable to pair any states at all, then it pairs each state from the pair with a
copy of the inconsistent state, where the latter has been forced to halt. This
pairing occurred at the end of frame 2. The CP-generation frame shows the original
Input Specification, and the information contained in each state of the pair. The
ru1eset EVEN fired two instantiations, output two elements, and requires that '?z.O'
be 'EVENP'. The ruleset, ODD, halted without producing any behaviour. Paraphrasing
this frame:
Given an input of the form, (firat-feature ?:Jr. O), where ?:Jr.O is
even, the ruleset, EVEN,
outputs the elements:
(?:Jr.O i. even)
(and it •
• ucce •• or ia odd), whilst the ruleset, ODD, outputs nothing at all. The CPgeneration frame also tells us that the models can be distinguished by the fact that
they produce different numbers of outputs.

[3)Firing: Ir3
WM: «next-feature ?z.O) (first-feature ?z.O»
Constraints: EVENP(?z.O)
Exclusions: NIL
New outputs: «*output (and its successor is odd»)
Halt signalled on this path.
CP-generation info:
Input Spec: «first-feature ?z.O»
State information for STATEI. Ruleset: EVEN
Instantiations: ('rl 'r3)
Outputs: «*output (?z.O is even»
(*output (and its successor is odd»)
EVENP(?z.O)
Exclusion clauses: NIL
This ruleset is in a halt state.
State information for STATE2. Ruleset: 000
Instantiations: NIL
Outputs: NIL
This rule set is in a halt state.
The models can be .distinguished by the fact that they produce different numbers
of outputs.
Switching rulesets because of *HALT.
Because the ruleset, EVEN, has just halted. PG switches attention to the other
rules et • The only other unhalted State Pair left is the one generated in frame 2.
Instantiation Ir2 fires, followed by Ir4 in frame 4
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Selectinq context: ODD
[2JFirinq: ir2
Deposited: «next-feature ?z.O»
WM: «next-feature ?z.O) (first-feature ?z.O»
Constraints: ODDP(?z.O)
Exclusions: NIL
New outputs: «*output (?z.O is odd»)
[4J ________________________________________________
Context: ODD
CS: (ir2 4Ir4), 1: (ir4), 2: (ir4), 3: (ir4)
ir4 has the followinq competitors: NIL, yieldinq exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
Checking consistency of State Pair .•.
Satisfiables: EVENP(?z.O)
Negated Theorem: ODDP(?z.O) {already known} •.• is not consistent.
The pairing: EVEN/ir1 with ODD/ir4 is inconsistent.
EVEN is in a forced halt state.
[4]Firinq: ir4
WM: «next-feature ?z.O) (first-feature ?z.O»
Constraints: ODDP(?z.O)
Exclusions: NIL
New outputs: «*output (and its successor is even»)
Halt signalled on this path.
The CP-generation information, below, specifies that the ruleset, ODD, outputs the
elements: (?z.O f. odd) (and ft • • ucce •• or f. even), provided that the '?z.O'
in (ffr.t-feature ?z. OJ is odd. Under these conditions, the ruleset 'EVEN'
generates no observable behaviour.

CP-qeneration info:
Input Spec: «first-feature ?z.O»
State information for STATEl. Ruleset: EVEN
Instantiations: NIL
Outputs: NIL
This ruleset is in a halt state.
State information for STATE2. Ruleset: ODD
Instantiations: (ir2 ir4)
Outputs: «*output (and its successor is even»
ODDP(?z.O)
Exclusion clauses: NIL
This ruleset is in a halt state.

(*output (?z.O is odd»)

The models can be distinguished by the fact that they produce different numbers
of outputs.
As before, PG switches rulesets because the current one has just halted. However,
there are no State Pairs left containing the ruleset, EVEN, in an unhalted state, so
it tries switching back to 'ODD'. All of the 'ODD' states have halted too, so PG
tries to process the next Input Specification. As there was only one Input
Specification to begin with, PG ceases processing the pair of models, havi.ng
completed an exhaustive search.

Switching rulesets because of *HALT.
Selecting context: EVEN
switching ruleset because the current ruleset has no un halted State Pairs.
Selecting context: ODD
No input specifications left.
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The traces, included in the appendices, will follow the above fonnat, although they will not
be so copiously annotated. The following section presents the CP-generation information

produced by PO when applied to the models in Chapter 2.

4.2.2. PG Applied to the Chapter 2 Models

II

In section 2.5.4, RPC successfully generated the I/O mappings for the rulesets
'SUBTRACT' and 'ABS-SUBTRACT'. PO generated equivalent I/O mappings, as shown
below. Note that, because PO analyses the rulesets in pairs, the final CP-generation
information is more detailed than that produced by RPC. Whereas RPC just produced a list of
the I/O mappings for each ruleset, PO produces a list of pairings, where each pairing
represents an overlapping set of inputs. Before generating a problem from RPC's abstract I/O
mappings, the program would have to find a pair of mappings (one from each list) where the
abstract input specifications overlap. These pairings are automatically produced by PO, as it
always Abstractly Interprets the rule sets in pairs (a full trace of this and subsequent runs can
be found in Appendix 111).
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The CP-generation information below,
is produced for an
-.L'l'(1 •• 0, ?m. 0).

input

of the

tells us that an unequal pair of
form:

(1m.0

-

1 •• 0),

where

output elements

L'l'(111J. 0,1•• 0)

.1\

CP-generation info:
Input Spec: « ?m. 0 - ?s. 0) )
State information for STATEI. Ruleset: SUBTRACT
Instantiations: (inegative-result fsubtract 'haltl)
Outputs: «*output -) (*output (*subtract ?s.O ?m.O)))
LT(?m.O,?s.O)
Exclusion clauses: LT(?m.O,?s.O)
This ruleset is in a halt state.
State information for STATE2. Ruleset: ABS-SUBTRACT
Instantiations: ('swap-numbers fhalt2)
Outputs: «*output +) (*output (*subtract ?s.O ?m.O)))
(-.LT(?s.O,?m.O) .1\ LT(?m.O,?s.O))
Exclusion clauses: LT(?m.O,?s.O)
This ruleset is in a halt state.
The outputs - and + cannot be unified. Therefore, a problem, satisfying the
above constraint set, will discriminate between the two models.
No CP can be generated for the outputs (*subtract ?s.O ?m.O) and (*subtract
?s.O ?m.O), as they are equal.
For an input of the form:

(?III.O

-

1 •• 0),

where -.L'l'(?m.O, ?.O),

the

outputs

are

always equivalent.

cP-generation info:
Input Spec: «?m. 0 - ?s. 0) )
State information for STATEI. Ruleset: SUBTRACT
Instantiations: (fpositive-result fsubtract fhaltl)
Outputs: «*output +) (*output (*subtract ?m.O ?s.O)))
-.LT(?m.O, ?s.O)
Exclusion clauses: -.LT(?m.O,?s.O)
This ruleset is in a halt state.
State information for STATE2. Ruleset: ABS-SUBTRACT
Instantiations: (fpositive-result ihalt2)
Outputs: «*output +) (*output (*subtract ?m.O ?s.O)))
-.LT (?m. O,?s. 0)
Exclusion clauses: -.LT(?m.O,?s.O)
This ruleset is in a halt state.
No CP can be generated for the outputs + and +, as they are equal.
No CP can be generated for the outputs (*subtract ?s.O ?m.O) and (*subtract
?s.O ?m.O), as they are equal.

Although RPC was able to handle the SUBTRACT and ABS-SUBTRACT rulesets, we
found that it could not handle a very simple ruleset: 'SIDE-BRANCH' (section 2.6). This
was because the ruleset generated an output from a rule which, in terms of the dependency
analysis, was not on a direct path to the halt rule. As we can see from the CP-generation
information, below, such side branches are not problematic for PG.
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CP-generation info:
Input Spec: «go»
State information for STATE1. Ruleset: SIDE-BRANCH
Instantiations: (istart iside-branch 'halt)
Outputs: «*output 1) (*output (*add1 1»)
NIL
Exclusion clauses: NIL
This ruleset is in a halt state.

The final example, presented in section 2.6, was of a pair of rule sets which can only be
distinguished by taking Recency into account RPC was not able to analyse the ONE-1WOl
and ONE-1W02 rulesets, because it could not reason about the conflict resolution principle:
'Recency'. Again, this causes PO no problems, because it encodes an abstract version of
POPS's conflict resolution strategy.

cP-qeneration info:
Input Spec: « start) )
State information for STATE1. Ruleset: ONE-TW01
Instantiations: (fr1 fr2 ir3)
Outputs: «*output 1) (*output 2»
NIL
Exclusion clauses: NIL
This ruleset is in a halt state.
State information for STATE2. Ruleset: ONE-TW02
Instantiations: (ilrl-swapped 'r3)
Outputs: «*output 2»
NIL
Exclusion clauses: NIL
This ruleset is in a halt state.
The models can be distinguished by the fact that they produce different numbers
of outputs.

From these examples we can see that PO overcomes the limitations of RPC, highlighted in
Chapter 2. In the next section we discuss ways of more generally evaluating PO.

4.2.3. Conclusions
In the previous section, we found that PO is well able to handle the models which caused
RPC so much trouble in Chapter 2. We should now satisfy ourselves that PO is able to handle
more than just simple, handcrafted examples of this sort.
There are a number of approaches open to us in evaluating PG, indeed, there are a number
of questions which could be answered by such an evaluation. Such questions include:
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(i) How general is the algorithm? Le. to what class of models can it be applied?
(ii) How does it perform on empirically-derived models, as opposed to specially-created

examples?
(iii) What is the algorithm's time complexity? Le. what factors affect its performance?

(iv) How well would the algorithm mesh with a 'real' tutoring system?
The remainder of this thesis will be devoted to answering these questions. Question (i) will
be dealt with by reasoned argument, in section 4.7. Question (ii) is covered by evaluating PO
on a set of empirically-derived models of children solving fraction subtraction problems.
These models are a good test of PO because they pertain to a domain which is quite complex
(at least when compared with other arithmetical domains such as multi-column subtraction).
They are also a fairly objective test, as they were not specially created to test PO, but were
pre-existing (however, this statement should be tempered by the fact that, during PO's
development, it was always known that these models would be used as a test of its
performance). Section 4.8.1 deals with question (iii), and suggests modifications which might
improve PO's efficiency. Question (iv) is covered in section 5.3.
In the following section, we introduce the domain to be used in evaluating PG.

4.3. An Empirical Investigation of Fraction Subtraction Errors
As mentioned in the previous section, we shall evaluate PO using a set of empiricallyderived production rules, from the domain of fraction subtraction. This section describes how
these models were derived. The study described in this section was carried out by the author
prior to the commencement of the degree for which this thesis has been submitted. However,
the study was seminal in the development of the ideas leading to PO. The following account
has been included in the thesis, because it provides important background information about
the models used to evaluate PO. The study is more fully described in Evertsz (1982).
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4.3.1. The Skill of Fraction Subtraction

II

The algorithm, taught in British schools, for solving simple fraction problems (Le. those not
involving whole numbers), is as follows. If the denominators are equal, then just subtract the
numerators. If the denominators are not equal then calculate the 'Least Common Multiple'
(LCM). This is the lowest number into which both denominators will divide, and becomes the
new denominator for the problem. For each fraction, calculate the new numerator by dividing
the LCM by the denominator, and mUltiplying this quotient (factor) by the old numerator.
Once this is done, the problem consists of two fractions with equal denominators, so subtract
the numerators, putting the result over the new denominator. If the resultant fraction requires
cancelling, then find the highest common factor of the numerator and denominator, and divide
them by it.

If whole numbers are involved, then the situation is more complicated. There are basically
two algorithms, taught in British schools, for dealing with such problems (termed 'mixed
fraction problems'). One algorithm (the 'vulgarising algorithm') involves turning a mixed
fraction into a simple one, by multiplying the whole number by the denominator, and adding
the product to the numerator. For example, 21/4 becomes «2x4)+1)/4, or 9/4 . The
vulgarising algorithm finishes by unvulgarising the final fraction, i.e. it is turned back into a
mixed fraction by the reversal of the vulgarisation procedure'. The other algorithm (termed the
'mixed algorithm') keeps the fractions mixed throughout the solution process. The mixed
algorithm caters for cases where the fractional part of the minuend (Le. the first term) is less
than that of the subtrahend (Le. the second term). In such cases, one must borrow a unit from
the minuend's whole number, by decrementing it, and adding BIB to the fractional part of the
minuend, where B is the denominator of the minuend.
Finally, both algorithms must handle problems in which either the minuend or subtrahend
has no fractional component. Such terms are called 'loose numbers'. The vulgarising
algorithm converts the loose number into an equivalent fraction, where the denominator is
equal to that of the other fraction. In the case where the subtrahend is loose, the mixed
algorithm deals with the problem by treating the subtrahend as a mixed fraction with a null
fractional part. If it is the minuend which is loose, then the mixed algorithm borrows a unit
from the whole number in much the same way as it does when forced to borrow from a mixed
fraction. The borrowed term becomes the fractional part of the minuend.

1In the interests of simplicity, the four error types pcrtaining to the vulgarising algorithm, vI, v2, v3 and ul. have
been excluded from this study.
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Some examples of these algorithms are presented below.
Simple fractions:

Vulgarising:

=2/4 =112
3/4 - l/S =(2x3)/(2x4)
3/4 - 1/4

41/3 - 213 = «3x4)+1)13
3 - l/S

Mixed:

- (lx1)/(lxS) = 6/S - l/S = 5/s
- 213 = 13/3 - 2/3 = 1113 = 3213

=24/S - l/S =23/s =27/s

4 1/3 - 2/3

=3(3+1)/3 - 213 =34/3 - 213 =3213

3 - l/S = 2 S/s - l/S = 27/S

114.3.2. The Diagnostic Problem Set
The goal of the study was to develop a production rule account of the errors which children
make when solving fraction subtraction problems, and to ascertain whether the errors could be
explained without recourse to mal-rules. After an initial pilot study, conducted to ascertain the
feasibility of modelling fraction subtraction skill, protocols were collected of 29 children (aged
11 to 16) solving a specially-designed diagnostic problem set. The pilot study revealed a
number of deficiencies in the problems given to the children. For example, in all of the
problems which involved cancelling, the numerator of the penultimate term was equal to its
highest common factor (2/4; 2/8 ; 3/6 ). This meant that one could not tell whether the children
were cancelling by computing the highest common factor. An equally valid account explains
the cancelling behaviour by positing that the children cancel by dividing the denominator by
the numerator to derive the highest common factor. To discriminate between these two
hypotheses, one must set a problem where the highest common factor is not equal to the
numerator of the penultimate fraction (e.g. 6/8). This encounter with the failings of a
carefully-designed problem set, was the first time that the author realised that dynamic
problem-generation is crucial to accurate diagnosis.
In an attempt to maximise the information contained in the protocols, the problem set was
designed to test for particular subskills (e.g. coping with unequal denominators, and
cancelling). Furthermore, to reduce the intrusive effects of faulty number fact determination,
the numbers in the problems were constrained to single-digits. The following factors were
used to generate the problem set:
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1: Magnitude relationship between the two numerators.
2: Magnitude relationship between the two denominators.
3: The LCM of the two denominators is either:
(a) obtained by multiplying the two denominators together, e.g. 4 and 9,
(b) the larger of the two denominators, e.g. 3 and 9,
(c) not one of (a) or (b), e.g. 6 and 9.
4: Either:
(a) the fust fraction is mixed,
(b) both terms are mixed,
(c) both terms are simple fractions.
5: A borrow is required for some problems where the minuend is mixed.
6: Some problems, when solved using the vulgarising algorithm, should involve
unvulgarising the fmal fraction.
7: The highest common factor for problems involving cancelling should either:
(a) be computable by merely dividing the denominator by the numerator,
(b) not be computable by this method.
8: Some problems should have either a loose minuend, or a loose subtrahend.

The problem set was designed so that each factor could be found in at least two problems.
This allowed us to use one problem from each pair to generate the production rule models
(termed the 'model set'), and the other to test the degree to which the model correctly predicts
the child's answers (the 'test set'). Intermingling the factors, in such a way as to ensure that
each was present in at least two problems, yielded 22 problems in all.

4.3.3. Error Classification

"

Overall, 59% of the problems were solved incorrectly. These errors can be classified
according to whether they are number fact, systematic, or unaccounted-for errors. 68% of the
errors were adjudged to be systematic, 14% were classified as number fact errors, and 18%
were unaccounted for by the production rule models. In this thesis, the models have been
translated from their original OPS2 representation to PGPS. They can be found in Appendix
IVa, together with the actual models (expressed as lists of production rule names) generated
from the data (Appendix IVb). The systematic errors were classified into 'error types'. These
are reproduced in table 4-1. Illustrative examples can be found in table 4-2.
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Type

Error Description

Delete
Rule(s)

wI

The child gives-up with problems
where the fIrst whole number is loose.

WNI

w2

Where the fIrst whole number is loose.
the child writes down the fractional pan
of the second fraction.

WNI

w3

Gives-up where the second parameter
is a loose whole number.

WN2

1

w4

Cannot deal with mixed fraction problems
where only the fIrst parameter is mixed.

WN3

1

w5

If after some other mistake the fIrSt whole
number is less than the second. then take
the absolute difference

WN4

nl

Does not borrow.

NMI

n2

Takes the absolute difference between
the two numerators.

NMI.

n3

Takes the absolute difference between
the two numerators before dealing with
the denominators.

n4

Subtracts numerators before denominators.

nS

When borrowing. adds ten to the numerator. BRW

Insert Frequency
Rule(s)

10
WNlm

WN4m

1

1

NM2ml

3

NMI.
NM2ab

NM2m2

6

NM2ab

NM2m3ab

1

BRWm

2

NM2ab

Table 4-1 - Error types (from Evertsz, 1982)
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Delete
Rule(s)

Error Description

Insert Frequency
Rule(s)

dl

Cannot calculate the LCM.

DN2

d2

If the denominators are not equal.
then take their absolute difference.

DN2

DN2m1

d3

Subtract the two denominators.

DNI.
DN2

DN2m2

f1

Works out an LCM, but does not
enlarge the numerators.

FCTabcd

f'2

Calculates correct LCM, but enlarges
numerators by cross multiplying.

FCTabcd

FCTvabc

2

f3

Factors, even when the two denominators
are equal.

DNI,
FCTabcd

DNlv
FCTvabc

I

hi

Does not cancel.

HCF

18

el

Does not change OlD to zero,
(where D is the denominator).

END3

1

e2

Changes OlD to NID (where N is equal
to the numerators).

END3

END3ml

7

e3

Changes OlD to D.

END3,
END4

END3m2

3

e4

As e2, but ~hanges a whole number

END4

END4ml

3

eS

1
7

1

from 0 to W (where W is equal to the
two whole numbers).
Leaves the whole number out of the answer. END2

1

Table 4·1 (continued) - Error types (rrom Evertsz, 1982)

An example of each of these error types is presented in table 4-2, below. Asterisks are used
to represent unspecified parts of the problem solving, i.e. those parts which are independent
of the error being illustrated. An asterisk can be replaced by various digits, depending on what
other errors are present in the student's algorithm.
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Type

Error Example

wi

2 - 3/4 =stuck

w2

w3

3 112 - 2 = stuck

w4

4 1/4 - 3/4

w5

... 2 3/ 4 - 4 1/4

01

21/4 - 13/4

=2 stuck

n2

21/4 - 13/4

= 12/4

n3

21/6 - 1213

=11/*

n4

3/4 _ 113

n5

31/8 - 3/8 = 211/8 - 3/8

d1

3/4 - 113

d2

3h _1/9 =*12

d3

3/4

fl

5/6 - 113

f2

1/4 - 1/6 = 6/12 - 41t2

f3

7/8 _1/8 = 56/8 - 8/8

hi
el

=2/4
4/7 _4/7 =0/7

e2

4h - 4/7 =0/7 =4/7

e3

4/7 _4/7 =0/7 =7

=stuck
=2(3-1)/4

=2/*
= stuck

-113=*h

=5/6 - 1/6

3/4 - 1/4

e4

Table 4-2 - Error examples

The predictive accuracy of the models is quite high, as shown in table 4-3. This tells us that
the models are quite successful (at least 86%) in capturing whatever regularity there is in the
data. We say that the models are at least 86% successful because, in the worst case, where the
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children are 100% consistent, our models concur 86% of the time with the data. If we allow
for slips of action on the part of the children, then the coverage of their systematic behaviour is
even better. Unfortunately, this tells us very little about the models' psychological validity.
From a computational perspective, fraction subtraction is a fairly easy skill to capture in
production rule format, thus, to the extent that the children's behaviour is systematic, it should
come as no surprise that we have been able to model this systematicity.
Nevertheless, there is other, more qualitative evidence, in favour of the models' validity.
There is considerable overlap between the protocols of the children, and those produced by the
production rule models. For a given child/model pair, the following is true:
(i) the model and child deal with the various parts of the problem in the same order.
(ii) the model deposits the same intermediate numbers in Working Memory, as the child

writes on the paper.
(iii) the model makes use of very few hypothesised internal signals, i.e. most of the

information used by the model can be found in some form or other in the child's protocol.
(iv) where the child's bug is accounted-for by a rule deletion, causing the child to get stuck,
both child and model are found to halt in the same place.

Test Set

Model Set

86%

89%

Overall
87%

Table 4-3 - Mean proportion of answers accounted for.

We shall now discuss how these models are to be used in evaluating PG.

4.4. Choosing Fractions Models to Evaluate PG
How should we use the fractions models to evaluate PG? At first sight, one good method
would be to randomly select pairs of models, and pass them to PG. However, such pairings
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would bear no relation to those which would be proposed by a typical tutoring system. Each
of the fractions models covers all of the 22 problems in the original problem set. These
problems are of many different types (the factors, incorporated in the problems, were outlined
in section 4.3.2). Some parts of a given model will be for dealing with whole numbers, others
for problems where the denominators are unequal, and yet others for problems where a
borrow needs to be performed. If the two models of a given pair differ along a number of
these dimensions, then PG will produce a number of different CP-generation frames.
However, this was not how we had envisaged PG being used. PG is intended to test specific
hypotheses about a student's earlier performance. For example, if there are two ways of
accounting for how the student dealt with the whole numbers, then those two accounts fonn
the hypotheses which PG should work on. The models in Appendix IYb cover many different
classes of problem, and are really a conglomeration of hypotheses about different aspects of
fraction subtraction performance. Therefore, as they stand, these models are not well suited to
evaluating PG.
Ideally, we should pass PG two models whose outputs overlap for some class of inputs,
and see whether it generates a CP description which includes a non-overlapping set of
outputs. Such a test is analogous to the situation where there are two possible accounts for the
student's answers so far, and the tutoring system is attempting to generate an input for which
the two models produce differing outputs. Generating such models by hand is not an easy
task. Because we do not have access to a student modelling system which could automate this
model-generation process, we must find a compromise solution. This solution should produce
models containing a single error, and should allow us to generate the required models by
hand.
With this need in mind, we have chosen to use the error types of table 4-1 as a basis for
generating the models. Using the corpus of rules in Appendix IVa, we will generate, for each
error, a model containing sufficient rules to produce that error and no more. For each such
error model, a companion, bug-free version will be produced - one which solves the same
class of problems, without error. In order to run PG on such an error/correct model pair, we
need to provide it with an abstract Input Specification, whose set of concrete instantiations
includes those for which the buggy model produces an error. Of course, we could have
passed PG the whole set of Input Specifications for fraction subtraction. However, by
manually choosing the appropriate one, we are giving it the helping hand it would receive
were it part of a tutoring system. In a well-designed tutoring system, PG would not only be
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passed a pair of models whose outputs overlap for some subset of the earlier problems, but
would be passed the Input Specification which was used to generate those earlier problems.
For example, if there were some confusion as to how the student deals with problems where
the minuend is a loose whole number, then an Input Specification describing such a class of
problems would be the one to be used to generate a CPo
Appendix IYb lists the models used to evaluate PO. Through its name, each error model can
be related to the error type from which it was derived. For example, the model error-n2 is
the error model for the error type n2. Some models incorporate more than one error; such
models were created to cover instances where one error type depends for its existence on
another. Each 'correct' model typically covers several error models. This is because we only
need one correct way of dealing with a particular problem characteristic to cover all of the error
models for that problem feature. Similarly, one correct model can be used to cover several
orthogonal aspects of error performance (e.g. a model which correctly handles numerators and
denominators can be used to cover all of the error models pertaining to those two features).

4.5. The Success/Failure Criterion
Having chosen the data to be used in evaluating PG, we now need to define a criterion with
which to assess PG's success with that data. This criterion was set out in section 3.2 where
we said that PG's search for CPs should be both complete and sound. 'Completeness' entails
being able to find a CP if one exists, whereas 'soundness' means that PG should not generate
non-discriminatory problems. The reader will recall that in sections 3.8.2 and 3.8.3, we
described a limitation which was deliberately incorporated in PG to reduce search. Although
this limitation is just an implementation detail (we described how to overcome it) and does not
violate the criterion of completeness, it does preclude exhaustiveness: because PG ignores
non-intersecting State Pairs (unless there are no intersecting ones at all), CPs pertaining to
those State Pairs will not be found. Although this restriction means that PG will not always
fmd all CPs, it does not prevent PG from finding at least one CP if one exists. This was why
we allowed the restriction in the algorithm; PG is not required to find all solutions - in a
tutoring context it would suffice to find just one CP to present to the student. Thus, although
under certain conditions, we do expect PG to fail to find all solutions, we have decided to use
exhaustiveness as an evaluation criterion. In our evaluation, it would be useful to know
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whether PO manages to generate all possible CPs for each model pair. On the basis of the
analysis in section 3.8.2, we expect that PO will only fail to find all CPs in cases where the
non-intersecting State Pair restriction is invoked.
Although prepared to relax the exhaustiveness criterion, we are not willing to relax the
soundness criterion. If PO generates any problems which are non-discriminating, then that
will be deemed a failure of the algorithm.
We now need to decide on the mechanics of the evaluation. The evaluation procedure must
enable us to assess PO's success from the exhaustiveness and soundness viewpoints. This
can be achieved by exhaustively running the models on the whole set of concrete inputs which
they can process, yielding a set of concrete input/output pairs for each model. We can then
take each pair of models (correct vs. error model) and extract the complement of the
intersection of the two sets of input/output pairs (Le. the set of input/output pairs which is in
either of the two models but not both). This is the set of CPs (each coupled with its concrete
output) for the model pair and represents, if you like, the empirical data to be used in the
evaluation. If we now take PG's abstract input/output mappings (for each model pair) and
instantiate them, we will obtain the set of CPs predicted by PO. On the basis of the empirical
evaluation, PO will be dubbed 'sound' if all of its predictions are supported by the empirical
data, 'complete' if at least one of its predictions is true, and 'exhaustive' if its predictions
cover all of the empirical data. Note that the first and last criteria are not the same, even though
they look quite similar. Soundness is satisfied iff PO's predictions are a subset of the
empirical data; exhaustiveness is achieved iff the set of PO's predictions is equal to the set of
empirical data. Finally, even if successful, this evaluation does not constitute proof of PG's
soundness and completeness, it merely provides empirical support for the conjecture; such a
proof would be a major undertaking in itself.
The above formulation suffers from one logistical drawback: the production rule models can
handle an infinite set of problems. Therefore, we need to restrict the range of concrete values
which are used to instantiate the problem descriptions. In the original study (Evertsz, 1982)
the models were designed to handle fraction problems where all of the components were
single-digit integers, greater than zero (i.e. in the range 1 to 9). We will adopt a similar
restriction when instantiating the problem descriptions and constrain the problems to only
consist of integers between 1 and 5. This will not invalidate the evaluation, because none of
the models depend on the presence of integers greater than 5.
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4.6. The Evaluation
4.6.1. Introduction

II

All of the data pertaining to this evaluation can be found in Appendices IVa - IVe. The
PGPS fraction rules are in Appendix Na. A list of the correct and error models can be found
in Appendix Nb. Appendix N c contains the CP information generated by PO for each model
pair, and also includes the axioms supplied to PO's theorem prover. We have not provided
full traces for all of the model pairs, because they are almost twice as long as the whole thesis
itself, and are not very interesting. The critical part of the traces is the final output of each run
provided in Appendix IVc. However, in Appendix lYe, we have provided a full trace of PO
running on the error type HI. Appendix Nd shows the results of the evaluation; for each
model pair, this appendix shows the CPs generated, the corresponding outputs and any
erroneous predictions discovered.
The empirical data for the models was generated by running each model on all possible
concrete inputs which satisfied the Input Specification. Similarly, PG's predictions were
obtained by instantiating the input/output mappings with all possible values (between 1 and 5)
which satisfied the CP descriptions. For example, PO produced the following CP description
for the model pair CORRECT-Wl&2 vs. ERROR-W2 (taken from Appendix Nc):

CP-generation info:
Input spec: «(WN 1) ?WX.O) «WN 2) ?WY.O) «FR 2) ?NY.O I ?DY.O»
The outputs «*SUBTRACf (*DEC ?WX.O) ?WY.O) AND (*SUBTRACf ?DY.O ?NY.O) I ?DY.O)
and «*SUBTRACf ?WX.O ?WY.O) AND ?NY.O I ?DY.O)
can be unified. Therefore. a CP could be generated provided the following constraint-set is instantiable:
«-,EQ(?NY.O.SUB(?DY.O. ?NY.O» v -,EQ(SUB(DEC(?WJCO). ?WY.O).SUB(?WX.O. ?WY.O)))
1\ -,EQ(?NY.O.O) 1\ -,EQ(SUB(?WX.O.?WY.O).O) 1\ ..... EQ(SUB(DEC(?WX.O).?WY.O).O)
1\ -,EQ(SUB(?DY.O.?NY.O).O) 1\ LT(?WY.O.?WX.O) 1\ LT(?NY.O.?DY.O»

To generate the concrete CPs in the above example, PO instantiated the variables ?WX,

?WY, ?NY and ?DY with all permutations of the integers between 1 and 5 inclusive,
rejecting those instantiations which did not satisfy the above constraint expression. Note that
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the search is quite inefficient, because it is exhaustive 1 , in fact, it is about as naive a
constraint-satisfaction algorithm as one could conceive of. Very little effort was devoted to the
problem of instantiating PG's CP descriptions. We could certainly have implemented a more
efficient constraint-satisfaction algorithm based on the large body of work in this area; but we
chose to concentrate on the problem of analysing the student models into expressions suitable
for processing by a constraint-satisfaction system. In section 4.8.3, we discuss solutions to
the problem of efficient constraint satisfaction.
The results of the comparison between PO's predictions and the empirical data generated by
POPS are presented in the next section.

114.6.2. Results
In the following table, the first column shows the Error Type, the second the number of CPs
predicted by PO, the third the number found by exhaustively running POPS and the fourth
lists the number of legal problems (based on the Input Specification) for each error type.

1 .The instantiation process was implemented as follows: Each variable in the input specification is represented IS a
number-generating closure (i.e. a stream of integers). Each instantiation is generated by fll'St asking each integer
stream to generate its next value, and then evaluating the constraint expression with respect to the current set of
variable bindings. If the instantiation passes this test, then it is added to the set of CPs. The method of testing the
constraint expression is quite efficient. A naive solution would be to instantiate the variables therein. and then
evaluate the expression. A more efficient solution is to invoke the Lisp compiler on the expression to obtain a
function object. This compiled function can then be applied to a list of the variable bindings. In Procyon Common
Lisp v2.1.4 (on an Apple Macintosh 5E130), this solution is SO times futer than the former. Thus. the expression
below is solved in 0.58. instead of 29s. There are 729 possible instantiations of the 3 variables below (each variable
ranging between 1 and 9), however, only 36 of them are valid:
(and (not (= (- x y) 0» « y x) (= (1- u) 0) (not (= x y))).
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PG Predicted

PGPS Found

wI

45

45

45

w2

90

90

90

w3

135

135

135

w4

40

40

405

w5

48

48

1215

01

80

80

280

n2

80

80

80

n3

2

2

2

n4

14

14

14

oS

80

80

80

Maximum Possible

Table 4-4 - PG/PGPS Correspondence
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Type

PG Predicted

PGPS Found

d1

28

28

28

f1

28

28

28

12

2

2

28

f3

17

17

17

hI

1

1

25

el

9

9

25

e2

9

9

25

e3

9

9

25

e4

85

85

125

e5

80

80

250

Maximum Possible

Table 4·4 (continued) - PG/PGPS Correspondence

From Table 4·4, we can see that PO was successful in predicting the range of CPs for all of
the model pairs. Thus, 'soundness', 'completeness' and 'exhaustiveness' were satisfied by
this evaluation - PO found all of the 882 possible CPs across the 20 mooel pairs.
It is interesting that, for some model pairs, all of the possible problems were also CPs (error
types: WI, W2, W3, N2, N3, N4, N5, 01, FI, F3), whereas for others the percentage was
as low as 4% (e.g. error type HI). Unfortunately, these figures tell us nothing about the
proportion of CPs which would crop up in a real tutoring context - that would require a
separate study. For those interested, a full trace of PO's analysis of HI can be found in
Appendix N e.

114.6.3. Discussion
Though 100% successful in this evaluation, PO does have its limitations. We know already
(section 3.8.3) that under certain conditions the current implementation of PO sacrifices
exhaustiveness. This limitation was not revealed by the evaluation.
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The method of instantiating derived problem descriptions is rather poor - the instantiation
algorithm requires that limits be placed on the range of integers which can be used to
instantiate the abstract CPs. One could overcome this restriction by adopting a breadth-frrst
search strategy, but this too would not be particularly efficient.
PO's theorem prover, though adequate, is too slow to be used in a real tutoring context. The
original motivation for implementing a theorem prover was to save time. During early analyses
of PO's performance on various models, the theorem proving was done by hand - at each
theorem proving juncture PO would ask the author to assess whether a given set of clauses
was consistent. This was often very difficult and would lead to mistakes which required
restarting the analysis from the beginning. The question of theorem proving was originally
seen as quite separate from PG's algorithm and not in need of implementation (there are many
theorem provers in existence which can do the job far better than anything which could be
implemented during the term of this research). However, it became clear that it would be
worth investing the three or so weeks required to implement a rudimentary theorem prover, as
this would save time in analysing and debugging PO. With the addition of the constraint
simplification mechanism (section 3.6.3) and the equality axioms much of the theorem
proving work was automated. However, PO still generated more complex theorems which
required the support of a larger set of axioms. When these were added. the theorem prover's
performance degraded to the point where one could spot inconsistent clause-sets much faster
than the machine (typically a factor of 10 more quickly). The problem lay in the fact that the
theorem prover's search strategy was fairly unsophisticated. The set of support strategy
helped, but the search was still fairly unguided. Analysis of the theorem proving traces
revealed that the program would embark down paths which one could instantly see were
fruitless. This was mainly due to domain-specific control knowledge which the machine did
not have access to.
Therefore, the more complex axioms were left out. A time limit was also added to the
theorem prover - if it could not prove the theorem within 10 seconds, then it asked the user to
do so. Experience with the theorem prover revealed that it could prove trivial theorems
quickly, but if it hadn't succeeded after 10 seconds, then one stood a better chance of doing so
by hand. These machine/user interactions can be seen in the trace of error type HI in

Appendix IVe.
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The issue of theorem proving efficiency and completeness is discussed further in section

4.8.2.

4.7. PG's Limitations
Though very successful with the fraction subtraction models, PG does embody one
fundamental limitation which is not revealed by this evaluation - it cannot reason about the
behaviour of models which contain loops. This is not as serious as it sounds because many
domains involve no iteration at all.
As an example of a simple loop, consider the simple two-rule ruleset below. This ruleset is
triggered by a pattern of the form (count from ?x to ?y) and just outputs the numbers
between ?x and ?y inclusive.

(define-rule start-counting
if (count from ?x to ?y) & -(number ?x)
then (number ?x) & (*output ?x»
(derme-rule count
if (count from ?x to ?y) & (number ?previous) & -(number 'Iy)
then (number (*addl ?previous» & (*output (*addl ?previous)))

When run on the input (count from 2 to 6), PGPS produces the following behaviour:

Final WM:

«(NUMBER 6) (NUMBER 5) (NUMBER 4) (NUMBER 3) (NUMBER 2)

(COUNT FROM 2 TO 6»
Outputs: (*OUTPUT 2) (*OUTPUT 3) (*OUTPUT 4) (*OUTPUT 5) (*OUIPUT 6»

If we pass this ruleset to PG for analysis, it will fail because of the loop in the rule count.
On each iteration, count takes the element which it deposited on the previous cycle and
deposits another isomorphic element with the number therein incremented by one. This
process terminates when the deposited number is equal to ?y. PG's analysis contains some of
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this information. but misses out one crucial aspect: the point at which the loop tenninates. For
the input (count from ?a to ?b), PG's output is as shown below; as far as PG is
concerned. this ruleset is non-tenninating.

WM:

(... (nwnbo" (*addl (*addl (*addl ?a.O»))) {nwnber {*addl (*addl ?a.0)))
{number (·addl 7aO» (number 7a.0) (count from 7a.0 to 7b.O»

Outputs:

«·output 7a.0) {*output (·addl ?a.O» (·output (*addl (*addl 7a.0)))
(.output (*addl (*addl (*addl 7a.0)))) ...)

Identifying loop tennination is one fundamental problem which PO faces when tackling
iterative groups of rules. Other related problems are that of identifying a group of rules which
forms a loop and. given that the loop's tennination point can be found. characterising the
abstract behaviour of the loop in such a way as to allow that description to be manipulated by
other rules in the ruleset. As we shall see in section 5.4. PO does not need to prove that a loop
terminates - it suffices to identify the termination condition.
Deriving an abstract characterisation of loops is of central importance; loops do not exist in
isolation. rather. the sequence of WMEs which they produce will form the inputs to other
rules in the ruleset. We have not solved these problems. but in section 5.4 we lay some of the
groundwork for extensions which would enable PO to analyse iterative PS models.

4.8. Efficiency Issues
4.8.1. Optimising the Abstract Interpreter

n

PG represents a fairly literal implementation of the algorithm described in Chapter 3. It
implements the algorithm as described, without any attempt to improve efficiency by caching
information or by using indexing mechanisms. For example. PG took 6.5 minutes to
exhaustively process the HI example. Even when running on concrete data PG is extremely
slow; for example. it took 71 seconds to solve the problem 3'4 .1'4 (timings are for Procyon
Common Lisp v2.1.4 on an Apple Macintosh SFJ30).
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PO implements the behaviour of PSs, albeit ones which process abstract data. Therefore,
one might expect that the techniques used to accelerate standard PSs would be of use to PO.
There are a number of well-known methods of improving the efficiency of PS interpreters, the
most widely used being Forgy's 'Rete' match algorithm (Forgy, 1982).
The Rete match algorithm achieves its speed on the basis of one fundamental insight: naive
PS interpreters repeat a lot of work on each cycle. For example, if on one cycle the PS
instantiates a rule on the basis of some subset of Working Memory, then there is no need to
recompute that instantiation on the next cycle; it will still be valid, provided that none of the
WMEs to which it refers have been deleted. In most rulesets, the same condition elements can
be found across many rules. It is a waste of effort to match the duplicate pattern once for every
rule in which it appears - it suffices to match it just once, and to propagate the variable
bindings to all of the rules which contain that pattern (note that two patterns can be equivalent
even if the variables therein have different names). This matching process occurs as soon as a
new element is added to Working Memory. All of the matching patterns become activated by
the new addition, and any rules with a newly-complete set of activated patterns become
instantiated. This regimen means that rules do not have to be matched against the whole of
Working Memory, rather, the interpreter holds partial instantiations which gradually get
augmented as Working Memory grows, only being added to the Conflict Set when fully
instantiated.
The Rete match algorithm also compiles-out the pattern-matching process which one expects
PS interpreters to follow. It does not employ the unsophisticated match process which we
described in section 3.5.3, where each element of a condition is matched against each element
of a WME, binding variables to constants where necessary. Instead the pattern is compiled
into a set of low-level tests on the WME. For example, the following LHS would compile into
the sort of code paraphrased below it.
LHS: (?x isa 7y) &. (7y isa ?z)

Matches if both WMEs are of length 3,
the second element of each is 1SA',
am the third element of the frrst pattern
is equal to the frrst element of the second.

The above example conveys some of the flavour of why the output of the Rete pattern match
compiler is so efficient. The question is, can we apply similar optimisations to PO?
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The caching of instantiations from cycle to cycle is certainly feasible. To enable the use of a
flexible control strategy (e.g. heuristic), one would have to augment the Rete match algorithm
with a context-switching mechanism. This would allow PO to jump around the search space,
saving the old context when it jumps to another part of the space. To achieve this one need
only augment PO's current state information with a structure which represents the links
between the saved WM state and the LHS condition elements.
We can also propagate the results of unifying a given pattern with WM to all isomorphic
patterns. To achieve this, PO's rule compiler would have to normalise the variables in the
rules, so that equivalent patterns were obviously so. For example, the two patterns (?x likes

1y) and (1a likes 1b) would both become (11 likes 12). These normalised variables
contain a numeric component; this would allow the use of a much more efficient binding
mechanism than PO's c.urrent 'association list' method. The numeric components could be
used to compute offsets in the binding environment, enabling very efficient variable lookup
(this is a common technique used in Prolog; cf. Warren, 1977).
Finally, the unification process could be compiled into a more efficient set of tests, in the
manner of the Rete match algorithm. The above example would now look as follows:

LHS: (?x isa ?y) & (?y isa ?z)
Matches if both WMEs are of length 3,
the second element of each is 1SA',
axl the third element of WME 1
can be unified with the first element of WME2.

With these modifications, PO's time complexity would be of the same order of magnitude as
that of the Rete algorithm, i.e. O(log2(P». This compares very favourably with PO's current
performance which, for a given path, is O(P).
In conclusion, it is clear that a literal implementation of the algorithm described in Chapter 3
would not be a practical proposition in a tutoring system. However, large improvements are
possible (from a current O(P) to an expected O(log2(P»). It seems likely that such
improvements would enable PO to be used in a practical tutoring system even on today's
hardware.
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/14.8.2. Options for Accelerating the Theorem Prover
Theorem proving forms a major part of PO's processing. In this section, we look at ways of
improving its efficiency, both by using faster but still complete theorem-proving mechanisms,
and incomplete but nevertheless adequate ones.
Our theorem prover is not as slow as it could have been, but clausal resolution theorem
provers are slow in general. One reason for this is their use of clause form. Converting
formulae to clause form leads to considerable redundancy. For example, AEB becomes (...,A
v B) " (A v ...,B) in clause form, thus there are now two instances of A and B. In the worst
case, the number of clauses is an exponential function of the size of the formula.
Another problem with clause form is that it loses much of the pragmatic information
contained in the original formula. For instance, the formula AEB can be read as "if A is true
then so is B; if B is true then so is A". Which, from a deductive point of view, is more
focussed than its clause form version. Clause form is such a 'flat' representation that it
provides little guidance on which routes to follow through the search space. For example,
PO's theorem prover wastes a lot of time resolving the equality axioms with clauses which to
the human observer are clearly irrelevant.
Because of these drawbacks, some researchers have proposed non-clausal resolution
theorem provers as an alternative (e.g. Stickel, 1982). These can lead to shorter, more naturallooking proofs, but it is not yet clear if either method is more efficient in all cases.
An alternative goal to that of developing faster 'complete' theorem provers is to sacrifice
completeness in the interests of efficiency. For example, one could use Prolog as a theorem
prover - it would not be complete, but it would be very fast. The control structure would need
to be modified slightly to avoid the non-terminating deductions which can result from Prolog's
unbounded depth-first strategy.
But what would be the effects of using an incomplete theorem prover in PO? The effects are
not as damaging as one might suppose. Recall that the theorem prover's purpose is to spot
inconsistent paths, thereby enabling PO to prune them from the search space. If, as a result of
its incompleteness, a theorem prover fails to reject a set of clauses, then PO will carry on
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expanding that path. This path may ultimately yield an output, in which case PO will build a
description of its I/O mapping. When paired with an I/O mapping from a competing model,
the CP description will be un satisfiable (because it contains an inconsistent clause set).
Therefore, PO will try but will be unable to instantiate the expression.
Therein lies the trade-off; if PO takes short cuts during theorem proving, then it may pay for
this in time wasted trying to instantiate the CP description. If it is thorough in its theorem
proving, then any CP descriptions will be instantiable, but the time spent theorem proving
may well outweigh the time saved when trying to instantiate the CP description.

4.8.3. Is PG better than exhaustive runs of PGPS?

II

Having developed an algorithm which can generate CPs, it is now time to consider whether
this is any better than exhaustively running the student models on concrete data. There are two
separate issues here:
(i)

given that we can implement an efficient version of both PO and POPS, would the

former plus constraint satisfaction (henceforth termed 'PO+CS') execute more quickly than
the latter?
(li)

could PO provide a tutoring system with information which could not be derived from

exhaustive runs of POPS?
The first question is difficult to assess, given that PO and POPS are so inefficiently
implemented. In the HI example (section 4.8.1) POPS solved the problem 3'4- 1'4 in 0.18
of the time taken by PO to search all of the paths through the ruleset. Given that only 1 in 25
of the possible problems were CPs, and assuming a random selection by PGPS, one would
expect it on average to find a CP after 12.5 attempts. Thus, on this example PO would have
the edge. However, one can extrapolate little if anything from a single example based on a
very inefficient implementation.
The advantage which PO has over POPS is that it is functiOning at a higher level. Any
improvements made in the abstract domain will transfer to all of the concrete instances which
are subsumed by that domain. We will now discuss three such measures: (i) using heuristics
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to guide PO's search, (ii) using more efficient constraint satisfaction techniques, and (iii)
caching results of earlier abstract interpretations.

Guiding PG's Search
One way to improve PO's performance would be to guide its CP search down paths which
are more likely to be fruitful. This will be easiest in cases where the number of differences
between the two models is small. In such cases, the search could focus on those differences; if
there are too many such differences, then little would be gained by concentrating on them.
To illustrate, consider the case where two models are identical except for the fact that one
contains an extra rule. Clearly, any difference between the behaviour of the two models will
be due to that extra rule. Therefore, it makes sense to guide abstract interpretation down a path
which passes through that rule; the other paths are guaranteed not to yield a CPo To be of any
use, this heuristic would have to be cheap to compute; in other words it would have to be
quicker than the time taken to explore the excluded paths.
To guide PO towards the extra rule we will need a method of estimating which rules lie on a
path towards that rule. It is not easy to see how one could glean such information without
actually searching the paths in their entirety. Fortunately, we do have a method of doing thisRPC. RPC is poor at finding CPs, but it is good at revealing the dependencies between rules
and is certainly much faster than performing full abstract interpretation. By searching from the
extra rule back towards a start rule (i.e. one satisfied by the Input Specification), RPC would
collect those rules which are likely to be on the right path. This information could then be used
to guide PO's search, although because this a heuristic, there would still be cases where PG
has to search the whole space - heuristics by their very nature are not perfect and therefore can
be wrong-footed.
As mentioned above, it is only worth employing this strategy when the two models are very
similar to one another. It is interesting that such cases are likely to cause POPS a lot of
trouble. If the two models are very similar, then it is likely that POPS will have to try many
combinations before finally rmding a CPo In contrast, a guided PO will fmd such cases easier.
This is one sense in which PG+CS is more powerful than POPS. We would expect the
tutoring system to only call on PO when it is having trouble discriminating between two
hypotheses. This would happen in cases where there is much overlap between the two
because they both account for the student's earlier behaviour. Thus, PO's power would
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increase in exactly those cases which are important to a tutoring system which is trying to
discriminate between two similar, but slightly different hypotheses.

Efficient Constraint Satisfaction
An area where major improvements could be made is that of constraint satisfaction; this is
another area where PO can be speeded up in a way which is not possible with POPS. There
has been much research in the area of constraint satisfaction, and much of it could be
borrowed wholesale for use in PO; in particular, the work on propagating interval labels
seems particularly relevant to domains such as fraction subtraction (Davis (1987) presents a
detailed review of such work). In label inference, each 'node' is labelled with a representation
of the set of possible values which it can take. As constraint propagation proceeds, these
labels get refined until a solution is found. Each node would represent a variable in PO's
derived CP description.
A useful heuristic which one could use when instantiating CP descriptions would be to
concentrate on the more restrictive constraints. This would reduce the sets of values which
must be processed by the other less restrictive ones.
Another approach which would be of use in cases where there is only a small difference
between the two models is to concentrate on those constraints which derived from that small
difference. A good example of this is our HI error type. The only difference between the
correct and error models is that the latter has the rule HCF missing. This rule is responsible
for cancelling terms in the final result, where required. This rule was responsible for the
constraint, NEEDS·CANCELLING.P(SUB(?nx, ?ny), ?d), in the final CP description.

By recording where the constraints come from, we could have PO concentrate on those which
were derived from the fundamental difference between the two models.
Such optimisations are not possible with PGPS because it does not represent the models in a
suitable form. PO's CP descriptions, on the other hand, are in exactly the right form for
applying constraint satisfaction techniques.

Caching the Results of Abstract Interpretations
It should be possible for PO to improve its performance by storing the results of earlier

model analyses. For example, the I/O mappings for a model could be re-used for comparison
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with others - it is not necessary to re-derive them every time the model is being considered as a
hypothesis. Another possibility is to compile groups of rules into 'macro-rules' which just
describe the I/O mapping of the group of rules. These macro-rules could then be substituted
for the original group of rules, leading to models which are much easier to analyse. This is
discussed further in section 5.6.1 with regard to its use in optimising rulesets.

Summary
We do not have enough information in order to make a fIrm decision on whether PG+CS or
POPS is the faster. However, there are many ways to improve the efficiency of the PO+CS
combination, whilst POPS can only be speeded up by improving the performance of the
interpreter itself. Efftciency aside, PG's CP descriptions provide a high-level account of the
fault in the student's procedure. By concentrating on those constraints which describe key
aspects of the CP, the tutoring system could enter into a dialogue which is more meaningful
than one based on the mal-rules in the student model. For example, the tutoring system could
make statements such as: "... your algorithm works fIne except when the fIrst numerator is
less than the second ... ". It is not possible to derive such statements directly from the rules effectively, all the tutoring system can say is that, in this instance, the rule om! is missing.

4.9. Conclusions
PO successfully analysed the models which RPC was unable to deal with in chapter 2. It
also successfully generated the I/O mappings for 20 fraction subtraction models derived from
an earlier study of children's errors in that domain. Although this evaluation was successful,
this would not have been the case had any of the models contained loops - this limitation is
addressed in section 5.4. We discussed ways of improving the efficiency of PO's abstract
interpreter, theorem prover and CP instantiator. In the next chapter, we discuss how PG could
be developed further.
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5.1. Introduction
In this thesis we have developed an algorithm which takes a pair of production rule models
and derives an abstract description of the set of CPs for the model pair. This abstract CP
description can then be instantiated by a suitably equipped constraint satisfaction procedure.
This chapter is fairly speculative in nature and outlines possible lines of further research. We
begin by discussing the role of 'counter examples' in tutoring and point out that such
problems can be generated using PG's algorithm as it stands. We have not really addressed
the question of how PG might fit within the student modelling component of a tutoring
system. This is remedied in section 5.3. PG's major drawback is that it cannot reason about
loops in production systems; we discuss this issue in section 5.4 and outline some ways of
solving this problem. One solution to the problem of CP-generation is to design a language
which simplifies the process of abstract interpretation while not sacrificing too much
psychological plausibility. In section 5.5, we propose Logic Programming as a potentially
fruitful candidate. We conclude the chapter with a discussion of whether PO could be used to
optimise and debug rulesets.
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S.2. Critical Problems vs. Counter Examples
In this section, we describe another potential application of PG to tutoring systems, that of
generating 'counter examples'.
The Socratic method is a well-established approach to the problem of helping students refine
and debug their knowledge. In this paradigm, the tutor encourages students to refine their
knowledge by presenting each one with instances (counter examples) which run counter to
their conception of the domain. From analyses of actual student/teacher dialogues, Stevens
and Collins (1977) have developed a set of heuristics for choosing counter examples. In
general, a counter example can be viewed as an instance which satisfies the antecedent of the
rule which the student is thought to be using, but violates the rule's consequent. Such an
instance reveals that the rule is false, because it yields a false conclusion. The following
example illustrates this point. The rule that all birds fly, coupled with a particular instance of a
bird 'OSTRICH', leads one to conclude that ostriches fly. Now, given that we know that
ostriches can't fly, it follows that the rule is in need of modification.

('Ix BIRD(x):::> FLIES(x»1\ BIRD(OS1RICH) :. FLIES(OSTRICH).

The difficulty of counter example generation is dependent on the domain being tutored.
More specifically, for a particular abstract rule, difficulty is dependent on the computational
complexity of the algorithm for computing the set of possible instantiations of that rule, and of
the algorithm for evaluating the truth value of each rule instantiation. For example, if the
student believes that all prime numbers are odd, our goal would be to find a prime number
which is not odd. The set of possible instantiations is the (infinite) set of all prime numbers,
and the process of evaluating each instantiation corresponds to checking whether each
generated prime number is odd.
Previous uses of counter examples in tutoring systems have been restricted to areas where
the domain of discourse can be represented as a relatively small set of objects. For example,
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WHY represents knowledge about rainfall as a set of scripts. In such domains, counter
example generation involves a manageable search through a finite set of possible
instantiations. However, in many domains, such as arithmetic, the set of instantiations is very

large and the process of evaluating the truth value of a particular instantiation can be very
expensive. Consider the procedural domain of multi-column subtraction. Cast in the above
framework, the set of all legal subtraction problems, paired with the answers produced by the
student model, defines the set of possible rule instantiations. The student model corresponds
to the mapping between the set of problems and the set of answers. The assertion that the
student's algorithm is sound can be shown to be false by finding a problem instance which
maps onto an incorrect answer.
In practice, because of the flexibility required of student models, they are computationally
expensive to run. Therefore, it is not feasible to run the student model on each member of the
set of legal problems, until a counter example is found. Furthermore, if the student's
algorithm is equivalent to the tutor's ideal, but expressed differently, then the tutor will be
faced with a non-terminating search for a counter example. For these reasons, one cannot
always generate counter examples by enumerating concrete instances.
In order to overcome these difficulties, the tutor must be capable of reasoning about the

abstract computational behaviour of student models. This is precisely what PO achieves when
trying to find CPs. The process required to find a counter example is the same as that required
to fmd a CP, this is because counter examples and CPs are formally equivalent. The different
tenninology refers to their ultimate use rather than any fonnal difference between them - CPs
highlight the difference between two alternative student models, while counter examples
highlight the difference between the student's 'faulty' model and the tutor's 'correct' one.
Although PO could be applied to the problem of generating counter examples in procedural
domains, it does not address the question of what constitutes a 'good' counter example.
However, one could augment PO with rules such as those of Stevens and Collins (1977).
Such rules could either be used as a 'filter' on the CPs generated by PO or as a heuristic,
guiding the search for CPs in much the same way as was discussed in section 4.8.3.
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5.3. The Integration of PG with ITSs
The whole of this thesis has been devoted to the task of developing a method of deriving
CPs from pairs of production rule models. Yet, we have not considered how such a facility
would be integrated with an ITS. There are many problems with integrating PG with ITSs,
for example, we have blithely assumed that the outputs of a student model can be clearly
delineated in advance. However, this assumption may not be valid. In this section, we will
also address the problem of generating CPs which cut down the hypothesis space, as opposed
to ones which discriminate between two hypotheses only.

115.3.1. Multiple Hypothesis Testing
When a tutoring system meets a student for the fIrst time, may not know very much about
him/her. It would be unlikely to be in a position to set a CP to discriminate between two
hypotheses, because it would probably not have enough information to pick two models from
the many possible ones at its disposal (unless, say, the teacher had initialised the student
model in some way). Its fIrst task would be to learn enough about the student to enable it to
choose the appropriate subject matter for teaching. This data collection phase of student
modelling is exploratory in nature and has parallels with scientific investigation. In science,
one normally tries to learn enough about the area of interest before one starts to propose
theories which explain that area. Once some initial hypotheses have been generated, the
scientist can then consider the design of experiments to further refine those ideas.
Our work does not address the question of how the tutoring system should reach the point
where it has two candidate hypotheses. PG could be used to reduce a larger set of hypotheses
to a singleton by taking pairs of models and generating tests to discriminate between each pair.
However, this approach is not a practical proposition for tutoring systems because of the large
number of problem examples which the student would have to solve (it would be OeM)
where M is the number of different models available to the tutoring system).
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An alternative approach would be to employ a 'binary search' regime. If we could generate a

problem which splits the hypothesis space into two, then the number of tests would be
reduced to OOOg2(M». Conceivably, there might be times when one CP would discriminate
between all of the models; in such, admittedly rare, cases the number of tests would be 0(1).
Note that these are theoretical estimates; one would not expect students to be perfectly
consistent in their answers, therefore, the actual number of tests required would be greater
than these estimates.
The question is, given a set of candidate models, can we automatically generate a CP which
either reduces that set to a singleton, or reduces the set by half? The answer to this question is
that it depends on the features of the candidate set of models. The relevant features can be
extracted by abstract interpretation. The fIrst step is to derive the I/O mappings for each model
by applying PO to each model individually (Le. not to pairs of models). The I/O mappings can
then be grouped in tenns of their inputs - i.e. we group together those mappings whose inputs
intersect (as described in section 3.8.2). For example. the following two inputs would be
grouped together:

Input1:

(?nx - ?ny), where ?nx > ?ny.

Input2:

(?nx - ?ny)~ where ?nx ~ ?ny.

However, the following two would go in a separate group:

Input3:

(?nx - ?ny), where ?nx < ?ny.

Input4:

(?nx - ?ny), where ?nx < 7ny, and EVEN(?nx).

It would not be sensible to try to generate a CP which discriminates between these two
groups, because their inputs fonn two disjoint sets. Therefore, after grouping the inputs into
sets where the members intersect, we would have to generate, at the very least, one CP for
each group.
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Let us now consider how one would generate CPs to divide up a group whose inputs
intersect. If there were N candidate models in a group, then our goal would be to find an input
which satisfies the following constraint expression (where Om is the output for candidate M):

This may not always be possible. For example, it might be possible to find an input for
which 01

:I:

02

:I:~,

however, for that input it might be the case that 04

= 05 = ... =On.

Therefore, a CP could be generated which reduces the set of candidates {Modelt. Model2,
Model3} to a singleton, however, more CPs would be needed to filter the remaining models
{ModeI4, ... ,Modeln}. In order to turn this into an efficient procedure, we would have to
develop an algorithm, or a set of heuristics, for dividing these sets into subsets which would
minimise the number of CPs required. This would be an interesting area for further research.
What we are after is a method of automatically generating a highly diagnostic test from a set of
candidate models.

II 5 •3 .2.

When is an Output an Output?

Throughout this thesis, we have assumed that the student models explicitly flag those
elements which are outputs (Le. 'observables'). This research would have been much more
time consuming otherwise. Nevenheless, we need to consider how PG would function in the
'real world', where such assumptions might be too restrictive. In principle, any WME could

be viewed as a potential output of a model. PG could handle such a viewpoint, but it is likely
that this would impair its CP-generation capabilities. For example, if PG were to find a CP
which discriminates between two models on the basis of some intermediate WME, then the
likelihood that this CP would actually discriminate in practice would depend upon the
probability that the student would provide evidence of the WME in his/her protocol.
Therefore, to assess the effectiveness of a CP one would have to estimate the probability that
the student would include the desired output in his/her protocol.
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Such an estimate could be based upon experience of the particular student, or upon
experience of students in general. Alternatively, one could build in the probability estimates.
For example, students are more likely to include the final answer in the protocol, because they
know that this is the very least that the tutor requires. Therefore, a CP which discriminates on
the basis of the final answer would have a high probability of being effective. However, there
may be cases where the two models are equivalent in terms of their [mal answers (e.g. mental
arithmetic). In such cases, PG would have to treat the intermediate steps of each model as
observables. In such cases, the greater the number of differences between the intermediate
steps of the two models, the greater the probability that the CP will be effective. If we assume
that the likelihood of all intermediate steps appearing in the protocol is equal, then, because
PO would be trying to maximise the probability of unequal outputs, it would choose a CP
which produces the greatest number of unequal intermediate steps (between the two models).
Finally, we should point out that the tutor could enter into a diagnostic dialogue with the
student, whereby the machine would ask the student about critical steps missing from the
protocol. If the student has not revealed the critical step in his/her problem solving, then it
should be possible to extract it by interrogation.

5.4. PS Loop Abstraction
In section 4.7 we introduced the problems which PG has in characterising the behaviour of
iterative groups of production rules. To reiterate, there are three major problems to be solved:
(i)

Identifying the group of rules which forms the loop;

(ii)

Computing what changes on each loop iteration and deriving the termination condition

for the loop;
(iii) Representing the abstract behaviour of the loop so that other rules in the rule set

can manipulate the abstract sequence of WM changes effected by the loop.
Each of these problems is non-trivial, although identifying a loop is easier than the other two
tasks.
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115.4.1. Loop Identification
In most programming languages, identifying explicit loops is an easy problem. High-level
languages provide structured looping constructs which are used to express iteration (e.g.
Pascal's WIDLE loop); thus, loops are made explicit by the language. Production systems do
not incorporate syntactic conventions for flagging loops, rather, iteration occurs as a sideeffect of the temporal aspects of the data in WM which forces a particular control flow. If we
~eturn to the simple counting ruleset from section 4.7, we can see that there is nothing about

the rules which explicitly signifies a loop.

(define-rule start-counting
if (count from ?x to ?y) & -(number ?x)
then (number ?x) & (*output ?x»
(derme-rule count
if (count from ?x to ?y) & (number ?previous) & -(number 7y)
then (number (*addl ?previous» & (*output (*addl ?previous)))

In order to glean that the rule, count, forms a loop, we actually have to 'mentally-model'
'the temporal flow of WM data through the rule. If we do this, we see that the WME (number
(*addl ?previous» from one cycle forms the input to the LHS pattern (number
?previous) on the next. This mental modelling can become quite complex, it is not sufficient
to note that an RHS element of the rule, count, unifies with an LHS element of the same rule.
To accurately identify a loop we need to perform a full abstract interpretation of the ruleset.
The example below makes this clear; the addition of the rule, halt-when-even, means that
the rule, count, no longer forms a loop.

(define.rule halt-when-even
if (count from 7x to 7y) & (number ?previous) & (*evenp 7previous) & -(number 7y)
then (*halt»
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Because halt-when-even is more specific than count, it takes control as soon as
(number ?n) appears in WM. where ?n is even. Thus, if ?x is initially odd, then count
frres onces, depositing the even number (*addl ?x), which then triggers halt-when-even.
If ?x is initially even, then count does not get a chance to frre at all, as halt-when-even
immediately takes control once start-counting has deposited (number ?x) in WM.
Abstract interpretation enables one to identify loops by modelling the temporal flow of
concrete data items in terms of abstract ones. All we need do is augment PO so that it records
the fIred instantiations as it goes along (PO does this already; but this information is only kept
to show to the user, PO ignores it otherwise). If, down a given path, PO is about to fire an
instantiation of a rule which it fired earlier in the path, then the sequence of rules between
those two points constitutes a loop. Note that this instantiation must be the one chosen for
frring; merely being in the Conflict Set is not enough to constitute a loop (e.g. in the above
'halt-when-even' example, count would fire once and would then be instantiated by its own
output; but this does not represent a loop because the presence of halt-when-even means
that the second instantiation of count can never fire).
Our defmition of a loop is quite general. One can, however, think of other more restrictive
definitions. For example, one could restrict our defInition so that a repeating sequence of rules
is only considered to be a loop if it processes items which it has produced on previous cycles
(the count rule is an example of such a loop). This definition, one might argue, is 'better'
because it excludes paths which are only 'apparently' loops, such as the one below. In this
example, the rule print! outputs the items in WM of the form: (number ?x). It does not
process any of its own outputs (there aren't any). When run on the WM: «number 1)
(number 2) (number 3», it would output the numbers I, 2 and 3.

(define-rule printl
if (number ?x)

then (*output ?x»

Whilst acknowledging that one's chosen defInition of the term 'loop' is a little arbitrary, we
argue that it needs to be this general if we are to capture more obscure types of loop. The
above example is every bit as valid a loop as the count example. The rule, printl, is treating
the items in WM as a sequence of values to be processed one at a time. This is equivalent to
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generating and processing them one at a time as in print2 below. We argue that it is
unnecessarily restrictive to regard only the latter as a loop just because it processes values
generated by itself on earlier cycles. Print! is just as much a loop, but processes the whole
sequence after that sequence has been generated, rather than generating and processing the
items one at a time.

(defme-rule prina
if (number ?x) & -(= ?x 4)
then (number (*addl ?x» & (*output ?x»

Having outlined a method of loop identification, we must now consider how to generate an
abstract description of the loop from the information collected during the abstract interpretation
of the path in question. A prerequisite of this goal is the ability to describe that which alters on
each iteration of the loop, and under what conditions the loop terminates.

115.4.2. Looping Behaviour and Termination
Before proposing methods of reasoning about PS loops, it would be instructive to examine
the work on analysing loops in other programming languages. Some of these ideas may be
transferable to PSs. There is a large body of work in this area, from imperative languages
such as Fortran (Waters, 1979) to declarative languages (e.g. Mycroft, 1981). With
declarative languages, the analyses have been of recursion rather than iteration as such. With
PSs the distinction between iteration and recursion is somewhat blurred. We can encode
recursive solutions to problems by treating WM as a stack, as in the factorial example below.
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(derme-rule build-stack
if (factorial 7n) & -(*zerop 1n)
then (7n) & (*delete I) & (factorial (*subl ?n»)
(define-rule base-case
if (factorial 0)
then (*delete 1) & (result 1»

(define-rule unwind
if (7n) & (result 7f)
then (*delete 1) & (*delete 2) & (result (*times ?n 1f))

When run on (factorial 3) PGPS exhibits the following behaviour, where the numbers
(1), (2) and (3) represent a stack (ordered by the Recency function):

WMI: «factorial3»
Firing: BUILD-STACK
WM2: «factorial 2) (3»
Firing: BUILD-STACK
WM3: «factorial 1) (2) (3»
Firing: BUILD-STACK
WM4: «factorial 0) (1) (2) (3»
Firing: BASE-CASE
WM5: «result 1) (1) (2) (3»
Firing: UNWIND
WM6: «result l) (2) (3»
Firing: UNWIND
WM7: «result 2) (3»
Firing: UNWIND
WM8: «result 6»

Our counting PS, presented earlier, can be viewed as either recursive or iterative. Therefore,
we will not restrict our survey to work on iteration, as we could well lose much of value by so
doing. We will divide this brief review into two sections. The ftrst covers 'loop invariants'
and their use in program veriftcation. The second covers the work of Richard Waters which
analyses loops into temporally-abstract loop fragments.

Loop Invariants
The notion of a 'loop invariant' was originally introduced by Floyd (1967) and Hoare
(1969). A loop invariant describes a property of the loop which holds on each and every
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iteration of the loop. The principle of mathematical induction is used to prove the invariance of
the loop invariant. The first step is to show that the invariant property holds after zero
iterations. We then show that if the invariant property holds after iteration, n, then it holds
after the iteration, n+l, and therefore that it must hold for all values of n. To further
characterise the loop, one derives a description termed the 'variant' of the loop. The variant
describes what changes on each iteration of the loop, and can be used to prove that the loop
terminates (essentially by showing that the variant converges upon the termination condition of
the loop). Finally, these intermediate conclusions are used to verify that the loop meets its
specification, i.e. computes what it is supposed to.
Discovering an appropriate loop invariant is one of the most difficult aspects of this process.
There can be many aspects of a loop which are invariant, but only some of these will be of use
for verification. Research on automating this process has concentrated on heuristic methods
which guide the search process on particular classes ofloop (e.g. Dunlop and Basili, 1984).
As an example, consider the rule set below. It computes the sum of the integers between ?x
and ?y.

(define-rule start
if (sum from ?x to ?y) & -(current ?)
then (current ?x) & (sum 0»
(derme-rule sum
if (sum from ?x to ?y) & (current ?i) & (sum ?n) & -(= ?i ?y)
then (*delete 2) & (*delete 3) & (current (*addl ?i» & (sum (*plus ?n ?i)))

A loop invariant for this rule set is:

0

= I.(ilxSiSy), where the question mark prefixes

have been dropped to enhance readability. The variant function is: i=i'+l, where i'
represents the value of ?i on the previous iteration. To prove that ?i does indeed converge on
?y we rely on the presence of the following precondition in the loop specification: xSy.
Once computed, the above loop invariant would be of use to PG because it describes an
important aspect of what the loop computes, i.e. the loop computes a WME of the form:
(sum ?o), where ?o is the sum of the integers between ?x and ?y. However, as we have
said, deriving loop invariants is a non-trivial problem - we would probably have to settle for a
heuristic method which only handles the common classes of loop.
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Loops as Stream Processors
Waters (1979) presents an interesting method of analysing loops. It is based on the
observation that most loops are built from four small. stereotyped chunks (referred to as Plan
Building Methods. PBMs). The analysis in terms of PBMs can be used to derive a proof of
loop correctness which is much easier to produce and is more useful than a proof based on a
loop invariant. PBMs allow one to break loops up into small. easily understood fragments
which are combined together by the simple mechanism of composition. This methodology is
based on the key insight that. logically. the temporal sequence of values processed by the loop
can be treated like an aggregate data object. The temporal sequencing in a loop is merely an
efficiency measure; it is more efficient to generate and process values one at a time. rather than
to fIrst create an explicit data structure which holds all of those values, and then process the
items one at a time. For example. the sumBetween predicate sums the integers between X
and Y inclusive. 1

sumBetween(y.Y,PartialSum,PartialSum+Y).
sumBetween(X.Y,PartialSum,Result) <sumBetween(X+l,Y,PartiaISum+X,Result).
sumList([] ,Result,Result).
sumList([Hlll,PartiaISum,Result) <sumList(T,PartiaISum+H,Result).

On each iteration, PartialSum is incremented by the value of X, and X is then incremented
by one. The process terminates when X is equal to Y. Thus, sumBetween processes the
temporal sequence of values which flow through X. The predicate, sumList. is an alternative
definition of this relation; it sums the elements in the list which is its first argument. This
predicate can be viewed as processing the sequence of values held in that list, the only
difference is that the sequence is held in an explicit data structure. rather than an implicit.
1 Again. this is pseudo-Prolog code. We are using '+' as if it were a function, thus, in these two examples it gets
'applied' in the functional programming sense. Expressing it this way saves one from having to use Prolog's built in
'Is' predicate.
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temporally-defined one. Waters would argue that, logically, sumBetween and sumList are
doing the same job; furthermore, viewing sumBetween as though it were processing an
aggregate data object simplifies the analysis of the loop. It is easy to analyse sumList into
two orthogonal loop fragments which are composed together; similarly, by treating X as if it
were an aggregate data object, one can express sumBetween as the composition of the same
two loop fragments. The variable, X, can be viewed as a loop fragment which generates a

stream of values which are passed to a 'summing' loop fragment. In the same way, the list
passed to sumList can be viewed as an integer-generating stream which is composed with a
summing loop fragment. This function composition can be expressed as follows, using
Waters' SERIES' package (Steele, 1990): (collect-sum (scan-range :from x :upto

y». Scan-range generates a 'series' (analogous to a stream) of integers between x and Y.
and collect-sum reduces that series to a singleton using the operator '+'; thus. the
expression computes: I{ilxSiSy}.
The four basic loop PBMs are:
(i)

Augmentation; this extends a basic loop by processing the stream of values produced

by the basic loop, but without actually altering them.
(ll)

Filtering; this takes a stream of values and restricts it to some subset. For example. if

we augmented sumBetween so that it only summed the even numbers between X and Y,
then that would be expressed as a filter which only allows through those integers which are
even. By composing this fragment with the others. the above SERIES expression would
become: (collect-sum (collect-if #'evenp (scan-range :from x :to y»).
(iii) Basic Loop; this is the basic 'control computation' of the loop and governs when

termination happens (scan-range in our above example).
(iv) Interleaving; this expresses the intermingling of loops so that they operate in
synchrony. The loops are independent in the sense that there is no data flow between them.
but they are dependent upon one another because they both terminate as soon as one of them
does. As an example. consider the following example (written in an imperative style rather

'1be

SERIES package is written in Common Lisp. and allows one to do the reverse of what we are discussing in this
section. Rather than analyse procedurally~rmed loops into an equivalent declarative framework. SERIES enables
the programmer to express hislher loops in a declarative fashion, in terms of function composition. The package
takes care of the job of turning that declarative encoding into an efficient loop. by interleaving the process of
generating values with that of processing them. Loop fragments as analysed into PBMs are certainly not one and the
same as SERIES. however. SERIES are based on that work and provide a simple way of expressing these ideas.
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than pseudo-Prolog, because it is difficult to express interleaved iteration clearly in that
language).

N :=START;
SUM:=O;

DO 1:= 1 TO 10
IF N>LIMIT THEN GO DONE;
IF PRIME(N) THEN SUM := SUM+N;
N:= N+l;
ENDDO

DONE ..•

This piece of code computes the sum of the prime numbers between START and LIMIT,
subject to the constraint that it process no more than the fIrst ten of them. Thus, if START
were 1 and LIMIT were 5, then it would computel:{2,3,5}; but if LIMIT were 40, then it
would

compute

r{2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29}

rather

than

l:{2,3,5,7,1l,13,17,19,23,29,31,37}. This loop can be analysed into two interleaved ones:

Loop 2

Loop 1

N:=START;
SUM:=O;

DO 1:= 1 TO 10
ENDOO

LOOP
IFN>LIMIT
THEN GO DONE;
IFPRlME(N)
THEN SUM := SUM+N;
N:=N+l;

GO LOOP;
DONE ...

Loop 1 is a control computation which just iterates ten times. Loop 2 computes the sum of
the primes between START and LIMIT. One of the payoffs of this analysis is that we can say
that the loop terminates when either of the interleaved ones does; therefore, proof of the
termination of either loop is a necessary and sufficient condition for proving that the
interleaved loop does. Thus, the above loop terminates when 1=11 v N>LIMIT. Using
SERIES. the interleaved loop is easily expressed as the composition of several fragments; note
that we use the range 0 to 9, rather than 1 to 10, because SERIES functions assume a zero
origin.
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(collect-sum (subseries (choose-if #'prime (scan-range :from start :to limit» 09»

In summary, to verify the correctness of a loop, it is analysed into loop fragments and an
invariant is found for each fragment. Because each fragment is so simple, discovering these
invariants is easier than the usual task of finding a single invariant for the loop as a whole.
Waters does not claim that this method can find the invariant for any loop, but rather that it
greatly simplifies the task for most loops. Furthermore, because the loop is fragmented, if the
loop fails to meet its specification, it is that much easier to localise the source of the problem.
We shall now develop some examples of PS loops and see whether any of the above ideas
are of use in their analysis.

115.4.3. A Simple PS Loop
Let us begin by returning to the simple counting ruleset from section 4.7. In section, 5.4.1
we noted that it would not be difficult for PO to identify that the rule, count, forms a loop. If
we started with the Input Specification, (count from ?a to ?b), then during abstract
interpretation, PO would fire count once and would then find that it was instantiated and
ready to fire on the next cycle. This latter instantiation would contain the following Negation
Nullifier: -,EQ(?b.O,addl(?a.O», this is because the negated pattern,

~(number

?y),

has been unified with the WME, (number (*addl ?previous.2», deposited after the
previous firing of counU, where ?previous.2/?a.O is in the environment. The rule can
only fire again if the Negation Nullifier is satisfied.

(derme-rule sran-counting
if (count from ?x to ?y) & -(number ?x)
then (number ?x) & (*output ?x»
(define-rule count
if (count from ?x to ?y) & (number ?previous) & -(number ?y)
then (number (*addl ?previous» & (*output (*addl ?previous»)
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If we freeze the abstract interpretation at this point, the binding environment for the variables

in the rule provides some clues as to what this loop is doing. After the fIrst fIring of count the
environment is as follows:

(?previous.2na.O ?y.2{!b.O ?x.2/?a.O ?y.1{!b.O ?x.l{!a.O)

The next, about to be fIred, instantiation of count has the following environment:

(1previousJ/(*addl 1a.0) 1y.3nb.O 1x.3f!a.0
1previous.2f!a.O ?y.2/1b.O ?x.2/?aO ?y.l{!b.O ?x.lflaO)

If we examine the data flow through these variables, it is clear that the variable,
?previous.n, becomes wrapped in the expression (*addl ?previous.n-l). It is quite
simple to keep a record of the data flow between variables by storing an auxiliary environment
which holds the unification which would have been performed had we not used the 'ultimate
associate' (section 3.5.3). For example, when (number ?previous.2) was being unifIed
with (number ?x.l), the algorithm computes the ultimate associate of ?x.l before creating a
binding. The ultimate associate of ?x.l is ?a.O, thus ?previous.2 gets bound to ?a.O.
However, we could store the binding between ?previous.2 and ?x.l in an auxiliary
environment, yielding the following environment for the second instantiation of count:

(?previous.3/(*addl ?previous.2) ?y.3flb.O ?x.3fla.0
?previous.2f!x.l ?y.2flb.O ?x.2fla.O ?y.lflb.O ?x.lfla.O)

This makes the data flow through the variable, ?previous, more explicit. This data flow is
expressed diagramatically in fIgure 5-1. The variables ?x and ?y are initialised to?a and ?b
respectively, and keep those two values throughout the loop's duration. The variable,
?previous, is initialised to 1a and an output and a WME are generated, provided that
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...,EQ(?previous,?y). The expression, (*addl ?previous), forms the subsequent input to
?previous.

?a

?b

?a

111
?x

?y

?previous . - - - - - - - - - - - .

(*addl ?previous)

Figure 5-1 - Data/control now (or the COUNT rule

It would not be difficult on the basis of this data/control flow analysis to derive the

following SERIES description of the loop:
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(map-fn 'output
"(lambda (n) '(·output,(1+ n)))
(scan-range :from x :bclow

y»

(map-fn 'wme
"(lambda (n) '(number .(1 + n)))
(scan-range :from x :below

y»

In each case, the function map-fn maps the lambda expression over the elements produced
by scan-range and produces a series of values, one of type 'output' and the other of type
'wme'. The :below keyword signifies that the series is bounded by y but does not include
that value. The abstract series of outputs can be stored along with the other outputs collected
on this path, yielding an abstract description of the temporal sequence of outputs produced by
the ruleset. Likewise, the abstract series of WMEs could be added to WM, but this leaves us
with the problem of specifying how PO would manipulate such a datum and what such a
datum would look like. A syntactic variant of the above SERIES description would do; it
would need to contain a description of the fonn of the WMEs deposited, a description of how
the WMEs change from cycle to cycle and a description of the series' bounds. For example, a
description of the count loop, based on the Input Specification (count from ?a to ?b),
could look as follows:

(#series :wme (number (·addl 7n»
:with 7n :from 7aO :below 7b.O)

We need to outline how this datum would be handled by PO - it is very different from the
sort of abstract WMEs PO processes at the moment. Consider the effect of adding the
following rule to the counting ruleset:

(define-rule even
if (number ?z) & (*evenp 7z)
then (·output (?z is even» & (·halt»
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Due to Specificity, count always wins during conflict resolution. However, once count
has reached ?y, the rule, even, can fire The instantiation which fires will be the one which
matched the most recent even number in WM. Thus, the result of unifying the pattern
(number ?z) with the above series should be a state which expresses this fact:

?z/(collect-frrst (choose-if#'*evenp (reverse-series (scan-range :from ?aO :upto ?b.O))))

The above SERIES expression denotes the fact that the variable, ?z, gets bound to the last
even element of the series. In general, because of Recency, series elements will be processed
in reverse order by other rules.
In this example, it was not difficult to identify the termination condition of the loop - it
terminates when one of the LHS constraints of the rule is violated. It seems likely that PO's
abstract interpretation mechanisms could identify the loop termination condition with very little
modification. A PS loop terminates when one of its LHS constraints is violated; PG can
.already synthesise an expression which describes this condition - it does so when building an
'exclusion clause' during conflict resolution (section 3.7.2). The exclusion clause specifies the
conditions under which a given rule could override another which would otherwise have been
selected during conflict resolution. The loop termination problem is a subset of the exclusion
clause generation one. Rather than build a clause which expresses the conditions under which
a rule would be prevented by another from firing, we build a clause which expresses the
conditions under which a rule could not fire, regardless of the other rules in the ruleset. To
illustrate, two examples of termination condition generation are given below.
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LHS:

(check if double) & (?x ?y) & (=?y (·times?x 2» & -(already-checked ?x ?y)

WM:

«check if double) (?a ?b) (already-checked ?a ?c»

Termination Condition: ....,EQ(?x.?a) v ....,EQ(?y.?b) v ....,EQ(?b.(·times ?a 2» v -,EQ(?b.?c)

LHS:

(?x isa ?y) & (?y isa ?z) & (·category-p ?y) & (·category-p ?z)

WM:

«?a isa ?b) & (primate isa ?c»

Tennination Condition: ....,EQ(?x.?a) v ....,EQ(?b.primate) v -,EQ(?z.?c) v -.CATEGORY(?z)

Note that, because the tennination condition is developed during abstract interpretation, it is
expressed relative to the current state of WM. Thus, it might be quite different down another
abstract interpretation path of the ruleset This allows PO to develop quite specific termination
conditions, such as the second one above. Because of the presence of (primate isa ?c) in
WM, we can generate a termination disjunct which says that the rule will not fire if
-,EQ(?b,primate); similarly, we do not have to include the CATEGORY constraint on
?y, because if EQ(?b,primate) is true, then -,CATEGORY(?y) can be determined by
evaluation, because ?y's binding is ground.
Identifying a loop tennination condition seems to be a subset of the problem of generating
exclusion clauses. Of course, identifying tennination is quite different from the problem of
proving it. That program termination is a semi-decidable issue is a well-known result of
computation theory. The question is, does PO have to prove that a loop terminates, or is it
sufficient to identify the conditions under which it would. We would argue that a proof is not
always a necessary prerequisite for generating CPs; but it can yield useful extra information
about the path being explored by PO. The counting ruleset terminates when it reaches ?y, but
if?x is initially greater than ?y, then the count loop would be non-terminating. Our current
analysis does not make this fact clear. The advantage of developing a proof of termination is
that it would have to be based on the assertion,

x~y.

Thus, PG would have to derive this

assertion as a precondition on the loop; this precondition is crucial to the generation of a valid
I/O mapping. In general, we would expect important preconditions, such as x~y, to be part of
the Input Specification which the ITS uses to describe the problem space. Therefore, failure to
prove loop termination would not be as damaging as it seems.
As an example of how PG might prove loop termination, consider the following ruleset:
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(define-rule subtract
if (number ?x) & (> ?x -10)
then (dividend (·subtract 7x 10)))
(defme-rule divide
if (dividend ?y)
then (number (·divide ?y 2»)

This could be analysed into the following expression:

2»

(#series :wmes «number (·divide (·subtract 7x 10)
(dividend (·subtract 7x 10)))
:with 7x :from 7a.0 :by (·divide (·subtract 7x 10) 2) :above -10)

From this description, we can see that x is changing according to the function:
x=(x-10)/2. Given that subtraction and division are both monotonic functions, we can
determine the fixed point for this composed function by solving for x:

x =(x-lO)fl

.. 2x=x-1O
.. x=-1O

The expression, x=-10, is the fixed point of the function, so when x is -10, the function
always outputs -10, i.e. it is non-terminating (x never changes). However, because of the
precondition on the loop (x> -10), the loop is never entered. But when does the function's
output decrease? Well, by incrementing x by a small amount we can determine in which
direction the function's output goes. If we make x=-9 initially, then after one iteration its
value becomes (-9-10)/2, i.e. -9.S, so if x is initially greater than the fixed point, then it
decreases on each iteration. Thus, the above loop will converge on the fixed point
This only scratches the surface of the problem of verifying loop termination for PSSj
however, on the basis of this analysis it does not seem to be an insoluble problem.
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5.4.4. PS Loop Composition

"

We shall now consider a more complex example, in which the WMEs generated by one loop
are processed by another. This ruleset consists of the two rules, start-counting and count,
plus the following two extra rules:

(defme-rule start-summing
if (sum even numbers) & -(partial-sum ?)
then (partial-sum 0»
(define-rule sum-evens
if (partial-sum ?sum-so-far) & (number ?n) & -(used ?n) & (*evenp ?n)
then (partial-sum (*plus ?n 7sum-so-far»
& (used ?n)
& (*output (*plus ?n ?sum-so-far»)

Once count has deposited all of the integers between 1x and 1y in WM, start-summing
takes over and deposits (partial-sum 0). This triggers sum-evens which processes the
elements of the fonn (number 1n) in order of recency. Each time around the loop, if 1n is an
even number, then it increments the 1sum-so-far by 1n and outputs that partial sum. The
loop tenninates when all of the elements of the fonn (number 1n) have been processed.
This loop is fairly similar to the count one, but processes a sequence of WMEs rather than
temporally generating its own sequence. Because of the Recency rule, it processes the data
from the count series in reverse order, thus, the sum-evens series would look something
like the following:

(Hseries :wmes «partial-sum (*plus ?n ?sum-so-far» (used ?n»
:with ?n :choose-if *evenp :from 7b.0 :downto 7a.0
:with ?sum-so-far :from 0 :by 7n)

If we added another rule which picked up the final sum, output it and halted, then the
expression describing the final output would look as follows:
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(collect-sum (choose-if #·... evenp (reverse-series (scan-range :from '?aO :upto '?b.O»)))

The scan-range fonn is derived from the count series and must be reversed (because of
Recency). This is composed with an operation which selects the even elements of the series
and sums them.

115.4.5. Conclusions
In this section, we have touched on some of the problems of reasoning about PS loops in
abstract domains. Given our definition of PS loops, loop identification and expressing loop
termination seem to be soluble problems, although, in order to derive an accurate description
of some loops, it will be necessary to prove their termination. We will also need to solve the
problem of representing cases where some of the elements produced by a loop get deleted later
on by other rules.
Augmenting PG to reason about loops would be an undertaking of a magnitude equal to or
greater than the work described in this thesis. Nevertheless, we have not discovered anything
peculiar to PSs which would make this problem insoluble. Our cursory solutions to some of
these problems are based on the Waters' approach, because this seems to fit well with the
current form of PG. To mesh with PG, an analysis of loops should make the temporal
sequence of values, generated by loops, explicit. This can be done by creating an aggregate
data object which encapsulates a description of the sequence of elements generated by the
loop.
It is worth pausing for a moment to consider what our goals for loop analysis are. We want
to be able to analyse student models which contain loops. However, such models are unlikely
to be very complex. Our sum-evens example from the previous section has very little
psychological plausibility. The psychological constraints on Working Memory mean that it
would be infeasible to sum even numbers by fIrst generating a sequence of integers, and then
adding those members which are even. One would tend to generate, filter and add each
number in turn, thus, complex instances of loop composition would be unlikely to occur in
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real student models. Of course, if student's were making use of some kind of external
memory (e.g. pencil and paper), then this limitation would not apply.

5.5. CP·facilitating Language Design
Most of the effort of this research was devoted to the problem of developing a program
which can derive abstract I/O mappings for models expressed as production systems. We
chose PSs as our representation because of the many claims made for their value in modelling
procedural skills. However, PSs were not designed with abstract interpretation in mind which
may be one reason why PO's algorithm is as complex as it is. One avenue which suggests
itself is to design a language which is both good for student modelling and easier to reason
about in the abstract. If well designed, this language might simplify some of the problems
which complicate PG's design (e.g. the use of exclusion clauses to handle conflict resolution,
or the difficulty of representing the deletion of elements generated by loops).
It is difficult to design a language for student modelling without some idea of the domains
we want to represent. In keeping with the rest of this chapter, we will just outline some ideas
on this topic, leaving the hard part to those who choose to take it further.
Although it not feasible to fully specify a new language here, we can at least discuss the
features we would want this language to incorporate. If we restrict ourselves to procedural
models and take PSs as an ideal to be aspired to, then we can propose the following as
important features for our new language:
(i)

it should make use of pattern-directed invocation;

(ii)

one should be able to model at various levels of detail (i.e there should be a choice of

modelling-grain-size);
(iii) knowledge should be divided into discrete chunks, so that the tutoring system can

substitute buggy ones for good ones;
(iv) deletion of parts of the model should not imply that the model ceases to function;
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(v)

it should make the load on WM explicit so that models are restricted to psychologically

plausible ones.
In addition to the above modelling considerations, we also want the language to be easier to
analyse than PSs. The family of Logic Programming languages would seem to satisfy this
latter criterion. There is already a large body of work on the abstract interpretation of such
languages (e.g. Mellish (1986); Jones. & Sondergaard (1987); Hook (1988». Thus, we
might be able to borrow from these approaches. Surprisingly, the use of some members of
this family of languages for student modelling, has much to recommend it from a
psychological perspective. In particular, we would argue that, under certain conditions, such a
language could satisfy criteria (i) to (iv). This approach has already been adopted as a
representation of student models of mental arithmetic (Hennessy et aI, 1989). Heulog, the
Logic Programming language developed in that study, is a heuristic search theorem prover,
which works on Horn Clauses. It is essentially Prolog with a heuristic rather than depth-fIrSt
control structure. Because the search is intelligent, rather than depth-first, models do not have
to have their rules ordered (unlike Prolog). The rules have a much more declarative flavour,
control information being abstracted-out in the form of heuristics. The heuristics are used to
guide the search for a set of clauses which accounts for the student's behaviour.
The major drawback with this language is that it is not obvious how to represent the notion
of Working Memory load because there is no such explicit structure. One solution to this
problem might be to measure the 'processing depth' of the model (Le. the number of clauses
invoked down the current path). However, this is unsatisfactory - under this interpretation,
counting to 100 would be memory intensive. The critical feature is not the depth of a solution,
but the amount of information which must be saved as the solution unfolds. The following
pseudo-Prolog definition of counting involves no memory overhead over and above that
required to store the current number and the stopping point:

count(X,x).
count(X,Y) <X¢Y, count(X+l,y).

Neither does this definition of factorial require caching more than the current number and the
cumulative product:
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factoriaI(N,F) <- fact{N,I).
fact(O,F).
fact(N,F) <N~, fact(N-I,F*N).

In contrast, this non-tail-recursive method requires a stack roughly equal in length to the
initial size of N.

factoriaI(O,l).
factoriaI(N,F) <N~, factoriaI(N-l,Fl), F is Fl*N.

In summary, on the basis of the work on the abstract interpretation of Logic Programming
languages and the use of Heulog to model mental arithmetic, this would seem to be a very
promising route to follow.

5.6. Further Applications of PS Abstract Interpretation
In this section, we will discuss potential applications of PO to two quite different problems:
PS optimisation and debugging. Each of these problems has its own features which will entail
major modifications to PO, however, they seem to be fruitful areas for research.

5.6.1. Using Abstract Interpretation to Optimise Rulesets

II

In section 5.4. we considered how to augment PO to handle loops. If we assume, as seems
likely. that it is possible to achieve this goal, then one could use this mechanism to improve
the efficiency of production rule interpreters. If a loop can be transformed into a SERIES
expression, then that pait of the ruleset would run much faster. The Rete match algorithm is
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extremely fast - in the decade since its publication, researchers have struggled to make small
improvements to its efficiency. The Rete match algorithm achieves its speed by transforming a
PS into a representation which allows fast execution on serial digital computers. This makes
Rete code faster than a naive implementation of the rules in a conventional language, such as
'C', would be. If each rule were encoded in C using the 'If Then Else' construct, then, for
most rulesets, Rete win hands down because of its ability to perform repeated condition tests
only once. Thus, a naive program transformation mechanism which translates PSs into C,
would not be able to compete with Rete.
The ability to analyse loops will provide us with the opportunity of speeding Rete further.
For example, the factorial example, in section 5.4.2, could be transformed into the following
SERIES expression:

(collect-product1 (scan-range :from 1 :upto n»

In Common Lisp, this expression will run in time comparable to that for expressions written
using Common Lisp's low-level iteration constructs (because SERIES compile into efficient
forms of these very same constructs)., Thus, the three factorial rules could compile into the
following single rule:

(define-rule factorial
if (factorial ?n)
then (result (*eval (collect-product (scan-range :from 1 :upto 7n)))))

The larger the loop the bigger the payoff. Note that one would not need to prove termination
for loops which are to be transformed - if a group of rules is non-terminating, then so will its
transformation be, after all, we are not proposing that the abstract interpreter remove bugs also
(this question is addressed in section 5.6.2).

1 The function, collect-product. is not defmed in SERIES but could be defmed as follows:
(defun collect-product (integer-series)
(declare (optimizable-series-function 1»
(collect-fn 'integer "(lambda () 1) ". integer-series»
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On the face of it, we could take this idea further and collapse paths which do not incorporate

loops. PG's I/O mappings represent a functional description of the behaviour on each path.
Therefore, one might suppose that those descriptions could be treated as executable Lisp; they
can, but there are two reasons why this would not be as useful as it sounds. For one, it is
likely that there would be considerable redundancy in the constraint expressions which apply
across the I/O mappings of the ruleset. For example, consider the I/O mappings which PO
found for the model CORRECf-Ht (Appendix lYe):

Input: «(FR 1) 1NX /10) «(FR 2) 1NY I ?O»
Output I: «*CANCEL-NM (*SUBTRACf?NX?NY) ?O)
I (*CANCEL-ON (*SUBTRACT ?NX 1NY) ?O»
Constraints: -,EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(?nx,?ny),?d),O) 1\ -,EQ(SUB(?nx,?ny),O)
1\ NEEDS-CANCELLINO-p(SUB(?nx,?ny),?d) 1\ LT(SUB(?nx,?ny),?d) 1\ LT(?ny,?nx)
1\ LTOnx,?d) 1\ LT(?ny,?d» 1\ -,EQ(?nx,?ny)
Output2: «*SUB'lRACT ?NX.O ?NY .0) I ?D.O)
Constraints: -,EQ(SUB(?nx,?ny),O) 1\ LT(?ny,?nx) 1\ LT(?nx,?d) 1\ LT(?ny,?d»
1\ (EQ(SUB(7nx,?ny),O) v -.NEEOS-CANCELLINO-P(SUB('?nx,?ny),7d) v -,LT(SUB(?nx,?ny),7d»
1\ -,EQ(?nx,?ny)

If we transformed these constraints into the condition parts of an 'If Then ElseIf statement,
then it is clear that a lot of redundant tests would be performed in the Eiself condition.
nevertheless, the redundancy is open to optimisation; it seems fairly straightforward to remove
the redundancy to yield the code below. The common constraints have been removed from
each constraint expression and placed in the outer 1Ft statement. Further optimisations are
possible, for example, the constraints in the IF3 statement are merely the negation of those in
the IF2 one and so can be optimised out.

IF}

TIIENI

-,EQ(SUB(?nx,?ny),O) 1\ LT(?ny,?nx) 1\ LT(?nx,?d) 1\ LT(?ny,?d» 1\ -,EQ(?nx,?ny)
IF2 -,EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(?nx,?ny),?d),O)
1\ NEEOS-CANCELLINO-P(SUB(?nx,?ny),?d) 1\ LT(SUB(?nx,?ny),?d)
THEN2 «*CANCEL-NM (*SUBTRACT 7NX ?NY) ?O)
I (*CANCEL-ON (*SUBTRACT ?NX ?NY) ?D»
ELSE2 IF3
-,NEEDS-CANCELLING-P(SUB(?nx,?ny),?d)
v -,LT(SUB(?nx,'lny),'ld)
rnEN3 «*SUB'lRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) / ?0.0)
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The major problem with deriving I/O mappings is the large size of rulesets used in forwardchaining Expert Systems. Rulesets of the order of 103 are not uncommon - one expects there
to many alternative paths through them. It seems probable that it would be infeasible to seaICh
all of the abstract paths through a ruleset of that size. Furthermore. PO's need for an Input
Specification might be seen by knowledge engineers as unacceptable. Therefore, much more
work needs to be done before we can say whether PO's abstract interpretation mechanisms
could be used to optimise rulesets. One solution might be to have the system keep audit trails
of paths followed when the ruleset is run on concrete data This empirical data could be used
by the machine to select commonly-followed paths for optimisation, and would reduce the
analysis required while also making the most of its results.
In effect, we are proposing a rule 'chunking' method. This approach could be viewed as a
form of Machine Learning and as such is related to the notion of 'rule composition in ACf*
(Anderson, 1983), 'chunking' in SOAR (Laird et aI, 1986), 'macro-operators' (Korf, 1985)
and 'explanation-based learning' (Mitchell et aI, 1986). ACf*'s rule composition method is
part of a wider psychological theory and relies on the presence of a goal structure. SOAR is
also a psychological theory of learning whose roots lie in the work of Newell and Simon
(1972). Korf (1985) describes a system which learns to solve problems such as the Rubik's
cube by building macro-operators. OUf collapsed sequences of rules can also be viewed as
macro-operators. Explanation-based learning (Mitchell et al, 1986) mechanisms improve the
efficiency of knowledge structures by collapsing frequently made inferences into macroinferences.

115.6.2. Abstract Interpretation for Debuggers
We mentioned in section 3.3 that Symbolic Evaluation has been used as a basis for
debugging users' code (e.g. Laubsch and Eisenstadt (1981); Wertz (1982». Given that we
have developed what is effectively a program analysis tool for PSs, one wonders whether it
could be applied to the problem of debugging 'faulty' rulesets. A PS debugger could take
many forms, but we discuss just three potential applications of PG to this problem: the
detection of unreachable rules, spotting non-terminating paths and comparing student
programs to a stored I/O specification.
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Unreachable rules can be a source of bugs in PSs (cf. Nguyen et at., 1985). These could be
found by running PO. However, this would be problematic for large rule sets. One possible
compromise would be to use a less thorough form of analysis. RPC (chapter 2) could be used
to find a rule which cannot be reached by virtue of the fact that no RHS patterns unify with its
LHS. This would miss rules which cannot be reached by virtue of conflict resolution. For
example, one might have written a rule which is more general than another but will never fIre,
because, for the set of inputs which the ruleset handles, the more specifIc rule is always
instantiated. Previous work on the analysis of rule-based systems has ignored the issue of
conflictresolution (e.g. Ginsberg, 1988; Rousset, 1988; Meseguer, 1990), therefore PO can
reason about an aspect of rule bases which is currently ignored (this application of PG is
developed further in Evertsz, 1991).
It would be

unfortu~ate

if, because of the computational complexity involved, a PS

debugger could not reason about conflict resolution. Conflict resolution (especially Recency)
is one the most difficult aspects for humans to deal with when debugging faulty rulesets. The
computational complexity question could be addressed by having the user highlight the rules
which they believe to be problematic.
If PO were extended so that it could effectively handle loops, then it could be applied to the
problem of spotting non-terminating paths. Another idea is to use PO to analyse student
programs into I/O mappings which could then be compared with a stored correct set of I/O
mappings. The differences could then be used to help the student debug his/her program.
These ideas hint at some of the ways that abstract interpretation could help programmers
debug their rulesets. More work needs to be done before we can say whether this line of
research would bear fruit.

5.7. *HALT
Much more could be said on the issues raised in this chapter, but it is time to call a halt. In
this chapter we saw that the problem of generating a CP is in fact equivalent to that of
generating a counter example which highlights the failings of a student model. We also
touched on the problems to be faced in integrating PO with an ITS.
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Loops cause special problems during abstract interpretation; although we have not
implemented a solution to these problems, there are promising avenues open to further
investigation.
One possible solution to the problems of reasoning about the I/O behaviour of student
models is to design a language which facilitates this process.
Of course production systems are also used in areas other than student modelling (e.g.
forward-chaining inference engines). The techniques employed by PO could also be used to
reason about the computational behaviour of such systems, leading to better compilation and
debugging facilities.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
We started this research with the goal of developing a general-purpose method of
discriminating between the hypotheses of a student modelling system and chose production
systems as a fonnalism in which to represent the models. This overall goal was simplified to
the two hypothesis case because that goal enables us to solve the multiple hypothesis case
also.
Scientific theories are easier to test if they make the relationships between observables
explicit. We used this insight to develop a method of transforming production rule models into
a representation which makes explicit the relationship between the input and output variables
of the models. These I/O mappings can then be used to describe the set of problem examples
which discriminate between the two models.
The implementation of the algorithm in Chapter 3 successfully tackled 20 empirically-based
models from the domain of fraction subtraction. The algorithm for the abstract interpretation of
production systems represents the main contribution of this thesis.
Though successful with the fraction models, the algorithm would not be able to cope with
models which contain loops. This difficulty does not seem insunnountable, but it needs to be
tackled if PG is to handle models which incorporate loops. Thus, reasoning about PS loops is
an important area for further work.
Our implementation is very inefficient, thus it would be worthwhile devoting some effort to
the problem of improving its efficiency. Due to the 'side-effecting' of Working Memory and
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the need for conflict resolution, production systems are not particularly easy to interpret in the
abstract. We suggested developing a language which is both good for student modelling and
easy to reason about in the abstract. This is a very promising avenue for future research.
Our work can be viewed as part of a trend away from mere syntactic analyses of student
errors. Abstract Interpretation has the potential to provide the tutoring system with access to
the semantics of the student's procedure. For convenience, in this thesis we have been
assuming that there is a single correct model for the domain being tutored. However, in
general there are many ways of solving problems in a domain - the tutor's algorithm is just
one point in such a space. Potentially, .the analysis yielded by Abstract Interpretation enables
the tutor to spot when the semantics of the student's procedure, and its own, are equivalent.
Therefore, it can avoid the 'fitting a square peg into a round hole' tendency, in which the tutor
forces the student to adopt its preferred algorithm.
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BNF-like Definition of PGPS's Syntax
Rule definitions are of the following fonn (ellipses denote the fact that the preceding item can be repeated. bold
items are non-tenninals. those underlined are tenninals. and items in italics are optional):
rule

::=

(define-rule rulename if Ihs lhm rhs)

Ibs

",,-

Ihs-term ampersand&lhs-term, ..

Ibs-term

",,-

::=

runction-specification
negated-runction-specification
working-memory-pattern
negated-pattern

",,-

~

",,",,-

(runction-symbol Sexp ... )
(.=. runction-specification)

",,-

!.symbol

::=
::=

So

",,-

",,-

ampersand&lbs-term
(unction-specification
runction-symbol

Ihs-term

~

::=

>=

::=

~

",,-

-

working-Memory-pattern

",,-

(Sexp S exp ••• )

negated-pattern

",,-

(.=. working-memory-pattern)

Sexp

"
,,-

list

",,-

::=
::=
::=

symbol
number
var
dont-care-variable

list

",,-

(Sexp .•. )

don t-care-varia b Ie

",,-

...?

var
rbs
rbs-term

ampersand&rhs-term

...'-

l.symbol

"-

rhs-term ampersand&rhs-term •••

::=

",,-

(pattern-or-runction-specification ••• )
working-memory-pattern
(*Qutput Sexp)
(*delete number)

",,-

elwlt)

",,-

8I..

",,-

rhs-term
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pattern-or-function-specification

..,,-.."-

rule name

Sup
function.specification
symbol
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Glossary of Symbols

Logic
3

There exists.

For example. 3(x,y) EATS(x,y). should be read as:
There exists an x and a y such that EATS(x,y) is true.

'V

For all.

e.g. 'r;f (x) P(x). means that P is true for all x.

-,

Not.

e.g . ....,OPEN(x). means that x is not open.

1\

And.

e.g. 4<5 1\ -.5<4. reads:
4 is less than S. and 5 is not less than 4.

v

Or.

e.g. 4<5 v 4=5. reads: 4 is less than or equal to S.

=>

Implies.

e.g. 'r;f(x) EVEN(x) :::J ....,ODD(x). reads as:
For all x. x being even implies that it is not odd.

;a;

Equivalent to.

e.g. 'r;f (x) EVEN(x) == ....,ODD(x). reads as:
For all x. saying that x is even is equivalent to saying that it is not odd.

Sets
(xl ... ·,xn)

The set of elements x 1 through Xn.

E

Is a member of. For example. applee Fruits. should be read as:
Apple is a member of the set of fruits.
Is not a member of.

u

x

#

Union.

e.g. ApplesuPears. reads as:
The union of the sets of apples and pears.

Such that

e.g. (XIXE NA TNUMAEVEN(x)}. reads as:
The set of xs such that x is an even natural number.

Cartesian Product.

The cartesian product of two sets. A and B. is:
{(a,b)lae AAbE B).

Minus.

e.g. A·B means the set of elements remaining after
removing all of the members of B from A. or:
{XIXE AAX~ B}.

Cardinality.

e.g. #A is the number of elements in the set A.
e.g. x:::Jy reads as x is 'greater than' y in this ordering.
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Subset.

e.g. Apples~Fruits means that the set of apples is a
subset of the set of fruits.

Functions
~

Maps.

e.g. double: NUMBERS ~ EVENS, reads:
Double is a function which maps each member of the set
of numbers to a member of the set of even numbers.
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Glossary of Terms
Term

Section

Description

Abstract Inter-pattern Consistency

3.5.4

Abstract version of the Interpattern Consistency rule.

Abstract Negated Pattern
Instantiation Set

3.5.4

A Negated Pattern Instantiation Set
for abstract WMEs.

Abstract Pattern Instantiation Set

3.5.4

Analogous to a Pattern
Instantiation Set, but pertains to a
set of abstract WMEs.

Abstract Rule Instantiation

3.5.4

A rule instantiation which has
been derived from a set of abstract
WMEs.

Abstract WME-uniqueness

3.5.4

Like WME-uniqueness, but
pertains to abstract WMEs.

Conflict Set

3.4.1

The set of current instantiations.

CP

1.3

A 'Critical Problem', i.e. an input
which discriminates between to
candidate models.

Exclusion Clause

3.7

A clause which defmes the
conditions under which a given
rule would fue because a
competitor, which would have won
during conflict resolution, fails to
be instantiated at all.

InputSpecUJcation

3.5.1

A formal description of the set of
inpu~ which a set of production
rules is intended to handle.

Inter-pattern Consistency

3.4.1

Rejec~

Preliminary Rule
Instantiations where the interpattern bindings are inconsistent

Negated Pattern Instantiation Set

3.4.1

Analogous to the Pattern
Instantiation Set but pertains to
negated patterns only.

Pattern Instantiation Set

3.4.1

For a given rule, the set of
instantiations of the patterns in the
LHS of the rule, with respect to
the current state of WM.

Preliminary Abstract Rule
Instantiation Set

3.5.4

Analogous to a Preliminary Rule
Instantiation Set, but pertains to
abstract data.
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Term

Section

Description

Preliminary Rule Instantiation Set 3.4.1

Obtained by computing the
Cartesian Product of the elements
in the Pattern Instantiation Set. It
ignores consistency issues between
the patterns in each tuple; these are
dealt with by applying the rules of
WME-uniqueness and Inter-pattern
Consistency.

PS Dependency Network

2.5.2

Graph representation of the
dependencies between the LHSs
and RHSs of a set of production
rules.

Recency

3.4.2

This conflict resolution strategy
favours instantiations which match
more recent elements in WM.

Refractoriness

3.4.2

A conflict resolution strategy
which excludes those instantiations
which have fued on previous
cycles of the interpreter.

Specificity

3.4.2

This conflict resolution strategy
favours more specific
instantiations.

WME-uniqueness

3.4.1

Rejects those Preliminary Rule
Instantiations which multiply
reference a given WME.
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Traces of Chapter 2 Models
The traces of PG's analysis of the models presented in Chapter 2 can be found below. Section 4.1 describes
how to interpret the output.

CP-search for rulesets SUBTRACT and ABS.SUBTRACT,
OIl

Input Specl: «(7m • 7s»)

In the following trace, 'CS' denotes the Conflict Set, and the numbers 1,2, and 3, on the same line, denote the application of
Refractoriness, Recency, and Specificity, respectively.
Cloosing Input Specificatioo: «7m.O - '1s.0»

_==--=::------

[I.1-J
Context: SUBlRACf
Trying: negative-resulL ..
Cledting pattern-set consistency for Ilnegative-resulL.•
Satis(tablel: Nil.
Negated Theorem: LT(7m.0.7s.0)
User interrupt: ... Yes ... is consistenL Tryin,,: positive-resuIL ..
Clecking pattern-set consistency for Npositlve-resulL __
Satisfiables: Nil.
Negated Theorem: -J.T('1m.O,'1s.0)
User interrupt: _.. Ye•... is consistent. Trying: subtracL .• Trying: halt 1. ..
CS: (lnegative-result Ipositive-result), 1: (lnegative-result Ifpositive-result), 2: (Ipositive-rcsultlnegative-result), 3: (lnegativeresult IIpositive-result),
lInegative-result has the following competiton: (Ipositive-rcsult), yielding exclusion clauses: LT(7m.O,'1 •.0)
lIpo.itive-result hal the following competitors: (linegative-result), yielding exclusion clauses: ..,LT(7m.O,7s.0)
Contradictory instantiations: Nil.

[2J-,.......=r;;no;;...-:-:~--
Context: ABS-SUBlRACf
Trying: positive-resulL ..
Cledting pattern-set consistency for Ipositive-resulL ..
Satisfiable.: Nil.
Negated Theorem: -,LT(7m.O, 7s.0) .• _ is conlistenLTrying: swap-numbera ...
Clccking pattern-set consistency for Ifswap-numben ..•
Satisfiables: Nil.
Nesated Theorem: LT(7m.O,'11.0) '" is consistenLTrying: hala...
CS: (Ipositive-result Ifswap-nuniben), 1: (Ipositive-result Ifswap-numben), 2: ('swap-numbera Ipositive-result), 3: (Ipositive-result
,.wap-numbers),
Ipositive-result has the following competiton: ('swa~numben), yielding exclusion clauses: -,LT(7m.O,7s.0)
'swap-numben has the following competiton: (Iposnive-rcsult), yielding exclusion clauses: LT(7m.O,7s.0)
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
Cledting consistency of State Pair...
Satisftables: LT(7m.O,7s.0)
Negated Theorem: -J.T(7m.O,'1s.0)... is not consistent.
The pairing: SUBTRACf/lnegative-result with ABS-SUBTRACf/Mpositive-result is inCOllSistenL
The pairing: SUBTRACf/lfncgative-rcsult with ABS-SUBlRACf/lfswap-numbcrs is coosistenL
The pairing: SUBTRACf/Npositive-result with ABS-SUBTRACf/lfposiuve-result is coosistent.
OIeCking consisten<:y of State Pair...
Satisftables: -,LT(7m.O,7s.0)
Negated Theorem: LT('hn.O,7s.0) '" is not coosistent.
The ~irin,: SUBlRACf/lpositive-result with ABS-SUBTRACf/Mswap-numben il incoosistent.
(lnittalisauon Complete)
Selecting context: SUBlRACf
[IJf"tring: Inegative-result
71.0 - 'hn.0»
Depolited:
WM:
71.0 - ?m.O) (7m.O - 7s.0»
Constraints: LT(7m.O,7 ••0)
Exclusionl: LT(7m.O,7s.0)

«- «-
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[31_-:::-:=:::-:-:=-_ _ __

Context: SUBTRACf
Trying: negative-result... Trying: ROsitive-resu1t. ••
Checking panern-set consistency for IIpositive-result.••
Satisfllbles: LT(7rn.O,7s.0)
Negated Theorem: -.LT(7m.0.71.0) ... is not consistent. Trying: subtrac:t. •• Trying: baltl ..•
CS: (lnegative-result Ifsubtract). 1: (lfsubtract), 2: ('subtract), 3: (I#subtract),
I#subtract has the following competitors: NIL. yielding exclusion claUSCI: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
The pairing: SUBTRACTII#subtract with ABS-SUBTRACf/'swap-numben il consiatent.
[3]Firing: Ifsubtract
Deposiled:
(·subtnct 71.0 7m.0)))
WM: «- (*subtract 7s.0 7m.0» (- 7s.0 - ?m.0) (7rn.O - 71.0»
ConstrainLl: LT(7m.0.7s.0)
Exclusions: LT(7m.O,71.0)

«-

[4],_--;:-;-=::-:-::=--_ _ __
Context: SUBTRACT
Trying: negative-result... Trying: ROsitive-resulL..
Checking pattern-set consistency for *positive-result...
Satisfllbles: LT(7m.0.7s.0)
Negated Theorem: -.LT(7m.0.7s.0) ... is not COIIsistenL Trying: subtraCL .. Trying: balt1...
CS: (lnegative-result Ifsubtract 'haltI). 1: ('haltl), 2: (lfhaltl). 3: ('haltl),
IIhalt1 has the following competiton: NIL, yielding exclusion clauscs: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL

The pairing: SUBTRACT/lfhaltl with ABS-SUBlRACf/ihwap-numben is conlistent.
[4]Firing: IIhalt 1
WM: «- (*subtract 71.0 7m.0» (- 71.0 - 7rn.0) (7m.O ,- 71.0»
ConstrainLl: LT(7m.0.71.0)
Exclusions: LT(7rn.0.71.0)
New OUtpUll: «*output -) (*output (*subtract 71.07rn.0)))
Halt si~alled on this path.
Switchmg ruleseLl because of *HALT.
Selecting context: ABS-SUBTRACf
[2]Firing: 'swap-numbers
Deposited: «+ 75.0 - 7m.0»
WM: «+ 7s.0 - 7m.0) (7m.O - 7s.0»
ConstrainLl: LT(7m.O,7s.0)
Exclusions: LT(7m.0.7s.0)
[S]I_---:-;=-::~=-:=_ _-

Context: ABS-SUBTRACf
Trying: positive-resuIL .•
Checking pattern-set consistency for IIpositive-resu1t...
Satisfiables: LT(7m.O,7s.0)
Negated Theorem: ...,LT(7m.O,71.0) ..• is not consistenLTryin,: Iwap-numben... Trying: ba1t2. ••
Checking pattern-set consiltency for l#halt2...
Satisfllbles: LT(7m.O,71.0)
Negated Theorem: ...,LT(7s.0.7m.0)
User interrupt: ... Yel ... is conlistenL
CS: (lfswap-numben 1#ha1(2). 1: (l#halt2), 2: (l#halt2), 3: (1Iha1t2),
IIha1t2 has the following compc:titon: NIL, yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
The pairing: SUBTRACT/lhaltl with ABS-SUBTRACf/Ilhalt2 is conliatenL
[S]Firing: 'halt2
WM: «+ 7s.0 - 7m.0) (7m.0 - 7s.0»
ConstrainLl: (...,LT(7s.0.7m.0) A LT(7m.O,7s.0»
Exclusions: LT(7m.O,7s.0)
New OUtpull: «*output +) (*output (*subtract 7s.0 7m.0)))
Halt signalled on this path.
CP-generation info:
Input Spec: «7m.0 - 7s.0»
State infonnation (or STATE 1. Ruleset: SUBlRACf
Instantiations: (lnegative-result I#subtract IIhaltl)
Outputs: «*output -) (*outpul (*subtract ?s.O ?m.O)))
LT(7m.O,71.0)
Exclusion clauses: LT(7m.O,?s.O)
This ruleset is in a halt ltate.
State infonnation for STATE2 Ruleset: ABS-SUBTRACf
Instantiations: (,swaf-numbel1 'bal(2)
Outputs: «*oulput + (*output (*subtract 7s.0 ?m.O)))
(...,LT(7I.0,?m.0)" LT(?nl.O,?I.O»
Exclusion clauses: LT(7m.O 7s.0)
This ruleset is in a halt state.'
The OUtpull - and + cannot be unified. Therefore, a problem, satisfying the above constraint set, will discriminate between the two
models.
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No CP can be generated (or the outputs (-subtract 7s.0 7m.0) and (-subtract 7s.0 ?m.O), as they are equal
Switching ruleseu because o( -HALT.
Selecting conleXt: SUBTRACT
[l]Ftring: Ifpositive-result
Deposited: «+ 7m.0 - 7s.0»
WM: «+ 7m.0 - 7s.0) (7m.O - 7s.0»
Constraints: -,LT(?m.O,7s.0)
Exclusion.: -,LT(7m.O,?s.O)

[6]

Con'-~--:~S~U=B~TRA~CT==----------

Trying: negative-result...
Otecking pattem-set consistency (or llnegative-result...
Satisfiable.: -,LT(7m.O, ?s.O)
Negated Theorem: LT(7m.O,?s.O) '" is Dot consistent Trying: positive-resulL .. Trying: subtract... Trying: haitI...
CS: (Ifpositive-resultllsubtract), I: (llsubtract), 2: (llsubtract), 3: (Ihubtract),
hubtract has the (ollowing competitors: NIL, yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
The pairing: SUBTRACTIllsubtract with ABS·SUBTRACT/lIpositive·result is consistent
[6]Firing: IIsubtract
Deposited: «+ (-subtract ?m.O ?s.O)))
WM: «+ (-subtract 7m.0 7s.0» (+ 7m.0 - 7s.0) (?m.O - ?s.O»
Constraints: -,LT(?m.O, ?s.O)
Exclusions: -,LT(?m.O,?s.O)
[7]----,:-;:;;;;;;;;;;;:-.=..---_ _ __
Context: SUBTRACT
Trying: negative-result ...
OIecking pattem-set consistency (or llnegative-result ...
Satisf..bles: ..,LT(7m.O,?s.O)
Negated Theorem: LT(7m.O,7s.0) '" i. not consistent Trying: positive-result .. Trying: subtract..• Trying: haltl. ..
CS: (llpositive·result 'subtract IIhaltl), I: ('haiti), 2: ('haltl), 3: (llhaltl),
lIbaltl nas the following competitors: NIL, yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL

The pairing: SUBTRACT/lhaltl with ABS-SUBTRACT/Ipositive-result is consistent
[7]Firing: 'haltl
WM: «+ (-subtract 7m.0 7s.0» (+ 7m.0 - ?s.O) (?m.O - 75.0»
Constraints: -,LT(7m.O,7s.0)
Exclusion.: ..,LT(?m.O,7s.0)
New outputs: «-output +) (-output (-subtract 7m.0 7s.0)))
Halt .igrialled on this path.
Switching rulesets because of -HALT.
Selecting context: ABS·SUBTRACT
[2]Ftring: Ifpositive-result
.
Deposited: «+ ?m.O - 75.0»
WM: «+ 7m.0 - 7•. 0) (?m.O - 7s.0»
Constraints: -,LT(7m.O, 7s.0)
Exclusions: ..,LT(?m.O,7s.0)
[8.1-1_-:-==:-:=-:-=:--_ _
Context: ABS-SUBTRACT
Trying: positive-result .. Trying: swap-numbers..•
Olecking pattem-set consistency for .swap-numbers..•
Satisf..ble.: ..,LT(?m.O,7s.0)
Ne,ated Theorem: LT(?m.O,?s.O) ... is not consistentTrying: halt2 ..
CS: (Ifpositive-resuh 'halt2), I: (llhalt2), 2: (lIhalt2). 3: (llhalt2),
lIbalt2 has the (ollowin~ competitors: 1I.'IL, yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiauons: NIL

The pairing: SUBTRACT/lhaltl with ABS-SUBTRACT/llhalt2 is consistent.
[8JFiring: 'halt2
WM: «+ 7m.0 - 7s.0) (?m.O - 7s.0»
Constraints: -,LT(7m.O, 75.0)
Exclusion.: ..,LT(?m.O,?s.O)
New outputs: «-output +) (-output (-subtract ?m.O ?.O)))
Halt signalled on this path.
cp-generation info:
Input Spec: «?m.0 - 71.0»

Slale informatioo (or STATEl. Ruleset: SUBTRACT
InltlDtiations: (llpositive-result IIsubtract 'haiti)
Outputs: «-outpUt +) (-output (·subtract 7m.0 7s.0»)
..,Ll(?m.O,7s.0)
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Exclusion clauses: ..,LT(7m.O,7s.0)
Thi. ruleset is in a halt state.
Stale infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: ABS-SUBTRACf
Instantiatioos: (*Positive-result #lhalt2)
OutpUll: «·output +) (·output (·subtract 7m.0 7•• 0)))
..,Li(7m.O,7s.0)
Exclusion clauses: ..,LT(7m.O,7s.0)
Thil ruleset is in a haIt state.
No CP can be generated for the OUtpull + and +, as they are equal.
No CP can be generated for the outputs (·subtract 75.0 7m.0) and (·subtract 7s.0 7m.0), as they are equal.
Switching rulesell because of ·HALT.
Selecting conlext: SUBTRACf
Switching mleset because the current ruleset hal no unhalted Stale Pairs.
Selecting coolext: ABS-SUBTRACf
No input specificatioos left.

II CP-search

for rulesets SIDE-BRANCH and NIL,

on Input Specs: «(go)))
In the following trace, 'CS' denotes the Conflict Set, and the numben I, 2, and 3,
Refractoriness, Recency, and Specificity, respectively.

00

the same line, denote the application of

Choosing Input Specification: «go»

[1]1_--",=...--.::=-:-:=....-_ __
ConIeXt: SIDE-BRANCH

Trying: start... Trying: side-branch. .. Trying: halt•..
CS: (#lstart), 1: (#lstart), 2: (#lstart), 3: (#lstart),
#lstart has the following competiton: NIL. yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL

[2]1_--..;;--_ _ _ _ __
Context: NIL
CS: NIL. 1: NIL.
The ~iring: SIDE-BRANCH/#fstart with NILINIL is coosistent.
Nil.. IS in a forced halt stale.
(Initialisation Complete)
Selecting cootcxt: SIDE-BRANCH

[l ]Firing: #fstart
Deposited: «counler is 1»
WM: «counler is 1) (go»
Coostrainll: NIL
Exclusioos: NIL
[3]1_--====-==-=:-::=-_ __
Context: SIDE-BRANCH
Trying: start... Trying: side-branch..• Trying: haIt...
CS: (#fstart #lside-branch #lhaIt), I: (/hide-branch IIhaIt), 2: (llbaIt IIside-branch), 3: (.side-branch),
lis ide-branch has the following competiton: NIL. yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Cootradictory instantiations: NIL
2: (lIhaIt), 3: (#fhalt),
IIhalt has the following competiton: (#lside-branch), yielding exclusioo clauses: (NIL)
Checking exclusion clauses for IlhalL .•
Satisfiables: NIL
Negated Theorem: (NIL)..• is not consistenL
Contradictory instantiations: (lihaIt)
The {lIiring: SIDE-BRANCHI#lside-branch with Nll.JNIL is consistent.

Nil.. II in • forced haIt state.
[3]Firing: ,hide-branch
WM: «counler is 1) (go»
Cooltrainll: NIL
Exclusions: NIL
New outputs: «·output 1»

[4]=~i'i'\F'iiD.;n;:;;w---

ConIeXt: SIDE-BRANCH

Tl)'ing: start... Tryina: .ide-branch... Trying: baIt...
CS: (#lstart IIside-branch #lhalt), 1: (#lhalt), 2: (lIhalt), 3: (llhalt),
'baIt ha~ the fc;>llowiJ!g ~petitors: NIL. yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory rnstantllUons: NIL

The pairing: SIDE-BRANCH/I#ba1t with NILINIL i. consistenL
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NIL is in a forced halt stale.
[4JFiring: 'hah
WM: «counter i. I) (go»
Constraints: NIL
Exclusion.: NIL
New outputs: «*oulpUl (*addl 1»)
Hall signalled on this path.
CP-genention info:
Input Spec: «go»
State infonnation for STATE 1. Ruleset: SIDE-BRANCH
InlllJltiations: (*start 'side-branch Ihalt)
~: «*outputI) (·output (·addl 1)))
Exclusion clauses: NIL
Thi' rule.et is in a halt state.
State infonnation (or STATE2 Ruleset: NIL
InstDltiation.: NIL
Outpull: NIL
This rule.et is in a halt state.
The models can be distinguished by the fact that they produce different numbers of outpuu.
Switching ruleseu because of ·HALT.
Selecting context: NIL
Switching ruleset because the current ruleset ha. no unhalted Slite Pain.
Selecting context: SIDE-BRANCH
No input specifications left.

CP-search for rulesets ONE-TWOl and ONE-TWOl,
on Input Specr. «(start)))
In the following tnce, 'CS·denoie. the Conflict Set, DId the numbers I, 2, DId 3, on the same line, denote the application of
RefnClOrinell, Recency, DId Specificity, respectively.
OlOOling Input Specification: «start»

[lJ..J_-==-:::=-:-----Context: ONE-lWOI
Tryin,: rl. .• Trying: r2... Trying: r3 ...
CS: ('rI), 1: ('rl), 2: <'rI), 3: (hI),
hi hal the following competiton: Nll... yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL

;n;;,...-----

[2J..J--,~........
Context: ONE-lW02
Trying: r2... TryinB: r3 •.. Trying: rl-swapped ...
CS: (hI-swapped), 1: (hI-swapped), 2: (hl-swa~), 3: ('rl-swapped),
hI-swapPed hal the (ollowing competitors: NIL, )'lelding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
The ~iring: ONE-lWOl/lri with ONE-lW02/IfI-swapped is consistent.
(Initialisation Complete)
Selecting context: ONE-lWOl
[l]Firing: Irl
DepoSited: «first action) (second action»
WM: «second action) (first action) (.tart»
Constraint.: NIL
Exclusion.: NIL
[3J_~~=:-:----
Context: ONE-lWOI
Trying: rl. .• Trying: r2... Trying: r3 ...
cs: (If I h21f3), I: <'r2 'r3), 2: ('r2), 3: ('r2),
Ir2 has the following competiton: Nll... yielding exclusion clause.: NIL
Contradictory in.tantiations: NIL
2: (Ir3), 3: ('r3),
1f3 hal the following competiton: <'r2), yie1ding exclusion clause.: (NIL)
Oledting exclusion clauses for h3 ...
Satisfiable,: NIL
Negated Theorem: (NIL)... is not conlistenL
ContradiClOry instantiations: <lr3)
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The pairing: ONE-TWOl/ilr2 with ONE-TW02/lIrl-swapped is COI1sistenL
[3]Firing: IIrl
WM: «second action) (first action) (start»
Constraints: Nn..
Exclusions: Nn..
New outputs: «·output 1»
[4]

Co'-nt~e-xt~:'O"NE~-~T\V~O~I~----------

Trying: rl... Trying: 12. •• Trying: d ...
CS: (IIrlllrlllr3), 1: (1Ir3), 2: (IIr3), 3: (lid),
IIr3 has the following competiton: NIL, yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: Nn..
The pairing: ONE-T\VOl/llr3 with ONE-T\V02J/Irl-swapped i, COI1sistenL
[4]Firing: IIr3
WM: «second action) (first action) (start»
Constraints: Nn..
Exclusions: Nn..
New outputs: «*output 2»
Halt signalled on this path.
Switching rulesets because of ·HALT.
Selecting context: ONE-T\V02
[2]Firing: IIrl-swapped
Deposited: «second action) (fust action»
WM: «first action) (second action) (start»
Constraints: Nn..
Exclusions: NIL

[5]

Con'~t~ex--t-:O~NE~-~T\V~O~2'----------

Trying: r2... Trying: r3 ..• Trying: rl-swapped ..•
CS: (1Ir2 Ir311r1-swapped), I: (1Ir2I1r3),-2: (lid). 3: (1Ir3).
IIr3 has !he following competiton: NIL, yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
2: (Ir2), 3: (1Ir2).
IIr2 has the following competitors: (1Ir3), yielding exclusion clause.: (NIL)
Checking exclusion clause. for 1112•••
Satisfiables: NIL
Negated Theorem: (NIL)... i. not COI1sistenL
Contradictory instantiations: (IIrl)
The pairing: ONE-T\VOl/1lr3 with ONE-TW02lIld i. consistent.
[5]Firing: IIr3
WM: «fust action) (second action) (start»
Constraints: NIL
Exclusions: Nn..
New outputs: «·output 2»
Halt signalled on this path.
CP-genention info:
Input Spec: «start»
State inConnation for STA TEl. Ruleset: ONE-TWO I
Instantiations: (IIrlllr2/1d)
~uts: «·output I) (*output 2»
Exclusion clauses: NIL
This ruleset is in a halt state.
State inConnation for STA TEl. Ruleset: ONE-TW02
Instantiations: (/lrl-swapped IIr3)
~s: «·output 2»
Exclusion clauses: NIL
This ruleset i. in a halt state.
The models can be distinluished by the fact that they produce different numben 01 outputs.
Switching rulesets because of ·HALT.
Selecting context: ONE-TWOI
Switching Nleset because the current ruleset has no unhalted State Pairs.
Selecting context: ONE-TW02
No input specificati<lllsleft.
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The Fraction Subtraction Rules
The set of rules, beginning with WNI and ending with HLT, are for solving fraction subtraction problems
using the 'mixed' algorithm. Subsequent rules are 'mal-rules'. Each rule is annotated, and includes the
frequency with which it appeared in the original 29 models (e.g. «(=2».

(defme-rule wnl
"The first whole nmnber is loose, so cross it out, decrement it, and deposit a new fractional part DY/DY, where DY i,!he
denominator of the second fraction. (f=5)1'
if «wn I) 1w) &; «fr 2) 1 / 1dy) &; -{(fr I) 1/1)
then (·delete 1) &; «fr I) 1dy /1dy) &: «wn 1) (·dec 1w»)
(defme-rule wn2
III The second whole number is loose, 10 just write down Ihe fint fraction. (f=20)I'
if «wn 2) 1) &; «fr I) 1nx /1dx) &; -(err 2) 1 /1)
then Onx f) &; (J 1dx»
(define-rule wn3
II There is no whole number, so just deposit !he fint whole nmnber.
if «wn I) 1w) &; -{(wn 2) 1)
then (1w»

(f=20~1

(defme·rule wn4
" Subtract the whole numben if WNI is mixed. If it is not mixed, !hen you will need to borrow from WNI before
subtracting the whole numbers. (f=2I)1'
if «wn I) 1wx) &; «wn 2) 1wy) &: «fr I) 1 /1)
then «*subtract 1wx 1wy)))
(defme-rule nml
" Having calculated !he LCM, the second numerator is greater than !he fmt, so crou-out!he wole number (if not zero)
and decrement it, depositing a signal telling the borrow-rule to enlarge !he numerator. (f=8)1'
if (l1d) &: «fr I) 1nx I 1d) &: «fr 2) 7ny I 1d) &: (?w) &: « 1nx 1ny) &; -(= 1w 0)
then «-dec ?w» &; (enlarge 7nx) &; (·delete 4»
(defme-rule nm2a
" Subtracts !he numerators if !he denominator has been calculated and !he minuend', nmnerator is greater than that of
the subtrahend. (f=18)1'
if (J 1d) &; «fr I) 7nx I 1d) &; «fr 2) 1ny 11d) &; (> 1nx 1ny)
then subtract 1nx 'lny) /))

«*

(define-rule nm2b
" If the denominator has been calculated and !he numeraton are equal, then !he new numerator is just zero. (f= 18)111
if (j 1d) &; «fr I) 1nx I 1d) &; «fr 2) 1nx I 1d)
then (O/))
(defme-rule brw
" To borrow, add !he denominator to !he numerator. (f=6)1'
if (enlarge 1nx) &; (J ?d)
then «fr I) (-add 1d 1nx) I 1d»
(defme-rule dol
" The denominaton are equal, so just deposit !heir value. (f::2S)1II
if «fr I) 7 / 1d) &; «fr 2) 1/ 1d) &; -(/1)
then (j 7d»
(define-rule do2
" The denominaton are not equal, !herefore compute !heir LCM. «(=20)1'
if «fr I) 1 I '1dx) &; «fr 2) '1 /1dy) &; -(= 1dx 1dy) &; -(J 1)
then (make fractions aliJce 1dx 1dy»
(defme-rule Ian
" Calculate !he LCM of the two denominators and deposit in WM. (f=16)1'
if (make fractions alike 'ldx 1dy)
then (J (·fmdlan 1dx 1dy)))
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(defIDe-rule fctl
If the goal is to make the denominaton of the fractions alike, the denominator is known but the new numerator of
the minuend has not been calallated, then work out the factor for the numerator by dividing the new denominator by
the old one. (f= 13)'"
if (make fractions alike 1 1) &: «fr 1) 1 I 10Iddn) &: (j ?d) &: -(new (fr I) numerator?)
then «fr I) factor (-divide ?d ?oIddn)))

'I'

(defIDe-rule fct2
1/1 Having worked out the new numerator of the minuend, calculate the factor for the subtrahend by dividing the new
denominator by the old one_ (f=13)1/1
if «fr 2) ? I ?olddn) &: (j ?d) &: (new (fr 1) numerator ?)
then «(fr 2) factor (-divide ?d ?oIddn)))
(defIDe-rule fct3
'I' If the new numerator for fractin ?x has not been calculated, then do so by multiplying the computed factor by
the old numerator. (f=13)"
if «ir ?x) factor ?fct) &: «fr?x) ?n I 7) &: -(new (ir ?x) numerator ?)
then (new (ir ?x) numerator (-multiply ?fct ?n)))
(defIDe-rule fct4
1/1 Having calculated the new numeraton and denominator, use them to make up the new fractions. (f=13)"
if (new (fr 1) numerator ?nx) &: (new (fr 2) numerator ?oy) &: (j ?d)
then «fr 1) ?nx / ?d) &: «fr 2) ?Dy / ?d»
(defIDe-ruie he!
III If the numerator is not zero, the denominator i. greater than the numerator and a coancel operation has not been
performed,then tl)' cancellins and note that the attempt has been made. (f=l1)11
if (?n I) &: -(= ?n 0) &: (j ?d) &: (-needs-cancelling-p ?n ?d) &: (> ?d 7n)
&: -(have cancelled)
then (-delete 1) &: (-delete 2) &: «-cancel-nm?n 1d) I) &: (j (-cancel-dn ?n 7d» It (have cancelled»
(defIDe-rule endl
" Having calculated the numerator and denominator, we now have put of the fIDal answer. (f=29)11
if (?n I) &: -(= ?n 0) &: (j 7d)
then (answer is (?n / ?d)))
(defIDe-rule end2
II If the answer has also got a whole number ccmponent, then include iL (f=28)11
if (?w) &: -(= ?w 0) &: (answer is (?n / ?d»
then (answer is (?w and ?D / ?d)))
(defIDe-rule end3
" A null numerator means that the answer is zero. When a whole number is present, this rule is over-ridden by END4. (f=6)U1
if (0 I)
then (answer is (0»)
(defme-rule end4
III If the answer includes a whole number and the numerator is null, then discard the fractional part from the answer. (f=2)"
if (?w) &: (0 I)
then (answer i. (?w»)
(defme-rule hit
" AU fmished, so oulpUt the fmalanswcr and halt execution. (f=29)"
if (answer is ?anl)
then ~oulput ?ans) &: (-balt»
(defIDe-rule wnim
1/1 If the fint whole number i. loose, then deposit the fractional part of the second fraction. (f=5}11
if «wn I) ?wx) &: «wo 2) ?wy) &: «fr 2) ?n / ?d) &: -«fr 1) ? /7)
then «-subtract 7wx 7wy» &: (7n I) &: (j ?d»
(define-rule wn4m
III Gets invoked once the mal-rule, POI, has successfully discarded the fractional parts_ This rule deposiu the difference
of the two whole numben. (£=1)"
if «wn 1) ?wx) &: «wn 2) 7w)')
then «-lb.-subtract ?wx ?wy»)
(defme-rule nm2m 1
1/1 Having caluclated the denominator, take the absolute difference of the two numeraton. (f=3)11
if (j 7) &: «fr I)?nx /7) &: «fr 2) 7ny /7)
then «-abs -subtract ?ox ?oy) I))
(defIDe-rule nm2m2
" Deposits the absolute difference between the two numeraton regardless of whether the denominaton are equal or not. (f=6)lf
if «fr I) 7nx /7) &: «fr 2) ?Dy / ?)
then «-ahl-subtract ?nx 'my) I))
(defIDe-rule nm2m3a
" Subtract the numeraton without fIrSt calculating the common denominator provided that the minuend numerator i.
grealer than that of the subtrahend. (f=I)11
if «fr 1) ?ox / ?) &: «fr 2) ?Dy / 1) &: « ?Dy ?ox)
then «-subtract ?nx 7ny) I))
(defIDe-rule nm2m3b
" Subtract the nwneraton without fint calculating the common denominator provided that the minuend numerator i.
CtJual to that of the subtrahend. (f= 1)11
if «fr 1) ?n /?) &: «fr 2) 7ft / ?)
then (0 I))
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(defane-rule brwm
II When borrowing add ten to the numerator. (f=2)1'
if (enlarge ?rut) ct (j ?d)
then «fr 1) (·add 10 ?rut) / ?d»
(defUle-rule dn 1v
II This rule sets up the ~oal of calculating the canmoo denominator. even thought the denominators are already equal (f=I)I'
if «fr I) ? / ?d) ct «fr 2) 7/ ?d) &. -(J 7)
then (j ?d) ct (make fractions alike ?d 7d»
(defane-rule Icmv
II Does not calculate the LCM. Rather. it returns a commoo denominator (by multiplying the two
denominators together). Provided that it is coupled with the three FCfv rules. it will lead to the correct answer. (f=4)11
if (make fractions alike ?dx ?dy)
then (j (·multiply 7dx ?dy)))
(defUle-rule fetvl
" If the goal is to make the fractions alike and the new minuend numerator has not been calculated. then mUltiply the
old minuend numerator by the denominator of the subtrahend. (f=6)1'
if (j?) &. (make fractions alike? ?fet) ct «fr 1) ?rut /?) ct -(new (fr I) numerator?)
then (new (fr 1) numerator (·multiply ?fet ?rut)))
(defane-rule fetv2
1ft If the goal is to make the fractions alike and the new subtrahend numerator has not been calculated, then multiply
the old subtrahend numerator by the denominator of the minuend. (f=6)1'
if (new (fr I) numerator ?) ct (make fraetions alike ?fct ?) ct «fr 2) ?ny /?) ct -(new (fr 2) numerator?)
then (new (fr 2) numerator (·multiply ?fct ?ny)))
(defane-rule fetv3
1ft Having calculated the numerators and denominator, use them to make up the new fractions (f=6)11
if (new «(r I) numerator ?rut) ct (new (fr 2) numerator ?ny) ct (j ?d)
then «fr 1) 7rut 17d) ct «fr 2) ?ny I 7d»
(defUle-rule dn2m 1
II Deposit the absolute difference of the two denominators. if they are not equal. (f=7)1'
if (? f) ct «fr I) 7 / ?dx) ct «fr 2) ? / ?dy) ct -(= 7dx ?dy)
then (j (·ahl-subtract 7dx 7dy»)
(defUle-rule dn2m2
1ft Only deposit the difference of the two denominators if the minuend's denominator is greater than that of the subtrahend. (f=I)1'
if (7 f) ct (fr 1) 7 /7dx) ct «fr 2) 7/7dy) ct « ?dy ?dx)
then (j (·subtract 7dx 7dy)))
(defUle-rule end3m 1
1ft If the computed numerator is zero. then change it back to that of the minuend or subtrahend
(they are both equal. so either will do). (f=7)11
if (0 f) ct «fr 1) 7n / ?) &. «fr 2) 70 /7)
then (70 f))
(defane-rule end3m2
III Change OlD to D (e.g. 0(2 becomes 2). (f=3)11
if (0 f) ct (j 7d)
then (answer is (?d)))
(defane-rule end4ml
III If the computed whole number is zero. then change it back to that of the minuend. (f=3)1'
if (0) ct «wn 1) 7w)
then (7w»
(defane-rule end4m2
II IJnon: the fractional part of the answer. (f= 1)11
if (7w)
then (answer is 7w»
(defane-rule pgl
1ft This rule has been specially created as a companion to wn4m. It modifies the state of WM so that wn4m can fire.lll
if «wn 1) ?wx) &. «wn 2) ?wy) ct (> 7wx 7wy)
then (·delete 2) ct «wn 2) (·addl 7wx»)
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The Fraction Subtraction Models
These are the 'correct' and 'error' models used to evaluate PG. Each model definition is of the form:
(DEFMODEL <model-name> <rulenames> RULE-SET). Each error model is preceded by the Lisp form
which was used to evaluate it against a 'correct' model. On each run, the axioms and cached clauses are
reinitialised (i.e. initialised to the empty set). PG is then provided with the axioms shown in each example.
The search is then invoked via a call to Gimme-CP, which takes the two models, a set of Input Specifications,
a start flag and a comment.
(DBFMODEL CORRECT-wl&i
(wnl wn3 wn4 nmla nm2b 001 endl end2 hIt)
RULB-SET)
(prop (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-lcnown-c:Iause-set)
(AX V(x,y) -.EQ(x,y). LT(x,y) v LTCy,x»
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) • EQ(sub(x,y),O»
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) :J EQ(y.x» :Symmetry

(Gimme-CP 'CORRECT-wl&2 'ERROR-wi
'««wn I) 1wx) «fr 2) 7ny /7dy) « 7ny 7dy») T
"the c:hild gives up with problems where the minuend is a loose whole number."»

(DEFMODEL ERROR-wi
(nm2a nm2b 001 endl end2 hIt)
RULB-SET)
(prop (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-c:Iause-set)
(AX V(x,y) -.EQ(x,y). LT(x,y) v LTCy,x»
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) • EQ(sub(x,y),O»
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,yl:J EQCy,x» :Synunetry

(Gimme-CP 'CORRECT-wl&2 'ERROR-w2

'««wn I) 1wx) «wn 2) 1wy) «fr 2) 1ny /7dy) « 7wy ?wx) « 1ny 1dy))) T
"the child writes down the fractional part of the second, if the first whole number is loose."»

(DEFMODEL ERROR-w2
(wnlm nm2a nm2b dnl endl end2 hit)
RULB-SET)
(DEFMODEL CORRECT-w3
(wn2 wn4 nm2a nm2b dnl end! end2 hIt)
RULB-SET)
(pro,n (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-c:Iause-set)
(AX V(x,y) -.EQ(x,y). LT(x,y) v LTCy,x»
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) • EQ(sub(x,y),O»
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) :J EQ(y,x» :Symmetry

(Gimme-CP 'CORRECT-w3 'ERROR-w3

'««wn I) 1wx) «wn 2) 1wy) «fr I) 1nx /7dx) «= 7wy 1wx) « 7nx 1dx))) T
"the child gives up with problems where the subtrahend is • loose whole number."»

(DEFMODEL ERROR-w3
(nmll nm2b 001 endl end2 hIt)
RULE-SET)
(DEFMODEL CORRECT-w4

(wnJ nm2a nm2b dnl endl end2 hit)
RULE-SET)

(prop (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-c:l.use-set)
(AX V(x,y) -.EQ(x,y). LT(x,y) v LTCy,x»
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,r) • EQ(sub(x,y),O»
(AX Vex) EQ(x,x» :Ref1exivity
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,yl:J EQ(y,x» :Symmetry

(Gimme-CP 'CORRECT-w4 'ERROR-w4

«?ox

'««wn I) 1wx) «fr I) 1nx /1dx) «fr 2)?Oy / 1dy)
7dx) « 1ny ?dy») T
"the child cannot deal with mixed fraction problems where only the first parameter is mixed."»

(DEFMODEL ERROR-w4
(nrn2! nm2b 001 end! end2 hit)
RULE-SET)
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(DEFMODEL CORRECT-w5
(wn4 nm2a dnl endl end2 hIt)
RULE-SE1)
(Proin (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-clau.e-.et)
(AX V(x,y) ..,EQ(x.y). LT(x,y) v LT(y,x»
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y). EQ(sub(x.y),O»
(AX Vex) EQ(x,x» ;Reflexivitr.
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ EQ(Y,x» ;Symmetry
(AXV(x) -,LT(addl(x),x»
(Ginune-CP 'CORRECT-w:S 'ERROR-wS
'««wn I) 1wx) «wn 2) 1wy) «fr I) ?rut / 1dx) «fr 2)?Dy / 1dy)
«= 1wy 1wx) « 1nx 1dx) « 1ny 1dy))) T
"if after some other mistake Ihe lst whole number is lesslhan Ihe 2nd. then take the absolute
difference. The rule PO 1 is included to force Ihis error."»
(DEFMODEL ERROR-w5
(pgl wn4m nm2a dnl end! end2 hIt)
RULE-SE1)
(DEFMODEL CORRECT001&2&5
(wn4 runl nm2a nm2b brw dnl endl end2 hIt)
RULE-SE1)
(progn (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-elause-set)
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y). EQ(lub(x.y).O»
(AX Vex) EQ(x,x» ;Reflexivity
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x.y) ~ EQ(y,x» ;Symmetry
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ -,LT(x.y»
(AX V(x,y) LT(x,y). -J.T(y,x» Asymmetric
(Gimme-CP 'CORRECToOl.t2&5 'ERRORoOl
'««wn 1) 1wx) «wn 2) 1wy} «fr I) 1nx /1dx) «fr 2) 1ny /1dy)
« 1wy 1wx) « 1nx 1ny) « ?nx ?dx) « 1ny 1d,r,))) T
"If Ihe problem requires a borrow. !hen get stuck_

»

(DEFMODEL ERROR-nl
(wn4 run2a nm2b brw dnl endl end2 hIt)
RULE-SE1)
(Proio (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-clause-set)
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) • EQ(sub(x,y).O»
(AX Vex) EQ(x,x» ;Reflexivitr.
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ EQ(Y,x» ;Symmetry
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ -J.T(x.r.»
(AX V(x,y) LT(x,y). -,LT(y,x» Asymmetric
(Gimme-CP 'CORRECT-nl.t2&5 'ERROR-n2
'««wn 1) ?wx) «wn 2) 1wy) «fr I) 1nx / 1dx) «fr 2)?Dy /1dy)
« ?wy ?wx) « 1nx ?oy) (= ?dx ?dy) « ?nx ?dx) « ?oy ?dy») T
"lhe child takes Ihe absolute difference between Ihe two numeraton."»
(DEFMODEL ERROR-n2
(wn4 nm2m1 brw dnl endl end2 hIt)
RULE-SET)
(DEFMODEL CORRECT-n3.t4-dI-fl.t2
(run2a om2b dn21cm fetl fct2 fct3 fct4 endl hit)
RULE-SE1)
(Proin (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-elause-set)
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y). EQ(sub(x,y}.O»
(AX Vex) EQ(x,x» ;Ref1exivitr.
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ EQ(y,x» ;Symmetry
(AX V(x.y) EQ(x,y) ~ -,Li(x.y»
(AX V(x,y) LT(x,y). -,LT(y,x» Asymmetric
(AXV(a,b,e,d) LT(div(e,d),div(a,b»
~ -,EQ(mult(div(fmdlcm(b,d),b).a).mult(div(fmdlcm(b.d).d),e»)
(AX V(a.b,c,d) LT(a,c) A EQ(d,fmdlcm(b,d»
~ ...,EQ(c,rnult(div(findlcm(b,d),b).a)))
(Gimme-CP 'CORRECT-n3.t4-d l-fl.t2 'ERROR-n3.td2
'««fr I) ?nx I?dx) {(fr 2) ?oy 17dy) « ?nx ?ny) « 7dx ?dy)
« ?nx ?dx) « ?oy ?dy) « (·div ?oy ?dy) (·div ?nx 7dx»» T
"take Ihe absolute difference between Ihe two numeraton before dealing with
Ihe denominators. If Ihe denominaton are oot equal then take their absolute difference_")
(DEFMODEL ERROR-n3.td2
(nm2m2 dn2ml endl hIt)
RULE-SE1)
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(prop (Rinitialise-axioms)

- (Rinitialise-known-clause-set)
(AX 'V(x.y) EQ(x,y) • EQ(sub(x.y).O»
(AX 'V(x) EQ(x.x» ;Re1lexivity
(AX 'V(x.y) EQ(x.y):::> EQ(y,x» ;Synuneuy
(AX 'V(x.y) EQ(x.y):::> -.Lt(x.y»
(AX 'V(x.y) LT(x.y). -.LT(y,x» Alynunetric
(AX 'V(a.b,c,d) LT(div(c.d).div(.,b»
:> -.EQ(mult(div(f'mdlcm(b.d),b),.),mult(div(fmdlcm(b.d).d).c»)
(AX 'V(a.b,c.d) LT(a.c) 1\ EQ(d,findlan(b.d»
:> -.EQ(c,mult(div(f'mdlan(b,d),b),a)))
(Gimme-CP 'CORRECf-n3&4-dI-fl&2 'ERROR-n4&d3
'««fr 1) ?rut I?dx) «fr 2) ?ny I ?dr.) « ?ny ?rut) « ?dy ?dx) « ?rut ?dx) « ?ny ?eIy)
« (*div ?ny ?dy) (*div 1rut 1dx»» T
"subtract numerators befoR denomin.ton. Subtract the two denomin.ton."»
(DEFMODEL ERROR-n4&d3
(run2m3. nm2m3b dn2m2 end I hit)

RULE-SET)
(progn (Rinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-cl.use-set)
(AX 'V(x.y) EQ(x,y) • EQ(sub(x.y),O»
(AX'V(x) EQ(x.x» ;Re1lexivity
(AX 'V(x.y) EQ(x,y) :> EQ(y,x» ;Synunetry
(AX 'V(x,y) EQ(x,y):> ...,Lt(x,y»
(AX 'V(x,y) LT(x,y). -.LT(y,x» Asymmetric
(Ginvne-CP'CORRECf-nl&2&S 'ERROR-nS
'««wn I) 1wx) «wn 2) 1wy) «fr I) 1rut 11dx) «fr 2) 7ny 17dy) « 7wy 7wx) « 7rut ?ny)
(= 7dx ?dy) « 7rut 7dx) « 7ny 7dy) « 7nx 10) « 7ny 10))) T
"when borrowing, add ten to the numerator."»
(DEFMODEL ERROR-nS
(wn4 runl run2a nm2b brwm 001 endl end2 hit)

RULE-SET)
(prosn (Rinitialise-axioms)
(reinilialise-known-clause-set)
(AX 'V(x.y) EQ(x.y) • EQ(sub(x,y),O»
(AX 'V(x) EQ(x.x» ;Re1lexivity
(AX 'V(x.y) EQ(x.y):> EQ(y,x» ;Synunetry
(AX 'V(x.y) EQ(x.y):::> ....J.t(x.y»
(AX 'V(x.y) LT(x,y). -.LT(y,x» Asynunetric
(AX'V(a,b,c.d) LT(div(c.d),div(a.b»
:> -.EQ(mult(div(f'mdlcm(b,d),b),.),mult(div(fmdlcm(b,d),d).c»)
(AX'V(a.b,c.d) LT(••c) 1\ EQ(d,findlcm(b,d»
:> -.EQ(c,mult(div(fmdlan(b,d),b),a)))
(Gimme-CP 'CORRECf-n3&4-dI-fl&2 'ERROR-dl
'««fr I) 7nx 17dx) «fr 2) 7ny 17dr) (..., (= 7dx ?dy» « 1rut ?dx) « 7ny 7dy)
« (*div 70y 7dy) (·div 7rut 7dx»))) T
"the child cannot calculate the LCM."»
(DEFMODEL ERROR-dl
(nm2a nm2b Ian fct 1 fct2 fct3 fct4 end I hit)

RULE-SET)
(prosn (Rinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-clause-set)
(AX 'V(x.y) EQ(x.y) • EQ(sub(x,y),O»
(AX 'V(x) EQ(x.x» ;Reflexivity
(AX 'V(x,y) EQ(x,y):> EQ(y,x» ;Synunetry
(AX'V(x.y) EQ(x.y) :> ....J. t(x,r.»
(AX 'V(x.y) LT(x,y) • ...,LT(y,x» Asynunetric
(AX'V(a,b,c,d) LT(div(c.d),div(a.b»
:> -.EQ(mult(div(findlcm(b.d),b),.),mult(div(fmdlan(b,d),d),c»)
(AX'V(I,b.c.d) LT(.,c) 1\ EQ(d,findlan(b,d»
:> -.EQ(c,mult(div(findlcm(b,d),b),.)))
(Ginvne-CP 'CORRECf-n3&4-dI-Cl&2 'ERROR-Cl
'««fr I) 7rut 17dx) «fr 2) 1ny 17dy) (-, (= 7dx ?ely» « 1rut 1dx) « 7ny 7dy)
« (*div 7ny 7dy) (·div ?rut 7dx»» T
"work out the LCM but do not enlarge the numerators."»
(DEFMODEL ERROR-Cl
(nm2a nm2b OO21cm end! hit)

RULE-SET)
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(prosn (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-elause-set)
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) • EQ(sub(x,y),O»
(AX Vex) EO(x,x» :Reflexivity
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ EQ(Y,x» ;Symmetry
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ -J.T(x,y»
(AX V(x,y) LT(x,y). -J.T(y,x» Asymmetric
(AX V(a,b,c,d) LT(div(e,d),div(a,b»
~ -.EQ(mult(div(fmdlem(b,d),b),a),mult(div(fmdlcm(b,d),d),e»)
(AX V(a,b,c,d) LT(a,e) 1\ EQ(d,fmdlcm(b,d»
~ -.EQ(e,mult(div(fmdlcm(b,d),b),a»)

(Gimme-CP 'CORRECT-n3&4-d1-f1&2 'ERROR-a

'««fr I) ?nx / ?dx) «fr 2) ?ny / ?d)') (-, (= ?dx ?dy» « ?nx ?dx) « ?DY ?dy)
« (*div ?ny ?dy) (*div?nx ?dx»» T
"worle out the LCM but enlarge the numeratorl by cross-multiplying.H»~

(DEFMODEL ERROR-a
(nm2a nm2b dn2lcm fetvl fetv2 fetv3 endl hIt)
RULE-SET)

(DEFMODEL CORRECT·f3
(nm2a nm2b dnl dn2lcm fetl fct2 fc:t3 fct4 endl hIt)
RULE-SET)
(prosn (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-elause-set)
;;(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) • EQ(sub(x,y),O» ;Sends into loop.
(AX Vex) EQ(x,x» ;Reflexivit)'
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ EQ(Y,x» ;Symmetry
(AX V(x,y,z) EQ(x,y) 1\ EQ(y,z) ~ EQ(x,z» ;Transitivity
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ -J.T(x,y'»
(AX V(x,y) LT(x,y). -J.T(y,x» Asymmetric

(Gimme-CP 'CORRECT-f3 'HRROR-f3
'««fr I)?nx / ?d) «fr 2) ?ny / ?d) « ?nx ?d) « ?ny ?d») T
"factor even when the two denominaton are equal."»

(DEFMODEL ERROR-f3
(nm2a nm2b dnlv dn2lcm fetvl fclV2 fctv3 endl hIt)
RULE-SET)

(DEFMODEL CORRECT-hI
(nm2a nm2b dnl hef endl hIt)
RULE-SET)
(progn (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-clause-set)
(AX V(x) EQ(x,x» ;Reflexivit)'
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ EQ(y,x» ;Symmetry
(AX V(x,y,z) EQ(x,y) 1\ EQ(Y,z) ~ EQ(x,z» :Transilivity
(AX V(x.)') EQ(x,y) ~ -J.T(x,y»

(Gimme-CP 'CORRECT-hi 'ERROR-hl
'««fr l)?nx / ?d) «fr 2) ?ny / ?d)«?nx ?d) (dny ?d») T
"do not cancel."»

(DEFMODEL ERROR-hI
(nm2a nm2b dnl endl hIt)
RULE-SET)

(DEFMODEL CORRECT-e I&2&3
(nm2a nm2b dnI endl end3 hIt)
RULE-SET)
(progn (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-elause-set)
(AX Vex) EQ(x,x» ;Reflexivit)'
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ EQ(y,x» ;Symmetry
(AX V(x,y,z) EQ(x,y) 1\ EQ(y,z) ~ EQ(x,z» :Transitivity
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ -J.1'(x,y»

(Gimme-CP 'COWCf-eI&2&:3 'ERROR-el
'««fr I) ?nx / ?d) «fr 2) ?n1./ ?d) « ?nx ?d) « ?ny ?d))) T
"do not change OlD to zero."»

(DEFMODEL ERROR-el
(nm2a nm2b dnl endl hIt)
RULE-SET)

(Prosn (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitiali.e-known-clause-set)
AX Vex) EQ(x,x» ;Reflexivit)'
AX V(x,y) E x,y) ~ EQ ,x» ;Symrnetry
AX V(x,y,z)
1\
EQ(x,z» ;Transitivity
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ~ -J.T(x,y»
(Gimme-CP 'CORlffiCT-e1&2&:3 'ERROR-e2
'««fr I)?nx /?d) «fr 2) ?ny I ?d) «?nx 7d) « 7ny 7d») T
"change OlD to NID."»

~

~Q(x,y) E~(y,z) ~
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(DEFMODEL ERROR~
(mula mu2b dnl endl end3ml hIt)

RULE-SE'l)
(propt (reinitialise-axioms)
(reini1ialise-known-clause-set)
(AX Vex) EQ(x,x» ;Reflexivity
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ::J Em» ;Symrnetry
(AX V(x,y,z) EQ(x,y) " E
,z)::J EQ(x,z» ;Transitivity
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ::J ~T x,y»

(Gimme-CP 'CORRECT-e1.t2&3 'ERROR-e3
'««Cr 1) ?m I?d) «Cr 2) ?ny I?d) « ?m ?d) « ?ny ?d))) T
"change OlD to D."»
(DEFMODEL ERROR-e3
(mula mu2b dnl endl end3m2 hit)

RULE-SE'l)
(DEFMODEL CORRECT-e4cl5
(wn4 mu2a mu2b dnl endl end2 end4 hit)

RULE-SE'l)
(proBn (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-clause-set)
(AX Vex) EQ(x,x» ;Reflexivity
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ::J EQm'» ;Symrnetry
(AX V(x,y,z) EQ(x,y) "
,z)::J EQ(x,z» ;Transitivity
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y)::J ~T x,y»

(Gimme-CP 'CORRECT-e4cl5 'ERROR-e4
'««wn I) ?w) «WI! 2) ?w) ({fr I) ?m I?d) «fr 2) ?oy I?d) « 1m ?d) « ?ny 7d))) T
"change. whole number from 0 to W."»
(DEFMODEL ERROR-e4
(wn4 mn2a mu2b 001 endl eod2 end4ml hIt)
RULE-SE'l)
(progn (reinitialise-axioms)
(reinitialise-known-clause-set)
(AX Vex) EQ(x,x» ;Reflexivity
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,y) ::J EQ(y,x» ;Symrnetry
(AX V(x,y,z) EQ(x,y) " EQ(y,z) ::J EQ(x,z» ;Transitivity
(AX V(x,y) EQ(x,Y)::J ~T(x,y»

(Ginune-CP 'CORRECT-e4cl5 'ERROR-eS

'««wn I) ?wx) «wn 2) 7wy) «fr I) ?ox I?d) «fr 2) ?ny I?d)
« 7m 7d) « ?ny ?d) «?wy 7wx») T
"leave the whole number out of the answer."»

(DEFMODEL ERROR-eS
(wn4 nm2a mn2b 001 endl end4 hIt)

RULE-SE'l)
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Appendix IV c

CP·generation Output for the 20 Fraction Subtraction Models
This appendix presents the CP-generation information generated by PO for each of the error types, described in
section 4.3. Section 4.1 describes how to interpret the output.

Error type

wi

This model gives up with problems where the minuend is a loose whole number. PG correctly deduces that
this model's behaviour differs from that of the correct one in the fact that it produces no output. There are two
solution paths taken by the correct model. The first is followed when ,EQ(dec(?wx),O); the second path is
followed when the reverse is true. Note that the CP descriptions contain some redundant constraints, which
could be removed by simplification. For example, ,EQ(sub(?dy,?ny),O) ,EQ(?dy,?ny), thus one of
these constraints could be dropped with no loss of information. The first CP description could be instantiated
by 2 .3/4 , because ,EQ(dec(2),O). Similarly, the second could be instantiated by 1 • 3/4, because
EQ(dec(I),O).

=

(&Wiliml],~~~~~~~~
Input spec: «(WN 1) 1Wx) «FR 2) 1NY 17DY) « 7NY 7OY)

St.re infonnation Cor STA TEl. Ruleset: CORREcr-WI&2
Instantiation.: (IWNI IWN3 IDNl 'NM2A 'ENOl 'END2 ItHLT)
OulpUu: «·OUTPUT «·DEC ?WX) AND (·SUB"ffiACT 7DY ?NY) /7DY))
(-.EQ(DEC(?WX),O)" -,EQ(SUB(?DY.?Ny).O) " LT(7NY.?Dy)
Exclusion clause.: NIL

Slate infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: ERROR-WI
Instantiation.: NIL
Ouiputs: NIL
The model. can be distinguished by the Cact that they produce different numben of outputs.
(Solution 2]
.........
l).....,mW'"X,...)-r.«...
FR
.......2).....,I"E'N""'Y /7DY)
Input Spec:""'«""'(W'"N

«

?NY 7OY)

Slate inConnalion for STATEl. Ruleset: CORREcr-WI&2
Instantiation.: (IWNI IWN3 IDNllfNMlA 1fe.'DlIfHLT)
()u1puts: «·OUTPUT «·SUB"ffiAcr ?DY 7NY) 1 ?DY»)
(~Q(SUB(?DY.?NY),O) " LT(7NY.70Y)
Exclu.ion clauses: EQ(DEC(?WX).O)

State infonnation CorSTATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-WI
Instantiation.: l\'JL
Outputs: NIL
The model. can be distinguished by the Cact that they produce different numben of outputs.

"Error type W2
In the first solution, the critical constraint is the first one:
(.....EQ(?NY ,SUB(?DY, ?NY» v

,EQ (SU B (DEC(?WX), ?WY),SUB(?WX, ?WY))).

In fact, it is a tautology because the second disjunct will be true for whatever values we choose for ?wx and
?vvy. An example CP is: 5. 2/3: the correcto answer is 22/3, but the error model computes 3 1/3. The
second CP description could be instantiated by 5 • 41/3 yielding 2/3 from the correct model but 11/3 from
the error one. The second sOlution path is followed when EQ(SUB(DEC(?WX),?WY),O).
SoIutioa IJ
Cpu1
spec: U(WN I) 1WX) UWN 2) 7WY) «FR 2) ?NY I ?Dy) « ?WY?WX) « ?NY ?Dy)
SUIe infonnailim for STATEL Ruleset: CORRECT-WI&2
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Instantiations: (#lWNI NWN4 NDNI NNM2A NENDI NEND2 NHLT)
outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT (-DEC 7WX) 7WY) AND (-SUBTRACf ?DY ?NY) I?Dy»)
bEQ(SUB(DEC(7WX),7Wy),O) 1\ -.EQ(SUB(7DY,7Ny),O) 1\ LT(7WY,7WX) 1\ LT(7NY,7Dy»
Exclusion clauses: NIL
State information for STATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-W2
Instantiations: (#lWNIM #lENDI #lEND2 NHLT)
Outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT 7WX 7wy) AND 7NY I ?DY»)
(-.EQ(SUB(7WX,7Wy),O) 1\ -.EQ(7NY,O) 1\ LT(7WY,7WX) 1\ LT(7NY,7Dy»
Exclusion clauses: NIL
The outputs «-SUBTRACf (·DEC 7WX) 7WY) AND (*SUBTRACf 7DY 7NY) I ?DY) and «-SUBTRACT 7WX 7WY) AND
?NY I ?DY) can be unified. Therefore, I CP could be generated provided the following constraint-set is instantiable:
«-.EQ(7NY,SUB(?DY,?NY» v -.EQ(SUB(DEC(7WX),?WY),SUB(7WX,?Wy») 1\ -.EQ(7NY,O) 1\ ..,EQ{SUB(7WX,7Wy),O)
..,EQ(SUB(DEC(7WX),7Wy),O) 1\ -.EQ(SUB(?DY,7NY),O) 1\ LT(7WY,7WX) 1\ LT(7NY,7DY»

1\

[Solutiat 2]
Input Spec: 7«"'(WmrlN-')r"<")""1W.......,x....
) '"«W
........N..,z....).....,'"'WY) ({FR 2) ?NY ! 7Dy) « 7WY ?WX) « 7NY 7Dy»
State information for STATEl. Ruleset: CORRECf-WI &2
Instantiations: (NWNI NWN4 NDNI NNM2A NENDI NHLT)
Outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT ?OY ?NY) ! ?Oy»)
(-.EQ(SUB(7DY,?NY),O) 1\ LT(7WY,7WX) 1\ LT(7NY.?Dy»
Exclusion clauses: EQ(SUB(DEC(7WX),7WY),O)
State information for STATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-W2
Instantiations: (NWNIM NENDI NEN02 NHLT)
Outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT 7WX 7WY) AND 7NY 17Dy»)
(-.EQ(SUB(?WX,?Wy).O) 1\ -.EQ(?NY,O) 1\ LT(?WY.?WX) 1\ LT(7NY,7DY»
Exclusion clauses: NIL
The outputs «-SUBTRACf ?DY 7NY) I ?DY) and «-SUBTRACf 7WX 7WY) AND 7NY I?DY)
cannot be unified. Therefore, a problem, satisfying the above constraint set, will discriminate between the two models.

Error type W3
In the error model, the child gives up with problems where the subtrahend is a loose whole number. The
correct model has no problems. Thus, most problems of the form NX/z - MY/z will discriminate.
[Solution I)
Input Spec:""«""'(W,..,.Nn-T')....'"'WX""""")'"T.«...
W.,..N,...,Z....)...,,'""'WY) «FR I) ?NX !70X) (<= 7WY 7WX) «?NX 7DX»
State information for STATEl. Rulesct: CORRECf-W3
Instantiations: (NWN4 NWN2 NENDI NEND2.HLT)
Outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT ?WX ?WY) AND ?NX 17DX»)
(-.EQ(SUB(7WX,7Wy),O) 1\ -.EQ(7NX,O) 1\ LE(7WY,?WX) 1\ LT(7NX,7DX»
Exclusion clauses: NIL
State information for STATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-W3
Instantiations: NIL
Outputs: NIL
The models can be distinguished by the fact that they produce different numbers of outputs.
[Solution 2)
Input Spec:""«""'(W,..,.Nn-T'IM) 1"'W""'x",,)'"T.«...
W.,..NT'1....
Z)""'1""'WY) «FR I) ?NX I?DX) «= ?WY 7WX) «?NX 7DX»
State information for ST ATEl. Rulesct: CORRECf-W3
Instantiations: (NWN4 IfWN2.ENOl 'HLT)
Outputs: «-OUTPUT (7NX I?DX»)
(-.EQ(7NX,O) 1\ LE(7WY,7WX) 1\ LT(7NX.7DX»
Exclusion clauses: EQ(SUB(7WX.7Wy).O)
State information for STATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-W3
Instantiations: NIL
Outputs: NIL
The models can be distinguished by the fact that they produce different numben of outputs.

Error type W4
In the error model, the child cannot deal with mixed fraction problems where only the rust parameter is mixed.
Thus, most problems of that form will discriminate. The exception is the case where the rust whole number is
zero, i.e. EQ(?WX,O). This is the path described by solution 2. In fact, problems where ?WX is zero are
not the norm in this domain; PO only considered this case because the Input Specification was not sufficiently
restrictive. We chose to leave the Input Specification as it is because the more general the Input Specification,
the more difficult it is to perform abstract interpretation (there are more possible paths to consider). This is
true of many of the examples in this thesis.
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[Solution II
Input Spec:"r.«""CW
...N
..........
1)....,...
W""'x....)"'7>({F
....'RP'I"'T"II):"'II1I'r1N....
X I ?OX) «FR 2)?NY I ?Oy) «?NX ?OX) « ?NY ?DY»
State infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: CORRECT·W4
Jnstmtiations: (1WN3 IIDNI 'NM2A IENDI lENIn IHLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT (?WX AND (*SUBTRACT ?NX ?NY) / ?DY»)
(EQ(?DX,?Dy) 1\ -,EQ('1WX,O) 1\ -,EQ(SUB(?NX,?NY),O) 1\ LT(?NY,?NX) 1\ LT(?NX,?Dy) 1\ LT(?NY,?Oy»
Exclusion clauses: -,EQ(?NX,?NY)
Stale infonnation forSTATE2. Ruleset: ERROR·W4

Instantiations: (IONI INM2A IENDIIIHLT)
Outpu!S: «*OUTPUT «*SUBTRACT ?NX ?NY) / ?OY»)
(EQ(?DX,?Oy) 1\ ..,EQ(SUB(7NX,?Ny),O) 1\ LT(?NY,?NX)
Exclusion clauses: ..,EQ(?NX,?Ny)

1\

LT(?NX,?Oy)

1\

LT(7NY,?Dy»

The outputs (7WX ANO (*SUBTRACT ?NX ?Ny) / ?OY) and «*SUBTRACT 7NX ?NY) I ?Oy) cannot be unified. Therefore, a
problem, satisfying the above constraint set, will discriminate between the two modell.
[Solution 2)
Input Spec:"T.«""(W""'..........
N t)n 1""W.",x....}"'7>«....
FR,....,.,I)C1'I7i'E'1N""X I ?OX) «FR 2) 7NY / ?OY) «?NX ?DX) «?NY ?OY»

State infonnation for STATEI. Ruleset: CORRECT·W4
Instantiations: (1WN3 MDNI INM2A MENDI 'HLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT «*SUBTRACT ?NX ?NY) / ?Oy»)
(EQ(?OX,?Dy) 1\ ..,EQ(SUB(7NX,?Ny),O) 1\ LT(?NY,?NX)
Exclusion clauses: (EQ(?WX,O) 1\ -,EQ(?NX,?Ny»
State infonnation for STATE2. Ruleset: ERROR·W4
Instantiations: (MONI MNM2A IIENDI IIHLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT «*SUBTRACT ?NX ?NY) / ?OY)))
(EQ(?OX,?OY) 1\ ..,EQ(SUB(7NX,?Ny),O) 1\ LT(7NY,?NX)
Exclusion clauses: -,EQ(?NX,?NY)

1\

LT(?NX,?Oy)

1\

LT(7NY,7Dy»

1\

LT(?NX,?Oy)

1\

LT(?NY,?OY»

No CP can be generated for the outputs: «*SUBTRACT 7NX ?NY) / ?Oy) and «*SUBTRACT ?NX ?NY) / ?Oy), as they are
equal.

'Error type

WS

In the error model, if after some other mistake the 1st whole number is less than the 2nd, then take the
absolute difference. The rule PG 1 is included to force this error. No CP can be generated if the two whole
numbers are equal (see solution 2), i.e. EQ(SUB(?wx,?wy),O). The key constraint which describes CPs for
this pair of models is: ....,EQ(ABS·SUB(?wx,ADD l(?wx»,O) (solution 1).
[Solution I I
Input Spec:'''T.«'''''CW'''Nt't'''T'<1)''II'1WlnV'x)rl(''''cwmN:T'''2~)'lI11wmY) «FR I)?NX / ?OX) «FR 2) ?NY /?OY) «=?WY 7WX) «?NX ?OX) « 7NY
1DY»
State infonnation forSTATEl. Ruleset: CORRECT·WS

Instantiations: (MWN4 IONI ,:r-.'M2A MENOI .EN02 'HLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT «*SUBTRACT ?WX ?WY) AND (*SUBTRACT 1NX ?NY) / ?Oy»)
(EQ(?dx,?dy) 1\ -,EQ(SUB(?wx,?wy),O) 1\ -,EQ(SUB(?nx,7ny),O) 1\ LT(?ny,'1nx) 1\ LE(?wy,1wx) 1\ LT(7nx,?dy) 1\ LT(7ny,'1dy»
Exclusion clauses: NIL
State infonnation for STA TE2. Ruleset: ERROR·WS
Instantiations: (NPGI NWN4M IIONI IINM2A IENDI 'EN02IHLT)
Ou~ts: «*OUTPUT «*ABS.SUBTRACT 1WX (*ADDI ?WX» AND (*SUBTRACT '1NX '1NY) I ?OY»)
(E '1dx,?dy) 1\ -,EQ(ABS·SUB(7wx,ADOI('1wx»,O) 1\ ..,EQ(SUB('1nx,'1ny),O) 1\ LT(?ny,?nx) 1\ LT(7wy,?wx)
1\ I..: Onx,?dy) 1\ LT(?ny,'1dy»
Exclusion clauses: NIL

1\

LE(7wy,'1wx)

The outputa «*SUBTRACT '1WX 1Wy) AND (*~UBTRACT?NX?NY) / ?OY) and «·ABS-SUBTRACT?WX (*ADDl '1WX»
AND (*SUBTRACT ?NX ?NY) /10y) can be unified. Therefore, a CP could be generated provided the following constraint·set is
instantiable: (-,EQ(SUB(?wx,?wy),ABS·SUB(?wx,ADDI(?wx))) 1\ LT(?wy,?wx)" ..,EQ(ABS-SUB(7wx,ADDI(?wx»,O) 1\
EQ(?dx,?dy)" ..,EQ(SUB(?wx,1wy),O) 1\ ..,EQ(SUB('1nx,'1ny),O) 1\ LT('1ny,'1nx) 1\ LE(7wy,?wx) 1\ LT(7nx,'1dy) 1\ LT(7ny,?dy»
[SolUtion 21........,.,..,.....,......,.....,....,.-r,.......:T'""IT"Rn
Input Spec: «CWN 1) 7WX) «WN 2) 1WY) «FR I) '1NX / '1DX) «FR 2) 1NY / ?DY) «= ?WY ?WX) « 7NX '10X)
10Y»
State infonnation for STATE!. Ruleset: CORRECT·WS
Instantiations: (1WN4.0NI MNM2A IIENOI IHLT)
Ou~ts: «*OUTPUT «*SUBTRACT 1NX ?NY) /10Y»)
(EQ(?dx,'1dy) 1\ -,EQ(SUB(?nx,1ny),O) 1\ LT(?ny,?nx) " LE(7wy,1wx) 1\ LT(?nx,?dy) 1\ LT(1ny,7dy»
Exclusion clauses: EQ(SUB(?wx,'1wy),O)
State infonnation forSTATE2. Ruleset: ERROR·WS

Instantiations: ('WN4M 'DNI 'NM2A 'ENDI IIHLT)
Ou~ts: «*OUTPUT «*SUBlRACT 1NX 1NY) / ?Oy»)
(EQ(7dx,?dy) 1\ -,EQ(SUB(7nx,'1ny),O) 1\ LT(7ny,'1nx) 1\ LE(?wy,'1wx) 1\ LT(7nx,?dy)
Exclusion clauses: (EQ(ABS·SUB(?wx,'1wy),O) 1\ -.LT(?wy,'1wx»
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No CP can be generated for the outputs: «·SUBTRACT ?NX ?NY) /?OY) and «·SUBTRACT ?NX ?NY) / ?OY). as they are
equal

Error type Nl
In the error model. if the problem requires a borrow. then get stuck. The correct model covers two cases. one
where there is a whole number in the answer. -.EQ(DEC(SUB(?wx,?wy»,O). and one where there isn't
(solution 2).
[Solution I)
InjlUt spec:"«""'(WNnn"'"""1)"""1Wm'<7'X)"(""'(WmN:l""12'"').....
'W'"Y) «FR I)?NX /7DX) «FR 2)?NY /?DY) « 7WY 7WX) « 7NX 7NY) « 7NX
?OX) « 7NY ?DY»
State infonnation for STATE 1. Rulelet: CORRECT-NI &2&5
InstantiatiOlll: ('WN4 'DNI 'NMI 'BRW 'NM2A 'ENOl 'EN02'HL1)
Outputs: «·OUTPUT «·DEC (·SUBTRACT ?WX 7WY» AND (·SUBTRACT (. ADD 7DY 7NX) ?NY) /?DY»)
(EQ(7c1x,7dy) A -.EQ(DEC(SUB(7wx.7wy».O) A ~Q(SUB(ADD(?dy.7nx).7ny).O) A LT(7ny,ADD(7dy.7nx» A
.... EQ(SUB(?wx.?wy).O) 1\ LT(?wy.7wx) A LT(?nx.7ny) A LT(7nx.7dy) A LT(7ny.7dy»
Exclusion claules: NIL
State infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: ERROR-NI
Instantiations: ('WN4'ONI)
Outputs: NIL
The models can be distinguished by the fact that they produce different nwnbers of oulpllts.
[Solution 2)
Input Spec:..,..«m{W:rJ'NET""T'l......
) 7mW~Xrr)""T.«W'""'Nl""2'"').,,?wmY) «FR I) ?NX /7DX) «FR 2) ?NY /?OY) « ?WY ?WX) « ?NX ?NY) « ?NX
?OX) « ?NY 7DY»
State infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: CORRECT-NI&2&5
InstantiatiOlll: ('WN4 'ONIINMl 'BRW'NMlA 'ENOl 'HL1)
Outputs: «·OUTPUT «·SUBTRACT ("'ADD ?DY?NX)?NY) /7DY»)
(EQ(7dx.7dy) A -.EQ(SUB(AOD(?dy.?nx).7ny).O) 1\ LT(7ny,ADD(7dy.7nx»
LT(7nx.?ny) 1\ LT(7nx.?dy) A LT(7ny.?dy»
Exclusion clauses: EQ(DEC(SUB(7wx.?wy».O)

A

-.EQ(SUB(?wx.?wy).O)

1\

LT(7wy.7wx)

A

State infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: ERROR-NI
Instantiations: (IWN4'ONI)
Outputs: NIL
The models can be distinguished by the fact that they produce different numbers of oulpllts.

Error type

N2

In the error model. the child takes the absolute difference between the two numerators. There are two cases. one
where there is a whole number in the answer and one where there isn't. The key constraint is:
-.EQ(SUB(AD D(?dy, ?nx), ?ny),AB S·SUB(?nx, ?ny».
[Solution I)
.....X""")...,,«W
......NT"2'").....1W""Y) «FR I)?NX /?DX) «FR 2)?NY /70y) « ?WY 7WX) « 7NX 7NY) (= ?DX
Input Spec:'""7«m(W,...,N~I),...,?...W
70y) « ?NX 7DX) « 7NY 7DY»
State infonnalion forSTATEl. Ruleset: CORRECT-Nl&2&5
Instantiations: (IWN4 IDNI INMl 'BRW 'NM2A 'ENOl 'EN02 'HL1)
Outputs: «"'OUTPUT «"'DEC ("'SUBTRACT?WX ?WY» AJt.'O (·SUBTRACT ('" ADD ?DY ?NX) ?NY) /?DY»)
(EQ(7dx.?dy) A ~Q(DEC(SUB(7wx.7wy».O) A -.EQ(SUB(ADD(7dy.7nx).?ny).O) A LT(7ny,ADD(7dy.7nx» A
.... EQ(SUB(7wx.7wy).O) A LT(7wy.7wx) A LT(7nx.7ny) 1\ EQ(7dy.7dy) A LT(7nx.?dy) A LT(?ny.7dy»
Exclusion clauses: NlL
State infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: ERROR-N2
Instantiations: ('WN4 .DNI INM2MI IENOI IEN02'HL1)
Outputs: «"'OUTPUT «·SUBTRACT 7WX 7WY) AND (·ABS-SUBTRACT 7NX ?NY) / ?OY»)
(EQ(7dx.?dy) 1\ -.EQ(SUB(7wx.7wy).O) 1\ -.EQ(ABS-SUB(?nx.?ny).O) A LT(7wy.7wx) A LT(7nx.7ny)
LT(7nx.?dy) 1\ LT(?ny.?dy»
Exclusion clause.: NIL

A

EQ(7dy.?dy) 1\

The OUlJN~ «-DEC (-SUBTRACT?WX ?WY» AND ("'SUBTRACT ("'ADD 7DY ?NX) ?NY) /70Y) and «"'SUBTRACT 7WX
7WY) AND ("'ABS-SUBTRACT 7NX 7NY) /7DY) can be unified. Therefore, I CP cculd be 8eneratedyrovided the foDowinl
constraint·set is instantiable: «-,EfflUB(ADD(7d)'.?nx).7ny.),ABS.SUB(7nx.7ny» V -.EQ(DEC(SUB{7wx.7wy»,sUB(7wx.7wy»)
1\ -.EQ(ABS-SUB(7nx.7ny).O) A E
?dx,?dy) A -.EQ(DEqSUB(7wx.7!I».O) A ~Q(StJB(ADD(7dy.'1nx).7ny).O) A
LT(?ny.AOD(?dy.?nx» A :.:.EQ(SU (?wx.7wy).O) A LT(7wy.7wx) 1\ LT{7nx.7ny) A EQ(7dy.?dy) A LT(7nx.?dy) A LT(7ny.7dy»
[Solution 2)
Input Spec:'7l«r7'I{WI7!NItr'Y'I......
) ,mW~x"')..,,«'"W..,N...2'"J"'?W"'y) «FR I) 7NX /70X) «FR 2)?NY /7DY) « 7WY 7WX) «?NX?NY) (= 'lDX
?DY) « ?NX ?DX) « 7NY ?DY»
State infonnllion for STATEl. Ruleset: CORRECT-NI &2&S
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InJtantiltioos: (1WN4 'DNI INMI 'BRW 'NM2A IENOI IHLn
~~: «-OUTPUT «*SUBTRACT (-ADD ?DY ?NX) ?NY) /?DY»)
(EQ(7dx.?dy) A ~Q(SUB(ADD(7dy.7nx).?ny).O)" LT(7ny.ADD(7dy.7nx»" ~Q(SUB(?wx.7wy).O)" LT(?wy.?wx)"
LT('lnx.?ny)" EQ('ldy.?dy) " LT(7nx.?dy) 1\ LT(7ny.?dy»
Bxclusion clauses: EQ(DEC(SUB(7wx.?wy».O)

SIItc infonnation for STATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-Nl
InslantiatiOOI: (IWN4 'DNI INM2MI IENDI IEN02IHLT)
0u1pU_": «-OUTPUT «·SUBlRACT 7WX?wy) AND (·ABS-SUBlRACT?NX ?NY) / ?OY»)
(EQ(7dx.?dy) 1\ ...,EQ(SUB(?wx.?wy).O) 1\ ...,EQ(ABS-SUB('lnx.?ny).O) 1\ LT(7wy.7wx) 1\ LT(7nx.?ny)" EQ(7dy.?dy) 1\
LT(7nx.?dy) 1\ LT(7ny.?dy»
Bxdusim clauses: Nfl.
The OUtpUll «·SUBTRACT (. ADD ?DY ?NX) ?NY) / ?OY) and «·SUBTRACT ?WX 7WY) AND (* ABS·SUBTRACT?NX
?NY) / ?DY) cannot be unified. Therefore. a problem. satisfying the above constraint set. will discriminate between the two modell.

Error type N3
In the error model. the child takes the absolute difference between the two numerators before dealing with the
denominators. If the denominators are not equal then the child takes their absolute difference. This leads to
quite a complex CP description, however the key feature is that either: (i) the LCM should not be equal to the
absolute difference of the two denominators, or (ii) the difference between the factorised numerators should not
be equal to the absolute difference between the original numerators. i.e.
:..EQ(FINDLCM(?dx.?d}'b~S-SUB(?dx.?dy»

v ...,EQ(SUB(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx.?dy).?dx).?nx),MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(?dx.?dy).?dy).?ny».
ABS-SUB(?nx.?ny»

[Solution I)
Input spec:..."«"..(F""''R...,l....)..",,N
....XO'''T"'/1'11'D~X'''')71«~FR~2)?NY /?Oy) «?NX ?NY) « ?DX ?Dy) «?NX ?OX) « ?NY ?DY) « (·DIV ?NY
?Dy) (·DIV ?NX ?DX»)
State infonnation for STATEL Ruleset: CORRECT-N3cU-DI-FI&2
Instantiations: (IDN2 'LCM 'FCTI IFCT3 IfFCTl IFCT3 IfFCT4 'NMlA ,END 1 IfHLT)
Outpull: «·OUTPUT «*SUBlRACT (*MULTIPLY (*DIVIDE (·FlNDLCM ?OX ?Oy) ?OX) ?NX) (*MULTIPLY (·DIVIDE
(*FINDLCM ?DX ?OY) ?OY) ?NY» / (*FlNDLCM 7DX ?DY»)))
(...,EQ(SUB(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx. ?dy).7dx).?nx).MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx.?dy). 7dy). ?n~».O) 1\
LT(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(?dx.?dy).?dy).7ny),MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx.7dy).?dx).7nx» 1\ -.EQ(2.1) 1\ -.EQ(7dx.?dy) 1\
LT(7nx.7ny) 1\ LT(7dx.?dy) 1\ LT(7nx.?dx)" LT(7ny.?dy) 1\ LT(DIV(7ny.?dy).DIV(7nx.?dx»)
Bxclusim clauses: NIL
State infonnation for STATE2 Ruleset: ERROR-N3&D2
Instantiations: ('NM2M2 'DN2MI 'ENDI 'HLT)
Ou~u: «*OUTPUT «* ABS-SUBTRACT 1NX ?NY) I (. ABS-SUBTRACf ?OX 70y»»
(...,EQ(ABS-SUB(7nx.7ny).O)" -.EQ(7dx.7dy) 1\ LT(?nx.7ny) 1\ LT(7dx.7dy) 1\ LT(7nx.7dx)
LT(DlV(7ny.7dy).DlV(7nx.?dx)))
Bxclulim clauses: NIL

1\

LT(7ny.?dy) 1\

The OUtpUll «*SUBTRACT (·MULTIPLY (*DIVIDE (*FlNDLCM 7DX?oY) ?DX)?NX) (·MULTIPLY (*DIVIDE
(.FlNDLCM ?DX ?Oy) 7Dy) 7Ny» I (*FINDLCM ?DX ?Dy» and «* ABS-SUB1RACf ?NX 7NY) I (* ABS-SUBTRACT 70X
1Dy» can be lDlified. Therefore. I CP could be generated provided the following constraint-set is instantiable:
«-.EQ(FINDLCM(7dx.?dy).ABS-SUB(?dx.?dy» v
~Q(SUB(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx.7dy).?dx).?nx),MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx.?dy).?dy).7ny».ABS-SUB(7nx.?ny») 1\

-.EQ(ABS-SUB(7nx.7ny).O)

1\

LT(?nx.?ny)

1\

~Q(SUB(MULT(DIV(FlNDLCM(7dx.7dy).?dx).7nx),MULT(DIV(FlNDLCM(7dx.?d)').7dy).7ny».O) "LT(
MULT(DIV(FlNDLCM(7dx.?dy).7dy).?ny),MULT(DIV(FlNDLCM(?dx.7dy).7dx).7nx» " ~Q(2.1)" ~Q(7dx.?dy)
1\

"Error type

LT(7dx.7dy)

1\

LT(7nx.7dx)" LT(7ny.7dy) 1\ LT(DIV(?ny.?dy).DIV(7nx.?dx»)

N4

In the error model, the child subtracts the numerators and then the denominators. Thus, the CP description is
very similar to that of error type N3. The difference is the presence of SUB in the place of ABS-SUB.
[Solution I)
Input spec:'"""«",(F""'R.....l....)..",1N
....XC"""/T"1'11'D~X"")71«~fR~2) 7NY /7DY) «?NY ?NX)
?DY) ('OIV ?NX ?DX»)

«

7DY ?OX) «?NX 7DX)

« 7NY ?Oy) «

(*OIV 7NY

StateinfonnationforSTATEI. Ruleset: CORRECT-N3&4·DI·FI&2
Instantiations: (IfDN2.LCM IfFCTllfFCT3IfFCT2IfFCTJ IfFCT4lfNMlA IfENDllfHLT)
Oul~ts: «·OUTPUT «*SUBTRACT (*MULTIPLY (*DIVIDE (*FINDLCM?OX ?DY) 7DX) 1NX) (·MULTIPLY (.DIVIDB
(.FINDLCM 1DX 7Dy) 7DY) ?NY» / (·FlNDLCM 7DX ?DY))))
(....EQ(SUB(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(?dx.?dy).1dx).?nx).MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx.7dy).1dy).1ny».O) 1\
LT(MULT(DIV(FlNDLCM(?dx. ?dy). 7dy). 7ny ).MULT(DIV(FlNDLCM(7dx. ?dy).7dx). ?nx» 1\ -.EQ(2.1) 1\ ...,EQ('ldx.?dy) 1\
LT(7ny.7nx) 1\ LT(7dy.?dx) 1\ LT(7nx.?dx) 1\ LT(7ny.?dy) 1\ LT(DIV(?ny.7dy).DIV(7nx.7dx)))
Bxclulim clauses: NIL
Stale infonnltion for STATEl. Ruleset: ERROR-N4&D3
Instantiationl: ('NM2M3A 'DN2M2 'ENDI 'HLT)
OutpUts: «*OUTPUT «·SUBlRACT 7NX 7NY) / (*SUBlRACT ?DX ?Dy»»
(-.EQ(SUB(7nx.7ny).O) 1\ LT(?ny.7nx)" LT(1dy.1dx) 1\ LT(7nx.?dx) 1\ LT(7ny.?dy) 1\ LT(DIV(?ny.7dy).DIV(7nx.7dx)))
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Exclusion clauses: NIL
The outputs «-SUBTRACT (·MULTIPLY (-DIVIDE (-FlNDLCM?OX ?DY) ?DX) ?NX) (·MULTIPLY (-DIVIDB
(-~LCM ?DX ?DY) ?OY) ?NY» I (-FINDLCM ?DX ?DY» and «*SUBTRACT ?NX ?NY) I (-SUBTRACT ?OX ?DY» CID
be \Ulified. Therefore, a CP could be generated provided the following constraint-set is instantiable:
«...,EQ(FINDLCM(?dx,?dy),SUB(?dx,?dy» v
-.EQ(SUB(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(?dx,?dy),?dx),?nx),MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(?dx,?dy),?dy),?ny»,SUB(?nx,?ny») A
-.EQ(SUB(?nx,?ny),O) 1\ -.EQ(SUB(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(?dx,?dy),?dx),?nx),MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(?dx,?d)'~?dy>,?ny»,O) "
LT(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(?dx,?dy),?dy),?ny),MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(?dx,?dy),?dx),?nx» A --.EQ(2,I) 1\ --.EQ(?dx,?dy) A
LT(?ny,?nx) " LT(?dy,?dx)" LT(?nx,?dx) A LT(?ny,?dy) 1\ LT(DIV(?ny,?dy),DIV(?nx,?dx»)

Error type

NS

In the error model, when borrowing, the child adds ten to the numerator. Therefore CPs will have the
following characteristic: -,EQ(SUB(ADD(?dy,?nx),?ny),SUB(ADD(lO,?nx),?ny».
[Solution I]
Input Spec:''71«'7't(wmN~I)'''''1wmxV')n('7'rl(WIl''IN''''''Z'"')"""7WtI7y) «FR I)?NX / ?DX) «FR 2)?NY / ?Dy) « ?WY ?WX) «?NX ?Ny) (= ?DX
?OY) « ?NX ?DX) « ?NY ?DY) « ?NX 10) « ?NY 10»
State infonnation for STA TEl. Ruleset: CORRECT-NI&2&5
Instantiations: (IIWN4 IIDNI IINMI IIBRW *NM2A *ENOI #EN0211HLT)
Outputs: «·OUTPUT «·DEC (·SUBTRACT?WX ?WY» AND (-SUBTRACT (-ADD ?DY ?NX)?NY) / ?DY»)
(EQ(?dx,?dy) " --.EQ(DEC(SUB(?wx,?wy»,O) " ...,EQ(SUB(ADD(?dy,?nx},?ny),O) " LT(?ny,ADD(?dy.?nx» "
-.EQ(SUB(?wx,?wy),O) " LT(?wy,?wx) A LT(?nx,?ny) 1\ EQ(?dy,?dy)" LT(?nx,?dy) A LT(?ny,?dy) 1\ LT(?nx,IO) 1\
LT(?ny,lO»
Exclusion clauses: NIL
Slate infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: ERROR-NS
Instantiations: (1fWN4 'DNI #NMI 'BRWM #NM2A #ENOI 'ENOl #HLT)
Outputs: «·OUTPUT «-DEC (-SUBTRACT ?WX ?WY» AND (-SUBTRACT (. ADD 10 ?NX) ?NY) / ?Dy»)
(EQ(?dx,?dy)" --.EQ(DEC(SUB(?wx,?wy».O) 1\ -.EQ(SUB(ADD(IO,?nx),?ny),O) 1\ LT(?ny,ADD(IO,?nx» 1\
-.EQ(SUB(?wx,?wy),O) " LT(?wy,?wx) 1\ LT(?nx,?ny)" EQ(?dy,?dy)" LT(?nx,?dy)" LT(?ny,?dy)" LT(?nx,10) "
LT(?ny,10»
Exclusion clauses: NIL
The outputs «·DEC (·SUBTRACT ?WX ?WY» AND (·SUBTRACT (·ADD ?DY ?NX) ?NY) I ?DY) and «·DEC
(·SUBTRACT?WX ?WY» AND (·SUBTRACT (·ADD 10?NX)?NY) / ?DY) can be unified. Therefon:,a CP could be
generated provided the following constraint-set is instantiable: (-.EQ(SUB(ADD(?dy,?nx),?ny),SUB(ADD(10,?nx),?ny» 1\
LT(?ny,ADD(IO,?nx» 1\ -.EQ(SUB(ADD(IO,?nx),?ny),O) " EQ(?dx,?dy) 1\ -.EQ(DEqSUB(?wx,?wy»,O) "
-.EQ(SUB(ADD(?c!Y,?nx),?ny),O) 1\ LT(?ny,ADD(?dy,?nx» 1\ -.EQ(SUB(?wx,?wy),O) 1\ LT(?wy,?wx) 1\ LT(?nx,?ny) 1\
EQ(?dy,?dy)" LT(7nx,?dy) 1\ LT(?ny,?dy) 1\ LT(?nx,10) A LT(?ny,10»
[Solution 2]
Input Spec:"7l«~(wmN:rll'T)"II'I?WI'ITX~):-7('7'rl(WrnN:'I"'Z'I"r)"II'I7WIUY) «FR 1) ?NX / ?DX) «FR 2) ?NY I?OY) « ?WY ?WX) « ?NX ?NY) (= ?DX
?Dy) « ?NX ?DX) « ?NY ?DY) « ?NX 10) « ?NY 10»
State infonnalion for STATE 1. Ruleset: CORRECT-Nl&2&5
Instantiations: (IIWN4 IIDNI #NMI #BRW INM2A 'END I #HLT)
Outpuu: «-OUTPUT «·SUBTRACT (-ADD ?DY ?NX) ?NY) /70Y»)
(EQ(?dx,?dy) 1\ -.EQ(SUB(ADD(?dy,?nx),7ny),O) " LT(?ny,ADD(7dy,?nx» " -.EQ(SUB(?wx,?wy),O) " LT(?wy,7wx) "
LT(?nx,?ny) 1\ EQ(?dy,?dy) 1\ LT(?nx,7dy)" LT(?ny,7dy) 1\ LT(?nx,IO) " LT(?ny,IO»
Exclusion clauses: EQ(DEC(SUB(?wx,?wy»,O)
State infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: ERROR-NS
Instantiations: (#WN4 IIDNI IINMI IIBRWM IINM2A IIENOI 'HLT)
Outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT (-ADD 10 ?NX) 7Ny) /?DY»)
(EQ(?dx,?dy) A -.EQ(SUB(ADD(lO,?nx),?ny),O) 1\ LT(?ny,ADD(10,?nx» 1\ -.EQ(SUB(1wx,1wy),O) " LT(?wy,?wx) 1\
LT(7nx,?ny) 1\ EQ(?dy,?dy) 1\ LT(?nx,?dy) 1\ LT(?ny,?dy)" LT(?nx, 10) " LT(?ny,IO»
Exclusion claules: EQ(DEC(SUB(?wx,?wy»,O)
The outputs «-SUBTRACT (. ADD ?DY ?NX) ?NY) I ?OY) and «-SUBTRACT (. ADD 10 ?NX) ?NY) / ?DY)
can be unified. TheRfon:, a CP could be generated f.rovided the foUowing CXJ1straint-set is instantiable:
(-.EQ(SUB(ADD(?dy,?nx),?ny),SUB(ADD(IO,?nx ,?ny» " LT(?ny,ADD(10,?nx» " -.EQ(SUB(ADD(10,?nx),?ny),O)
EO(DEC(SUB(7wx,?wy»,o) " EQ(7dx,?dy) 1\ -.EQ(SUB(ADD(7dy,7nx),?ny),O) 1\ LT(?ny,ADD(?dr,7nx» 1\
...,EQ(SUB(?wx,?wy),O) " LT(?wy,?wx) 1\ LT(7nx,?ny)" EQ(7dy,7dy)" LT(?nx,?dy)" LT(?ny,?dy)" LT(?nx,10) "
LT(7ny,lO»

Error type

A

bl

In the error model, the child cannot calculate the LCM. Therefore. any problem which requires an LCM will
be critical. This is embodied in the constraint -,EQ(?dx,?dy). which in the instance was derived from the
Input Specification.
[Solution 1]
Input Spec:,,«r71(F:'IlR:"lrr)"'7N,,"xr j'TI'!"'OrollX'"f")77«'r:'IFRr'nZ)?NY /?DY) (-, (= ?DX ?DY» «?NX ?OX) « ?NY ?Dy)
?NX ?DX»)
State infonnation for STATE I. Ruleset: CORRECT-N3&4-DI-Fl&2
Instantiations: ('DN2 #LCM *FCTI IIFCT3 'FCT2 IIFCT3 'FCT41NM2A 'ENOl 'HLT)
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Outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT (-MULTIPLY (-DIVIDE (-FINDLCM ?DX ?DY) ?DX) ?NX) (-MULTIPLY (-DIVIDE
(-FlNDLCM ?OX ?DY) 7Dy) ?NY» / (-FINDLCM 7DX 7DY»»
(-'EQ(SUB(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(?dx,7dy),7dx),7nx),MULT(DIV(FlNDLCM(7dx,?dy),?dy),?nr»,O) 1\
LT(MUi.T(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx,7dy),?dy),7ny),MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx,?dy),?dx),7nx» A -.EQ(2,1) A -.EQ(7dx,7dy) A
LT(7nx,7dx) 1\ LT(?ny,?dy) A LT(DIV(7ny,7dy),DIV(?nx,7dx)))
lhclusiCll clauses: NIL
.
Stale information for STATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-Dl
Instantiations: NIL
OulpUts: NIL
The models can be distinguished by the fact that they produce different numbers of outputs.

Error type Fl
In the error model, the child works out the LCM but gets stuck because s/he cannot enlarge the numerators.
Thus, any problem where ...,EQ(?dx,?dy) will be discriminatory.
[Solution II
Inpu,t spec:"'T.«m(FR
........IT")1""'NX,..,.....,7..,.,1D~xC"t)""T.«(F""'1t~2) 7NY /7DY) (-. (= 7DX 7Dy» « 7NX 7DX) « 7NY?oY) « (-DIV ?NY ?DY) (-DIV
7NX 7DX)))
State infonnation for STATEL Ruleset: CORRECT-N3&4-Dl-FI &2
Instantiations: (IIDN2I#LCM IIFCTI IIFCT3I#FCT2 IIFCTI I#FCT4 IINM2A IENDI IIHLT)
Outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT (-MULTIPLY (-DIVIDE (-FINDLCM 7DX ?Oy) 7DX) 7NX) (-MULTIPLY (-DIVIDB
(-FlNDLCM 7DX ?Dy) 7Dy) 7NY» / (-FINDLCM ?DX 7DY»»
(-.EQ(SUB(MULT(DIV(FlNDLCM(7dx,7dy),7dx),?nx),MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx,7dy),?dy),?ny»,O) A
LT(MULT(DIV (FINDLCM(7dx, 7dy),?dy), 7ny ),MULT(DIV (FlNDLCM(7dx,7dy),7dx), 7nx» A ...,EQ(2,1) A -.EQ(7dx,7dy) A
LT('1nx,?dx) A LT(7ny,?dy) A LT(DIV(7ny,?dy),DIV(?nx,?dx)))
lhc1usiCll clauses: NIL
State information (or STATEl. Ruleset: ERROR -FI
Instantiations: (IIDN2I1LCM)
Outputs: NIL
The model. can be distinguished by the fact that they produce different numbers of outputs.

Error type F2
In the error model, work out the LCM but enlarge the numerators by cross-multiplying. Therefore, the
following constraint is critical to the generation of a CP:
-.EQ(SUB(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(?dx,7dy),7dx),7nx),MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx,7dy),7dy),7ny»,
SUB(MULT(7dy, 7nx),MULT(7dx,7ny)))

In other words, the result of subtracting the factorised numerators should not be equal to that of subtracting the
cross-multiplied numerators.
[Solution 11,....,.,,""'""',...,....,.n'V''T1n''r't'T77r!~
Input spec: «(FR I) 1NX ] 1OX) «FR 2) 7NY /7DY) (..., (= 7DX 7Dy»
7NX 7DX)))

«

7NX 7DX)

« 7NY 7Dy) « (-DIV 7NY 7DY) (-DIV

Stateinfonnation for STATE 1. Ruleset: CORRECT-N3&4-DI-FI&2
Instantiations: (IDN2 IILCM IIFCTI IIFCT3 IIFCT2I#FCTI IIFCT4 IINM2A IIENDI IIHLT)
Outputs: WOUTPUT WSUBTRACT (-MULTIPLY (-DIVIDE (-FlNDLCM ?DX 7DY) ?DX) ?NX) (-MULTIPLY <-DIVIDE
(-FlNDLCM ?DX 7Dy) 7Dy) 7NY» / (·FINDLCM 7DX 7DY»)))
(-.EQ(SUB(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(?dx,7dy),7dx),7nx),MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx,7dy).?dy),?nr»,O) A
LT(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx,7dy),7dy),7ny),MULT(DIV(FINDLCM(7dx,7dy),7dx),7nx» 1\ -.EQ(2,1) 1\ -.EQ('?dx,7dy) A
LT(7nx,7dx) 1\ LT(7ny.7dy) A LT(DIV(7ny,7dy),DIV(7nx,7dx)))
lhc1usion clauses: NIL
State information for STA TEl. Ruleset: ERROR-F2
Instantiations: (IDN2 IILCM I#FCTVI IIFCTV2 IFCTV3 INM2A IENDI IHLT)
Outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT (-MULTIPLY ?OY ?NX) (-MULTIPLY 7DX ?Ny» / (-FlNDLCM 7DX 7DY»)))
(-.EQ(SUB(MULT(7dy,7nx),MULT(7dx,7ny»,O) 1\ LT(MULT(7dx,7ny),MULT(7dy,?nx» 1\ -,EQ(7dx,7dy) 1\ LT(7nx,7dx) A
LT(7ny,?d},) 1\ LT(DIV(?ny,
?dy),D1V(?nx,7dx)))
lhclulion clauses: -.EQ(MULT(7dy,7nx).MULT(?dx,7ny»
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The output. «*SUBTRAcr (*MULTIPLY (*OIVIDE (*FINDLCM1OX1Oy) 'lOX) 'lNX) (*MUL1lPLY (*DIVIDE
(*FINDLCM 'lOX 70y) 1OY) 'lNY» / (*FINOLCM 'lOX 'lOy» and «*SUBlRACT (*MULllPLY 'lOY 'lNX) (*MUL1lPLY
'lOX 7NY» / (*F1NDLCM 'lOX 'lOy» can be unified. Therefore, a CP could be generated provided the following conllrlint-Iet i.
inatantiable:
(-.EQ(SUB(MULT(DIV(F1NOLCM('1dx,7dy),7dx),'1nx),MULT(DIV(FINDLCM('ldx,'ldy),7dy),'1ny»,SUB(MULT('1dy,'1nx),MUL
T('1dx,'lny») A -.EQ(MULT(7dy,'1nx),MULT('1dx,'1ny» A LT(MULT('1dx,'1ny),MULT('1dy,'1nx» A
...,EQ(SUB(MULT('1dy,'1nx),MULT('1dx,'1ny»,O) A
...,EQ(SUB(MULT(DIV(FINDLCM('1dx,'1dy),'1dx),'1nx),MULT(DIV(F1NDLCM('ldx,'ldy),'ldy),'1ny»,O) A
LT(MULT(OIV(FINOLCM('1dx,'1dy),'1dy),7ny),MULT(DIV(FINOLCM('1dx,'1dy),'1dx),7nx» A -.EQ(2,l) A -.EQ('1dx,7dy) A
LT('1nx,7dx) A LT('1ny,7dy) A LT(DIV(7ny,7dy),OIV('1nx,7dx»)

Error type F3
In the error model, the child factors even when the two denominators are equal; however, the denominators are
not enlarged at all. Thus, the following expression describes the key feature of CPs for this model pair:
...,EQ(SUB(7nx,7nY),SUB(MULT(7d,7nx),MULT(7d,7ny))).

[Solution I)
,N""'XT"'Tr?""D"'")77«....
FR"'Z""')",?NY / 'l0) « 7NX 'l0) « 7NY 70»
Input Spec:'-r.«"'(F""Kr"ll""').....
State information for STATE!. Ruleset: CORREcr-F3
Instantiations: (IlONIIINM2A IIENDl ilHLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT «*SUBTRACT 7NX 7Ny) /70»)
(...,EQ(SUB(7nx,7ny),O) 1\ LT('1ny,7nx) 1\ LT(7nx.7d) 1\ LT(7ny,7d»
Exclusion clauses: NIL
State information for STATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-F3
Instantiations: (ilONlV IIFCTVIIIFCTV211FCTV311NM2A IIENDIIIHLT)
Outpuu: «*OUTPUT «*SUBTRACT (*MULTIPLY 70 '?NX) (*MULllPLY 70 '1NY» /70)))
(-.EQ(SUB(MULT(7d,7nx),MULT(7d,7ny»,O) A LT(MULT('1d,7ny).MULT(7d,7nx» A LT('1nx,7d) 1\ LT('1ny,7d»
Exclu.ion clauses: NIL
The outpuu «*SUBTRAcr 7NX 7NY) /10) and «*SUBTRAcr (*MULTIPLY 70 7NX) (*MULTIPLY '10 '1NY» / '10) can be
unified. Therefore, a CP could be generated provided the following constraint-set ia instantiable:
(-.EQ(SUB('1nx,'1n~),SUB(MULT('1d, 7nx),MULT(7d, 7ny))) 1\ LT(MULT(7d,7ny),MULT('1d,'1nx» I\.
-.EQ(SUB(MULT(7d,7nx),MULT(7d,7ny»,O) I\. -.EQ(SUB(7nx,7ny),O) I\. LT('1ny,'lnx) I\. LT('1nx,?d) 1\ LT('1ny,7d»

Error type

Hi

In the error model, the child does not cancel. This means that the CP should be one where the act of
subtractinR the two numerators leads to a term which requires cancelling, i.e.
NEEOS-CANCELLlNG·P(SUB(7nx, '1ny), 7d).

[Solution I)
Input Spec:'7:«m(p~iRnl~)""7N:'I"Ixr7T"1mD~)77«p....iR'""z'l'l:)....",NY /70)

« 7NX 70) « 7NY 70»

State information forSTATEI. Ruleset: CORREcr-Hl
Instantiations: (ilONII#NM2A I#HCF I#ENDlI#HLT)
Outpuu: «*OUTPUT «*CANCEL-NM (*SUBTRACT 7NX '1NY) ?D) / (*CANCEL-ON (*SUBTRAcr 'lNX 'lNY) 70»)))
(-.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB('1nx,'lny),'1d).O) I\. -.EQ(SUB(7nx,7ny),O) I\. NEEOS-CANCELLlNG·P(SUB(7nx,7ny),7d) A
LT(SUB('1nx,7ny),7d) A LT(7ny,7nx) A LT('?nx,?d) A LT(7ny,'ld»
Exclusion clauses: -.EQ('1nx,7ny)
Stale infOnnalion for STATEl. Ruleset: ERROR-HI
Instantiations: (IIONlI#NM2A I#ENOI IHLT)
Outpitl: «*OUTPUT «*SUBTRAcr '1NX 7NY) /70)))
(-,EQ(SUB(7nx,'?ny),O) A LT(7ny,?nx) 1\ LT(7nx,7d) 1\ LT(7ny,7d»
Exclusion clauses: -.EQ(7nx,'1ny)
The outputs «*CANCEL-NM (*SUBTRAcr 7NX 7NY) 70) / (·CANCEL-ON (-SUBTRACT 7NX 'lNY) '10» and
«*SUBTRAcr 7NX 7NY) /70) can be unified. Therefore. a CP could be generated provided the following constr
aint·set is instantiable: «-.EQ('1d,CANCEL-ON(SUB('1nx,'1ny),'ld» v -.EQ(CANCEL·NM(SUB('1nx,'lny),7d),sUB(7nx,7ny»)
-.EQ('1nx,'1ny) 1\ -.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB('lnx,7ny),?d).O) I\. -.EQ(SUB(7nx,7ny),O) 1\ NEEOS-CANCELLlNGP(SUB(7nx,7ny),7d) 1\ LT(SUB(7nx,7ny),7d) 1\ LT(7ny.7nx) A LT(7nx,'ld) I\. LT('lny,7d»
[Solution 2)
Input Spec:'7:«m(FI:'IlRnllT)""1Nmxr7T"1"'D~)77«(....
FR'r"Z'"):"'I'I1NY /70) « 'lNX '?O) « 7NY 70»
State information for STATE 1. Ruleset: CORREcr-Hl
Instantiation.: (IIONI ilNM2A IENOI IHLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT 'lNX 7NY) /70)))
(-.EQ(SUB(7nx,7ny),O) A LT(7ny,'1nx) 1\ LT('1nx,'ld) 1\ LT('1ny,7d»
Exclusion clauses: «EQ(SUB('lnx,'lny),O) v -.NEEOS-CANCELLlNG-P(SUB('lnx,7ny),'ld) v -.LT(SUB('1nx,7ny),7d»
...,EQ(7nx,'1ny»
.
State information forSTATEl. Ruleset: ERROR-HI
In.tantiations: (I#ONI ilNM2A IIENDl IHLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT «*SUBTRACT 7NX 7NY) /70»)
(-.EQ(SUB('1nx,'1ny),O) A LT('lny,'lnx) 1\ LT('1nx,7d) I\. LT(7ny,7d»
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Appendix IVe
Exclusion ciaUIeS: ...,EQ(7nx,7ny)
No CP can be genel2ted for the outputs: «*SUBlRACT 7NX ?NY) /7D) and «-SUB'mACf 7NX 7NY) /70), as they are equal.

Error type El
In the error model, the child does not change OlD to zero. This means that the key feature of any CP is:
EQ(?nx,?ny) (see solution 2).
(Solution I]
Input spec:""'«""'(FR
.......l"")...
1NX,...,....''"1....0''')"«FR
...... )'""'1NY /7D) «?NX ?D) « 1NY 70»

...z

Slate information for STATE 1. Ruleset: CORRECT-EI&2&:3

Instantiations: (.DNI .NM2A .ENOI 'HLT)
Outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBlRACf 7NX 7NY) / ?D)))
(..,EQ(SUB(1nx,1ny),O) " LT(?ny,?nx) " LT(7nx,7d)" LT(7ny,7d»
Exclusion clauses: ...,EQ(?nx,?ny)
Slate infonnation forSTATE2 Ruleset: ERROR-HI
Instantiations: (.DNI.NM2A .ENOI.HLT)
Ou~~ts: «*OUTPUT «-SUBlRACT 7NX 7NY) /10)))
(..,EQ(SUB(1nx.?ny).0) " LT(?ny.?nx) " LT(?nx.?d)" LT(7ny.7d»
Exclusion clauses: ..,EQ(7nx.1ny)

No CP can be generated for the outputs: «-SUBlRACT ?NX 7NY) /70) and «-SUB'mACT 7NX 1NY) /7D). a. they are equal.
[Solution 2)
m)"(7'r(F:'nR""'Z"")"!'I1NY /70) « ?NX ?D) « ?NY ?O»
Input Spec:7.«I7'I(F~R·lro:)""'1N'[l"XVl'"'10
Slate information for STATEL Ruleset: CORRECT-EI&2&:3

Instantiations: (.ONI .NM2B 'E}I,'D3 'HLT)
0u1pU.!s: «-OUTPUT (0»)
(EQ(7nx.7ny) " LT(7n~.7d»
Exclusion clauses: -.LT(7ny.7ny)
State infonnation for STATE2 Ruleset: ERROR-EI
Instantiations: (.ONI 'NM2B)
Outputs: NIL
The models can be distinguished by the fact that they produce different numbers of outputs.

1;rror type

E2

In the error model, the child changes OlD to NID. Therefore, EQ(?nx,?ny) is critical to generating a CP.
[Solution I)
Input spec:71«"'(F""R"t"")...
,N'"Xr"'...,...
0....
) "«F"'Rr z""')'""'1NY /70) « ?NX ?O) « ?NY 70»
Slate information forSTATEI. Ruleset: CORRECT-EI&2&:3

Instantiations: (.ONI .NM2A .ENOI .HLT)
Outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBlRACT 7NX 7NY) / 70»)
(....t::Q(SUB(7nx.7ny).0)" LT(?ny.7nx) " LT(?nx.?d) " LT(7ny.1d»
Exclusion clauses: ...,EQ(1nx.7ny)
State infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: ERROR-E2
Instantiations: (.ONI .NM2A .ENDI .HLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT «-SUBlRACT 7NX 7NY) /70)))
(.... EQ(SUB(7nx.7ny).0) " LT(1ny.1nx) 1\ LT(?nx.1d) 1\ LT(?ny.?d»
Exclusion clsuses: ...,EQ(1nx,7ny)
No CP can be genel2ted for the outputs: «-SUBlRACf 1NX 1NY) /70) and «*SUB'mACT 7NX 7NY) /7D), as they are equal.
[Solution 2]7.I7'I__1T'II:otI'tI''T'I'''''77'I:'I1r'I''\'I1
Input Spec: «(FR l)?NX "0)
2) 1NY /10) « ?NX 70) «?NY 10»

«fR

State information for STATE 1. Ruleset: CORRECT-EI&2&:3
Instantiations: (IIDNI IINM2B .END3 'HLT)
OulpUts: «-OUTPUT (0)))
(EQ(1nx.7ny)" LT(7n 7d
Exclusion clauses: -.LT(7ny.7ny)

r. »

State information for STATEl. Ruleset: ERROR-E2
Instantiations: (IIONI .NM2B .END3MI .ENOI 'HLT)
Outputs: «'OUTPUT (?NY /70)))
(EQ(7nx,7ny) " ...,EQ(1ny,O) " LT(7ny.7d»
Exclusion clauses: -.LT(?ny,7ny)
The outputs (0) and (?NY /10) cannot be unified. Therefore, a problem, satiafying the above CXlIIstl2int set, will discriminate
between the two models.
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Error type

E3

In the error model, the child changes OlD to D. This means that the key feature of any CP is: ...,EQ(?d,O)
EQ(?nx,?ny).
[Solution I)
Input spec:'7«77'(F"'R"""1)~1~N"'X""'7""'7'1'tD")(Tl'(FI:'!Rr2"11)~7NY /7D)

A

« 7NX 7D) « 7NY 70»

Stale infonnation for STATE 1. Ruleset: CORREcr-EI &2&3
Instantiations: (IlDNIIINM2A IIENDlIIHLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT «*SUBTRACT 7NX 7NY) /7D)))
(-.EQ<SUB(7nx.7ny).0)" LT(7ny.7nx)" LT(7nx.7d) " LT(7ny.7d»
ExcluSion clauses: -,EQ(7nx,7ny)
Stale infonnation forSTATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-E3
Instantiations: (IlDNIIINM2A IIENDlIIHLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT «*SUBTRACT 7NX ?Ny) /70)))
(-.EQ(SUB(?nx.?ny),O)" LT(7ny,7nx) " LT(?nx,?d)" LT(?ny,7d»
Exclusion clauses: -,EQ(7nx,7ny)
No CP can be generated for the outputs: «*SUBTRAcr ?NX 7NY) /7D) and «·SUBTRACT 7NX 7Ny) /70), as they are equal.
[Solution 2)
Input Spec:7i«r71(F~Rrl")""'II1"'N""X""'7""1D...:)r.(r71{F~Rr"'2,")""'II'1NY /7D)

«

7NX 7D) « 7NY 7D»

Stale infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: CORREcr-EI&2&3
Instantiations: (IlDNIIINM2B IIEND3I1HLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT (0»)
(EQ(?nx,7ny) " LT(7ny,7d»
Exclusion clauses: -.LT(?ny,?ny)
Stale information for STATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-E3
Instantiations: (I#DNll#NM2B I#END3M2I#HLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT (7D»)
(EQ(7nx,7ny) " LT(7n),,7d»
Exclusion clauses: -.LT{7ny,7ny)
The outputs (0) and (7D) can be unified. Therefore, a CP could be generated provided the following constr aint-set is instanliable:
(.....EQ(7d.0) " -.LT(7ny,7ny) " EQ(?nx,7ny)" LT(?ny,7d»

Error type

E4

In the error model, the child changes a whole number from 0 to W. This happens when the two whole
numbers are equal.
[Solution 1)
Input Spec:·"'(""(NJ
.......
N"'TI...,)7...W
...5...,.«WN-"""2....5....,W
.......
5«FR I) 7NX /70)

«FR 2) 7NY /7D) « 7NX 7D) « 7NY 70»

Stale infonnation for STA TEl. Ruleset: CORRECT-E4&S
Instantiations: (I#WN4I#DNIIINM2A I#ENDII#HLlj
Outputs: «*OUTPUT «*SUBTRAcr 7NX 7NY) /7D)))
(..,EQ(SUB(7nx,7ny),O)" LT(7ny,7nx)" LT(?nx,7d)" LT(?ny,7d»
Exclusion clauses: -,EQ(7nx, ?ny)
Stale information forSTATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-E4
Instantiations: (IIWN41#END4MII#DNII#NM2A IIENDI I#END2I#HLT)
Outputs: «·OUTPUT (7W AND (*SUBTRAcr ?NX ?NY) / 70)))
(..,EQ(?w,O)" ..,EQ(SUB(7nx,?ny),O) " LT(?ny,7nx)" EQ(SUB(7w,7w),O) " LT(7nx,?d)" LT(7ny,?d»
Exclusion clauses: -,EQ(7nx,7ny)
The outputs «·SUBTRAcr 7NX 7NY) /70) and (7W AND (·SUBTRAcr 7NX 7NY) /70) cannot be unified. Therdore, a
problem. satisfying the above constraint set. will discriminale between the two models.
[Solution 2)
Input Spec:'' 'T.«,.,.NJ,...N.,......,1)....7...
W
...)...,.,«WN
.............2....) ....,W~)«FR 1) 7NX /7D} «FR 2) ?NY /7D)

«

7NX 7D) «?NY 70»

Stale infonnation for STA TEl. Ruleset: CORREcr·E4&S
Instantiations: (IIWN4 MDNI I#NM2B MEND4I#HLT)
Outputs: «·OUTPUT «·SUBTRAcr 7W
(EQ(?nx.7ny) " LT(7ny,7d})
Exclusion clauses: ..,LT(?ny,7ny)

7W»»

Stste infonnation forSTATE2. Ruleset: ERROR·E4
Instantiations: (I#WN41#END4MlI#DNII#NM2B)
Outputs: NIL
The models can be distinguished by the fact that they produce different numben of outputs.
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Error type

ES

In the error model, the child leaves the whole number out of the answer. Therefore, the key CP feature is:
...,EQ(SUB(?wx, ?wy),O).
[Solution I)
Input spec:"'T.«""(W""NET"TI)"7mW""'XO"'t)"«I"('JWNi7'C'"'z"")"""1nJ-wY) «FR I) 7NX /70) «FR 2) 7NY /70) « 7NX 70) «?NY ?O) «?WY ?WX»
Slate infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: CORRECT-E4.lS
Instantiations: (IIWN4110NIIINM2A IIENDIIIEND211HLn
Outputs: «*OUTPUT «·SUBTRACT ?WX ?WY) AND (*SUBTRAcr ?NX ?NY) /70»)
(-.EQ(SUB(7wx,?wy).O)" -.EQ(SUB(?nx,7ny).O) " LT(7ny,7nx)" LT(7nx,?d)" LT(?ny,7d)" LT(7wy.7wx»
Exclusion clauses: .....EQ(?nx.?ny)
State infonnation for STA TE2. Ruleset: ERROR-ES

Instantiations: (1IWN4110NlIfNM2A IfENDl IIHLn
0u1plts: «·OUTPUT «·SUBTRAcr ?NX ?NY) / ?O)))
(-.EQ(SUB(7nx,7ny),O) " LT(7ny,7nx)" LT(7nx,?d) " LT(7ny,'1d) " LT('1wy,?wx»
Exclusion clauses: ...,EQ(?nx.?ny)

The oulpllts «·SUBTRAcr ?WX 7WY) AND (*SUBTRACT 7NX 7NY) /70) and «·SUBTRAcr 7NX ?NY) /70) cannot be
unified. Therefore. a problem. satisfying the above constraint set, will discriminate between the two models.
[Solution 2)
Input Spec:"'T.«""(Wn"ND""TI)"7mW""'X.....)"«I"('JW:7'liNJ""'Z"")..".7wmY) «FR I) 7NX /70) «FR 2) 7NY /70) « 7NX ?O) « 7NY ?O) « '1WY 7WX»
State infonnation for STATEl. Ruleset: CORREcr-E4.lS
Instantiations: (IfWN41f0NlIfNM2B 1fEND4IfHLn
Out~tI: «·OUTPUT «·SUBTRAcr 'lWX ?WY»)))
(EQ('lnx.'lny)" LT(7ny,'ld)" LT(7wy.'lwx»
Exclusion clauses: -.LT(7ny.?ny)
State infonnation for STATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-ES

<,WN4

Instantiations:
'ONI 'NM2B 1IEND4 .HLn
Out~tI: «*OUTPUT «·SUBTRACT 'lWX 'lWY»»
(EQ('lnx.7ny)" LT(7nr.,'ld) " LT(7wy.?wx»
Exclusion clauses: -.LT(7ny.7ny)
No CP can be generated for the outputs: «*SUBTRAcr ?WX 'lWY» and «·SUBTRAcr 'lWX ?Wy». as they are equal.
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Appendix IV d

Full Trace of PG's Evaluation
'This appendix lists the CPs for each model pair used to evaluate PG. Each CP is followed by the output from each
of the two models in the pair. The degree of correspondence between PG and PGPS is listed after all of the CPs for a
given model pair.
EO pm4jctjonl for models: CORRECT·WI12 VI.

Input: «(WN I) 5) «FR 2) I /4»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·OUfPUT (4 AND 3/4»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·OUfPUf (3 AND 3/4)))
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3)«FR 2) I /4»
CORRECT·Wl&2: «·OUfPUr (2 AND 3/4)))
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·OUfPUr(l AND 3 14»)
ERROR· WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) I) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT·WI&2: «~urPUf(3/4»)
ERROR· WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·WI&2: «~urPtrr (4 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «FR 2) 2 f 3»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·ourPtrr (3 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «FR 2) 2/3»
OORRECT·WI&2: «·OUfPUr (2 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «FR 2) 21 3»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·ourPUr (I AND 1/3)))
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) I) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·WI&2: «~urPUf (1/3»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·ourPUr (4 AND 2/3»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT· WI &2: «·OUfPUT (3 AND 2/3»)
ERROR-WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORR£CT.WI&2: «·OUfPUl" (2 AND 2/3)))
ERROR.WI: (1\'IL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «FR 2) I /3»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·OurPUT (I AND 2/3»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) I) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·WI&2: «*aUfPUl" (213)))
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «FR 2) I (2»
CORRECT·Wl&2: «·OUfPUT (4 AND 1/2)))
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4)«FR 2) I /2»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·ourPUr (3 AND 1/2»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «FR 2) 1/2»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·OurPUr (2 AND I 12»)
ERROR.WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «FR 2) I 12»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·OUfPUr (I AND 1/2»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 1) «FR 2) I /2»
CORREcr·WI&2: «*aurpur (1/2»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)

ERROR·W1...

Input: «(WN I) S) «FR 2) 4 / S»
CORRECr·WI&2: «·OUfPtrr (4 AND 1/5»)
ERROR· WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECf·WI&2: «·OtrrPUT (3 AND 11 S»)
ERROR·Wl: (NIL)
Input: (C(WN I) 3) «FR 2) 4/ 5»
CORRECr·WI&2: «*OtrrPUT (2 AND 1/5»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «(FR 2) 4/ 5»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·OtrrPUT (I AND 1/5»)
ERROR.WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) I) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECf·WI&2: «~UfPur (115»)
ERROR.WI: (NIL)
InpU\: «(WN I) S) «FR 2) 31 5»
CORRECT·WI&:2: (C·OtrrPUT (4 AND 2/5»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «FR 2) 31 5»
CORRECT·WI&:2: «*OtrrPUT (3 AND 2/ 5»)
ERROR·WI: (1\'lL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «FR 2) 3/5»
coRRECT·WI&2: «·OtrrPUT (2 AND 2/5»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «(FR 2) 3 / 5»
COltRECT·WI&2: «'"OUTPUT (I AND 2/5»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) I) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·WI&:2: (("'OUTPur (2/ S)))
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
InpUt: «(WN I) 5) «(FR 2) 2/ 5»
coRRECT· WI &2: «*OtrrPur (4 AND 3 15»)
ERROR·WI: (ro.1L)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «FR 2) 21 5»
CORRECT·WI&2: (C'"ourPlTl' (3 AND 3/5»)
ERROR· WI: (1\'IL)
Inpll: «(WN 1) 3) «FR 2) 21 5»
CORRECT·Wl&2: «·ourpur (2 AND 3/5»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Inpllt: «(WN I) 2) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·WI&:2: CC*ourPUT (1 AND 3/5»)
ERROR·Wl: (1\'IL)
Input: «(WN I) 1) «FR 2) 2/
CORRECl'·WI&2: «*OUTPUf (3/5»)
ERROR·WI: (ro.1L)
Input: «(WN I) S) «FR 2) I IS»
CORRECT.WI&:2: «·OtrrPtrr (4 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR·WI: (1\'IL)
.
Input: (C(WN I) 4) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORBECT·WI&:2: «·OtrrPtrr (3 AND 4/5»)
ERROR·WI: (1\'IL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «(FR 2) lIS»
CORBECT·Wl&2: «·OtrrPtrr (2 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «(FR 2) 1 / 5»
CORRECT·Wl&2: (C·OtrrPUT (I AND 41 5»)
ERROR.WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 1) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECf·WI&2: «*OUTPUf (4/5»)
ERROR· WI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «FR 2) 31 4»
CORRECT.Wl&2: «·OtrrPUT (4 AND 1/4»)
ERROR·WI: (l'.1L)
InpU; «(WN I) 4) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT. WI &2: «*dUrPOt (3 AND I 14»)
ERROR·WI: (1\'lL)
InPUt: «(WN I) 3) «FR 2) 3/ 4
coRRECT·Wl&2: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 1/4»)
ERROR·WI: (NIL)
Inpllt: «(WN 1) 2) «(FR 2) 3 14»
CORRECT·Wl&2: «·OtrrPUT (I AND 1/4»)
ERROR·WI: (1\'IL)
Input: «(Wl'J 1) 1) (CFR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT·WI 12: «*OUTPUT (1/4)))
ERROR·WI: (NIL)

S»

The prediction matches the emp1r1cal data.
Number of Possible Problems:
45.
Number of Empirically-der1ved CPs:
45.
Number of PG-preclicted cPs:
45.

pa lI"'idjml

fpr mDdy' CORRECI·WIA2 VI EBROR.W2.
Input: ({(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 4) «FR 2) 41 S»
cORRECr·WI&:2: «*01JIl>lTl' (115»>
ERROR·W2: «·OlTl'PUT (I AND 41 5»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 3) (CFR 2) 4l5»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·OUTPUT (I AND 1/5»)
ERROR·W2: «*OlTl'Pur (2 AND 4/5»)
Inpul: «(WN 1) 4HewN 2) 3) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORREcr·WI&2: ((*aUfPUl" (l/5)))
ERROR· W2: «·ourPUT (I AND 41 5»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·OurPUr (2 AND 1/5»)
ERROR· W2: «*OlTl'Pur (3 AND 4 / 5»)

»
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CORREcr·Wl&2: «"OUTPUr (1 AND 41 5)))
ERROR· W2: «*OUTPUl" (2 AND 1 / S»)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) I /5»
CORREcr·WI&2: «(*OUTPUr (4/ 5»)
ERROR·W2: «*OUTPUT (1 AND lIS)))
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 4) «FR 2) 314»
CORREcr·WI&2: «OOUfPUl' (1/4»)
ERROR·W2: «-OUTPUl" (I AND 3/4)))
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 3/4})
CORREcr·WI&2: «"OUfPtlf (I AND 1/4»)
ERROR·W2: «·OUTPUl" (2 AND 3/4»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORREcr·WI&:2: «*OUfPtlf (1/4»)
ERROR·W2: «·OUI'PUT (1 AND 3/4»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECf·Wl&:2: ((OOtrrPUl (2 AND 1/4»)
ERROR·W2: «·OUI'PUT (3 AND 3/4»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 314»
CORREcr·Wl&2: «*OUTPUr (I AND 1/4»)
ERROR·W2: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 3/4»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 3 /4»
CORRECf·WI&2: «OOtrrPUT (1/4»)
ERROR·W2: «-OUTPlIT (1 AND 3/4»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT·WI&2: «*OUTPtlf (3 AND 1/4)))
ERROR·W2: «*OUTPUT (4 AND 3/4»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECf·WI&2: «"OUfPUT (2 AND 1 /4»)
ERROR·W2: «·OUTPUT (3 AND 3/4)))
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 3 /4»
CORRECT·WI&2: ((OOtlfPUl" (I AND 1/4»)
ERROR·W2: «·OUfPUf (2 AND 314»)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORREer-WI&2: «*OUfPUl" (1 14)})
ERROR·W2: «-OUTPUT (I AND 3/4»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 4) «(FR 2) I /4»
CORREer·WI&2: «*OUTPUl" (314»)
ERROR·W2: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 1/4»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECf·WI&2: «*OUTPUT (l AND 3/4»)
ERROR·W2: «"OUTPUT (2 AND I /4)))
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECf·Wl&2: «*OUTPUl" (3/4»)
ERROR·W2: «*OUTPUT (l AND 1/4»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT·Wl&2: «*01JTP1.lT (2 AND 3/4)))
BRROR·W2: «·OUfPUf (3 AND 114»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECf·WI&2: «*OUTPUr (I AND 3/4»)
ERROR·W2: «"OUI'PUT (2 AND 1/4»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 114»
CORRECf·WI&2: «"OtlfPUT (3/4»)
ERROR·W2: «"OUfPUf (I AND I 14)))
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 114»
CORREcr·WI&2: «"OtlfPUT (3 AND 3/4»)
ERROR·W2: «"otrrrur (4 AND 1/4»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECf·Wl&2: «"OllfPUT (2 AND 3/4)))
ERROR·W2: «-OUTPUT (3 AND 1 /4»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECf·WI&2: «"OtlfPUT (1 AND 314»)
ERROR·W2: «OOUTPUl" (2 AND I 14)))
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) I /4»
CORREcr·WI&:2: «"OUTPUr (3/4»)
ERROR·W2: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 1/4»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 4) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·WI&2: «*0UfPlTJ' (1/3»)
ERROR·W2: «-OUTPUT (I AND 213)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORREcr·Wl&2: «"OtlfPUf (1 AND 1/3)))
ERROR·W2: «-OUTPUT (2 AND 2/3»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 213»
CORREcr·WI&:2: «"OtlfPUf (113)))
ERROR-W2: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 2/3»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·WI&2: «"OtlfPUT (2 AND 113»)
ERROR·W2: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 2/3»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 2/3))
CORRECT·Wllt2: «*OUTPUr (I AND 1/3»)
ERROR·W2: (("OUTPUT (2 AND 2/3»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·WI&2: «·OtlfPUT (1/3)))
ERROR·W2: «"OUTPUr (1 AND 2/3)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·Wl&:2: «*OUTPUr (3 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·W2: «·OUfPUT (4 AND 2/3)))
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·WI&:2: «"01.lTP'1.lT (2 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·W2: WOUfPUT (3 AND 2/3)))
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·WI&:2: «"01.lTP'1.lT (I AND 1/3»)
ERROR·W2: «"OUfPUT (2 AND 2/3»)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·WI.t2: «·OUTPUT (1/3»)
ERROR·W2: «>OtlfPUl (1 AND 2/3»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·WI&2: «*OUTPtlf (2/3)))
ERROR·W2: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 1/3)))
Input: «(WN 1) oS) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·Wl&2: «"01.lTP'1.lT (I AND 2/3»)
ERROR·W2: «-OUTPUr (2 AND I /3»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·WI&2: «>0UfP{Jf (2/3»)

Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECf· WI&2: «*OUfPlTf (1 AND I / S»)
ERROR·W2: «*OUfPUT (2 AND 4/5»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECf·WI&2: «*OUfPlTf (1/ S»)
ERROR·W2: «"OUfPUT (1 AND 41 S»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 4 IS»
CORRECf·WI&2: «*OtlfPtlf (3 AND II S»)
ERROR·W2: «*OUfPtlf (4 AND 4/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECf·WI&2: «'OUfPUf (2 AND 1/ S»)
ERROR·W2: «*OUfPtlf (3 AND 4/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 41
CORRECf·WI&2: «*OtlfPlTf (I AND 1/ S»)
ERROR·W2: «*OUfPtlf (2 AND 4/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 4/ 5»
CORRECf·WI&2: CC"OtlfPtlf (11 S)))
ERROR·W2: «"OtlfPtlf (I AND 4/ 5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 4) «FR 2) 3/ 5»
CORRECf·Wl&2: «*OtlfPtlf (2/ S»)
ERROR·W2: «*OtlfPtlf (1 AND 3/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECf·Wl&2: «"OtlfPUf (I AND 2/ 5»)
ERROR·W2: «*OtlfPUf (2 AND 3/5»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECf·WI&2: «"OUfPUT (2/5»)
ERROR·W2: «"OUfPUf (I AND 3/ S)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORREcr·Wl&2: «OOUfPUT (2 AND 2/ S)))
ERROR·W2: «,OUTPUf (3 AND 3/ S)))
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORREcr·WI&2: «OOtlfPUf (I AND 2/5)))
ERROR·W2: «*OUTPUf (2 AND 3/5)))
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECf·WI&2: «·OUTPUT (21 S»)
ERROR·W2: «*OUTPUf (I AND 3/ 5»)
Input: «(WN J) 5) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECf·Wl&2: «*OUfPtlf (3 AND 2/ S)))
ERROR·W2: «>OUTPUf (4 AND 3/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) 3/ S))
CORRECf·Wl&2: «OOUTPUT (2 AND 2/S»)
ERROR·W2: «*OUfPtlf (3 AND 3/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «(yIN 2) I) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORREcr·WI&2: «OOUfPUT (1 AND 2/ S»)
ERROR·W2: «*OtlfPtlf (2 AND 3/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «(yIN 2) I) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECf·WI&:2: «"OtlfPtlf (2/5»)
ERROR·W2: «,OUfPUf (1 AND 3/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 4) «FR 2) 2/ 5»
CORRECf·Wl&2: «*OUTPtlf (3/5»)
ERROR· W2: «·OUfPUf (I AND 2/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 2/ 5»
CORREcr·Wl&2: «·OUTPtlf (I AND 3/ S»)
ERROR·W2: «,OUfPUf (2 AND 2/5)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «(yIN 2) 3) «FR 2) 2/ 5»
CORRECf·WI&:2: «·OUfPUf (3/ S»)
ERROR·W2: ,,"OtlfPUl' (I AND 2/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECf·WI&2: «*OUTPUf (2 AND 3/ S»)
ERROR.W2: «·OUfPUT (3 AND 2/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORREcr·WI&2: «OOUTPtlf (l AND 3/ S»)
ERROR·W2: «·OUfPtlf (2 AND 21 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 215»
CORRECf·WI&2: «"OUfPUI' (3/5)))
ERROR·W2: «"OtlfPUI' (1 AND 2/ 5)))
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) 21 S»
CORREcr·WI&:2: «*OtrrPtlf (3 AND 3/5»)
ERROR·W2: «"OUfPUT (4 AND 2/ 5»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECT·WI&2: «*OtrrPtlf (2 AND 3/ S)))
ERROR·W2: «·OUTPUT (3 AND 2/5»)
."put: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 21 S»
CORRECT·WI&2: «ootrrPtrr(1 AND 3/5)))
ERROR·W2: «>OtlfPUl' (2 AND 2/ S)))
:nput: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECf·Wl&2: «·OUfPUT (3 IS»)
ERROR·W2: «·OtlfPUl' (I AND 2/5»)
:"put: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 4) «FR 2) liS»
CORREcr·Wl&2: «*OtlfPUT (4/5)))
ERROR·W2: «"OUTPUT (I AND 1 IS»)
:nput: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 1/ S»
CORREer·WI&2: «ootrrPUT (1 AA'D 4/ S»)
ERROR·W2: «>OtlfPtlf (2 AND 115)))
"put: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORREer·WI&2: «"OUTPUf (4/ S)))
ERROR·W2: «·OUTPUT (1 AND I IS)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 11 S»
CORREer·WI&:Z: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 4/5»)
ERROR·W2: (~"OurP1.lT (3 AND 1/5»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT·WI&2: «*01.lTP1JT (I AND 4/5»)
ERROR·W2: «*OtlfPUI' (2 AND 1/ S)))
input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 115»
CORRECf·WI&2: «·01.lTP1JT (4/5»)
ERROR·W2: «"OtlfPUl" (I AND 1 /5»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 2) 1 / 5»
CORRECT·WI&2: «OO1.lTP1JT (3 AND 41 S)))
. ERROR·W2: «·OUfPUT (4 AND 1/5)))
nput: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) 1
CORR£Cf·WI&2: «OOUTPUT (2 AND 4/5»)
ERROR·W2: «"OtlfPUl" (3 AND I / S)))
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) 1/

5»

15»
S»
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CORRECT·W3: «-OUTPUT (1 AND 41 S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 41 S»
CORRECT-W3: «Oourpur (41 !I»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) S) «FR I) 3/ S»
CORRECT-W3: «·OUTPUT (31 S)))
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 31 S»
CORRECT-W3: «*OUTPur (1 AND 31 S)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 3/ !I»
CORRECT·W3: «OourPUf (3 I !I)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 3 I !I»
CORRECT-W3: «-oUTPUf (2 AND 3/ S»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 31 !I»
CORRECT·W3: «-ourpur (I AND 3/ S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 31 S»
CORRECT·W3: «"ourPUf (31 S»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3 IS»
CORRECT-W3: «-ourPUf (3 AND 31 S)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 31 S»
CORRECT· W3: «*OurPUf (2 AND 3 IS»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3 IS»
CORRECT-W3: «-oUTPur (I AND 31 S)))
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 31 !I»
CORRECT-W3: «"OUfPur (31 S)))
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 31 S»
CORRECT-W3: «-oUTPUf (4 AND 31 S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 3 IS»
CORRECT-W3: «*OUTPUf (3 AND 31 !I»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 3 I !I»
CORRECT-W3: «*OUfPUI' (2 AND 31 S»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 31 !I»
CORRECT-W3: «-oUTPUf (1 AND 31 !I»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 3/ S»
CORRECT·W3: «·ourPUf (31 S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) S) «FR 1) 21 S»
CORRECT·W3: «·ourPUT (21 S)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) !I) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 21 S»
CORRECT·W3: «*OurPUf (1 AND 21 S»)
EBROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 21 S»
CORRECT· W3: «·OUTPUT (21 S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) !I) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 21 S»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUTPUf (2 AND 2/5»)
EBROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 21 S»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUTPUT (I AND 21 S»)
EBROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 2 1S»
CORRECT·W3: «OOUTPUf (2/5))
EBROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 2 IS»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUTPUf (3 AND 21 S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «((WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 21 S»
CORRECT· W3: «*OUTPur (2 AND 2/5»)
EBROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 21 S»
CORRECT·W3: «-oUTPUf (1 AND 21 !I»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 21 S»
CORRECT·W3: «OOUTPur (21 S»)
EBROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 21 S»
CORRECT·W3: «-OUTPUT (4 ANI> 2/5»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 21 !I»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUfPUI' (3 M'D 21 !I»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) J) «FR 1) 21 !I»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUTPur (2 AND 21 !I»)
EBROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 21 S»
CORRECT-W3: «*OUTPUf (1 ANI> 2/5)))
EBROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) I) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 2/5»
CORRECT·W3: «·OUTPUf (21 !I»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «((WN I) S) «WN 2) S) «FR 1) I IS»
CORRECT-W3: «OOUfPUT (II 5))
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 4)«FR 1) I IS»
CORRECT·W3: «-oUTPUf (1 AND 11 !I»)

ERROR·W2: «·OUTPUT (1 AND 1/3»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 1 /3»
COlUlECT·Wl&2: «·ourPUf (2 AND 2/3»)
ERROR.W2: «·OUTPUT (3 AND 1/3»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 1 13»
CORR£CT·Wl&2: «·OUfPUl' (1 AND 2/3»)
ERROR.W2: «·OUTPUT (2 AND 1/3»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 1 13»
CORRECT.Wl&:2: «-ourpur (2/3»)
ERROR.W2: «OOUTPUf (1 AND 1/3)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) 1 13»
CORRECT.WI&:2: «·OurPUT (3 AND 2/3)))
ERROR.W2: «·OurPUf (4 AND 1/3»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) 1 13»
CORRECT.WI&2: «·OurPUT (2 AND 2/3»)
ERROR. W2: «·OUTPUT (3 AND 1/3»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) I 13»
CORRECT·Wl&:2: «"ourPUT (1 AND 2/3»)
ERROR.W2: «·OUTPUT (2 AND 1/3)))
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) I 13»
CORRECT·WI&:2: «-OUTPUT (2/3»)
ERROR.W2: «·OUTPUT (1 AND 1 /3»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 2) I 12»
CORRECI'·WI&:2: «-ourPUT (1/2»)
ERROR.W2: «·OUTPUT (1 AND 1/2)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) 1 12»
CORRECI'·WI&2: «OourPUT (1 AND 1/2»)
ERROR.W2: «OourPUT(2AND 1/2»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 2) I 12»
CORRECI'·WI&:2: «*OUfPur (1/2)))
ERROR.W2: «·OUTPUT (I AND 1/2»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) I 12»
CORRECI'.WI&:2: «OourPUT (2 AND I 12))
ERROR.W2: «OourPUT (3 AND 1/2»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 1 12»
CORRECI'.WI&2: «·ourpur (I AND 1/2)))
ERROR.W2: «OourPUf (2 AND I 12)))
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 2) 1 12»
CORRECf·WI&:2: «-oUfPur (1/2»)
ERROR.W2: «OOUTPUf (I AND 1/2»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) I 12»
CORRECT.WI&:2: «*OurPUT (3 AND 1/2»)
ERROR.W2: «·ourPUT (4 AND 1/2)))
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) 1/2»
CORRECT.Wl&:2: «"ourPUT (2 AND 1/2)))
ERROR. W2: «OOUTPUT (3 M'D I 12»)
1J1pU1: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «FR 2) I 12»
CORRECT.WI&:2: «OOUfPUl' (1 AND 1/2»)
ERROR.W2: «·OUTPUT (2 AND 1/2))
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 2) I 12»
CORRECI'·WI&2: «*Ourpur (1/2)))
ERROR.W2: «·ourPUT (I AND 1/2»)
The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number of Possible Problems:
90.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
90.
Number of PC-predicted CPs:
90.

rg l'''f4ie!jQO' for modd,: CORRECT-W3 \'I

ERROR-W3

Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) S) «FR 1) 4/5»

CORRECI'-W3: «·ourPUf (41 S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 4 IS»
CORRECT.W3: «*OUTPUT (I AND 41 S)))
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 41 S»
CORRECf·W3: «·OurPUf (41 !I»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Inpo>t: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 4 IS»
CORRECT.W3: «*OUTPUT (2 AI\'D 41 S»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
InPut: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 4 IS»
CORRECT.W3: «-OUTPUT (I AND 41 S»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 41 S»
CORRECT.W3: «·ourPUT (41 S»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 4/ S»
coRRECT. W3: «-OUTPUT (3 AND 41 S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 4/ S»
CORRECT-W3: «-OUTPUT (2 M'D 41 S)))
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
InpUt: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) {(FR 1) 41 S»
CORRECT. W3: «*OUTPUT (I M'D 41 S»)
ERROR.W3: (NIL)
JnpuC «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 41 S»
CORRECT.W3: «"ourPUT (41 S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 4 IS»
CORRECT.W3: «-OUTPUT (4 AND 41 S»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «(FR I) 4 IS»
CORRECT-W3: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 4/S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «(FR 1) 41 S»
CORRECT-W3: «*OUTPUT (2 M'D 41 S)))
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 2)«WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 41 S»
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Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORRECf·W3: «"OUTPur (3 AND 1/4)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1)4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORRECT·W3: «"OUTPur (2 AND 1/4)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORRECT·W3: «(*OUTPUT (1 AND 1/4»))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUfPUf (1/4)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORRECf·W3: «"OUTPur (4 AND 1/4»))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORRECf·W3: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 1/4)))
ERROR·W3: (1\'IL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORREcr·W3: «"OUTPur (Z AND 1/4»))
ERROR·W3: (1\'IL)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORRECf·W3: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 1/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORRECf·W3: «*OUfPUf (1/4»)
ERROR·W3: (1\1L)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) S) «FR 1) 2/3»
CORRECf·W3: «*OurPur (Z /3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 2 /3»
CORRECf· W3: «*ourPIJr (1 AND 2/3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 2/3»
CORRECT·W3: «~urPUf (2/3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 2/3»
CORRECf·W3: «"OUfPUf (Z AND 2/3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 2/3»
CORREcr·W3: «"ourpur (1 AND 2/3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 2/3»
CORRECf·W3: «~UTPUr (2/3)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 2/3»
CORRECT·W3: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 2 /3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 2 /3»
CORRECT·W3: «"ourPIJr (2 AND 2 /3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 2/3»
CORRECf· W3: «~UTPUT (1 AND 2 /3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 2/3»
CORRECf·W3: «*OUTPUr (2/3)))
ERROR·W3: (1\1L)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/3»
CORRECf·W3: «"OUTPur (4 AND 2/3)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2 /3»
CORRECf·W3: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 2/3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/3»
CORRECT· W3: «"OUTPur (Z AND 2/3)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/3»
CORRECf·W3: «"ourPIJr (1 AND 2/3)))
ERROR·W3: (1\1L)
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «Fa 1) 2/3»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUfPUf (2/3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) S) «FR 1) 1/3»
CORRECf·W3: «*OUfPUf (1 /3»)
ERROR·W3: (1\1L)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 1 /3»
CORREcr·W3: «·OUTPUT (1 AND 1/3)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 4) «Fa 1) 1/3»
CORRECf·W3: «*OurPur (1/3)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/3»
CORRECT·W3: «·OUTPUT (2 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/3»
CORRECf·W3: «~urPUT (1 AND 1/3)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «Fa 1) 1/3»
CORRECf·W3: «*OurPUT (1/3»)
ERROR·W3: (1\'IL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1 /3»
CORREcr·W3: «·OUTPUT (3 AND 1/3)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/3»
CORRECf·W3: «"OUfPUf (2 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3)«WN 2) 2)«FR 1) 1/3»
CORRECf·W3: «*OUfPUf (1 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/3»
CORRECf·W3: «*OUfPUT (1/3)))
ERROR·W3: (!IolL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/3»

ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORRECf·W3: «~urPUf (I/S)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORRECT·W3: «"ourpur (ZAND 1/ S)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUTPur (1 AND 1/ S)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORRECT·W3: «~urPUf (I/S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUTPur (3 AND 1/ S)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORRECT·W3: «"ourpur (Z AND 1/ S)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORRECf·W3: «*OUTPur (1 AND 1/ S)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUTPUf (1/ S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORRECT·W3: «·OUTPur (4 AND 1/ S)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORREcr·W3: «"OUTPur (3 AND 1/ S»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORREcr·W3: «"OUTPur (Z AND 1/ S)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORRECT·W3: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 1/ S)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/ S»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUfPUf (1/5»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) S) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORRECf·W3: «~urPur (3/4)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORREcr·W3: «"OurPUT (1 AND 3/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUfPUf (3/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORRECf·W3: «"OUTPUT (Z AND 3/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORRECT·W3: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 3/4)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORRECT·W3: «*OurPur (3/4)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORRECf·W3: «"ourpur (3 AND 3/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORRECT·W3: «"OUTPUT (Z AND 3/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORREcr·W3: «"OurPUT (1 AND 3/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORRECf·W3: «~UTPUf (3/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORREcr·W3: «"OUTPur (4 AND 3/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORRECT·W3: «"OUTPur (3 AND 3 /4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORRECf·W3: «*OIJrPur (Z AND 3 /4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
:nput: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORRECf·W3: «"ourpur (1 AND 3/4)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 3/4»
CORREcr·W3: «*OurPUf (3/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
'nput: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) S) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORREcr·W3: «*OUfPUf (1/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORRECf·W3: «"OUTPUT (1 ANi> 1/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORRECf·W3: «~IJrPUT (1/4)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORRECf·W3: «"OUTPur (Z AND 1/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
:nput: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORRECf·W3: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 1/4»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/4»
CORREcr·W3: «*OUfPUT (1/4)))
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
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CORRECT-W3: «'"OUTPUT (4 AND 1/3)))
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
«(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «(FR I) 1/3»
CORRECT-W3: «'"OUTPUT (3 AND 1/3»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
fnpu&: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) I) «(FR 1) 1 /3»
CORlECT-W3: «'"OUTPUT (2 AND 1/3»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
JnpQ&: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 1/3»
CORRECT-W3: «'"OUTPUT (1 AND 1/3)))
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
JnpQ&: «(WN 1) I) «WN 2) 1) «(FR I) 1 /3»
CORRECT-W3: «·OUTPUT (1/3»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) S) «(FR I) 1/2»
CORREcr-W3: «·OUTPUT (1/2)))
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Inpul: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «(FR I) 1 /2»
CORREcr-W3: WOUTPUT (l AND 1/2)))
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 4) «(FR I) 1 /2»
CORREcr-W3: «·OUTPUT (l/2»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «(FR. I) I /2»
CORRECT-W3: (('"OUTPUT (2 M'D 1 /2»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
1npu1: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 1 /2»
CORRECT-W3: «'"OUfPUT (1 AND 1 12»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 1 /2»
CORRECT-W3: «·OUTPUT (I /2»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
InPut: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 1 12»
CORRECT-W3: «'"OUfPUT (3 AND I 12»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
InPul: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) I /2»
CORRECT-W3: «'"OUfPUT (2 M'D 1/2»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
InPul: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 1 12»
CORRECT-W3: «'"OUfPUT (I AND 1/2»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
InPut: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 1 12»
CORRECf-W3: WOUfPUT (1/2»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
.
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 1 12»
CORRECT-W3: «'"OUfPUT (4 AND 1/2»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
InPul: «(WN 1) 4)«WN 2) 1)«FR 1) 1 12»
CORRECT-W3: «'"OUfPUT (3 AND 1 12»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1 12»
CORRECT-W3: «'"OUfPUT (2 AND 1/2»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
InPul: «(WN 1) 2) «WN2) 1) «FR I) 1/2»
CORRECT·W3: «'"OUTPUT (1 AND 1/2»)
ERROR-W3: (NIL)
Inpuc «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/2»
CORRECf-W3: «'"OU'TI"'llt (1 /2»)
ERROR·W3: (NIL)
The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number of Possible Problems:
135.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
135.
Number of PG-predicted CPs:
135.

ERROR-W4: «*OUTPUT (11 S»)

Iuput: «(WN I) 3) «(FR 1) 31 S) «(FR 2) 21 S»
a>RRECT-W4: «*OtrrPUT (3 AND 1/ S»)

JnpQ&:
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ERROR-W4: «*OUTPUT (11 S»)
Input:
1) 2) «(FR I) 3/ S) «FR 2) 21 S»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 1/ S»)
ERROR-W4: «'"OUTPUT (1/5»)
Input: «(WN I) 1)«(FR 1) 31 S)((FR 2) 21 S»
CORRECT·W4: «*OUTPUT (I AND 1/5)))
ERROR-W4: «*OU1'PUT (115»)
InIIUl: «(WN I) 5) «(FR I) 41 S) «FR 2) 1 / S»
COItJt£CT-W4: «*OUTPUT (S AND 3/ S»)
ERROR-W4: «'"OU1'Put (3/ S»)
Iuput: «(WN I) 4) «(FR I) 41 S) «(FR 2) 1 IS»
CORRECT-W4: «·OUTPUT (4 AND 31 S»)
ERROR-W4: «'"OU1'PUT (31 S)))
lnput: «(WN I) 3) «(FR 1) 4 / S) «(FR 2) 1 IS»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUf (3 AND 3/ S»)
ERROR-W4: «*OUTPUT (31 S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «(FR 1) 41 S) «FR 2) 115»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 31 S»)
ERROR-W4: «*OUTPUT (31 S)))
Input: «(WN I) 1) «(FR 1) 4 IS) «(FR 2) 1 IS»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (I M'D 3/5)))
ERROR-W4: «"OU1'PUT (3 15)))
Input: «(WN I) 5) «(FR 1) 3/S) «FR 2) I/S»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (5 AND 2/5»)
ERROR-W4: «*OUTPUT (2/5»)
Inpu\: «(WN 1) 4) «(FR I) 31 S) «(FR 2) 1 1S»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (4 AND 2/ S»)
ERROR-W4: «*OU1'PUT (21 S»)
Input: «(WN t) 3) «(FR 1) 3/5) «(FR 2) 1 IS»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 2/ S)))
ERROR-W4: «*OUTPUT (21 S»)
Inpul: «(WN 1) 2) «FR I) 3 15) «(FR 2) 1 15»
CORRECT·W4: «'"OUTPUT (2 AND 2/ S)))
ERROR·W4: «*OUTPUT (21 S)))
Inpu\: «(WN 1) 1) «FR 1) 3 I S) «(FR 2) 1 IS»
CORRECT· W4: «*OUTPUT (I AND 2/ S»)
ERROR·W4: «*OUTPUT (21 5»)
lnJJul: «(WN 1) 5) «(FR 1) 215) «(FR 2) 11 S»
CORRECT-W4: «"OUTPUT (5 AND (15»)
ERROR-W4: «*OUTPUT (1/5)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «(FR 1) 21 S) «(FR 2) 1 15»
CORRECT· W4: «*OUTPUT (4 AND 1/5)))
ERROR-W4: «*OUTPUf (11 S»)
Inpuc «(WN 1) 3) «FR 1) 2/5) «(FR 2) 1/ S»
OORRECf-W4: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 1 IS»)
ERROR-W4: «*OUI'PUT (1 IS)))
Inpuc «(WN 1) 2) «FR 1) 2/5) «(FR 2) 115»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 1 / S»)
ERROR-W4: «*OUTPUf (11 S»)
Inpuc «(WN I) I) «(FR 1) 2/5) «(FR 2) 1/ S»
CORRECT-W4: «*olTfPUT (I AND 1 / S)))
ERROR-W4: «*OU1'PUT (II S»)
tnpuc «(WN I) S)((FR 1) 3/4)«FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT-W4: «*olTfPUT (5 AND 2/4»)
ERJlOR-W4: «*OUI'PUT (2/4»)
Inpuc «(WN 1) 4) «FR 1) 314) «(FR 2) I 14»
CORRECT-W4: «*olTfPUT(4 M'D 2/4)))
ERJlOR-W4: «*OUI'PUT (2/4»)
Inpuc «(WN I) 3) «FR 1) 3/4) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 2/4)))
ERJlOR-W4; «*OUI'PUT (2/4»)
Inpuc «(WN I) 2) «(FR I) 3/4) «FR 2) 1/4»
COIlRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 2/4)))
ERROR-W4: «*OU1'PUf (2/4»)
Input «(WN 1) 1) «FR 1) 3/4)«FR 2) 1/4»
COIlRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 2 { 4»)
ERROR-W4: ((*OUTPUT (2/4)))
Inpllt «(WN I) S) «(FR I) 2/3) «FR 2) 1/3»
COIlRECT-W4: «*OUfPUT (S AND 1/3»)
ERROR-W4: «·OUTPUT (1/3»)
Input «(WN 1) 4)«FR 1) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
COIlRECT-W4: «*OUfPUT (4 AND 1/3»)
ERROR-W4: ((*OUTPUf (1 13»)
Inpul: «(WN I) 3) «(FR I) 2/3) «FR 2) 1/3»
COIlRECT·W4: «*OUfPUT (3 AND (/3»)
ERROR-W4: «*OU1'PUf (1 /3»)
Inpllt ~«WN 1) 2) «(FR 1) 2/3) «FR 2) I 13»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 1/3»)
ERROR· W4: «*OUTPlTf (I /3)))
Inpul: «(WN I) 1) «FR I) 21 3) «FR 2) 1 13»
CORRECT-W4: «"OUfPUT (1 M'D (/3»)
ERROR-W4: «*OUTPut (1/3»)
The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number of Possible Problems:
405.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
40
Number of PG-predicted CPs:
40:

«fWN

ERROR-Wi .

Jnpllc «(WN 1) S) «(FR 1) 4/ S) «FR 2) 31 S»

CORRECT·W4: «'"OUTPUT (S AND liS»)
ERROR-W4; «*OUTPUT (1/ S»)
JnpllC «(WN 1) 4) «FR I) 4/ S) «(FR 2) 3/
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (4 AND liS)))
ERROR·W4: «*OUTPUT (11 S»)
Jnpllt: «(WN 1) 3) «FR 1) 41 S) «FR 2) 3 IS»
CORRECT-W4: «'"OUfPUT (3 M'D 11 S)))
ERROR-W4: «'"OUTPUT (1/ S»)
JnpllC «(WN 1) 2) «(FR 1) 41 S) «(FR 2) 3 IS»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 11 S)))
ERROR-W4: «'"OUTPUT (1/ S»)
JnpllC «(WN 1) I) «FR 1) 4/ S) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 1 / S)))
ERROR-W4: «'"OUTPUT (1/ S»)
Jnpllt: «(WN 1) S) «FR 1) 41 S) «(FR 2) 21 S»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (S AND 21 S)))
ERROR-W4: (('"OUTPUT (21 S»)
Jnpllt: «(WN I) 4) «FR 1) 4/5) «FR. 2) 2/5»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUfPUT (4 AND 2/5»)
ERROR-W4: «'"OlFfPUT (2/5)))
Jnput: «(WN I) 3) «FR 1) 41 S) «(FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·W4: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 21 S)))
ERROR-W4: «*OUTPUT (2/5»)
Jnpllt: «(WN 1) 2) «(FR 1) 4/5) «FR. 2) 2/5»
CORRECT-W4: «'"OUTPUT (2 AND 21 S»)
ERROR-W4: ((*OlFfPUT (21 S»)
Jnpllc «(WN 1) 1) «(FR 1) 4/5) «(FR 2) 21 S»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 2/5»)
ERROR-W4: «*OUTPUT (2/5»)
Jnput: «(WN 1) S) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT-W4: «*OUTPUT (S AND 11 S»)
ERROR-W4: «'"OUTPUT (lIS)))
Jnput: «(WN 1) 4) «(FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT.W4: «*OUfPUT (4 AND 1/5»)
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Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 4/5) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECT·W5: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 11 $»)
ERROR-WS: «·OUTPUT (1 AND 1/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 4 1$) «FR 2) 31 5»
CORRECT-WS: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 1/ S»)
ERROR-WS: «·OUfPUT (1 AND 115»)
Inpul: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 41 S) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT-W5: «*OUfPUl" (2 AND 11 $»)
ERROR-WS: «·OUTPUT(I AND 1/ S)))
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Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 41 S) «FR 2) 31 S»

CORREcr·W5: «"OUI'PUT (4 AND 11 5»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUTrur (I AND 115)))
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 41 5) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·WS: «"OUTPUI" (3 AND 11 S»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUfPUT (1 AND 1/ S»)
lriput: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 41 S) «(FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT· WS: ((-OUl"PUl" (2 AND I IS»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUfPUT (1 AND 11 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 415) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·WS: «·OUl"PUf (2 AND 21 S»)
ERROR·WS: «-OUfPUl' (1 AND 2 IS)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 41 5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORREcr·WS: «·OUl"PUI" (3 AND 21 S»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUfPUl' (1 AND 21 S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 4/ S) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·WS: «"OUfPUf (2 AND 21 S»)
ERROR·WS: «·OUfPUI" (I AND 21 S»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «(FJlI) 4/ 5) «(FJl2) 2/5»
CORRECI'·WS: «"OUfPUf (4 AND 21 S)))
ERROR·WS: «·OUfPUl' (1 AND 21 S»)
Inp\l\: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 41 S) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECI'·WS: «"OUfPUf (3 AND 21 S»)
ERROR·WS; «·OUfPUf (I AND 21 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) I) «(FJlI) 41 S) «(FR 2) 2/5»
CORREcr·WS: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 2/ S»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUl"PUI" (1 AND 2! S»)
Jnpllt: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 315) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·WS: «"OUfPUf (2 AND II S»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUl"PUf (I AND lIS»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «(FJlI) 31 S) «(FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·WS: «*OUTPUf (3 AND II S)))
ERROR·WS: «"OUl"rur (I AND lIS)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 315) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·WS: «'OUfPUf (2 AND II S»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUTPUT (1 AND I J S»)
Input: «(WN I) S)«WN 2) I)«FR I) 3/ S) «FR 2) 2 (5»
CORRECI'·WS: «"OUTPUf (4 AND lIS»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUTPUT (1 AND lIS»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECI'·WS: «"OUfPUf (3 AND 1/ S»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUl"PUT (1 AND 1/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) I) «Fa 1) 315) «FR 2) 2/ 5»
CORRECI'·WS: «"OUl"PUf (2 AND I IS)))
ERROR·WS: WOUfPUf (1 AND 1/ S)))
l"Pllt: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 4/ S) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT·WS: «"OUl"PUf (2 AND 31 S»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUfPUl' (1 AND 31 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «Fa I) 41 S) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT·WS: «"OUTPUf (3 AND 3/ S»)
ERROR.WS: «"OUfPUf (1 AND 31 S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 415) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT·WS: «"OUfPUf (2 AND 3/ S)))
ERROR·WS: «'OurPUT (1 AND 3 IS)))
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) I) «(FR I) 415) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr·WS: «*OUfPUT (4 AND 31 S)))
ERROR·W5: «"OUI'PUl' (l AND 315»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 41 S) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT· WS: «"OUTPUf (3 AND 3 / S»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUTPUl' (1 AND 3 I 5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 4 / 5) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECI'·WS: «"OUTPUf (2 AND 31 S»)
ERROR.WS: «"OUfPUf (1 AND 3/5»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 3/ 5) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT·WS: «"OUl"PUT (2 AND 2/ S)))
ERROR·WS: «"OUfPUl" (1 AND 21 S)))
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 31 5) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr·WS: «"OUTPUf (3 AND 2/S»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUTPUf (1 AND 215»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 31 S) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECI'·WS: «"OUTPUI" (2 ANI> 21 S»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 2 IS)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 31 S) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT·WS: «"OUTPUI" (4 AND 21 S»)
ERROR·WS: «'OUTPUI" (1 M'D 21 5»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 315) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr·WS: «"OUl"PUI" (3 AND21 5»)
ERROR·WS: «*OUTPUf (l Al'.'D 21 S)))
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 315) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECI'·WS: (C"OUfPUI" (2 AND 2/ S»)
ERROR·WS: «*OUTPUl' (1 AND 2/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 2/ S) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr·WS: CC"OUfPUT (2 AND 1/5)))
ERROR·WS: «"OUTrur (1 AND lIS»)
'npllt: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 215) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECI'·WS: «'"OUfPUI" (3 AND 115»)
ERROR·WS: CC"OurPUT (1 AND 115)))
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 2/5) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECr·WS: «*OUTPUt (2 AND 11 S»)
ERROR·WS: «'"OUfPUl' (I AND 11 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 2/ 5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr·WS: «"OUfPt1t (4 AND II S)))
ERROR·WS: WOUfPUT (1 AND II S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) (CPR I) 2/5) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORR£cr·WS: «"OUfPUT (3 AND 1/5»)
ERROR·WS: «"0UfPlJT (1 AND 11 S»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 215) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECI'·WS: «'"OUTPUT (2 AND lIS»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUTPUl' (1 AND 1/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 3/4) «(FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECI'·WS: CC-OUTPtrr (2 AND 2/4»)
iRROR.WS: «'"OUTPUT (1 AND 2/4)))
I""t: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3 (4) «(FR 2) 1/4»

CORRECI'·WS: «"OUTPur (3 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 2/4»)
Input; «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 3/4) «(FR 2) 1/4»
CORREcr. WS: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 2/4)))
ERROR·WS: «"OurPUT (1 AND 2/4)))
Input; «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 3/4) «(FR 2) 1/4»
CORREcr·WS: «*OUTPur (4 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUfPUf (1 AND 2/4)))
Input; «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 3/4) «(FR 2) 1/4»
CORREer· WS: «'"OUTPur (3 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·WS: «·OUl"PUI" (1 AND 2/4»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «(FR I) 3/4) «(FR 2) 1/4»
CORREcr·WS: «"OUfPur (lAND 2/4»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUfPUl' (1 AND 2/4»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 2/3) «(FR 2) I 13»
CORREer·WS: WOUTPUT (2 AND 1/3))}
ERROR·WS: «'OUfPUf (1 AND 1/3)))
Input; «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORREer·W5: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·WS: «"OUTPtrr (I AND 1/3)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORREer·WS: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·WS: «'OUfPUl" (l AND 1/3»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) I) «(FR 1) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT· WS: «"OUfPUT (4 AND I 13»)
ERROR·W5: «'"OUTPUI" (1 AND 1/3»)
Input; «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1)«FR 1) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORREcr-WS: «"OUl"PUI" (3 AND 1/3)))
ERROR·WS: «"OUTPUI" (1 AND 1/3)))
Inpgt: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECf·WS: «"OUTPUT (2 AND I (3)))
ERROR·WS: «"OurPUT (1 AND 1/3»)
The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number of Possible Problems:
1215.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
48.
Number of PG-predicted CPs:
48.
pG pmljctjgn. formoslc!s- CORRECr·NI&Z&S VI ERROR·NI
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 3/5) «(FR 2) 4/5»

CORRECT·NI&:2&5: «·OUTPUT (41 S»)

ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 3/5) «FR 2) 41 5»
CORRECT·Nl&:2&5: «"OUTPUT (I AND 41 5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «(FR I) 3/ 5) «(FR 2) 4/ 5»

CORRECT·NI&:2&:5: «*Ot!I1'UI' (415»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 315) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·NI&:2AS: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 3/5) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·Nl &:2&5: «·OUTPUT (1 AND 4 15»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 315) «(FR 2) 41 5»
CORRECT·NI&:2&5: «"oOTi'UT (41 5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 3/5) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·NI&:2&S: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 41 5»)
ERROR·Nl: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 31 S) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·NI&:2AS: «*Ot!I1'UI' (2 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 315) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·NI&:2&S: «*OUTPUT (I AND 41 5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 315) «(FR 2) 4/ 5»
CORREcr·NI&:2AS: «·OVl'PlTr (4/5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 21 5) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORREcr·NI&:2&5: «"OVl'PlTr (3/ 5)))
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 3) «(FR I) 2/5) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·NI&:2&S: «"OtJTPUr (I AND 31 5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 215) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·NI&:2&S: «'omwr (3/5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input; «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 2/5) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·NI&:2&S: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 3/5»)
ERROR·Nt: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) C(WN 2) 2) «FR I) 215) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·NI &:2AS: «"OtJ'tliur (I AND 3/5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input; «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 215) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·NI&2&S: «"OUTPUT (3/5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2(5) «(FR 2) 4/ 5»
CORRECT·NI&:2&5: «*OtJ'tIiur (3 AND 3/5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 1/ 5) «(FR %) 41 5»
CORRECT·Nl&:2&:5: «"Ot!l1'Ul' (2 AND 3/5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 2 J 5) «(FR 2) 4/ 5»
CORRECT·NI&:2&5: «·OUTPUT (1 AND 31 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «(FR 1) 2/5) «FR 2) 41 5»
CORRECT·NI&:2&5: «*OUTPUI' (3/5»)
ERROR·Nl: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 4) «(FR I) 1 / 5) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·Nl&:2&5: «*OUTPUT (2/5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
InpuI: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 115) «(FR 2) 4/5»
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ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Inpn: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 115) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECf·NI&2.tS: «·OUTPUT (4/5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I)«FR I) 1/ S)((FIt 2) 2/ S»
CORRECf·NI&:2&:S: «·OUTPUT (3 AND 41 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I)«FR 1) II S)(FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECf·NI&:2&:S: «-OUTPUT (2 AND 4/ S)))
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I)«FR I) II S) «FR 2) 21 5»
CORRECf·NI&2&:S: «-OUTPUT (I AND 41 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 11 S) «FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECf·NI&2&S: «·ourPUT (4/5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN \) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 1/4) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECf·NI&:2&S: «·ourPUT (2/4)))
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 1/4) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECf.NI&:2&:S: «·OUTPUT (I AND 2/4»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN \) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 1/4) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECf·NI&2&:S: «·OUfPUT (2/4»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1/4) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECf·NI&:2&S: «-OUfPUT (2 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Inpn: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2)«FR 1) 1/4)«FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECf·NI&:2.tS: «-OUfPUT (I AND 2/4»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1/4) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECf·NI&:2&S: «·OUTPUT (2/4)))
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «(FIt I) 1/4) «(FIt 2) 3/4»
CORREcr·NI&:2&S: «-OUTPUT (3 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 1/4) «Fa 2) 3/4»
CORRECf·NI&:2&S: «-OUfPUT (2 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «(FIt I) I 14) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECf·NI &:2&:S: «·OUfPUT (I AND 2/4»)
ERROR·NI: ~1L)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 1/4) (CFR 2) 3/4»
CORRECf·NI&:2&S: «-OUfPUT (2/4)))
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 1/3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·NI&:2&:S: «·OUfPUT (2/3»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/3) «(FIt 2) 2/3»
CORREcr·NI&:2&:S: «·OUTPUT (I AND 2/3»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 1/3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·NI&2&:S: «·OUfPUT (2/3»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·NI&:2&S: «·ourPUT (2 AND 2/3»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FIt 1) I /3) «(FIt 2) 2/ 3»
CORRECT·NI.t2&S: «-ourPUT (I AND 2/3»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) I /3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·NI&:2&:S: «·ourPUT (2/3»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 1) «(FIt I) 1/3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·Nl&:2&:S: «·OUTPUT (3 AND 2/3»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 1/3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·NI&2&S: «·OUTPUT (2 AND 2/3)))
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «(FIt I) 1/3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·NI&:2&S: «·OUTPUT (I AND 2/3»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 1/3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·NI&:2&S: «*ourPUT (2/3»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)

CORREC'f·NI&2AS: «-OUTPUT (I AND 21 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
IapJt: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) I IS) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECT·NI.t2.lS: «-OUTPUT (21 S»)
ERROR-NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) II S) «FR 2) 41 S»
COIUWCr·NI&2AS: «-OUTPUT (2 AND 21 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) I IS) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECT·NI&2AS: «-OUTPUT (I AND 2/ S»)
ERROR-NI: (NIL)
.
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1 IS) «FR 2) 41 S»
COIUWCr·Nl&2AS: «-OUTPUT (21 S»)
ERROR·Nl: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «FR I) II S) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECT·NI&2AS: «-OUTPUT (3 AND 21 S)))
ERROR-NI: (NIL)
Inpu&: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 11 S) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECT·NI.t2.lS: «·OUTPUT (2 AND 2/ S»)
ERROR-NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 1 IS) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECT·NI&2AS: «·OUTPlJI" (I AND 21 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Inpu&: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) I IS) «FR 2) 41 5»
CORRECT·NI&2AS: «-OUTPUT (2/5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 2/5) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECT·NI.t2.lS: «·OUTPUT (41 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «(FIt I) 21 S) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECT·NI&2AS: «-OUTPUT (1 AND 41 5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 21 S) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECT·NI&2AS: «-OUTPUT (4/5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
IJlput: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 21 S) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECT·NI&2AS: «·OUTPUT (2 AND 41 5»)
ERROR-NI: (NIL)
IJlput: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FIt I) 21 S) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECT·Nl&2AS: «·OUTPUT (1 AND 41 S»)
ERROR-NI: (NIL)
InPUt: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 2/ S) «FR 2) 3 / S»
CORRECT·NI&2AS: «·OUTPUT (41 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
IJlput: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 21 S) «(FIt 2) 31 S»
CORRECT·NI&2AS: «·OUTPUT (3 AND 4/ S»)
ERROR-NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 21 S) «FR 2) 3/5»
COlUtECT·NI&2AS: «·OUTPUT (2 AND 4/5»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1)3) «WN 2) I)«FR I) 2/ S) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECT·NI&2AS: «·omPUT (I AND 4/5)))
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
In~: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 21 S)«(FIt 2) 31 S»
CORRECT·NI&:2AS: «-OUTPUT (41 S»)
ERROR-NI: (NIL)
InPUt: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) II S) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECT·Nl&:2.lS: «-OUTPUT (31 S)))
ERROR-NI: (NIL)
Inpu&: ((WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «(FIt I) II S) «(FIt 2) 3/ S»
COlUtEC1'·NI&:2AS: «·OUTPUT (I AND 31 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 1 IS) «FR 2) 3 IS»
coRRECT·NI&:2.lS: «*OLlPUT (3/ S»)
ERROR·Nl: (NIL)
InPUt: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «(FIt I) I I S) «(FIt 2) 31 S»
COlUtECT·NI&:2AS: «-OUTPUT (2 AND 3/ S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FIt I) 1/ S) «(FIt 2) 31 S»
CORRECT·NI&:2AS: «-OlilPUT (I AND 31 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) I IS) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECT·NI&:2.lS: «*OUTPUT (31 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
In~: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «(FIt I) II S) «(FIt 2) 31 S»
CORRECT.NI&:2&:S: «-OUTPUT (3 AND 3/ S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) II S) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECI'·NI&:2.tS: «·OUTPUT (2 AND 31 S»)
ERROR·Nl: (NIL)
InPUt: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) I) «(FIt I) 1/ S) «(FIt 2) 3/ S»
CORREC'T·Nl&2&:S: «·OUTPUT (I AND 31 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR I) II S) «FR 2) 31 S»
COlUtECT·NI&:2&S: «-OUTPUT (31 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Jnput: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 1 / S) «FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&:2&S: «·OUTPUT (41 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input; «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) II S) «FR 2) 21 S»
CORRECT.NI&:2&:S: «*OUTPUT (I AND 4/ S»)
ERROR-NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) I I S) «FR 2) 21 S»
CORRECT·NI &:2&:S: «*OUTPUT (41 S»)
ERROR-NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) II S) «FR 2) 21 S»
CORRECT.NI&:2&:S: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 41 S»)
ERROR·NI: (NIL)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) II S) «FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECT.NI&:2&:S: «*OUTPUT (I AND 41 S»)

The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number of Possible Problems:
280.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
80.
Number of PG-predlcted CPs:
80.
PO pmdicJj9QI fmmocle!a' CORBECI·Nl&2AS)'J ERRQR.N2.
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 3/ S) «FR 2) 4/ S»

CORRECf·NI&:2.tS: «·OUTPUT (4/ S»)
ERROR·N2: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 1/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 3/ S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORREcr·NI&:2AS: «*OUTPUT (I AND 4/ S»)
ERROR·N2: «*OUTPUT (2 AND I / S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 3/ S) «Fa 2) 4/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&:2AS: «-OUTPUT (4/ S»)
ERROR·N2: «*OUTPUT (I AND 11 !I)))
Inplt: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 31 S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECf·Nl&.2&S: «-OUTPUT (2 AND 4/ !I»)
ERROR·N2: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 1 / S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 3/5) «FR 2) 4/ !I»
CORRECT·NI&:2&S: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 4/ S»)
ERROR·N2: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 1/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 3/5) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORREcr·NI&:2&S: «-OUTPUT (4/ S)))
ERROR·N2: «*OurPUT (I AND I I S»)
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CDRRECT-NI&2&5: «oourPUT (3/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUfPur (I AND 2/ S)))
InpaI: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) II S) «(FR 2) 3/5»
CORREcT-NI&2&5: «*OUTPUI' (I AND 3/5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUfPur (2 AND 2/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 1/5) «(FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT-NI&2&5: «*OUI'PUT (3/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUl (1 AND 2/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) I /5) «(FR 2) 3/5»
CORREcT-NI&2&S: «*OurPUT (2 AND 3/5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 2/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1/ S) «(FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT-NI&2&5: «OOUfPur (I AND 3/5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 2/ !i»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) I /5) «(FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT-NI&2&!i: «*OurPUT (3/ S)))
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUl (I AND 2/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «(FR I) 1/5) «(FR 2) 3/5»
C'ORRECT-Nl&2&S: «*OurPUT (3 AND 3/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (4 AND 2/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR I) I /5) «(FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT-NI&2&5: «OOurPUT (2 AND 3/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 2/ S)))
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 1/ S) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&5: «*OUfPur (I AND 3/ S)))
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 2/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 1/ S) «(FR 2) 3/ 5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «*OUl'PUl' (3/ S)))
ERROR-N2: «OOUTPUl (1 AND 2/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) I / S) «(FR 2) 2/ 5»
CORRECT-NI&2&5: «OOUTPUT (4/ S)))
ERROR-N2: «OOUfPur (1 AND I / S»)
Input: «(WN 1) !i) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 1 / 5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «"OUfPUf (I AND 4/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 1 / !i»)
Input: «(WN I) 4)(WN 2) 3) «FR I) I / 5) «(FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «OOurPUT (4/ !i»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 1 / !i»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/5) «FR 2) 2/5»
COKRECT-NI&2&5: «"OUfPUI' (2 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUfPUT (3 AND 1/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/5) «(FR 2) 2/5»
COKRECT-NI&2&5: «*OUfPUI' (1 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUfPUT (2 AND 1/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1/5) «(FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «"OUTPUT (4/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUfPUT (1 AND 1/ !i»)
Input: «(WN 1) !i) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (4 AND 1 /5»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN2) 1) «FR 1) 1/ S) «FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECT-NI&2&5: «*OUfPUI' (2 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 1 / S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) I) «(FR 1) 1/5) «FR 2) 2 J 5»
COKRECT-NI&2&!i: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 1 /!i»)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 1/5) «(FR 2) 2/5»
C'ORRECT-NI&2&S: «*OUfPUI' (4/!i)))
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUl (1 AND I / S)))
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 1/4) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «"OUfPUI' (2/4»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 2/4)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 1/4) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT-NI&2&5: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 2/4)))
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 2/4»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 1/4) «(FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «*OUTPUT (2/4»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (I AND 2/4)))
Input: «(WN I) !i) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1/4) «(FR 2) 3/4»
COKRECT-NI&2&S: «*OUfPUI' (2 AND 2/4)))
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUl (3 AND 2/4»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1/4) «FR 2) 3/4)
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «"OUTPUT (I AND 2/4»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUlPUT (2 AND 2/4)))
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) I /4) «(FR 2) 3 /4»
CORRECT-NI&2&5: «OOUTPUT (2/4)))
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 2/4)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 1/4) «(FR 2) 3/4»
CORREC'r-NI&2&S: «"OUfPUI' (3 AND 2/4»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (4 AND 2/4»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 1/4) «(FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT-NI&2&5: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 2/4»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 2/4»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 1/4) «(FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT-NI &2&5: «*OUTPUT (I AND 2/4»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUfPUT(2AND 2/4»)
InpIII: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 1/4) «(FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT-NI&2&!i: «"OUTPUT (2/4»)
ERROR-N2: «*OUfPUT (1 AND 2/4)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 1/3) «(FR 2) 2/3»
COIUl£CT-NI&2&5: «*OUrPur (2/3)))
ERROR-N2: «"OUfPur (I AND I /3»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/3) «(FR 2) 2/3)
CORRECT-NI&2&5: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 2/3»)
ERROR-N2: «"OurPur (2 AND 1 /3»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 1/3) «(FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT-NI&2&5: «*OUTPUT (2/3»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUl (1 AND 1 J 3»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 1/3) «(FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT-Nl&2&5: «"OUTPur (2 AND 2/3)))
EJUtOR-N2: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 1 /3»)
Inpu&: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1/3) «(FR 2) 2/3)
CORRECT·NI&2&!i: «*OlTTPUT (1 AND 2/3)))

hiput: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «OOUI'PUT (3 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR-N2: «-OUfPUl (4 AND 1/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «"OUI'PUT (2 AND4/ 5»)
ERROR-N2: «-OUlPUl (3 AND 1/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 3/5) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «"OUlPUT (1 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUlPUl (2 AND I/!i»)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 3 / S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECT-Nl&2&5: «OOUI'PUT (4/ !i»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUfPUl (1 AND 1 /!I»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 2/ S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECT-NI&2&5: «"OUlPUT (3/ !i»)
ERROR-N2: «OOUfPUl (I AND 2/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 2/ S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «"OUlPUT (1 AND 3/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «OOUTPUl (2 AND 2/ S)))
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 2/ S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: WOUTPUT (3/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUl (1 AND 2/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 2/5) «FR 2) 4/ !i»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «OOUTPUT (2 AND 3/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUl (3 AND 2/ S)))
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 21 S) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «OOUI'PUT (1 AND 31 5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUfPUT (2 AND 21 S»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 21 S) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «OOUl'PUl' (31 S)))
ERROR-N2: «OOUTPUl (1 AND 2/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1)«FR 1) 2/ S) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 31 5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUl (4 AND 21 S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 2/ S) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «"OUlPUT (2 AND 3/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUfPUl (3 AND 2/ Sm
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/ S) «(FR 2) 4/ 5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «*OUlPUT (1 AND 3/5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUl (2 AND 21 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/ S) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «*OUl'PUl' (31 S»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUfPUl (I AND 21 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 1/ S) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «*OurPUT (2/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «OOUTPUl (I AND 31 S»)
InPut: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/5) «(FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «*OUlPUT (I ANt> 2/!i)))
ERROR-N2: «*OUfPUf (2 AND 3/ !i»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) II S) «(FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&5: «*OurPUT (2/ !i»)
ERROR-N2: «*OUTPUl (1 AND 3/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1 I 5) «(FR 2) 41 5»
CORRECT-Nl &2&5: «*OUlPUT (2 AND 2/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «*OUfPUl (3 AND 3/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1/5) «(FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECT-NI&2&5: «*OurPUT (I AND 21 S»)
ERROR-N2: «*OurPUT (2 AND 31 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1 IS) «(FR 2) 41 5»
CORRECT-Nl&2&5: «*OurPUT (21 S»)
ERROR-N2: «-OUfPUl (I AND 3/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) !i) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 11 5) «(FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECT-Nl &2&5: «*OurPUT (3 AND 2/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «*OUfPUl (4 AND 31 S»)
:nput: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) I /5) «(FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECT-NI &2&S: «*OUTPUI' (2 AND 21 S»)
ERROR-N2: «OOUTPUl (3 AND 31 S»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 115) «FR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT-Nl &2&5: «*OUl'PUl' (I AND 2/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «*OUTPUf (2 AND 3/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 1/ S) «(FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «*OUTPUI' (21 S)))
ERROR-N2: «OOUTPUf (1 AND 31 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 2/ S) «(FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECT-Nl&2&5: «*OUTPUT (41 S»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUT (I AND 1/ S»)
•nput: «(WN I) !i) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 2/ 5) «FR 2) 3/ 5»
CORRECT-Nl &2&5: «OOUTPur (1 AND 41 !i»)
J;RROR-N2: «*OUTPUl (2 AND I / S»)
'nput: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 2/ S) «(FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «*OUfPUf (41 S)))
ERROR-N2: «*OUTPUl (1 AND I / !i»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 2/ S) «(FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «"OUfPUf (2 AND 4/ !i»)
ERROR-N2: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 1/ S»)
:nput: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 2/ S) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «*OUfPUf (1 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR-N2: «*OurPUT (2 AND 1/ !i»)
!nput: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 21 S) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORREC'f-NI.t2.lS: «*OurPUT (4/ S»)
ERROR-N2: «*OUfPtrr (I AND 1/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 21 S) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECT-Nl &2&5: «*OurPUT (3 AND 4/ 5)))
ERROR-N2: «*OUfPUl (4 AND 1/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 2/5) «(FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECT-NI&2&S: «*OUl'PUT (2 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR-N2: «OOUfPUT (3 AND 1/ !i»)
input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/ S) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECT-Nl&2&S: «*OUTPUT (I AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR-N2: «"OUTPUl (2 AND 1/ !i»)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 2/ S) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORREC'f-NI&2&S: «*OUTPUT (4/5»)
ERROR-N2: «*OUTPtrr (I AND 1 / 5»)
Input: «(WN I) !i) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 1/5) «(FR 2) 3/5»
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Appendix IVd
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECr·NI&:2&S: «"OUTPUT (4/5»)
ERROR·N5: «'OUTPUT (915)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 3/ S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&:2&S: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 4/ S»)
ERROR·Ns: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 9/ 5»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 31 S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECT·Nl&2&S: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 4/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «*OurPUT (2 AND 91 5»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 3/ S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&:2&S: «"OUTPUT (I AND 41 S»)
ERROR·NS: «OOlITPur (1 AND 91 S»)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 3/ S) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECI'·NI&:2&S: «'OUfPUT (41 5)))
ERROR·NS: «'OUTPUT (9 IS)))
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 21 S) «FR 2) 41
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «'OUTPUT (3/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «'ourPUT (8 / S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 2/ S) «(FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&:2&S: «"OurPUT (1 AND 31 S»)
ERROR·NS: «*OurPUT (1 AND 8/5»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 2/5) «(FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&5: «'OlITPUT (31 S»)
ERROR·NS: «'OurPUf (8 IS»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 2/ S) «(FR 2) 4 IS»
CORRECI'·NI&:2&S: «'OUTPUT (2 AND 31 S»)
ERROR·NS: «'ourPUI' (2 AND 8/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 2/ S) «(FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «'OurPUT (I AND 31 S)))
ERROR·NS: «'ourPlIT (1 AND 81 S)))
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 2/ S) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «'ourPUT (3/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «'ourpur (81 S)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «(FR 1) 21 S) «(FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «'OurPUT (3 AND 31 S»)
ERROR·NS: «OOUfPUI' (3 AND II S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 2/ S) «(FR 2) 4 / S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «*ourPtIT (2 AND 31 S»)
ERROR·NS: «oourPUI' (2 AND 8 IS»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «(FR 1) 21 S) «(FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECf·NI&2&S: «'OlITPUT (I AND 3/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «-oUfPUT (J AND 8, S»)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «(FR 1) 21 S) «(FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&:S: «'OlITPUT (31 S»)
ERROR·NS: «'OlITPUI' (8 IS)))
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «(FR I) 1/ S) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «"OurPUT (21 S»)
ERBOR·NS: «'ourPUI' (1/ S)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 11 S) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «'ourPUT (1 AND 21 S»)
ERROR·NS: «OOUTPur (I AND 7 / S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «(FR I) 1/ S) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECI'·NI&:2&S: «"ourPtIT (21 S»)
ERBOR·NS: «'OUTPur (1/5»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 1/ S) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «'OlITPUT (2 AND 2/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «OOUfpur (2 AND 7 / S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 1/ S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&:S: «"OlITPtIT (1 AND 2/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «OOUTPur (I AND 7 IS»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2)«(FR I) II S)((FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «'OUfPUI' (21 S»)
ERROR·NS: «'OUfPUI' (115»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «(FR I) 1/ S) «(FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECI'·NI&:2&S: «'OlITPtIT (3 AND 21 S»)
ERBOR·NS: «OOlITpur (3 AND 7 IS»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR I) II S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «'OlITPtIT (2 AND 2/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «OOUfPUf (2 AND 7 IS»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «(FR I) 1/ S)«(FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «'ourPtIT (1 AND 2/ S)))
ERROR·NS: «oourPUf (1 AND 7 IS»)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «(FR I) 1/ S) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECf·NI&2&S: «'ourPUT (2/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «'ourpur (1/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «(WN 2) 4) «(FR 1) 2/ S) «(FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECf·NI&2&S: «'ourPUT (4/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «'OUfPUI' (91 S»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «(FR I)
S) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «"OlITPlIT (1 AND 41 S»)
ERROR·NS: «OOlITPUT (I AND 9/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «(FR I) 21 S) «(FR 2) 3 IS»
CORJUlCI'·NI&:2&S: «'OlITPUf (4/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «'OUfPUI' (9/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 2/ S) «(FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&:S: «'OUfPlIT (2 AND 4/ S»)
EBROR·NS: «-oUfPlIT (2 AND 91 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 21 S) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECI'·NI&:2&S: «'OUfPUT (1 AND 41 S»)
EBROR·NS: «OOUTPUT (I AND 91 S»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 21 S) «(FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECf·NI&2&:S: «"OUfPUI' (41 S)))
ERROR·NS: «'OUfPUT (9 / S)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 2/ S) «(FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&S: «"OUfPUI' (3 AND 4/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «-ourPUf (3 AND 9 / S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 2/ S) «FR 2) 31 S»
CORRECI'·NI&2&:S: «"OUfPUT (2 AND 4/ S»)
EBROR·NS: «OOurPUf (2 AI\'O 91 S»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «(FR 1) 21 S) «(FR 2) 31 S»

ERROR·N2: «-OUTPUT (2 AND 1/3»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·NI &2&5: «"OUTPUT (2/3»)
ERROR·N2: «-OUTPUT (1 AND 1 /3»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·Nl&2&S: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 2/3»)
ERROR·N2: «-OUTPUT (4 AND 1 /3»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) I)«FR 1) 1/3)«FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·NI&2&S: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 2/3»)
ERROR·N2: «-oUfPUI' (3 AND I /3»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) I) «FR I) I 13) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·NI&2&S: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 2/3»)
ERROR·N2: «"OUTPUT (2 AND I /3»)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 1/3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·NI&2&S: «"ourPUT (2/3»)
ERROR·N2: «-oUTPur (I AND I /3»)
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The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number ot Possible Problems:
BO.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
eo.
Number of PG-predicted CPs:
eo.
P(]

pmcljctiOJll

for models: CORRECf·N3&4-J)I·FI&2 VI ERROR.

W4m...

Input: «(FR 1) 2/3) «FR 2) 3 / 5»
CORRECf·N3&4·DI·FI&2: «*OUTPUI" (IllS»)
ERROR·N3&D2: «'OUfPUI' (1/2»)
Input: «(FR I) I /2) «FR 2) 2 IS»
CORRECf.N3&4·DI·FI&2: «*OUTPUT (1/10»)
ERROR·N3&D2: «'OUfPUT (1/3)))

The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number of Possible Problems:
2.
Number of Empirlcally-derived CPs:
2.
Number of PG-predicted CPs:
2.

m pmdjctiOJll for mpdel"' CORRECf.N3M·D\·FI&2 VI

ERROR.

~
Input: «(FR I) 4 15) «FR 2) 3 /4»
CORRECT.N3&4·DI·FI&2: «OOUTPUT (1/20»)
ERROR·N4&D3: «"OUfPUT (1/1»)
Input: «(FR 1) 4/5) «FR 2) I /4»
CORRECf.N3&4.DI·FI&2: «'OUTPUI" (11/20»)
ERROR·N4&D3: «'OUfPUT (3/1»)
Input: «(FR I) 3 / S) «FR 2) I /4»
CORRECT.N3&4·D\·FI&2: «*OUTPUT (1/20»)
ERROR.N4&D3: «OOUfPUT (2/1»)
Input: «(FR I) 2/ S) «FR 2) 1 14»
CORRECT.N3&4.DI·FI&2: «OOUTPUT (3/20»)
ERROR.N4&D3: «'OUTPUI' (III»)
Input: «(FR 1) 4 IS) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf.N3&4·DI·FI&2: «*OUTPUT (2/15»)
ERROR.N4&:D3: «"OUTPUT (2/2»)

InlO'~~!M~th\~l'2~ f<!BUTPUT (1/12»)
ERROR.N4&D3: «"OUfPUT (I /1»)

InlO'R~!~:.ah\~ l'2~ MBUTPur (1/15)))
ERROR·N4&D3: «"OUfPUT (3 12»)

Input: «(FR I) 3 IS) «FR 2) I /3»

CORRECT.N3&4-DI·FI&2: «OOUTPUT (4/15»)
ERROR·N4&D3: «"OurPUT (2/2»)
Input: «(FR 1) 2 / 5) «FR 2) I /3»
CORRECf.N3&4-DI·FI&2: «OOUfPUf (IllS»)
ERROR.N4&D3: «'OUTPUT (I 12»)
Input: «(FR I) 3/4) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECf.N3&4·DI·FI&2: «OOUTPUT (5 112»)
ERROR·N4&D3: «"OUfPUT (2/1»)

InlO'~~!~:~1.h\~l'2: f<mUfPUf (3/10»)

ERROR·N4&D3: «'OUTPUT (3 13»)
Input: «(FR I) 3 15) «FR 2) I 12»
CORRECf.N3&4·DI.FI&2: «OOUfPUT (I 110»)
ERROR·N4&D3: «"OUTPUT (2/3)))
Input: «(FR I) 3 14) «FR 2) I 12»
CORRECT·N3&4-DI·FI&2: «'OUTPUT (1/4»)
ERROR·N4&D3: «'OUfPUI' (2/2»)
Input: «(FR I) 2/3) «FR 2) I 12»
CORRECf·N3&4-DI.FI&2: «"OUTPur (1/6»)
ERROR.N4&D3: «"OUfPUT (1/1»)

21

The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number of possible Problems:
14.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
14.
Number of PG-predicted CPs:
14.
PO pmliction. for models' CORBECT·NI&:Z&S yl ERROR.NS.
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 3/5) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECT·NI&2&S: «'OUfPUI' (41 S)))
ERROR·NS: «"OUTPUT (9 15»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 3/ S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECf·NI&2&S: «"OUTPUT (I AND 41 S»)
ERROR·N5: «OOUTPUT (I AND 9/ 5»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 31 S) «FR 2) 4/ S»
CORRECf·NI&2&S: «"OUTPUT (4/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «"OUfPUI' (9 15»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 3/ S) «FR 2) 4/ 5»
CORRECf·NI&:2&S: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 4/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «-OUTPUT (2 AND 91 S»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 31 S) «FR 2) 41 S»
CORRECf·NI&2&S: «'OUTPUI' (I AND 4/5»)
ERROR·NS: «-OUTPUT (I AND 9/5»)
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CORRECl'·Nla:24S: «*OUI'PlJI' (1 AND 4/5»)
ERROR·N5: «*OtJrPtJr (1 AND 9/ S»)
I~t: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/5) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECl'·Nla:2a:5: «*OUI'PUI' (4/5»)
ERROR·NS: «*OUTPUf (9/ S)))
lriput: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 1/5) «(FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·Nla:24S: «*OUfPUr (3/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «*OUTPUf (8/ S»)
lriput: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/5) «(FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECl'·Nla:24S: «*OUTPUl' (1 AND 3/5»)
ERROR·NS: «-oUTPUf (I AND 8 / S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/5) «J'R 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·Nla:24S: «"OUfPUf (3/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «*OUTPUf (8/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1 /5) «J'R 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·Nla:24S: «*OUfPUf (2 AND 3/5»)
ERROR·NS: «*OUTPUf (2 AND 8/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1 /5) «J'R 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·Nla:24S: «*OUfPUf (I AND 3/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «*OUfPUf (1 AND 8/ S)))
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1/5) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·Nla:24S: «*OUfPUf (3/ S»)
ERROR·N5: «"OUfPUf (8/ S)))
:nput: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 1/5) «J'R 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·Nla:24S: «*OUI'PlJI' (3 AND 3/5»)
ERROR·N5: «"OtJrPUf (3 AND 8 / S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1 /5) «J'R 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·Nla:2a:5: «*OUfPUf (2 AND 3/5»)
ERROR·NS: «"OtJrPUf (2 AND 8/5»)
lnput: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 1/5) «(FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·NI&:2a:5: «*OUfPUf (I AND 3/5»)
ERROR·NS: «"011fPUf (I AND 8/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 1/5) «J'R 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·Nla:24S: «*OUfPUf (3/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «"OUTPUf (8/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 1/5) «(FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·NI&:2a:5: «*OUfPUf (4/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «"OUfPUf (9/ S)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/5) «(FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·Nla:2a:S: «*OUfPUf (I AND 4/5»)
ERROR·NS: «*OUfPUf (1 AND 9/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/5) «(FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·Nl&:2a:5: «*OUfPUf (4/ S)))
ERROR·NS: «"OUTPUf (9/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 1/5) «(FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·NI&:2a:5: «*OUfPUf (2 AND 4/5»)
ERROR·NS: «*OUfPUf (2 AND 9/ S)))
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/5) «J'R 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·Nla:24S: «*OUfPUf (1 AND 4/5»)
ERROR·NS: «*OUfPUf (l AND 9 /5»)
input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/5) «J'R 2) 2/5»
CORRECT.NI&:2a:5: «*011fPUf (4/ S»)
ERROR·NS: «"OUTPUf (9/ S)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/5) «(FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·Nla:2.t5: «*OUfPUf (3 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR·NS: «*0UTPur (3 AND 9 / S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/5) «J'R 2) 2/5»
CORREcr·NI&:2a:5: «*011fPUT (2 AND 4/ 5»)
ERROR·NS: «"OUfPtJI' (2 AND 9/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 1/5) «J'R 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·NI&:2a:S: «"OUfPUf (I AND 4/5»)
ERROR·NS: «"OUTPUf (l AND 9/ 5)))
:nput: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 1/5) «J'R 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·Nl&:2a:S: «*OUfPUT (4/5»)
ERROR·NS: «"OUfPUf (9/ S»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 1/4) «(FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT·Nl&:2&:S: «·OUfPUT (2/4»)
ERROR·NS: «*OUTPUf (1/4)))
:nput: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/4) «J'R 2) 3/4»
CORREcr·Nla:24S: «*OUfPUT (1 AND 2/4)))
ERROR·N5: «*OUTPUf (1 AND 1/4)))
'nput: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/4) «(FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT·Nl&:2a:S: «·OUfPUf (2/4)))
ERROR·N5: «*OUTPUf (8/4)))
',put: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/4) «J'R 2) 3/4»
CORRECT·Nla:2.t5: «*OUfPUf (2 ANO 2/4»)
ERROR·NS: «*OtJrPUf (2 AND 1/4)))
"put: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1/4) «J'R 2) 3/4»
CORRECT·NI&:2a:5: «·011fPUT (1 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·NS: «OOUfPUf (1 AND 8 /4)))
"put: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1/4) «(FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT·NI.t2.tS: «·OUfPUT (2/4)))
ERROR·N5: «*OUTPUf (1/4)))
'pili: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 1/4) «J'R 2) 3/4»
CORRECT·NI.t2.tS: «*OUfPUf (3 AND 2/4)))
ERROR·N5: «"OUfPUf (3 AND 8/4»)
.nput: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 1/4) «J'R 2) 3/4»
CORREcr·Nla:2&:S: «*OUfPUT (2 ANt> 2/4»)
ERROR·N5: «*OUfPUf (2 AND 8/4»)
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 1/4) «J'R 2) 3/4»
CORRECT·Nla:2&:S: «·OUfPUT (1 AND 2/4)))
ERROR·NS: «"OUfPUf (I AND 8 /4»)
lnput: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/4) «(FR 2) 3/4»
CORUcr·Nla:2&:S: «·OUTPUT (2/4»)
ERROR·N5: «*OUTPtrr (1/4)))
.nput: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 4) ((FR 1) 1 /3) «(FR 2) 2/3»
c;oRUcr·NI.t2.tS: «*OUTPUT (2/3»)
ERROR·N5: «*OU'1PUJ' (9/3)))
·nPut: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/3) «(FR 2) 2/3»
CORUcr·Nla:2&:S: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 2/3}»
pll0R.N5: «-oUTPtrr (I AND 9 /3»)
. I\pllI: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 1/3) «J'R 2) 2/3»
coRREcr·NI&:2&:S: «·OUfPUT (2/3»)

ERROR·NS: «*OUIPUr (9/3)))
lnpat: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 2) «J'R 1) 1/3} «(FR 2) '1./3»
CORRECT·Nla:2&:5: «*OUfPUT (2 AND 2/3»)
ERROR·NS: «OOUTPtJr (2 AND 9/3)))
lnpat: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/3) «(FR 2) 2/3»

CORRECT·Nl&:2&:5: «*OUfPUT (1 AND 2/3»)
ERROR·NS: «*OUTP11f (1 AND 9/3»)
1Dput: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 1/3) «(FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·Nla:2&:5: «*OUfPUT (2/3)))

ERROR·NS: «*OUIPUr (9/3»)

1Dput: «(WN I) S) «WN2) I) «FR I) 1/3) «FR 2) 2/3»

CORRECT·Nla:2&:5: «*OUfPUT (3 AND 2/3}»
ERROR·NS: «*OUTPUf (3 AND 9/3»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 1/3) «(FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·Nla:2&:5: «*OUfPUT (2 AND 2/3»)
ERROR·NS: «*OUfPur (2 AND 9/3)))
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 1/3) «J'R 2) 2/3})
CORRECl'·Nla:2&:S: «*OUfPUT (I AND 2/3)))
ERROR·NS: «*OUfPur (I AND 9/3»)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 1/3) «FR 2) 2/3})
CORRECT·Nla:2&:5: «OOtJrPUT (2/3»)
ERROR·NS: «OOUTPtJr (9/3»)

The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number of Possible Problems:
80.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
80.
Number of PC-predicted CPs:
80.

PO pmljctions for models· CQRRECT.N3A4-Dl.FI.t2 VI ERROR·PI
Input: «(FR I) 3/4) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·N3.t4-Pl·F1a:2: «*OUTPUf (3 120»)
ERROR·Dl: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 2/3) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECf·N3.t4-Pl·F1.t2: «*OUfPur (1/15»)
ERROR·Dl: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 3/4) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·N3&:4-PI·F1.t2: «*OU'1PUJ' (7 / 'JJJ»)
ERROR·DI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 2/3) «FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECT·N3.t4-Pl·F1.t2: «*OUfPUf (4/15»)
ERROR·Dl: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 1 /2) «FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECT·N3.t4-Dl·F1.t2: «·OUTPUf (1/10»)
ERROR·PI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 3 /4) «FR 2) 1 / S»
CORRECT·N3.t4-Pl·FI&:2: «*OUTPUT (11/20»)
ERROR·Dl: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 1/4) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECf·N3a:4-Pl·F1a:2: «*OUfPUf (1/'JJJ»)
ERROR·Dl: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 2/3) «FR 2) 1/ S»
CORRECT·N3&4-Dl·F1&:2: «*OUfPur (I/lS»)
ERROR·Pl: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 1 /3) «FR 2) 1/ S»
CORRECf·N3a:4-Pl·F1.t2: «-oUfPUf (2/1S)))
ERROR·D1: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 1 /2) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECf·N3&4-Dl·F1.t2: «("OUfPUf (3/10»)
ERROR·Pl: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 4/ S) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECf·N3a:4-PI·F1.t2: «*OUfPUf (I/'JJJ»)
ERROR·Pl : ~'IL)
Input: «(FR 1) 4/ S) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT·N3&:4-Pl·F1.t2: «*OUfPUT (11/ 'JJJ))
ERROR·OI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT·N3.t4-Dl.F1.t2: «"0UfPUf (7/'JJJ))
ERROR·PI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 2/ S) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECf·N3&:4-01·F1.t2: «*OUfPUf (3/ 'JJJ»)
ERROR·Pl: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 2/3) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT·N3&:4-01·F1.t2: «*OUfPUf (S /12»)
ERROR·OI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 1 / 3) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECf·N3a:4-PI·F1a:2: «*OUfPUf (1/12»)
ERROR·OI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) I /2) «FR 2) 1 14»
CORRECT·N3a:4-Dl·F1.t.2: «·OUfPUT (1/4)))
ERROR·OI: ~'IL)
Input: «(FR 1) 4 / S) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·N3&:4-Dl·F1.t2: «*OUTPUr (2/15»)
ERROR·OI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 3 14) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT·N3a:4-DI·F1.t.2: «*OUTPUr (1/12»)
ERROR·Pl: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 4/ S) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·N3a:4-Dl·F1.t2: «·OUTPUf (7/15»)
ERROR·PI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 3/ S) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·N3&4-DI·F1.t2: «(*OUTPUf (4/15»)
ERROR·DI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 2/ S) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·N3.t4-Dl·F1.t2: «("OUfPUf (1/15»)
ERROR·Dl: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 3/4) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·N3a:4-Pl·F1.t2: «(*OU'1PUJ' (S /12»)
ERROR·DI: (NIL)
InIIuC «(FR I) 1/2) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·N3&4-l>I·F1.t.2: «*OUfPUT (1/6»)
ERROR·Pl: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 4/5) «FR 2) 1 12»
CORRECT·N3&:4-Dl·F1.t2: «(*OUfPUf (3/10»)
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The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number of Possible Problems:
28.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
28.
Number of PG-predicted CPs:
28_

ERROR·DI: (NIL)
lnpul: «(FR I) 3/5) «(FR 2) 1 12»
CORRECT·N3&4-Dl·FI&2: «*OUfPUT (1/10)))
ERROR·DI: (NIL)
Inout: ({cPR I) 3 14) «(FR 2) I 12»
CORRECT·N3&4-Dl-F1&:2: (C-OUTPUT (1/4»)
ERROR·DI: (NIL)
lnpul: «(FR 1) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1 12»
CORRECT·N3&4-DI-FI&2: (C-OUTPUf (1/6»)
ERROR-OJ: (lIo'fi.)

PO pmljeljllll for model.' CORRECT-N3.t:4-P1-fl&2 VI ERROB-n,
~: «(FR I) 112) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORREcr-N3&4-DI-Fl&2: «*OUTPUT (1/4»)
ERROR-F2: «*OllrPUT (2/4)))
Input: «(FR I) 3 /4) «FR 2) I 12»
CORRECT-N3&:4·DI-Fl&2: «Oourpur (1/4»)
ERROR-F2: (("'OUTPUT (2/4»)
The prediction matches the empirical data,
Number of Possible Problems:
28.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
2,
Number of PG-predicted CPs:
2,

The prediction matches the empirical data_
Number of Possible Problems:
28.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
28.
Number of PG-predicted CPs:
28.

m prc4ieljlll. for model.: CQRRECf-N3&4-Dl •FI t.2 \'J

E&RQR-F1...

Input: «(FR I) 3/4) «(FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT-N3&:4-DI-FI&2: «*OUTPUf (3/20»)
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Inpul: «(FR I) 2/3) (CPR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·N3&:4-DI-FI&2: «*OUTPUf (1115»)
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input: «(Fa I) 3/4) «(FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT-N3&4-DI-FI&2: «*OUTPUf(7/20)))
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 2/3) «(FR 2) 2 15»
CORRECT-N3&4-DI-Fl&2: «*OUTPUr (4/15»)
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 1/2)((FR 2) 21 S»
CORRECf-N3&:4-DI-FI&:2; «*OUTPUr (1/10»)
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 3/4) «(FR 2) 1 /5»
CORRECf-N3&4-DI-FI&2: «*OUfPUr (11/20»)
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 1/4) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECf-N3&4-DJ-FI&2: «"OtrrPUT (1/20)))
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1 15»
CORRECf-N3&4-DI-Fl&2: «*OUfPUr (7 115»)
ERROR-PI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 1/3) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT-N3&4-Dl-F1&:2: «*OUfPUr (21 IS)))
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 1 12) «(FR 2) I 15»
CORRECT-N3&4-Dl-FI&2: «*OUfPUr (3/10»)
ERROR-FI: (NIL)

PO predictions for mgdels' CORBECf-f3 VI ERROR-F31t'
~: «(FR I) 4 IS) «FR 2) 4/
CORRECf·F3: «*OUfPUr (0 15»)
ERROR-F3: «*OUfPUT (161 S)))
Inpuc «(FR I) 4 15) «FR 2) 3 15»
CORRECf-F3: «*OllfPUr (1/5»)
ERROR,F3: «*OUTPUT (5 I 5»)
Input: «(FR I) 3/5) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECf·F3: «'OllrPUl' (0 IS»)
ERROR-F3: «*OUfPUl' (1215»)
Inpul: «(FR 1) 3 14) «FR 2) 3 14»
CORRECf-F3: «60UfPUr (0 /4»)
ERROR·F3: «*OUTPtlr (9 J 4»)
Input: «(FR I) 4 IS) «(FR 2) 2/5))
CORRECT-F3: «*OUfPUr (2/5»)
ERROR·F3: «*OlTrPUT (10 I S)))
1n)M: «(FR I) 3 IS) «(FR 2) 21
CORRECT-F3: «*OUTPllr (I 15)))
ERROR-F3: «*OlTrPUT (5 / S»)
Input: «(FR 1) 21 S) «(FR 2) 2 IS»
CQRRECT.F3: «'OtlrPUr (0 1$»)
ERROR-F3: «*OtlrPllf (8/5»)
Input: «(FR I) 2 /3) «(FR 2) 2 / 3»
CORRECf-F3: «'OUfPUr (0 13»)
ERROR-F3: «*OtlrPtlr (4/3»)
Input: «(FR I) 41 S) «(FR 2) 1 / S»
CORRECf-F3: «'OUTPUT (3/ S»)
ERROR,F3: «*OlTrPUl' (IS 15»)
Input: «(FR I) 3 I S)«FR 2) 1 IS))
CORR£CT.F3: «'OUTPUT (21 S)))
ERROR-F3: «"'OllrPUl' (10 IS)))
Inpal: «(FR I) 2/ S) «(FR 2) I IS»
CORRECf·F3: «OOUTPUr (I IS)))
ERROR·F3: «"'OtlrPUT (51 5»)
Input: «(FR I) 1 / 5) «FR 2) I I 5»
CORRECf·F3: «'OllrPllf (0 IS»)
ERROR-F3: «*OUTPllf (4/ 5»)
Input: «(FR 1) 3 J4) «(FR 2) 1 /4»
CORRECf-F3: «'OUfPUT (2/4»)
ERROR-F3: «*OUTPUf (8/4)))
Input.: «(FR I) I /4) «FR 2) 1 14»
CORR£CT,F3: «'OUTPUT (014)))
ERROR-F3: «*OUTPUf (3/4)))
Input: «(FR I) 2 13) «(FR 2) I 13»
CORRECT,F3: «'OUTPUT (1 13»)
ERROR-F3: «*OUfPllf (313)))
Input: «(FR 1) 1 13) «(FR 2) I 13»
COl\RE.CT-F3: «'OlTrPUT (0/3»)
ERROR-F3: «*OUTPUf (2/3»)
}ruIIa: «(FR 1) 1 12) «(FR 2) 1 12»
toRRECf,F3: «"OUfPUT (0/2»)
ERROR-P3: «*OllfPUf (I /2»)
The prediction matches the empirical data_
Number of Possible Problems:
17.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
17.
Number of PG-predicted CPs:
17.

5»

S»

InlO'~~!~:11b\~1'2~ Ic:BUfPUr (1/20)))

ERROR-F1: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 4 IS) «(FR 2) I 14»
CORRECf-N3&4-Dl-FI&:2: <e-OUfl'UI' (11/20»)
ERROR-PI: {NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 3 IS) «(FR 2) 1 14»
CORRECf-N3&4-Dl-FI&:2: CC*O\JTP\JT (J 120)))
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 2 / S)«(FR 2) 1 14»
CORRECT-N3&:4-Dl-FI&2: «*OUfPUr (3/20»)
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 2 13) «FR 2) I 14»
CORRECf-N3&4-Dl-FI&2: «*OUI1'UT (S 112)))
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) I /3) «(FR 2) I 14»
CORRECT-N3&4-DI-Fl&:2: CC*OUI1'UT (1/12)))
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 1 12) «(FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT-N3&4-Dl-Fl&:2: CC*OUfPUr (1/4»)
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 4 / S) «(FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT-N3&;4-DI-FI&2: {(*OUfPUT (2/1S»)
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
In~: «(FR I) 3 14) «(FR 2) 213»
CORRECT-N3&4-01-FI&2: «*OllflVr (1/12»)
ERROR-FI: (!'l1L)
Input: (((Fa I) 4/5) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT-N3&4-Dl-Fl&2: «*OUfPUT (J 115»)
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input' «(Fa 1) 3/ S) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT-N3&;4-DI-Fl&2: ((*OUfPUr (4/15)))
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input' «(FR I) 215) «(FR 2) I /3»
COWcr-N3&4-DI-FI.t:2: «*OUTPUT (I/IS»)
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input' «(FR I) 314) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECf-N3&4-01-F1.t:2: «"'OUTPUT (5112)))
ERROR-FI: (NIL)

Ino;t~!M~lb\~l'2:1 (~~UTPtlr (1/6»)

ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input' «(FR 1) 4 IS) «(FR 2) 1 12»
COWcr-N3&4-DI-F1&2: «*OUfPUT (3/10)))
ERROR-F1: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 315) «(FR 2) 1 12»
CORRECT-N3&4-DI-Ft&2: «"'OUfPllf (1/10)))
ERROR-FI: (NIL)
Input' «(FR 1) 3 14) «(FR 2) I 12»
coRREcr-N3&4-DI-PI.t:2: «*OUfPtlr (1/4»)
ERROR-PI: (NIL)

PO predictiMI for model., CORRECT·HI yl, ERRas-HI
Input: «(FR I) 3 /4) «FR 2) 1 14»
CORRECf·HI : «"OllTPUf (I 12»)
ERROR-HI: «*OllfPUr (2/4)))
The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number of Possible Problems:
25.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
1_
Number of PG-predicted CPs:
1.
PO _istitms for modd., COBBECHI.vA'
Input: «(FR 1) 4 IS) «(FR 2) 4 IS»
CORRECf-EI&2&3: «*OUTPUr (0»)
ERROR-EI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 3/5) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECT-El&2&:3: «*OllfPUf (0)))
ERRQR-EI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR I) 3/4) «FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECT-EI&2&3: (C-OUTPt.rr (0)))

ERROR-EI: (NIL)

Input: «.Q'R I) 21 S)«FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECf-EI&2&3: «*OUTPUT (0»)

ERROR-EI: (NIL)

«(FR

Inpul:
1) 2 13) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECT-EI.t:2&:3: (C-OUTPUT (0)))
FJlROR-El: (NIL)

In&>,~!Milb\~l'i /c!iJUfPUT (1/6»)
ERROR-FI: (!'l'lL)

A·45
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In.put;

«(FR 1) 1 / 5) «FR 2) 1 / 5»

«FR 1) 41 5) «(FR l) 3/5»
CORRECT·E4kS: «'OUfPllT (lIS»)
ERROR·E4: «*OUI'PUf (4 AND 1/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) (CNN 2) 3) «FR l)" I 5) «(fIll) 31 S»
CORRECT·E4kS: «'OUfPllT (11 S»)
ERROR·E4: «*OUI'PUf (3 AND 11 S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) (CNN 2) 4)

CORREcr·EI&:2&:3; «"OUTPUl' (0»)
ERROR·HI; (J'WlL)
InjJIll; «(FR 1) 1/4) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORREcr·El&:2&:3: «*ourPUl' (0»)
ERROR·El; (J'WlL)
Input: «(FR 1) 1/3) «FR 2) 1 /3»
CORREcr·El&:2&:3: «*OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·EI: (NIL)
Input: «(FR 1) 1/2) «FR 2) 1/2))
CORRECT·EI &:2&:3: «'OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·EI: (NIL)
;'hlil prediction matches the empirical data.
',umber of Possible l'roblel1\S:
25.
umber of Empirically-derived CPs:
9.
:umber of PC-predicted CPs:
9.

Input: «(WN 1) 2)(CNN 2) 2)

roRREcr·B4.t5:

CORRECf·El&:2&:3: «*OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·E2: «"OUTPur (415)))
3/5»
CORRECf·EI&:2&:3: «"OtrrPUl' (0»)
1:RROR·I!2: «'ourPUT (3/5»)
Inpul: «(FR 1) 3/4) «(FR 2) 3/4»
CORRECr·EI&:2&:3: «"ourPUl' (0»)
ERROR·E2: «"OUTPUl' (3/4»)
Input: «(FR 1) 3/5) «(FR 2)

Input:

ERROR·E4: «OOUTPUT (1 AND 0 IS)))
InDut: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) S) «FR 1) 3/4) «(fR l) 3/4»

«(FR 1) 2/5) «(FR 2) 2/5»

CORRECT·E4&:5: «*OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·E4: «"OUTPUT (S AllIn 0 /4»)
1nINt: «(WN 1) 4} «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 3 (4) «(fill) 3/4»
CORRECT·FA.tS: «*OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·E4: «*OUTPUT (4 AND 0 14)))
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR I) 3 (4) «FIt 2) 3/4»
CORREcr·E4&:S: «*OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·E4: «*OUI1'UT (3 AND 0 14»)
lnI!ut: {«WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3/4) «(fR l) 3 J4»
CORRECT·FAcl5: «*OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR.·E4: «*OUI1'UT (z AND 0 14»)
Input:
I) I) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 3/4) «(FIt l) 3/4»
CORRECT·FAcl5: «*OtlfPUT (0»)
ERROR·E4: «'OtJTPVT (I AND 0 /4»)
lnput:
1) 5) «WN 2) 5) «FR 1) 41 5) «(fIll) 21 S»
CORRECT·E4&:5: «*OUTPUT (2/5»)
ERROR.·E4: «*OtrrPUf (5 AND 21 S)))
lnput:
1) 4)(WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 4 , S) «(fR l) 11 5»
CORREcr·FA45: «*OurPUT (2/ 5)))
ERROR·E4: «*OlTI'PUT (4 AND 2/ 5»)
1n!xn:
1) 3) «(WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 415) «(FIt 2) 2J S»
CORRECT·E4.tS: «*Otn'Pur (21 S)))
ERROR·E4: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 21 5»)
lnI!ut: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 4/5) «(fR l) 21 S»
CORREcr·E4&:5: «(*OurPUT (2/5)))
ERROR·E4: «"OUl'PUl' (2 AND 2/5»)
lnput:
I) I) «WN 2) 1) «FR l) 4/ S}«(fa l) 21 5»
CORRECT·E4.tS: «*OurPUT (2/5»)
ERROR·E4: «*OUTPIJI" (1 AND 2/ S)))
lnput: «{WN 1) 5) {(WN 1) 5) «FR 1) 3/ 5) {(FR l) 21 5»
CORRECT·E4&5: «*OurPUT (1/ S»)
ERROR·E4: «*OUTPUI' (5 AND I 15)))
lnput: «(WN t)4) «WN1) 4) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORREcr·E4.t5: «*OurPUT (lIS»)
ERROR·E4: «*OtJTPI1T (4 AND ) 15)))
~t: «(WN 1) 3)«WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 3 , 5) «(fR 2) 21 S»
CORREcr·E4.t5: «*OurPUT (11 5»)
ERROR·E4: «*OurPUT (3 AND II S»)
~t: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 31 S) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORREcr·E4.t5: «*Ourpur (11 S)))
ERROR·E4: «*OurPUr (2 AND 11 5)})
lnput: «{WN I) I) «WN 2) 1) «FR l) 3 J S) «(FR Z) 2/5»
CORRECT·E4<t5: «*OurPln' (1 J5)))
ElUlOR·E4: «*OurPUT (1 AND 1/ S»)
bPlt: {({WN 1) S) «('liN 2) S) «(FR 1) 21 S) «FR l) 2/ 5»
CORRECT·E4&S: «'OUI'PUT (0»)
ElUlOR·E4: «"OurPUr (5 AND 0 15)))
bPlt: «(WN 1) 4)«WN 2) 4) «FR I) 2/5) «FR Z) 2/ 5»
CORRECT·E4&S: «*OUTPUT (0»)
BRROR·E4: «*OutPUT (4 AND 0 IS»)
bPlt: «{WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 21 S) «FR 2) 21 5»
CORRECT·E4&S:
(0»)
ERROR·E4: «*OurPUT (3 AND 0 IS»)
bPlt: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2)
I) 21 S)
2) 21 S»
CORRECT·FA4S: «*OUfPUT (0»)
ERROR·E4: «*OU'l'PUT (2 AND 0 I 5»)
JDput: «(WN I) 1)(WN Z) 1) C(FR ) 21 S) «(J'R Z) 2/ S»
CORRECT·E4&S: «*OurPUT (0»)
ERROIl·E4: «*OUTPUT (\ AND 0 / S»)

Input: «(FIll) 11 S) «(FIll) 1/ S»

CORRECf·El&2&:3: «'OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·E2; «'OUTPUf (11 S»)

«(FIt 1) 1/4) «FIt 2)

1/4»

CORRECr·EI&2&:3: «'OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·E2; «*OUfPllT (1/4»)
Inptlt: «(FIt I) 1/3) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECr·El&:2&3: «'OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·E2; «*OUTPUT (1/3)))
Input:

«(WN

«(WN

«(FIt 1) 112) «FIt 2) 1/2»

CORRECT·EI&:2&3: «*ourPUT (0)))
ERROR·E2; «"ourpur (1/2»)
~he prediction matches the empirical data.
"ClllIber of Possible Problems:
25.
.umber of Empirically-derived CPs:
9.
'~mI:><or of pc-predicted cPs:
9.
'G pmdicd!!!X for modc!l' CORRECT·214M3
Intlut: {«FR 1) 4/5) «FIt 2) 4/5»

VI

«(WN
«(WN

JlRROR.B3

CORRECT·EI AlA?, {(*OUTPU'I' (0»)
ERROR·E): (C*OUI'PUT (S»)

Inptlt: «(FR 1) 3 /5) «(FR 2) 3 /

«(WN

S»

CORRECT·EIA2&.3: «'OurPUT (0»)
ERROR·E3: «*OUTPUT(S»)
Injlllt:

«(FIt 1) 3/4) «(FR 2) 3/4»

CORRECT·El &:2&3: «'OUTPUT (0»)
ERltOR·E): «-OUTPUT (4)))
Inpul: «(FR 1) 215) «(FR 2) 2/5»
CORREcr·EIA2&3: «'OUTPUT (0»)
ERltOR·E3: «*OUTPUT (5)))
Input: «(FR I) 2/3) «(FR 2) 2/3»
CORREcr·El&2&3: «·OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·E3: «*OUTPUT (3)))
Input: «(FR l) 1 IS) «FR 2) I /5»
CORRECT·E)&:2&): (C*OUfPUT (0»)
ERROR·E3: «*OUTPUT (S»)
Inp!ll:

{«FR 1) 1/4) «FR 2) 114»

CORREcr·EI&2&3: «*OUTPUT (0)))
ERROR·E3: «*OtJl'Pl1T (4»)
Input: «(FR I) 1 (3) «FR 2) 1/3))
CORREcr·EI&2&:3: (C*Ourpur (0)))
ERROR·E3: «*OtJl'Pur (3»)
:npuc «(FR 1) 1/2) «FR 2) I J 2»
CORREcr·El&2&3: «"OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·E3: «-OUTPUT (l))
~a prediction matches the empirical data.
1mber of Possible Problems:
25.
~r of Empirically-derived CPs:
9.
1mber of pC-predicted CPS:
9.
1 pzedjetiQIII for rogd",;
,nput: «(WN 1) 5)

COBRECI.mS y.

«(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 31 5) «(fill) 31 S»

COR1tF.CT·FA45: «'OmPUT (0»)

CORREcr·EI&2&:3: «"Otrrl'Ur (0»)
ERROR·E2: «*Otn'PUT (2( 5)))
Input: «(FR I) 2/3) «FR 2) 2/3»
CORRECf·EI&:2&:3: «'OUTPUT (0»)
.ERROR·E2: «"ourpur (2/ 3»)

lnptlt:

«*OUTPUT (0»)

ERROR·E4: «(*OUfPUf (4 AND 0 I S)))
1Dput: «(WN 1) 3) (CNN 2)3) «FR I) 3' 5) «(fll l) 3/ S»
COR1tF.CT·FA45: «"OmPUT (0)))
ERROR·EA: «OOUl'PlJl" (3 AND 0 IS»)
InDut: (((WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FIt I) 315) «(fR l) 31 S»
CORRECT·E4&:5: «OOUTPUT (0)))
ERROR·E4: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 0 I S)))

'G ge4jetjggs for mod"'" CORREcr.HI,",3)'1 ERROR·HZ.
Inptll: «(FR 1) 41 S) «(FR 2) 4/5»

Input:

fffR 1) " I 5) «(FR 2) 31 5»

CORREcr·E4&:5: «*OUfPUf (1/5»)
ERROR·E4: «*OUI'PUT (2 AND 1/5»)
lnput: «(WN 1) 1) (CNN 2) 1) «FR 1) 4 JS) «(fIll) ) J S»
CORREcr·E4&:5: «'OUfPUT (11 S»)
ERROR·E4: «"OUfPUf (1 AND I IS»)
Input: «(WN I) 5) (CNN 2) S) «FR 1) 3{ S) «(fIll) 31 S»
CORRECT·B4.t5: (OOUTPUT (U))
ERROR·B4: «'OUlPUl' (5 AND 0 15)))
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 315) «(fIll) 3/ S»

«*OUl'PUT

«(FR

DROR·E4,

«WN 2) 5) «FR 1) 41 S) ((FR 2) 41 5»

CORRECT·E4&:S: C(*OU'l'PUt (0)))
ERROR·E4: «*OUTPUr (5 AND 0 IS»)
«WN Z) 4) «FR 1) 41 S) «fR 2) 41 S»
CORRECT·E4&:S: «*Otn'PUi' (rim
,ERROR.E4: C(*Otn'PUT (4 AND 015»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «(JfN 2) 3) «FR 1) 41 S) «fR 2) 41 S»
CORRECT·E4&:S: «*OUI'PUT (0»)
ERROR·E4: «*OUTPUT (3 ANt> 0 IS»)
1nput: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 4/ S) «fR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·B4&:S: «*OUl'PUT (0»)
ERROR·E4: «*OUTPUT (z AND 015»)
InplU; «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 4 J 5) «(fR 2) 4/5»
CORRECT·E4&S: «*OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·54: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 0 IS»)
rnpllOt: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) S) «(FR 1) 415) «(fa 2) 3/ S»
CORREcr.E4&S: «*OUI'PUl' (11 S»)
ERROR-B4: «*OUTPIJf (5 AND 11 S)))

bIpql: «{WN 1) 5)

'nput: «(WN 1) 4)

«fR

«WN 2) 5) «(FR 1) 2/3) «(FR l) 2 /3»

CORltliCT·E4&S: «*OUfPUT (U))
ERROR·E4: «*OUl'PtJT (5 AND 0 13»)
bIpql: «(WN 1) 4) (CNN 2) 4) «FR I) 2 13) «FR l) 2/ 3»
CORRECT·FAAS:
(0»)
ERltOR·E4: «*OurPUT (4 AND 0 /3»)
~ «{WN I) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 2/3) «fR 1;) 2/3»
CORRECT·E4.t5:
(0»)
ERROR·E4: (('"OU'l'PUT (3 AND 0 /3)))
Iaput: «(WN J) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 21 3)
1;) 2/3)
CORRECT·E4&:S: «"OUl'PUT (0»)
ERROR·E4:
(Z AND 0/3»)

«*OUrPUT

«'Otl1'PUT

«fR

«00UJ'PUf

In/Iat: «{WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/3) «(FIt l) 213»
CORRf.CT·E4&S:
(0»)
ERJtOIl·E4: «*OutPUT (1 AND 0 13)))
lDpJl:
1) S) ({WN 2) 5) «(FIl J) 4 15) «(FIt 2) 1 I 5»

«"OVTPUT

«(WN

A·46
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CORRECT·E4&S: «"OUTPUf (31 5»)
ERROR.E4: «*OUTPUr (5 AND 3 IS»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 4) «(FR 1) 41 5) «(FR 2) 115»
CORRECT·E4&S: «*OUTPUT (31 5»)
ERROR·E4: «"OUTPUT (4 AND 3/5)))
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 41 5) «(FR 2) 1/ S»
CORRECT.E4&S: «"OUfPUf (3/ S»)
ERROR·E4: «·OUTPUT (3 AND 3/5»)
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 41 5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT·E4&S: «·OUfPUf (3/ S)))
ERROR-E4: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 3/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) I) «(FR 1) 4/5) «FR 2) 115»
CORRECT·E4&S: «"OUTPUT (31 5»)
ERROR-E4: «"OUTPUr (1 AND 3/5)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 5) «(FR 1) 3 J 5) «FR 2) 1/ S»
CORRECT.E4&S: «"OUfPlJT (21 S»)
ERROR.E4: «"OUTPUT (S AND 2/5)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 3 15) «FR 2) I /5»
CORRECT-E4&S: «"OUfPUf (2/5»)
ERROR.E4: «·OUTPUT (4 AND 2/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) lIS»
CORRECT·E4&S: «*OUfPUf (21 5»)
ERROR-E4: ((*OUTPUf (3 AND 2/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3 /5) «FR 2) lIS»
CORRECT·E4&5: ((*OUfPUf (21 S)))
ERROR.E4: «*OUfPUf (2 AND 2/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 3/5) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT.E4&5: CC"OUfPUf (21 S»)
ERROR·E4: «"OUTPUf (1 AND 2/5)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 5) «FR 1) 215) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT·E4&S: «OOUfPUT (1/5»)
ERROR.E4: «"OUTPUf (5 AND 1/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 21 S) «FR 2) 1 IS»
CORRECT·E4&S: «"OUTPUf (1/5»)
ERROR.E4: WOUfPlJr (4 AND 11 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «(FR I) 2/5) «FR 2) 11 S»
CORRECT·E4&S: «OOUfPUT (1/5»)
ERROR.E4: «"OUfPlJT (3 AND 1/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 21 S) «FR 2) 1/ S»
CORRECT·E4&S: (C"OUfPUT (1 IS»)
ERROR.E4: «"OUTPUT (2 AND lIS»)
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 21 S) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT·E4&5: «*OUfPUT (II S»)
ERROR.E4: «·OUTPUT (1 AND 1 15)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 5) «FR 1) 115) «FR 2) 115»
CORRECT.E4&S: «*OUfPUT (0)))
ERROR.E4: «·OUTPUT (5 AND 0 I 5)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 1/5) «FR 2) 1 IS»
CORRECT.E4&S: «OOUfPUf (0»)
ERROR.E4: «"OUTPUT (4 AND 0 IS»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/5) «FR 2) 1 / 5»
CORRECT·E4&S: «OOUfPUf (0»)
ERROR.E4: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 0 IS)))
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1 / S) «FR 2) 1 / 5»
CORRECT.E4&S: «OOUfPUf (0)))
ERROR·E4: «"OUfPUf (2 AND 0 / S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 115) «(FR 2) 11 S»
CORRECT.E4&S: «*OUfPUT (0)))
ERROR.E4: «"OUfPUf (I AND 0 / 5)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 5) «FR 1) 3/4) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT·E4&S: «*OUfPUT (2/4)))
ERROR.E4: «*OUfPUT (5 AND 2/4)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 3/4) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT·E4&S: «*OUfPUf (2/4)))
ERROR.E4: «"OUfPUf (4 Al\'D 2/4)))
Input: (((WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 3/4) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT·E4&S: «"aUfPUT (214)))
ERROR·E4: WOUfrur (3 AND 2/4)))
Input: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 3/4) «FR 2) 1 J 4»
CORRECT·E4&S: «"OUfrur (2/4)))
ERROR.E4: «"OUTrur (2 AND 2/4»)
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1)«FR 1) 3/4)(FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT·E4&S: «·OUfPUT (2/4)))
ERROR.E4: «"OUTPUf (1 M'D 2/4)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 5) «(FR 1) 1/4) «FR 2) 1/4»
CoRRECT·E4&5: «OOUTPUf(O)))
.
ERROR.E4: «"OUTPUT (5 AND 0 14))}
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 4) «(FR 1) 1/4) «(FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT·E4&5: «*OtJrPUT (0»)
ERROR.E4: «"OUTPUT (4 AND 0 14)))
Input: «(WN 1) 3} «WN 2) 3) «(FR I) 1/4) «(FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT-E4&5: «OOUfPUT (0»))
ERROR.E4: «"OUfPUf (3 AlIo'D 0 14)))
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 1/4) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT.E4&S: «*OUTPUT (0)))
ERROR-E4: «"OUTPlTf (2 M'D 0/4»)
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 1/4) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT.E4&S: «OOtJrPUT (0)))
ERROR.E4: «"OUfPUf (1 MOO 0 /4»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) S) «FR I) 2/ 3)«FR 2) 1/3»
coRRECT.E4&S: «*OUTPUT (1/3»)
ERROR.E4: «"OUfPUf (S AND 1 /3)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4} «WN 2) 4) «(FR 1) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
coRRECT·B4&S: «*OUTPUf (1/3»)
ERROR.E4: «*OUTPUT (4 M'D 1 /3)))
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
coRRECT.E4&S: «*OUTPUT (1/3)))
ERROR.E4: «*OUTPUT (3 M'D 1/3)))
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 2/3) «FR 2) 1/3»
coRRECT.E4&S: «*OUfPUf (1/3»)

ERROR·E4: «"OUTPUT (2 AND I /3»)
Inpll: «(WN 1) I) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·E4&S: «"OUTPUT (1/3»)
ERROR·FA: «-OUTPUf (I AND 1/3)))
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 5) «FR I) 1/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECf·E4&S: «*OUfPtrt (0»)
ERROR·FA: «"OUTPUf (5 AND 0 /3)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 1/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·E4&S: «"OUTPUf (0)))
ERROR·E4: «"OUTPUT (4 AND 0/3»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 3} «FR 1) 1/3) «FR 2) 1 13»
CORRECT·E4&5: «OOUTPUf (0»)
ERROR·E4: «·OUTPUf (3 AND 0 13)))
Inpul: «(WN I) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/3) «FR 2) 1 / 3»
CORRECf·E4&S: «OOUfPUf (0)))
ERROR·FA: «"OUTPUf (2 AND 0 13»)
Input: «(WN I) 1) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 1/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECf-E4&S: ((*OUfPUT (0»)
ERROR·E4: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 0 /3)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 5) «(FR 1) 1 12) «FR 2) 1/2»
CORRECf·E4&S: «*OUTPUT (0»)
ERROR·FA: «"OUTPUT (5 AND 0 12»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 4) «(FR 1) 1/2) «FR 2) 1/2»
CORRECT·E4&S: «*OUfPUT (0)))
ERROR·E4: «"OUTPUT (4 AND 0 12)))
Input: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 1/2) «(FR 2) 1/2»
CORRECf·E4&5: «*OUfPUf (0»)
ERROR· FA: «"OUTPUT (3 AND 0 12»)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 1/2) «(FR 2) 1/2»
CORRECf·E4&S: «"OUfPUf (0)))
ERROR·E4: «"OUTPUT (2 AND 0 12)))
Input: «(WN 1) 1) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 1/2) «(FR 2) 1/2»
CORRECT·E4&S: «*OUTPUT (0)))
ERROR·E4: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 0 /2)))
The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number of Possible Problems:
125.
Number of Empirically-derived CPs:
85.
Number of PG-predicted CPs:
85.
PG prediction. for models: CORRECI·E4&S ys. EBRQR.ES "
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 4 I S) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECT·E4&5: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 1 IS)))
ERROR·E5: CC·OUfPUf (1/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 4/5) «FR 2) 3/ S»
CORRECT·E4&5: «·OUTPUT (2 AND 11 S»)
ERROR·E5: «·OUTPUT (1/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «(FR J) 4/ 5) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECf·E4&S: «·OUTPUf (1 AND 1/5»)
ERROR·E5: «"OUTPUT (1/5»))
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 4/5) «FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·E4&S: «"OUTPUT (3 AlIo'D 1 /5}))
ERROR·E5: «·OUTPUT (1 IS»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 4/ S) «FR 2) 3 I 5»
CORRECf·E4&S: «"OUfPUf (2 AND 1/5»)
ERROR·E5: «"OUTPUT (1/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 4/ S) «FR 2) 3/ 5»
CORRECT·E4&S: «·OUTPUT (1 AND 1/ S»)
ERROR·E5: «"OUTPUT (115»)
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «(FR I) 4/ 5) «FR 2) 3 / S»
CORRECT·E4&S: «·OUTPUT (4 AND 115»)
ERROR·E5: «"OUTPUT (1 IS)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 4 / S) «(FR 2) 3/5»
CORRECT·E4&S: «·OUTPUT (3 AND I /5»)
ERROR·E5: «"OUTPUf (1 / S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 4/ 5) «FR 2) 3/ 5»
CORRECT·E4&S: «"OUfPUf (2 AND 1/ S)))
ERROR·E5: «·OUTPUT (I /5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 4/ 5) «FR 2) 3 /5»
CORRECT.E4&S: (C·OUfPUT (1 AND 1 15»)
ERROR·ES: «·OUfPUf (1 IS)))
Input: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 41 S) «FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECf·E4&S: «"OUTPUT (1 AND 215»)
ERROR·E5: «"OUTPUf (21 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 4 / S) «FR 2) 21 S»
CORRECT·E4&5: «"aUfPUT (2 AND 2/5»)
ERROR·ES: «·OUTPUT (2/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 41 5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·E4&5: «·OUTPUT (1 AND 2/ S»)
ERROR·ES: «OOUfPUf (2/5»)
Inpul: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 41 S) «(FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECT·E4&S: «-OUTPUf (3 AND 215»)
ERROR·ES: «-OUTPUT (2/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 4/5) «FR 2) 21 5»
CORRECf·E4&S: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 2/5»)
ERROR·ES: «·OUTPUT (2/5»)
Jnpul: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 4 IS) «FR 2) 2 J S»
CORRECT·E4&S: «-OUfPUT (1 AND 21 S»)
ERROR-ES: «"OUfPUT (2/ S)))
Inpul: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 41 S) «FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECT·E4&S: «·OUfPUT (4 AND 2/!I)))
ERROR·ES: «·OUTPUT (2/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) I) C(FR J) 4/ S) «FR 2) 2/ S»
CORRECf-E4&S: «·OUTPUT (3 Al\'D 21 S»)
ERROR·ES: CC-OUfPUf (2/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 4/ S)«FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·E4&S: «*OUTPUl' (2 Al\'D 2/ S»)
ERROR·ES: «*OUfPtJr (2/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 4/5) «(FR 2) 2/ !i»
CORRECT-E4&5: «"OUfPUf (1 AND 21 5)))
ERROR·ES: «"OUfPUT (2/ !i»)
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CORRECf·E4&5: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 1 IS»)
ERROR·ES: «*OUI'PUT (1/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «(FIll) 215) «(FIl2) 1/5»
CORREcr.E4&5: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 1/5»)
ERROR·BS: «*OUl'PUT (11 S»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr·E4&5: «*OUTPUT (4 AND 1/5)))
ERROR·ES: «*OUI'PUT (1/ 5)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «(FIll) 215) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECf·E4&5: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 1 (5»)
ERROR·BS: «>OUTPUT (1/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2)1) «(FIl1) 2 f 5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr.E4&S: «*OUI'PUT (2 AND 1 J S»)
ERROR·BS: «"OUTPUT (1 /5»)
Inpuc «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECf.E4&5: «*OUTPUT (I AND 1 /5»)
ERROR·ES: «·OUTPUT (1/5»)
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR 1) 3/4) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECr·E4&5: «*OUI'PUf (1 AND 2/4)))
ERROR·ES: (C>OtrrPUT (2/4)))
InPut: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 314) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECf.E4&:S: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·ES: «>OUTPUT (2/4»)
InPut: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 3/4) «FR 2) 1 / 4»
CORREcr.E4&.S: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·ES: «-ourPUl' (2/4»)
InPut: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 314) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECr·E4&:S: «*OUTPUf (3 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·ES: «>OUTPUT (2 f 4)))
InPut: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 3/4) «(FIl2) 1/4»
CORRECT·E4&:S: «*OtrrPUT (2 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·ES: «*OUTPUT (2/4»)
InPut: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3/4) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECT.E4&5: «*OUTPlTI' (1 AND 2/4)))
ERROR·ES: CC*OUTPIJf (2/4»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) {(WN 2) 1) «(FR I) 3/4) «FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECf·E4&.S: «*OUTPlTI' (4 AND 2 / 4»)
ERROR·ES: «*OUTP\JT (2/4)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 3/4) «(FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECf·E4&S: «*OUI'PUT (3 AND 2 / 4»)
ERROR·ES: «·OUTPUr (2/4»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 3/4) «(FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECf.B4&S: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·ES: ((-OUTPUT (214)))
Input: ({(WN I) 2) «WN 2) I) «FR I) 3/4) «(FR 2) 1/4»
CORRECr·E4&5: «*OtrrPUT (1 AND 2/4»)
ERROR·ES: «*OUTP\JT (2/4)))
Input: «(WN I) S) «WN 2) 4) «(FR 1) 2/3) «FR 2) 1 (3»
CORRECT·E4&S: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·ES: «*OUTPUT (1/3)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 213) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECf.E4&5: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·ES: «*OUI'PUf (1/3)))
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 2 / 3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·E4&S: «*OUfPUl' (1 AND 1/3)))
ERROR·ES: «>OurPUT (1/3)))
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 2 f 3) «(FIt 2) 1/3»
CORRECf·E4&S: «*OU'rM (3 AND 1 13»)
ERROR·ES: «>OUTPUT (1/3»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «fR 1) 213) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·E4&5: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·ES: «>OUTPUT (1/3»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «(FR I) 2/3) «FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECr·E4&:S: «*OurPUI' (1 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·ES: «>OUTPUT (1/3)))
Input: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «(FR 1) 213) «(FIt 2) 1/3»
CORREcr.E4&:5: {(*OUTPUT (4 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·E.5: «>OUTPUT (1/3)))
Input: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR I) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECT·E4&5: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·E5: «>OUTPUT (1/3»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECf·E4&:S: «*OUTPUI' (2 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·E5: «>ourPUl' (1 /3)))
InPut: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 2/3) «(FR 2) 1/3»
CORRECf·E4&.S: «*OUTPUT (1 AND 1/3»)
ERROR·ES: «·OUTPUT (1/3)))

InPut: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) (CPR I) 3/5) «FR 2) 2/5»

CORRECI'·E4&5: ((*OU'rPUt (1 AND 11 S»)
ERROR·BS: ((>OUI'PUf (1/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «(WN 2) 3) (CPR 1) 315) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·E4&:5: ((*OUfM (2 AND 11 S)))
ERROR·BS: «>OUI'PUf (11 5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECf·E4&5: ,,>OUfPtJT (1 AND 1/ S»)
ERROR·BS: ((*OUI'PUf (11 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·E4&5: «·OUfPUf (3 AND 1 IS»)
ERROR·BS: «*OUI'PUf (I IS»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 315) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·E4&5: «*OUfPUf (2 AND 115»)
ERROR·BS: «>OUfPUf (1/5)))
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 315) «FR 2) 2/ 5»
CORREcr·E4&:S: «*OtrrPUT (1 AND I/S»)
ERROR·ES: «*OtrrPUr (11 S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «(WN 2) I) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRICf·E4&:S: «*OUTPUr (4 AND 1/5»)
ERROR·ES: «·otrrPUf (I /5»)
Input: (((WN 1) 4) «WN 2) I) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECf.E4&:S: «>OU'J'PUf (3 AND 11 S»)
ERROR·ES: «*OUI'PUf (1/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) (CPR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECf·E4&:S: «*OtrrM (2 AND 1/5»)
ERROR·ES: «>OUl'PUT (11 S»)
Input: (((WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) (CPR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 2/5»
CORRECT·E4&:S: «*OUfM (1 AND 1/5)))
ERROR·E5: «*OUl'PUT (1/ S)))
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 4) (CPR 1) 4/5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr·E4&:S: «*OUfM (1 AND 3 15)))
ERROR·E5: «*OUfPUf (31 5»)
lnput: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) (CPR 1) 4/5) «(FR 2) 1 15»
CORREcr·E4&:S: «*OUI'PllT (2 AND 3/ 5»)
ERROR·ES: «>OUTPUT (31 S»)
Input: (((WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «(FR I) 415) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr·E4AS: «*OUTPl1l' (I AND 3/5»)
ERROR·ES: ,,-OUTPUf (3/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 4/5) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECf·E4AS: {(*OUTPUT (3 AND 3/5)))
ERROR·E5: «>OUTPUf (3/5)))
Input: «CWN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 4/5) «(FR 2) 1/ 5»
CORRECf·E4AS: {(*OUfPUi' (2 AND 3/ 5»)
ERROR·ES: «*OurPUr (31 S»)
Input: ({(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 4/ 5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECf·E4&5: ,,*OUTPUT (I AND 3/5»)
ERROR·ES: WOUTPUT (3/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) S)«WN 2) 1) {(FR I) 4/5) {(FR 2) 1/ S»
CORRECf·E4&S: «*OUTPUr (4 AND 3/5»)
ERROR·ES: «>OtrrPUT (315»)
Input: «(WN I) 4) {(WN 2) 1) «FR I) 41 5) «FR 2) ! /5»
CORRECr·E4&S: «*OtfI1>trt' (3 AND 31 S)))
ERROR·ES: «>OUTPUT (31 S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 3) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 4/5) «FR 2) 1 15»
CORREcr·E4&S: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 3/5»)
ERROR·ES: «>OUTPUT (3/5)))
Input: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) «(FR I) 4/5) {(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECr·E4&5: {(*OUTPt!t (I AND 3/ S»)
ERROR·E5: «(",OUI'PUf (3/ S)))
:nput: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 4) «FR I) 3/5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECr·E4&5: «*OtrrPlrt (1 AND 2/ S»)
ERROR·ES: «>OlTl'PUf (2/5»)
Input: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «(FR 1) 3/ 5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr·E4&S: «*OUTPUT (2 AND 2/5»)
ERROR·ES: {(-OUTPUT (2/5»)
•nput: «(WN I) 4) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 3J 5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECr·E4&:5: «*OU'rPttt (1 AND 2/ S)))
ERROR·ES: «>OlTl'PUf (2 (5)))
!nput: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 1 / 5»
CORRECf.E4&S: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 2/ 5»)
ERROR·ES: «"OlTl'Ptrr (2 J5»)
npllt: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECf·E4&:5: «*OlTl'PUl' (2 AND 2/5»)
ERROR·BS: «>OUTPUf (2/5»)
:nput: «(WN I) 3) «WN 2) 2) «FR I) 315) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECf·E4&5: «*OlTl'PUl' (1 AND 215»)
ERROR·ES: «>OlTl'PUf (2/ S»)
nput: «(WN 1) S) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 3/5) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr·E4&.S: {(*OtITPUI' (4 AND 2/5»)
ERROR·ES; «"OlTl'PUf (2/5»)
lput: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 1) «FR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECf.E4&5: «*OUTPUT (3 AND 2/ 5)))
ERROR·ES: «"OlTl'PUf (2/ S)))
;nput: «(WN I )3)«WN 2) 1) «fR 1) 315) «(FR 2) 1 15»
CORREcr.E4&.S: «·OUfPUl' (2 AND 21 5»)
ERROR·ES: «>OtrrPUT (2/ S»)
lnpu!: «(WN 1) 2) «WN 2) 1) (CFR 1) 3/5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr.E4&5; «Ootl'rPUf (1 AND 2 / 5»)
ERROR·ES: «"ourPUT (2/ S»)
lnpu\! «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 4) (CPR 1) 2/5) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORREcr·E4&5: «*OtITPUI' (1 AND 1 /.5»)
ERROR·ES: «*OlJfPUI' (1/.5»)
:nput: «(WN 1) 5) «WN 2) 3) «FR 1) 2/5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT.E4&5: «*OUTPtIl' (2 AND 1/.5»)
ERROR·ES: «OOUfPUf (1/ S»)
Input: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 3) «(FR I) 2/5) «FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECf.E4&5: «*OUTPUt (1 AND 1 /5»)
ERROR·ES: «*OUTPUT (1/5)))
.npat: «(WN I) 5) «WN 2) 2) «FR 1) 2/5) «(FR 2) 1/5»
CORRECT'E4&5: «*OUTPUt (3 AND 115»)
ERROl\·ES: «*OUTPUT (11 5»)
:nput: «(WN 1) 4) «WN 2) 2) «(FR 1) 215) «FR 2) 1/5»

The prediction matches the empirical data.
Number ot Possible Problems:
250.
Number ot Empirically-derived CPs:
80.
Number ot PG-predlcted CPs:
80.
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Full

Trace of PG's Analysis of Model

HI

This is the full trace of PO's analysis of the difference between models CORRECf-Hl and ERROR-HI.
Comments are in italics.
This is the Lisp form which invokes
initialised to the empty set). PC is
the 'less than' predicate (LT). The
models, a set of Input Specifications,

the run. The axioms and cached clauses are reinitialised (i.e.
then provided with the three equality axioms, and one pertaining to
search is then invoked via a call to Gimme-CP, which takes the two
a start flag and a cOJmlent.

> (pr~n (reinitialise-axioms)
(remitialise-known-cIause-set)
(AX 'v'{x) EQ(x.x» ;Reflexivity
(AX 'v'(x.y) EQ(x.y) :::> Em» ;Symrnetry
(AX 'v'(x,y,z) EQ(x.y) 1\ E
,z):::> EQ(x.z» ;Transitivity
(AX 'v'(x,y) EQ(x.y):::> ...LT x.y»
(Gimme-CP 'CORRECT·hI 'ERROR-hI
'{«{fr I) 7nx /7d) «fr 2) 7ny /7d) « 7nx 7d) « 7ny 7d)))

T

"do nOl cancel."»

CP.search for ruleseu CORRECT-HI and ERROR·HI.
an Input Specs: ««FR I) 7NX /70)
2) 7NY /70)
In the error model. do not cancel.

«FR

« 7NX 70) « 7NY 70)))

In the following trace, 'CS' denotes the Conflict Set, and the numbers 1.2. and 3. on the ,ame line denote the application of
Refractoriness. Recency. and Specificity. respectively.
•
Choosing Input Specification: «(FR 1) 7NX.0 / 70.0) «FR 2) 7NY.0 /70.0) « 7NX.0 70.0)

«

7NY.0 70.0»

[11_-====:-----

Cootext: CORRECT-HI
Trying: NM2A ... Trying: NM2B ... Trying: ONl... Trying: HCF... Trying: ENDl...
Trying: HLT•..
CS: (IONI), 1: (IONI). 2: (IONI). 3: (IONI).
10NI ha, the following competitors: NIL. yielding exclusion clause,: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
[211_--;;;=~,......-

_ _ __

Cootext: ERROR-HI
Trying: NMlA ... Trying: NM2B ... Trying: ONl... Trying: ENDl... Trying: HLT...
CS: (IONI). 1: (ION 1). 2: (IONI). 3: (IONI).
10NI has the following competitors: NIL. yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
The ~iring: CORRECT-HI/I#ONI with ERROR-Hl/IONI is consiSlCnl.
(Initialisation Complete)

Having completed the initialisation, PC selects the model CORRECT-HI and fires the instantiation IDNI which
deposits the denominator, ?d.O, in Working Memory.
Selecting context: CORRECT-HI
[IIFiring: 10NI
Deposited: ((J 70.0»
WM: (U 70.0) «FR I) ?NX.O /70.0) {(FR 2) 7NY.0 /70.0»
ConstrainU: (LT(7nx.0.7d.0) 1\ LT(7ny.O.?d.O»
Exclusions: NIL

PG now considers the rules NH2A and NH2B which calculate the numerator.
(3)1_~==........_ _ __
Context: CORRECT-HI
Trying: NMlA...
.
Checking paltem-set consistency for INMlA ...
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Satisfiables: (LT(7nx.O,7d.0) 1\ LT(7ny.O,?d.O»
Negated Theorem: LT(7ny.O,7nx.0)... is consistent.
PC fails to prove that ?ny.O is less than ?nx.O (by trying to refute its negation). Nevertheless it could
be true; PG asks the user to confirm that this is in fact correct. Failure to falsify the negation of a
theorem means that the theorem cannot be deduced from the current set of axioms. In this trace, any item
in double angled brackets is a request from PC to the user.
Thus, the expression: «S.....
con.i.tent to ....
I. it?» is a request; it is immediately followed by the users response
(in this case ·Yes·).
«Seems consistent to me. Is it7» Yes. Trying: NM2B ...

Checking pattern-set consislenCY for IINM2B ...
Satisfiables: (LT(7nx.O,7d.0) 1\ LT(7ny.O,7d.0»
Negated Theorem: EQ(7nx.O,?ny.0)
Here PC asks for more time to prove the theorem (in all runs, PC is only allowed 10 seconds to find a
refutation}. By entering the value '0', the user signifies that PC can spend no more time on this problem.

«How many more second. can I have7>>O
Because it failed to find a refutation in the allotted 10 seconds, PC asks the user to perform the proof.
The user tells PC that the negated theorem is in fact consistent.
«Consistent?» (EQ(7nx.O,7ny.0) 1\ LT(7nx.O,7d.0)" LT(7ny.O,7d.0» ... Yes ..• is consistent.
Satisfiables: (LT(7nx.O,7d.0) 1\ LT(7ny.O,?d.0»
Negated Theorem: EQ(7nx.O,7ny.0) ... is consistent.
Trying: ONt ..•
MG-Neg-Nullifier: 1I0NI, (NIL)
Satisfiables: (LT(7nx.O,?d.O) 1\ LT(7ny.O,?d.O»
The empty clause, NIL, is always false.
Negated Theorem: (NIL)... ia not consinent.
1I0NI was rejected by the negation filter.Trying: HCF... Trying: ENDl...
.
Trying: HLT...
INH2A and INH2B are equally valid instantiations, i.e. conflict resolution cannot choose between them.
Therefore, PC builds an exclusion clause for each one.
INH2A would vanquish INH2B in cases where
-£O(?nx.O,?ny.O}, because INH2B requires that ?nx and ?ny be equal. Similary, INH2A requires that ?ny be
less than ?nx, therefore INH2B is guaranteed to fire when ~T(?ny.O,?nx.O).
CS: (INMlA 'NM2B), I: (IINM2A INM2B), 2: (IINM2B ItNM2A), 3: (1NM2A 1NM2B),
NNM2A
has the following competitors: ('NM2B), yielding exclusion clauses: ~Q(7nx.O,1ny.O)

INM2B

has the following competiton: (ItNM2A), yielding exclusion clauses: ~T(7ny.O,?nx.O)
Checking exclusion clauses for 'NM2A...
Satisfiables: (LT(7ny.O,7nx.0)" LT(7nx.O,7d.0)" LT(7ny.O,7d.0»
Negated Theorem: ~Q(7nx.O,7ny.0)... is consiltent.
«Seems consistent to me. Is it?» Yes.
Checking exclusion clauses for ItNM2B ...
Satisfiable.: (LT(7nx.O,?d.O) 1\ LT(7ny.O,?d.O»
Negated Theorem: (EQ(7nx.O,1ny.O)" ~T(7ny.O,7ny.0»
«How many more seconds can I have7>>O
«Consistent?» (EQ(7nx.O,7ny.0) 1\ ~T(7ny.O,?ny.0) 1\ LT(7nx.O,7d.O) 1\ LT(7ny.O,7d.O» •.• Yes ... is consistent.
ContradiClOly instantiations: NIL
The pairing: CORRECT-HI/NNM2A with ERROR-HI/NONI is consinent.
Checking consi.tency of State Pair•.•
SatisfJ8bles: (EQ(7nx.O,7ny.0) 1\ LT(7ny.O,7d.0) 1\ ~T(7ny.O,1ny.O»
Negated Theorem: LT(7nx.O,7d.0) ... is consistent.
The pairin.: CORRECT-HI/NNM2B with ERROR-Hl/IONI ia consistent.
PG now selects the path emanating from INH2A. It will return to the other path in frame (3) at the very
end of this trace (INH2B) when the current path has been fully ex,plored.
[3]Firin&: INM2A
Deposited: «(·SUBTRACT 7NX.0 7NY.O) I))
WM: «(·SUBTRACT 7NX.O 7NY.0) f) (J ?D.O) «FR 1) ?NX.O I ?D.O) «FR 2) 7NY.O I ?O.O»

Constrainu: (LT(7ny.O,?nx.O) 1\ LT(?nx.O,?d.O) 1\ LT(7ny.O,?d.O»
Exclusions: -.EQ(7nx.O,?ny.O)
(4)_-===~_ _ __

Context: CORRECT-HI
Trying: NM2A ... Trying: NM2B ...
Checking pattern-set consistency for ItNM2B •..
SatisfJ8bles: (LT(1ny.O,7nx.O) 1\ LT(?t;1X.O,7d.0) ~ LT(7ny;O,7d.0»
Negated Theorem: EQ(7nx.O,?ny.O)... lI n« conslstent.Trytng: ONl...
MG-Neg-Nullifier: lONI, (NIL)
SatisfJ8bles: (LT(1ny:!l,7nx.O) 1\ LT(7nx.O,?d.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O,7d.O»
Negated Theorem: (NIL) ... i. not consistent.
NONI was rejected by the negation filter.Trying: HCF...
Checking pattern-set consistency for 'HCF...
SatisfJ8bles: (LT(?ny.O,7nx.0) 1\ LT(7nx.O,7d.0) 1\ LT(7ny.O,7d.0»
Negated Theorem: hEQ(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),O) A NEEOS-CANCELLING-P(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7d.O)
LT(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),7d.O»..• is consislent.
«Seems consinent to me. Is it7» Yes. Trying: END1...
Checking pattern-set consillenCY for ItENDl...
SatisfJ8bles: (LT(?ny.O,?nx.O) 1\ LT(7nx.O,?d.O) 1\ LT(7ny.O,?d.0»
Negated Theorem: ~SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),O) ... is consistent.
Trying: HLT...
CS: (NNMlA IHCF 'ENOl), I: (.HCF ItENDI), 2: (.ENOI NHCp), 3: (1tHCF),
1\

IReF win. over IENDI because it is more specific.
IHCF hal the fonowin, competiton: NIL, yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
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Qaradidory instantiations: NIL

2: ('ENDI). 3: (IENOl),
However, IENDI could fire if IHCF's constraints are violated a$ in the exclu$lon clau6e below•

• ENDI
has Ihe following competilOn: (IHCF), yielding exclusion clauses: (EQ(SUB(7nx.O, ?ny.O),O)
v -.NBEDS-CANCELUNG-P(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7d.0) v -.LT(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7d.0»
Cleclcing exclusion clauses for 'ENOl...
SatisfJables: bEQ(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.O),O)" LT(7ny.O,7nx.0)" LT(?nx.O,?d.O)
" LT(?ny.O,?d.O) " -.EQ(7nx.O,?ny.O»
Negated Theorem: (EQ(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),O) v -.NBEDS-CANCELUNG·P(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),?d.O)
v -.LT(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),7d.0»... is consistent
<<Seem. coo.i'tent 10 me. Is it7» Ye •.
Qaradidory instantiations: NIL
The pairing: CORRECf-HI/IHCF with ERROR-H1IIDNI is consistent
The pairing: CORRECT-HlIIENDI with ERROR-HIIIDNI is coosistent
IHCF fire$ and removes the cancellable numerator and denominator from Working Memory.
by a new numerator and denominator where a cancel operation has been performed.

These are replaced

[4)Firing: IHCF
.
Deleting: «*SUBTRACf 7NX.O 7NY.0) I)
Deleting: (J 7D.O)
Deposited: «(*CANCEL-NM (*SUBTRACf 7NX.0 7NY.0) 7D.0) /) (J (*CANCEL-DN (*SUBTRACf ?NX.O ?NY.O) 7D.0»
(HAVE CANCELLED»
WM: «HAVE CANCELLED) (J (*CANCEL-DN (*SUBTRACT 7NX.O 7NY.O) 7D.O»
«*CANCEL-NM (·SUBTRACT 7NX.O ?NY.O) ?D.O) /) «FR I) ?NX.O I?D.O) «FR 2) 7NY.O 17D.O»
Constrainu: (.,EQ(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.O),O) " NEEDS-CANCELLlNG-P(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),?d.O)
" LT(SUB(?nx.O,7ny.O),7d.0)" LT(?ny.O,?nx.O)" LT(7nx.O,?d.O)" LT(?ny.O,7d.O»
Exclusion.: .,EQ(7nx.O,7ny.0)

-===-:0;0:-----

[51-)
Context: CORRECT-HI

PC again matches all of the rules against Working Memory. Much of this is a waste of time because the
instantiations will be discarded, having fired on earlier cycles.

Trying: NM2A...
.
Cleclcing pattern-set consistency for INM2A ..•
Sati,fiables: (.,EQ(SUB(7nx.O, ?ny.O),O) " NEEDS-CANCELUNG-P(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),?d.O) " LT(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),?d.O)
" LT(7ny.O,?nx.O) " LT(7nx.O,?d.O) " LT(?ny.O,?d.O»
Negated Theorem: EQ(?d.O,CANCEL-DN(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),?d.O»
<<How many morc seconds can I have?>>O
<<Con.istent?» (EQ(7d.O,CANCEL-DN(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),?d.O» " -.EQ(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),O)
"NEEDS-CANCELUNG-P(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),?d.O)" LT(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),?d.O)" LT(7ny.O,7nx.0)" LT(7nx.O 7d.0)
'
"LT(7ny.O,7d.O» ...No. .. is not consistent.
Trying: NM2B .•.
Oiedting pattern-set coolistency for 'NM2B...
Satisfiable.: (-.EQ(SUB(7nx.O, ?ny.O),O) " NEEDS-CANCELLING-P(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7d.O) " LT(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7d.0)
"LT(7ny.O,7nx.O) "LT(7nx.O,7d.O)" LT(7ny.O,?d.0»
Negated Theorem: (EQ(7nx.O,?ny.O) " EQ(7d.O,CANCEL-DN(SUB(?ny.O,?ny.O),?d.O)))
••• is not consistent Trying: DNl...
MG-Neg-Nullifier: 'DNI, (NIL)
Satisflables: (-.EQ(SUB(7nx.O, ?ny.O),O) " NEEDS-CANCELLING-P(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),?d.O) " LT(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),?d.O)
"LT(7ny.O,?nx.O)" LT(7nx.O,?d.O)" LT(?ny.O,?d.O»
Negated Theorem: (NIL) ... is not consistent.
IONI wu rejected by the negation filter. Trying: HCF..•
Olecking pattern-set consistency (or IHCF...
Satisflables: (-.EQ(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),O) " NEEDS-CANCELLING-P(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.O),?d.0) " LT(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),?d.O)
" LT(7ny.O,?nx.O) " LT(?nx.O,?d.O)" LT(?ny.O,?d.O»
Negated Theorem: (-.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),?d.O),O)
" NEEDS-CANCELLING-P(CANCEL-NM(SUB(?nx.O,7ny.0),7d.O),CANCEL-DN(SUB(?nx.O,?ny.0),7d.O»
" LT(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O, ?ny.0),?d.O),CANCEL-DN(SUB(7nx.O,?ny .0),?d.0)))... is consistent
<<Seems consistent 10 me. Is it?» No. Trying: ENOl...
Clcc:kin, pattern-set consistency (or 'ENDL.
Satisflables: (-.EQ(SUB(7nx.O, ?ny.O),O) " NEEDS-CANCELUNG-P(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),7d.O) " LT(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),7d.O)
" LT(7ny.O,7nx.O) 1\ LT(7nx.O,?d.O)" LT(7ny.O,?d.0»
Negated Theorem: -.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),7d.0),O)... is eoDsistent
<<Seems consistent 10 me. Is it?» Yes. Trying: HLT...
CS: ('ENDI), 1: (IENDI), 2: (IENDI), 3: (IENDI),
,ENOl has the followin, cunpetiton: Nll., yie1dina exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradidory instantiations: NIL
The pairing: CORRECT-HIIIENOI with ERROR-HIIIDNI i. consistent

'the 1nstVltl.tion IENDl f1re$ .nd deposits the c.ncelled answer in Working Memory.

[5)Firin,: 'ENDI
l>q)oSitcd: «ANSWER IS «·CANCEL-NM (*SUBTRACf ?NX.O 7NY.O) 7D.0) I
(*CANCEL-DN (*SUBTRACf ?NX.O 7NY.O) ?D.O»»
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WM: «ANSWER IS WCANCEL-NM (-SUBTRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) ?D.O) I
(-CANCEL-DN (-SUBTRACT 7NX.0 7NY.0) 7D.0») (HAVE CANCELLED)
(I (-CANCEL-DN (-SUBTRACT ?NX.O 7NY.0) 7D.0»
«-CANCEL-NM (-SUBTRACT 7NX.0 7NY.0) 7D.0) f) «FR 1) 7NX.0 /7D.0) «FR 2) 7NY.0 /7D.0»
Constraints: (-.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7d.0),O) A -.EQ(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),O)
A NEEDS-CANCElLING-P(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7d.0) A LT(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7cLO) A LT(?ny.O,7nx.0)
A LT(7ny.O,7d.0»
Exclusions: -.EQ(?nx.O,?ny.O)

A

LT(7nx.O,7cLO)

[6)~~=<=-;-;-:-_ __

Context: CORRECT-HI

Host ot the pattern matching and theorem proving, below, happened on the previou6 cycle.
inefficient because it repeats everything on every cycle.

PG i6 very

Trying: NM2A ...
Checking pattern-set consistency for /fNM2A ...
Satisflables: (-.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O, ?ny.0),7d.0),O) A -.EQ(SUB(7nx.O, 7ny .0),0)
NEEDS-CANCElLING-P(SUB(?nx.O,7ny.O),?d.0) A LT(SUB(?nx.O,?ny.O),?cLO) A LT(?ny.O,7nx.0)
A LT(7n:r.O,7d.0»
Negate Theorem: EQ(7d.O,CANCEL-DN(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),?cLO»
<<How many more seconds can I have7>>O
A

A

LT(7nx.O,7cLO)

«Consistent?» (EQ(?d.O,CANCEL-DN(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7d.0» A -.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7d.0),O)
A -.EQ(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),O) 1\ NEEDS-CANCELLING-P(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7d.0) to. LT(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),?d.0)
to. LT(7ny.O,7nx.0) to. LT(7nx.O,7d.0) to. LT(7ny.O,?d.O» ... No... is not consistent.Trying: NM2B ...
Checking pattern-set consistency (or /fNM2B ..•
Satisflables: (-.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(?nx.O,7ny.0),7d.0),O) 1\ -.EQ(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),0)
NEEDS·CANCElLING-P(SUB(?nx.O,7ny.0),'1d.0) A LT(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7cLO) A LT(7ny.O,7nx.O} to. LT(7nx.O,?cLO)
LT(7ny.O,'1d.0»
Negated Theorem: (EQ(7nx.O,?ny.O) to. EQ(7d.O,CANCEL-DN(SUB(7ny.O,7ny.0),7d.O)))
.,. is not consistenL TI)"ing: DNl ••.
MG-Neg-Nullifier: /fDNI, (NIL)
to.
to.

Satisfiable.: (-.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),'1d.O),O) A -.EQ(SUB(?nx.O,7ny.0),O)
NEEDS-CANCELLlNG-P(SUB(?nx.O,'1ny.0),7d.0) 1\ LT(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),?d.0) 1\ LT(7ny.O,7nx.0) A LT(?nx.O,?d.O)
LT(7ny.O,'1d.O»
Negated Theorem: (NIL) ._. is not consistenL
/fDNI was rejected by the DCglllion filter.Trying: HCP...
Checking pattern-set consistency (or IHCP...
to.
A

SatisftabIes: (-.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O,'1ny.O),?d.O),O) to. -.EQ(SUB(?nx.O,'1ny.O),O)
NEEDS-CANCELLING-P(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),?d.0) 1\ LT(SUB(?nx.O,?ny.O),?d.O) 1\ LT(7ny.O,?nx.0)
A LT(?ny.O,?d.O»
A

to.

LT(?nx.O,?cLO)

Negated Theorem: (NEEDS-CANCELLING-P(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O,'1ny.O),'1d.O),CANCEL-DN(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.O),'1d.O»
LT(CAN~L-NM(SUB(7~.o,?ny.O), '1d.~),CANCEL-DN~SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O), ?d.O)))... is consistent
«Seems conSistent to me. Is u7» No. Trymg: ENDL.. Trymg: HLT..•
CS: (/fENDI fHLT), I: ('HLT), 2: (/fHLT), 3: ('HLT),
'HLT has the following competiton: NIL. yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
A

The pairing: CORRECT·Hl/IfHLT wilh ERROR-HIIIDNI is coosistenL
Having computed the answer, PG now halts and lists the constraints and outputs produced by analysing this
path.

[6]Firing: ,HLT
WM: «ANSWER IS «-CANCEL-NM (-SUBTRACT 7NX.0 7NY.0) ?D.O) /
(-CANCEL-DN (-SUBTRACT 7NX.0 7NY.0) 7D.0») (HAVE CANCELLED)
(j (-CANCEL-DN (-SUBTRACT '1NX.O 7NY.0) ?D.O»
«-CANCEL-NM (-SUBTRACT 7NX.0 '1NY.O) 7D.0) f) «FR I) '1NX.O I '1D.O) «FR 2) '1NY.O I '1D.O»
Constraints: (-.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O, 7ny.O), 7d.0),O) to. -.EQ(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.O),O)
1\ NEEDS-CANCElLING-P(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),7d.0) A LT(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),?d.0) A L1(?ny.O,?nx.0)
to. LT('1ny.O,7d.0»
Exclusions: -.EQ(7nx.O,7ny.0)
New outputs: «-OUTPUT «-CANCEL-NM (-SUBTRACT 7NX.0 '1NY.O) 7D.0) /
(-CANCEL-DN (·SUBTRACT 7NX.0 ?NY.O) ?D.O))))
Halt signalled on this path.

A

LT(7nx.O,?d.O)

Control now switches to the error model. PG could carryon analysing CORRECT-Hl, however, if one were
trying to tind a CP as soon as possible, then now would be the time to switch. PG doe6 so.

Switching rulesels because of -HALT.
Selecting context: ERROR-HI
Thi. model follows a s1m11.r path to that of CORRECT-Hl but doe6 not cancel.

[2]Firing: 'DNI
Deposited: ((j 7D.0»
WM: (lJ. ?D.O) «FR 1) 7NX.0 I'1D.O) «FR 2) 7NY.0 /7D.0»
Constramts: (tT(7nx.O,7d.O) " LT('1ny.O,7d.O»
Exclusions: NIL
[7]

Coo~tex--t:~ERR~~O~R~-HT.I~---------
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Trying: NM2A ...
Oteclcing pattern-set consistency for NNM2A ...
SatisflAbles: (LT(?nx.O,'ld.O)" LT(?n>:.O,'ldO»
Negated Theorem: LT(?ny.O,?nx.O) ... 11 conustenL
Trying: NM2B ...
Otecking pattern-set consistency for NNM2B ...
SatisflAbles: (LT(?nx.O,7d.O) 1\ LT(7ny.O,7dO»
Ne$ated Theorem: EQ(?nx.O,?ny.O) ... is consistenL
Satlsfiables: (l..T(?nx.O,7d.O) 1\ LT(7ny.O,'ldO»
Negated Theorem: EQ(?nx.O,?ny.O) ... is consistenL
Trying: ON!. ..
MG-Neg-Nullifier: NONI, (NIL)
Satisfiable.: (I..T(7nx.O,7d.O) 1\ LT(7ny.O,7dO»
Negated Theorem: (NIL) ... is not consistent.
NONI was rejected by the negation ruter.Trying: ENOl... Trying: HLT...
CS: (NNM2A IINM2B), I: (NNM2A NNM2B), 2: (NNM2B NNM2A), 3: (1INM2A NNM2B),
NNM2A

has the following competiton: (IINM2B), yielding exclusion clauses: -.EQ(?nx.O,'lny.O)
'NM2B
has the following competitors: (IINM2A), yielding exclusion clauses: -.LT(?ny.O,7nx.0)
Checking exclusion clauses for IINM2A ...
Satisfiables: (LT(?ny.O,'1nx.O) 1\ LT(?nx.O,7d.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O,7d.O»
Negated Theorem: -.EQ(?nx.O,?ny.O) ... is consistenL
OIeckiog exclusion clauses for IINM2B .. .
Satisfiables: (l..T(7nx.O,'ld.0) 1\ LT(?ny.O,'ldO»
Negated Theorem: (EQ(?nx.O,?ny.O) 1\ -.LT(?ny.O,7ny.O»
... is consistent.
Contradictory instantiations: NIT.
The pairing: CORRECf-Hl/IIHLT with ERROR-HI/NNM2A is consistent.
CheCking consistency of SlAte Pair...
Satisfiables: (-.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(?nx.O,'lny.O),7dO),O) 1\ -.EQ(SUB(?nx.O,7ny.O),O)
" NEEDS-CANCELLING-P(SUB(?nx.O,'l!1r.O),7d.0) 1\ LT(SUB(7nx.O,'lny.0),7d.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O,'lnx.O)
" LT(?nx.O,7d.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O,7d.0) 1\ -.EQ{7nx.O,7ny.O»
Negated Theorem: (EQ(7nx.O,'lny.O)" -.LT(?ny.O.7ny.0»
... is not consistent.
The pairing: CORRECf-HI/NHLTwith ERROR-HI/NNM2B is inconsistent.
The pairing: CORRECf-Hl/NENDI with ERROR-Hl/NNM2A is consistent.
OIecking consistency of State Pair...
Satisfiables: (-.EQ(SUB(?nx.O,'lny.O),O) 1\ LT(7ny.O,?nx.O)" LT(?nx.O,'ldO) 1\ LT(?ny.O,'ld.O)
-.LT(SUB('lnx.O, 'lny.0),?dO) 1\ -.NEEOS-CANCELUNG-P(SUB(?nx.O,'lny.O),'ld.O)
1\ EQ(SUB(?nx.O,'lny.O),O) 1\ -.EQ(?nx.O,?ny.O»
Negated Theorem: (EQ(?nx.O,'lny.O) 1\ -.LT(?ny.O,'lny.O»
.. , is not consistent.
The pairing: CORRECf-Hl/IlENDI with ERROR-HI/IINM2B is inconsistenL
OIeclcing consistency of State Pair...
Satisfiables: (EQ(7nx.O,'lny.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O,'1d.O) 1\ -.LT(?ny.O,7ny.0»
Negated Theorem: (l..T(?ny.O,'lnx.O) 1\ LT(?nx.O,'ld.O) 1\ -.EQ(?nx.O,7ny.O»
••. is not consistent.
The pairing: CORRECf-HI/NNM2B with ERROR-Hl/IINM2A is inconsistent.
The pairing: CORRECf-HI/NNM2B with ERROR-HI/IINM2B is consistent.
1\

[7]Firing: NNM2A
Deposited: «(*SUBTRACf 7NX.O ?NY.O) I))
WM: «(*SUBTRACf 7NX.O ?NY.O) I) (J ?D.O) «FR I) 7NX.O /?D.O)
ConstrainU: (LT(?ny.O,7nx.O) 1\ LT('1nx.O,?d.O) 1\ LT('1ny.O,7d.0»
Exclusions: -.EQ('1nx.O,7ny.0)

«FR 2) 7NY.0 /70.0»

[g]I_-::;=;:;--;-;-:-----Context: ERROR-HI
Trying: NM2A ... Trying: NM2B ...
OIecking pattern-set consistency for IINM2B ...
Satisfiables: (LT(?ny.O,'1nx.O) 1\ LT(7nx.O,?d.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O,7d.0»
Negated Theorem: EQ(?nx.O,?ny.O) ... is not consistenL
Tryinr ON1...
MG-Neg-Nullifier: IIONI, (NIL)
SatisflAbles: (LT(7n),:O,'1nx.O) 1\ LT('1nx.O,?d.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O,7d.O»
Negated Theorem: (l\'JL) ... is not consistent.
NONI was rejected by the negation fIlter.Trying: ENDI. ..
OIecking pattern-set consistency forNEND!. ..
SatisflAbles: (LT(?ny.O,'1nx.O) 1\ LT('1nx.O,7d.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O,7d.0»
Negated Theorem: -.EQ(SUB(?nx.O,7ny.O),O) ... is consistent.
Trying: HLT...
cs: (NNM2A IIENDI), I: (IENDI), 2: (NENOI), 3: (NENDI),
NENDI has the following ccmpctiton: NIL, yielding exclusion clauses: Nil..
Contradictory insaantiations: Nll..

The pairing: CORRECT-HI/fHLT with ERROR-Hi/fENDI is consistenL
The pairing: CORRECT-HI/fENDl with ERROR-Hl/NENDI is consistenL
The .nswer 1s gener.ted, but this error model does not try to c.ncel.
(8]Firing: /lENOI
~ited: «ANSWER IS «*SUBTRACf 'lNX.O 7NY.O) / 70.0)))
WM: «ANSWER IS «*SUBTRACf 'lNX.O 'lNY.O) I 70.0» «*SUBTRACT 7NX.O 'lNY.O) I)
(j 70.0) «FR 1) 'lNX.O / 70.0) «FR 2) 'lNY.O / 70.0»

Constrainu: (-.EQ(SUB(7nx.O,'lny.O),O)

1\

LT(?ny.O,?nx.O) 1\ LT(?nx.O,?d.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O,'ldO»
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Exclusions: -,EQ(7nx.O,?ny.0)
(9)

~~~c~ERR~~O~R~-H~I-----------

Trying: NM2A ... Trying: NM2B...
Checking panern-set consistency for 'NM2B ...
SatisflAbles: (...,EQ(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),O) " LT(7ny.O,7nx.0) " LT(7nx.O,7d.0) " LT(7ny.O,7d.0»
Negaled Theorem: EQ(1nx.O,1ny.0) ... is not consistenL
Trying: ON!...
MG-Neg-Nullifier: IIONI, (NIL)
SatisllAbles: (...,EQ(SUB(7nx.O,1ny.0),O) " LT(7ny.O,1nx.0)" LT(1nx.O,1d.0)" LT(7ny.O,?d.O»
Negated Theorem: (NIL) ... is not consistenL
'ONI was rejected by the negation filter. Trying: ENDl... Trying: HLT...
CS: (INM2A 'ENDI 'HLT), I: (IIHLT), 2: ('HLT), 3: ('HLT),
IIHLT has the following competiton: NIL. yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Cootradictory instantiation.: NIL
The pairing: CORRECT-HI/IIHLTwilh ERROR-HI/lHLT is consistenL
The pairing: CORRECT-Hl/,ENDI with ERROR-Hl/IIHLT is COlIIlstenL

(9)Fuing: 'HLT
WM: «ANSWER IS «-SUBTRACT ?NX.O 1NY.0) I ?D.O» «-SUBTRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) I) (J ?D.O)
«FR 1) 1NX.0 I ?D.O) «FR 2) ?NY.O I ?D.O»

Constraints: (-,EQ(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),O)" LT(?oy.O,1nx.0)" LT(?nx.O,?d.O) " LT(7ny.O,?d.O»
Exclusions: -,EQ(?nx.O,?ny.O)
New outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT 7NX.0 1NY.0) /10.0»)
Hall sipalled on this path.
Both .odels have generated some output, so it is now time to compare them and see if the input/output
mappings constitute a CPo

CP-generatioo info:
Input Spec: «(PR I) ?NX.O I ?D.O) «FR 2) 1NY.0 I ?O.O) « ?NX.O 10.0) « ?NY.O ?D.O»
State information for STATEl. Ruleset: CORRECT-H I
Instantiations: ('ONIIINM2A IIHCF 'ENOIIIHLT)
Outputs: «-OUTPUT «-CANCEL-NM (·SUBTRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) 10.0) /
(·CANCEL-ON (-SUBTRACT 1NX.0 1NY.0) ?O.O))))
(-,EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O, ?ny.0),1d.0),O) " ...,EQ(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),O)
"NEEDS-CANCELUNG-P(SUB(7nx.O,1ny.0),?d.0) " LT(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),1d.0)" LT(7ny.O,1nx.0)
" LT(7nx.O,1d.0)" LT(?ny.O,?d.O»
Exclusion clauses: -,EQ(7nx.O,1ny.0)
This ruleset is in a halt state.
State infonnation for STATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-HI
Instantiations: (IIDNI 'NM2A IIENDI 'HLT)
Outpuu: «·OUTPUT «·SUBTRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) I ?D.O)))
(-.EQ(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),O) " LT(?ny.O,1nx.0) " LT(1nx.O,1d.0)" LT(7ny.O,?d.O»
Exclwion clauses: -,EQ(?nx.O,?ny.O)
This ruleset is in a halt state.
SatisllAble.: (-,EQ(1nx.O,1ny.0) " ...,EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),?d.0),O)
" -.EQ(SUB(7nx.O,1ny.O),O) " NEEDS-CANCELUNG-P(SUB(?nx.O,?ny.O),?d.O)
" LT(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),?d.O) " LT(?ny.O,7nx.0)" LT(7nx.O,?d.O)" LT(?ny.O,7d.O»
Negated Theorem: (-,EQ(?d.O,CANCEL-DN(SUB(7nx.O, ?ny.0),1d.0»
v -.EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),1d.0),SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0»)
<<How many more seconds can I have?>>O
<<Consistent?» « -,EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(?nx.O,?ny.O),?d.O),SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O»
v -.EQ(?d.O,CANCEL-bN(SUB(1nx.O,1ny.0),?d.0))) " -,EQ(1nx.O,7ny.0)
" -,EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),1d.0),O)" ...,EQ(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.O),O)
"NEEDS-CANCELUNG-P(SU8(7nx.O,?ny.0),1d.0)" LT(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),7d.0)" LT(7ny.O,7nx.O)
"LT(7nx.O,1d.0)" LT(7ny.O,?d.O» ... Yes ... is consistent.
The outputs «·CANCEL-NM (.SUBTRACT 1NX.0 7NY.0) ?D.O) /
(·CANCEL-ON (-SUBTRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) ?D.O» and «-SUBTRACT ?NX.O 7NY.0) I ?D.O)
can be unified. Therefore, a CP could be generated frovided the following constraint-set is inltantiable:
«...,EQ(7d.O,CANCEL-DN(SUB(?nx.O,?n'l.O),?d.O)
v ""£Q(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O,?ny .0),1d.0),sU8(?nx.O,1ny.0»)
" -.EQ(7nx.O,1ny.0)
" -,EQ(CANCEL-NM(SUB(7nx.O,1ny.0),1d.0),O)
" -,EQ(SUB(?nx.O,?ny.O),O)
" NEEDS-CANCELLlNG-P(SUB(7nx.O,1ny.0),7d.0)
" LT(SUB(?nx.O,7ny.0),?d.0)
" LT(?ny.O,1nx.0)
" LT(7nx.O,7d.0)
" LT(?ny.O,7d.0»
The above constra1nt express10n looks qu1te complex, however, the key express10n 1s the t1tth conjunct.
it means that the CP should be one where the act ot subtr.cting the two denominator. le.ds to •
term which requ1res cancelling.
Switchinl rulesell because of ·HALT.

S.si~lly,
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PG now returns to the model CORRECT-HI and takes

the path where the answer does not require cancelling.

~

Selec:ling context: CORRECT-HI
[4]F"uing: IENOI
Deposited: «ANSWER IS «-SUBTRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) J ?D.O)))

WM: «ANSWER IS «-SUBlRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) J ?D.O» «-SUBTRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) J) (J ?D.O)

«fR I) ?NX.O J ?D.O) «FR 2) 7NY.0 I ?D.O»

Constraints: (--.EQ(SUB(?nx.O,7ny.0),O) "LT('1ny.O,7nx.0)" LT('1nx.O,7d.0)" LT('1ny.O,?d.O»
Exclusions: «EQ(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),0) v -.NEEDS-CANCEllING-P(SUB(7nx.O,7ny.0),?d.0)
v ~T(SUB(?nx.O,7ny.0),?d.0» " --.EQ(?nx.O,?ny.O»
[10]1_-===-=-_ _ __

Context: CORRECT-HI
Trying: NM2A ... Trying: NM2B ...
Olec1cing pattern-set consistency (or INM2B...
Satisflables: (--.EQ(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0),O)" LT(7ny.O,?nx.O) "LT('1nx.O,?d.O)" LT(7ny.O,7d.0»
Negated Theorem: EQ('1nx.O,?ny.O) ... is not consistenL
Trying: ONI ...
MG-Neg-NulliCier: 10NI, (NIL)
Satisfiable.: (--.EQ(SUB(?nx.O,?ny.O),O)" LT(7ny.O,?nx.O)
Negated Theorem: (NIL) ... is not consistent.
10NI WII rejected by the negation fllter.Trying: HCF...
Olec1cing pattern-set consistency (or IIHCF...

1\

LT('1nx.O,?d.O) 1\ LT(7ny.O,?d.0»

Sati.fllbles: (--.EQ(SUB(?nx.O.?ny.O).O)" LT(?ny.O,?nx.O) 1\ LT('1nx.O,?d.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O,?d.O»
Ne~ted

Theorem: (NEEOS-CANCELUNG-p(SUB(7nx.O,?ny.0).7d.O)
LT(SUB(7nx.O.?ny.O).?d.O» ... is consistenLTry~: ENDI... TryinJ.: lILT...
cs: (INM2A IHCF lEND I IHLT). I: (IHCF IHLl). 2: (IHLT). 3: (IHLT).
IHLT bas the following competitors: NIL. yielding exclusion clauses: NIL
Contradictory instantiations: NIL
2: (IHeF). 3: (IHeF).
IHCF bas the (ollowing competitors: (IHLT). yielding exclusion clauses: (NIL)
Olec1cing exclusion clauses for IIHCF...
1\

Satisflables: (NEEOS-CANCELLING-p(SUB(?nx.O.?ny.O),?d.O) 1\ LT(SUB('1nx.O.?ny.O).?d.O)
--.EQ(SUB(?nx.O.?ny.O),O) 1\ LT('1ny.O,?nx.O) 1\ LT(?nx.O.?d.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O.?d.O)
(EQ(SUB('1nx.O. ?ny.O).O) v -.NEEOS-CANCElLING-p(SUB('1nx.O.?ny.O),?d.O)
v -,LT(SUB(?nx.O.?.!l~O).?d.O» 1\ --.EQ(?nx.O.?ny.O»
Negated Theorem: (NIL) ... is not consistent.
Contradictory instantiations: (IHeF)
1\
1\

The pairing: CORRECT-HI/IIHLTwith ERROR-HIJIHLT i. consistent.
[IO]Ftring: 'HLT
WM: «ANSWER IS «*SUBlRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) J ?O.O» «*SUBTRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) J) (J ?O.O)
«fR I) ?NX.O J ?D.O) «FR 2) ?NY.O J ?O.O»
Constraints: (--.EQ(SUB(?nx.O.?ny.O).O)

1\

LT(7ny.O.?nx.O) 1\ LT('1nx.O.?d.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O.?d.O»

Exclusion.: «EQ(SUB('1nx.O. ?ny.O).O) v -.NEEDS-CANCELUNG-P(SUB(?nx.O.?ny.0).?d.O)
v ~T(SUB(?nx.O.?n)'.O).?d.O» 1\ --.EQ(?nx.O.?ny.O»
New outputs: «*OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) I ?D.O)))
Hah .ipalled on this path.
cp-generation info:
Input Spec: «(FR I) ?NX.O I ?D.O) «FR 2) ?NY.O J ?O.O)

«

?NX.O ?D.O)

«

?NY.O ?O.O»

State infonnation for STA TEl. Ruleset: CORRECT-HI
Instantiations: (IONI IINM2A IIENDI IHLT)
Outputs: «*OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) I ?O.O)))
(-.EQ(SUB(?nx.O.?ny.O).O) 1\ LT('1ny.O.?nx.O) 1\ LT(7nx.O.?d.O) 1\ LT(?ny.O,?d.O»
Exclusion clauses: «EQ(SUB('1nx.O.?ny.O).O) v -.NEEOS-CANCEllING-P(SUB('1nx.O.?ny.O).?d.O)
v ....,LT(SUB(?nx.O.?ny.O).?d.O» 1\ --.EQ(?nx.O.?ny.O»
Thi. ruleset is in a balt state.
State infonnation for STATE2. Ruleset: ERROR-HI

Instantiaticxu: (IIONI .NM2A .ENDI IHLT)
Outputs: «-OUTPUT «-SUBTRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) J ?O.O)))
(-.Eq(SUB(?nx.0.7ny.O).0)" LT('1ny.O.?nx.O) 1\ LT(7nx.0.?d.0) 1\ LT(7ny.0.?d.O»
ExclUSIon clauses: --.EQ(?nx.O.?ny.O)
This ruleset is in a batt stale.
In the ease where the answer does not require cancelling, no CP exists.
No CP can be generated for the outputs: «-SUBTRACT ?NX.O ?NY.O) J ?D.O)

and «-SUBTRACT 7NX.0 ?NY.O) I ?O.O). II they are equal.
Swilcbing rulesets because of *HALT.
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PG now switches back to the error model and picks up the NM2B path.
numerators are equal.

This path is fOllowed when the two

Selecting context: ERROR-HI
[7]Firing: 'NM2B
Oeposited:
f))
WM: «0 () (J ?D.O)
1) 7NY.0 /70.0)
2) 7NY.0 /70.0»
Constraints: (LT(7ny.0.7d.0) A LT(7ny.0.7d.0»
Exclusions: -,LT(1ny.0.1ny.0)

«0

«FR

«FR

[11],-.........,=:-;;0:-----

Context: ERROR-HI
Trying: NM2A ...
Checking pattern-set consistency for 'NM2A...
Satisfiables: LT(7ny.0.7d.0)
Negated Theon:m: LT(7ny.0.7ny.0)... is not consistent. Trying: NM2B ...
Trying: ONI ...
MG-Neg-Nullifier: 'ONI. (NIL)
Satisfiables: LT(7ny.O.7d.0)
Negated Theorem: (NIL) ... is not consistent.
'ONI was rejected by the negation ftlter.Trying: ENOl...
This model has no rule [or catering for cases where the answer's numerator is zero. ENDl requires that the
numerator be positive_ Thus, PG discards this path as no further processing is possible.

Checking pattern-set ca15istency for ,END 1...
Satisfiabfes: LT(7ny.O.?d.O)
Negated Theon:m: ....,EQ(O.O)... is not consistent. Trying: HLT...
CS: (1fNM2B). I: NIL.
Switching Nleset because the current IUleset has no unhalted State Pairs.

PG now picks up the NM2B path which it suspended near the beginning of this tr.ae..

Selecting context: CORRECT-HI
[3]Firing: 'NM2B
Oeposited: «0 f))
WM: «0 () (J 70.0)
1) 7NY.0 /?D.O)
2) 7NY.0 /?D.O»
Constraints: (LT(7ny.0.1d.0) A LT(?ny.0.7d.0»
Exclusions: -,LT(7ny.0.?ny.0)

«FR

«FR

[12],_~==~_ _ __
Context: CORRECT-HI
Tryin,: NM2A ...
Checking pattern-set consistency for 'NM2A...
Satisfiables: LT(7ny.0.7d.0)
N~gated Theon:m: !-T(7ny.0.7ny.0) ... is not consistent.
Trymg: NM2B ... Trymg: ONl...
MG-Neg-Nullifier: 'ONI. (NIL)
Satisfiables: LT(7ny.0.7d.0)
Negated Theorem: (Nll..) ... is not consistent.
'ONI was rejected by the negation filter.Trying: HCF...
Checking pattern-set consistency for 'HCF...
. Satisfiables: LT(7ny.0.7d.0)
Negated Theorem: (....,EQ(O.O) A NEEOS-CANCELLING-P(O,7d.0)
... is not consistent. Trying: END 1...

A

LT(O.?d.O»

As with ERROR-HI, ENDl cannot be instantiated if the .answer·s numerator is zero.

Checking pattern-set consistency for 'END I...
Satisfiable.: LT(7ny.O,?d.O)
Nesated Theon:m: ..,EQ(O,O) ... is not consistent. Trying: HLT...
CS: ('NM2B). 1: NIL.

At this point, both models fail to produce fUrther outputs and so processing ceases.

CP-generation info:
Input Spec: «(FR 1) 7NX.0 / 70.0)

«FR 2) 7NY.0 I ?O.O) « 7NX.O 70.0) « 7NY.O ?O.O)

State information for STATE I. Ruleset: CORRECT-HI
Instantiations: ('ON 1 'NM2B)
Outputs: NIL
This Nlesel is in a halt state.
State infonnation for STATE2. Rulesel: ERROR-HI
Instantiations: ('ONI 'NM2B)
Outputs: NIL

This Nleset is in a hall state.
Switching Nle.el because the current Nlesel has no unhalted State Pairs.
Selecting context: ERROR-HI
No inPUl rpecificatioo. left.
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